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Abstract

This study traces the fortunes of the Cliffords under

the last three Earls. Raised to the peerage in 1299 and

created Earls in 1525, the Cliffords built up estates in

Yorkshire and Westmorland until they became one of the

wealthiest noble families.

This wealth Was dissipated by the 3rd Earl. Drawn into

heavy expenditure by extravagant livint and, In particular, a
k

te jPassion for privateering, the Earl incurred l gar (debts. He

reduced them by raising money from his estate 9 which suffered

accordingly; yet many debts were unpaid at his death. Debts

and impaired estates were the 3rd Earl's legacy to his successor.

In contrast, many creditors, mainly of the gentry class, had

profited by lending the Earl money at interest.

During the 4th Earl's tenure, the Cliffords' fortunes

recovered briefly but then steadily deteriorated. Until 1617

his tenure of the estates was uncertain for the 3rd Earl's

daughters Lady Anne Clifford, disputed his right to the

inheritance. His income, though sustained for twenty years

by the profits of a cloth licence granted the 3rd Earl in 1601,

could not pay all the 3rd Earl's debts nor big new debts

incurred in raising the portion awarded Lady Anne at the

settlement of the inheritance dispute. The Cliffords' financial



difficulties and the depreciation of the estates which

accompanied them continued until the Civil Var.

When the 5th Eaxl died in 1643, the Cliffords" wealth

and standing were much diminished. Their tenants,however,

had benefited for, because of the Cliffords' need of cash,

many had been able to purchase their holdings and with them

their independence. With the 5th Earl's death, the male line

became extinct and the estates were divided between his

daughter, Elizabeth Countess of Cork, and Lady Anne Clifford.
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In 

1. 3COM, of the Study

The Cliffords were Earls of Cumberland for four

generations, from the creation of the 1st Earl in 1525 to the

death of the 5th Earl in 1643. This study is concerned with

the fortunes of the Cliffords during the active tenure of the

last three Earls, though the earlier history of the Cliffords as

nobility has been briefly traced in the first Chapter. The

period covered, 1579 to 1646, has been determined partly by

the material available for such a study and partly by the

knowledge that the 3rd Earl's career had a profound effect on

the fortunes of the family-which until that time had prospered.

It has long been known that the last Phase of the Cliffords'

tenure of the titled and estates, before the extinction of the

male line in 1643, was disturbed by problems, notably financial

difficulties and an inheritance dispute, which were the result

of the 3rd Earl's activities. The 3rd Earl, a famous courtier

and amateur privateer, Was the most distinguished of the Earls

of Cumberland. ET. Whitaker, who made full use of the family

archives in preparing his massive History of Craven, wrote of

hims "If we trace him In the public history of his times, we

see nothing but the accomplished courtier, the skilful navigator,

the intrepid commander, the disinterested patriot. If we follow

him into his family, we are instantly struck with the indifferent
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and =faithful husband, the negligent and thoughtless parent.

If we enter his muniment-room, we are surrounded by memorials of

prodigality, mortgages and sales, inquietude, and approaching

want. He set out with a larger estate than any of his ancestors,
•	 1

and in little more than twenty Years he made it one of the least".

The 3rd Earl's biographer, G.C. Williamson, was chiefly

interested in his privateering voyages, On the Earl's career

in general he stated; "Much of course remains unwritten. Of

much of his life nothing is known at all 	  We would

gladly know more of his life at Court, of the time he spent on
2

his northern estate and of 1hir4 he did when there". The exact

causes of the difficulties experienced by the 3rd Earl and his

successors, their nature and extent and their effect have thus

not been apparent from the evidence hitherto available. The

main alm of this study is, therefore, the elucidation of the

fortunes of the Cliffords during the last, interesting and

uncertain phase In their history,

The first six chaPtirs of the study are devoted to the 3rd

Earl's career and the remaining chapters deal with the 4th and

5th Earls' tenure of the inheritance. 1579 Was chosen as the
earlier limit of the study mainly because the 3rd Earl came of

age and entered his estates in that year and thus became

1. T.D. Whitaker, The History and Antiouities of the Deanery of
graven in the County of York, 3rd Edn., Ed. A.W. Morant,
(Leeds and London, 1875), 354.

2. G.C. Williamson, Georze,Third El of Cumberland. (1558-1605).
pis Life jind Voyages,(Cambridge, 1920), xii.



responsible 'for the Clifford inheritance, although he had

succeeded to the title nine years previously, The later

of 1646 was chosen because of the series of important surveys

and 'Valuations of the main Clifford estates in 4Xorkshire made

then following the sequestration by the Commonwealth authorities

of the greater part of the 5th Earl's property. It is thus more

convenient to end the study in 1646 than at the death of the 5th

Earl in 1643.

The general content of the chapters will be clear from the

table of contents. Three c.hapters,however, require special

comment for each to some extent falls outside the scope of the

study. The 3rd Earl's privateering career, which is dealt with

in Chapter II, has already been descrIbed fully by G.C.

Williamson. In Chapter II, therefore, the aim has been to set

out the essential outline of the Earl' S privateering and place

in their appropriate context many of the Earl's le'tters, which

Williamson failed to do, so as VI give a more complete picture

of the Earl's activities and to empitasise the distinct phases in

his career. Such evidence as is available of the financial

side of the Earl's privateering has been added to the literary

sources. More is said on this point at the beginning of

Chapter II.

In the course of his career the 3rd Earl borrowed large

sums on many occasions. The survey of the Earl's major

creditors, which is the subject of Chapter III, is an indication

of the associations that a typical member of the higher nobility



could form with a variety of creditors towards the close of the

sixteenth century.

The Cliffords' possession of a licence to export undressed

cloths identified them closely with the greatest of English

trading companies, the Merchant Adventurers, and the most

important monopoly, the export of undressed cloths, created by

the Tudors. Although the Merchants' Company and the cloth trade

have been exhaustively examined, the position of the joint

licensees has been neglected. The discussion of the Cliffords"

tenure of the cloth licence in Chapter IX is, therefore, a

contribution to the general history of both the Merchants'

Company and the cloth trade in the early Stuart period. The

figures of cloth exports for most years of the Clifforde tenure,

a Particularly interesting period for which figures have not

hitherto been available, have been analysed from the Cliffords'

accounts and can be found in Appendix II. The Cliffords' income

from the licence is described in section ii of Chapter IX and

its value there and in Chapters X and XII.

A description of the fortunes of a noble family is of

interest in itself because of the limited detailed knowledge

of the Tudor and Stuart peerage in general and of individual

noble houses in particular. Recently,however, historians have

given special attention to the fortunes of the aristocracy

during this time of great social and economic Change. In the

controversy that has arisen, the Cliffords have already featured.

Mr. L. Stone, following Dr. Whitaker, has emPhasised the



profligacy and indebtedness of the 3rd Earl in support of his
1

views on the Changing fortunes of the aristocracy. Mr. H.R.

Trevor-Roper, in contrast, has tended to minimise the supposed

effects of the Earl's indebtedness on the family fortunes and
2	 3

estates.	 There now is, as G.R. Batho has stated, a need for

detailed studies of individual peers in order to advance the

Inquiry to its second stage. It is hoped that this study, by

revealing the change in the fortunes of one of the leading

members of the Elizabethan aristocracy, will contribute to the

further discussion of this important question.

le L. Stone, The Anatomy of the Elizabethan Aristocracy",
	  xviii, (1948), 9,17,19,47: and The Elizabethan
Aristocracy - A, Restatement", EcX.R., 2nd sex., iv, (1952),
336.

2. H.R. Trevor-Roper, "The Elizabethan Aristocracy: an
Anatomy Anatomized", Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., iii, (1951), 293.•

3. G.R.Batho, "The Finances of an Elizabethan Nobleman:
Henry Percy, Ninth Earl of Northumberland (1564-1632)",
EcX.R., 2nd sex., ix (1956), 433.
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xii

pources Uped 

The main sources for this study are the Clifford familY

Since Whitaker wrote, in 1812, it is clear that many

Of the papers have, unfortunately, disappeared. Few have

survived for the years prior to 1579, when this study begins.

A, larger quantity is available for the years 1579 to 1602,

letters for the most part but also some estate and miscellaneous

documents. After 1602, however, there are a great many,

12:lauding -household and estate accounts and other valuable

records.

This material has been supplemented by public records.

Apartrfrom the State Papers, the main Manuscript sources used

are the Patent Rolls, the Close Rolls, Feet of Fines and the

Lord Chamberlain's statutes. These records are of particular

value for the 3rd Earl's career prior to 1602, which Is the

subject of the first three chapters, becaUse of the limited

material available in the Cliffords" archives for that period.

They have been described below in the Note on Public Records.

The Clifford papers were separated when the Clifford
1

estates were divided on the death or the 5th Ear/ in 1643.
Skipton and Appleby Castles with the estate documents for the

Craven and Westmorland estates passed to Lady Anne Clifford,

Countess of Dorset and Pembroke, daughter of the 3rd Earl,

Bolton Abbey and Londesborough Rouse to the 5th Earl's daughter,

1. see j,nfrat p. 329,



Elizabeth, wife of Richard 2nd Earl of Cork.

The estate documents for Westmorland are still at Appleby
1

Castle, which is now owned by Lord Hothfield.	 The Craven

estate papers were at Skipton Castle until May 1956, when Lord

Hothfield sold the Castle and donated the MSS. to the Yorkshire

Archaeological Society. They now form part of the Society's

muniments at Leeds.

The Clifford papers formerly at Bolton Abbey and

Londesborough are now permanently deposited at Chatsworth in the
2

Duke of Devonshire's collection. The Bolton (Abbey) MSS.

include most of the Cliffords' household accounts that are

extant. The Londesborough PISS. consist of a large number of

miscellaneous documents relating to all aspects of the Clifforde

affairs and include some household accounts. Although most of

the estate documents are to be found in the Skipton and Appleby

/433., there is a limited but important amount of estate material

in both the Bolton 1433. and the Londesborough 1435. The Skipton

1433., likewise, include some household books.

The private, official and household letters of the

Cliffords are at Appleby, Chatsworth and amongst the Cumberland

papers In Earl Spencer's PISS. at Althorp. The Burlington

papers at Althorp also include a small number of letters and

1. H.M.C. Eleventh,ReporV, Appendix, pt.vli (1888), 81-93.
2. H.M.C. Third Report, (1872), Appendix, 36-41.
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other documents of the Cliffords, mainly concerning the 5th
1

Earl and his daughter the Countess of Cork. 	 T.D. Whitaker

published in full in his History of Craven many of the letters

now at Appleby and Chatsworth, and others which are not now

extant.

Although all the Clifford papers are now adequately stored

and accessible, only the Bolton ESS. at Chatsworth ad the MSS.

at Althorp have been thoroughly sorted and catalogued. The

Bolton MSS. consist of the Books of Household and Estate Accounts,

of which there are 355 covering the period 1510 to 1818, and the

Sundry Papers. The Books include besides accounts some estate

surveys, and the Sundry Papers, though mainly miscellaneous

Papers and letters, include some household accounts and estate

material. More estate documents were transferred to Chatsworth

in 1955 from the Bolton Abbey estate office. Since these were

examined when they were at the estate office, they are described

in the Bibliography as Bolton Abbey MSS. and references are to

the 143$. as they are numbered in the catalogue which was kept

in the estate office.

The Londesborough MSS. at Chatsworth are awaiting

cataloguing, but as yet have not been sorted. Mr. Wagg,

however, kindly allowed them to be examined and those MSS.

required for this study were transcribed. The MSS. that are

1. H.M.C. Second Report, (1874), Appendix, 12-20.



referred to have been listed in the Bibliography. In order

to make reference both easy and accurate, theykbave been listed

according to the type of document, with the letters A,D,Z and

M signifying the four types - the Accounts, the papers relating

to Debts, the Estate material and Miscellaneous papers - and

the documents in each of these four groups have been separately

numbered. The method of reference, for example, for the first

document listed under Accounts iss Londesborough MS. A/1; for

the fifth under Zatates, Londesborough MS. Z/5.

The large collection of Skipton MSS., formerly in the

evidence room at the Castle, contains all types of estate

records; in particular court rolls, rentals, surveys, books of

grants, leases, and bailiffs accounts, mainly rrom the sixteenth

century to the early twentieth century. The documents have been

sorted into bundles according to the various types and the

bundles numbered,listed and described in a catalogue. The

description of the bundles indicates their general contents,

but not the individual documents. The Skipton MSS. referred

to have therefore been listed in the Bibliography. The method

of reference is based on the catalogue. The press mark and

the Bundle number given in the datalogue have been adopted (but

not the shelf number, which is now of no help) and the

individual MSS. In each Bundle have been numbered. The full

reference of, for example, the 1579 Book of Dimissions is



Skipton MS. Press A, Bundle 24, no.li or, in its shortened form,

Skipton Al24/1. The only Skipton document not referred to in

this way is the Estate Ledger for Craven, in which the details

of 429 leases granted between 1602 and 1606 are entered. The

Ledger is referred to, as in the catalogue, by name only. The

Yorkshire Archaeological Society does not intend to alter the

way in which the Skipton mSS. are now sorted and catalogued.

The MSS. at Appleby Castle are of three kindss the letters,

the three large Books of Records compiled for lady Anne Clifford,

ana the estate and other material in the evidence room. The

letters at Appleby have been quoted in full by G.C. Williamson in
1

his biographies of the 3rd Earl and his daughter Lady Anne. All

references to these letters made in the text are to the place

and the form in which Williamson has published them. i.ady Anne',

Books of Record contain the entries of a great many documents

relating to the Clifford family from the thirteenth to the
2

seventeenth centuries.	 The third Book concerns the Earls of

Cumber/and. It is referred to as Appleby MS. Booi III. The

Pagination is contemporary. For the MSS. in the evidence room

at Appleby, the method adopted is simiiar to that for the

Skipton MSS. The mSS. have been described and numbered in the

1. G.C. Williamson, Lady Anne Cl%frord Countess of Dorset,
pembroke & Montgomery, 1590-1676. Her Life, Letters and
Null, (Kendal, 1922).

2. See.E.M.C. Eleventh Repo*, App. pt.v11,86.
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Bibliography and the catalogue used as the basis for detailed

reference. Since only the documents in Case D, Shelf 1 and

in the Box:have been cited in the text, the problem of

identification of the Appleby MSS. has been greatly simplified.

Three other collections of MSS. have been examined.

These are the Tempest 1433. in the possession of Captain Stephen

Tempest of Broughton Hall, near Skiptan; the Ferrand MSS.,

which are now in the possession of the City of Bradford

Corporation and deposited at CartwriehtHall, Bradford; and

the Salisbury MSS. The Salisbury papers vhich have been

used and referred to are transcripts of the so far unpublished

Salisbury 1133. which are being prepared for publication at

the Public Record Office. They are described as P.R.O.

Salisbury 1433. to distinguish them from the oTiginal MSS.

at Hatfield.

iii. Note on Public Records.

The public records principally Used in this study fall

within the categories of Transactions in Land and Obligations.

The sources for land transactions are the Patent Rolls, Feet

of Fines and the Indentures entered in the Close Rolls. They

will be described briefly in order to indicate both their

usefulness as sources and their use in this study.

Obligations are a class of document which has hitherto

been largely neglected. They included a variety of legal

forms and their purpose was multifarious. It is not surprising,
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therefore, that the interpretation of one type of recorded

obligation, the lord Chamberlain's statutes, has recently been

a cause of controversy. It has been necessary for this study,

and particularly for Chapters II and III, to establish, the

exact meaning of the different forms of obligation in which the

Cliffords were concerned. In consequence, obligations will be

discussed in greater detail, with the intention of explaining

the different forms and their usage in the hope that the outline

which here is only Possible will be a guide to ftu-ther

investigation. Most of the examples will be drawn from

obligations into which the Cliffords entered.
1

A. Transactions in Land 

1. patent Rolls.

The Patent Rolls are useful for land transactions because

Of the entries of Licences of Alienation. These Licences were

required only for alienation of land held in chief of the Crown

and are thus a far less complete source for transfers of land

than Feet of Fines. A second drawback to the Licences is that

no figure is given of the sale price or value of the land and in

this respect Feet of Fines are preferable. The main point in

favour of the Licences is that the contemporary index to the

Patent Rolls gives the essential information about them and

there is generally no need to go th, the rolls themselves for

1. Much information on the sources mentioned here can be
found in LS. Ginseppil j Guide to the Manuscripts Preserved 
in the Public Record Office, 2 vols. (1923 and 4).



they add little to the details in the index. A second advantage

when working on a single person or family is that there is no

limitation to within certain geographical boundaries, as there

is in the Feet of Fines. For example, the Licences of

alienations for all the Clifford estates aril readily found,

whereas the search for Fines must be made county by county.

The Patent Rolls contain otheiinformation, mainly royal

grants of all kinds, ,including offices and lands. This can be

found more easily in a simplified form in the alternative source

of the Indexes to the Privy Seal WerrantS or Signet Office

Docquets where they are extant.

2. pet of Fines

The Feet of Fines are virtually a cOmPIete record of

major conveyances in land, whether real or 'fictitious'. In

all the conveyances Mentioned in this study, bargains and sales,

mortgages and jointures, aswell as in many grants of fee farms,

long leases and some Shorter leases, the further assurance of

the lands covenanted in the indenture or lease took the form of a.

Fine. The Fines, establishing entitlement to land (except land

held in tail of the Xing), supply information of agreements

between parties concerning landed property. They are no exact

guide to the nature of the conveyance undertaken, which must be

sought elsewhere, although most frequently it is a sale of land.

The outstanding value of the Fines is their completeness as a

series and, In particular, as on. many occasions the only surviving:

evidence that some kind of conveyance took place.



property
	 rind of

Transaction 

Broomfleet
	

Sale

Nesfield
	

Sale

Faso
	 Lease

Brollipton	 Sale

Easthorpe
	

Sale

Cowthorpe
	 Mortgage

Cowlhorpe
	

Mortgage

Zahton
	 Mortgage

Bolton
	 Mortgage

Maltby
	 Mortgage

Maltby
	

Sale, in two
Parts

The figure mentioned in

sale price, but it is a guide

The figures of the sale price in the Feet of Fines,

as is well known, are unreliable. The comparisons given below

between the figures taken from the Fines and the actual sale

prices of some of the Clifforde properties suggests a limited

use for the Fines.

EUI
Figure	 Pr Ice

	

80	 200
2

	

100	 400
3

	

360	 7o0
4

	

680	 1,176
5

	

,to	 20406

	

500	 1,600

	

600	 2, 500s

	1,100	 4,600
9

	

600	 5,000
10

	

440	 1,100
11

	

140	 32012

	

300	 1,480

the Fine is clearly not the

to the minimum amount of the

actual price. In all cases the Fine figure can be doubled

1. Skipton MS. A/29/4. 2. Skipton XS. A/34/1.
3. Sklpton MS. A/34/1. 4. C54/2089.
5. Bolton MS. Bk.941f.33 6. 04/1238.
7. C54/1263. 8. c54/1495,
9. C54/1524. lo. cf4/1236,
11. C54/1237. 12., C54/1240.



to obtain the minimum amount of the actual price, though for

most of the Fines over £500 it would be more correct to multiply

by four. When, for lack of other evidence, the Fines figure

has been used in this study, for some minor sales only, the

sale price has accordingly been reckoned at twice that figure.

The details of manors and lesser holdings given in the

Fines appear to be accurate and are usually identical with those •

found in the Licences of alienation. But other details, such

as acreage of land, meadow and pasture, moors and woods, are

mainly quoted in round figures and do not sugges1 that they can

be accepted as correct.

Although most of the original, Feet of Filmes have been

examined, the references in this study are to the printed index

to Yorkshire Fines in the Tudor and,Stuart period published by

the Yorkshire Archaeological Society, which greatly facilitated
1

the search.	 Without an index, the search,would be laborious

in all phases and the results would probably not merit the effort.

The index to the Yorkshire Fines is complete in its details

except for the figure of the sale price which has been omitted.

3. Close RolltIndentures 

The Indentures entered in the Close Rolls are the most

reliable and the most rewarding source for land transactions.

1. Feet of Fines of the Tudor Period, 1486-1601, 4 vols.
(Yorks. Arch. and Top. Assn. Record Ser., „Worksop, 1887-1890]
and W. Brigg, (Ed.), Yorkshire Fines for the Stulrt Period,
1.60 3-1625, 2 vols. (Yorks. Arch. Soc. Rec. Ser., Leeds,
1915 and 1917).



They record sales of land, mortgages, conveyances of land

in trust, as for jointures, and conveyances for many other

purposes.

The details and conditions of sales and of other forms

of conveyance are generally clear. The normal mortgage is

distinguished from the sale by the clause of recovery, which

usually starts 'provided alwaies", upon repayment of the sum

mentioned, but in other respects its form differs in no way

from that of a sale. The period of mortgage in the late

sixteenth century was in most cases for six months ox' a Year;

the mortgage money included the capital,loaned and the interest

due at the official rate of ten per cent.

Not all the Indentures were watered in the Close Rolls.

By the statute 27 Henry VIII caput 16, Indentures of Bargain

and Sale were not valid unless enrolled either in one of the

courts of record at Westminster, hence the entries in the Close

Rolls, or in the county where the lands lay before the Custos

Rotulorum or two justices of the Peace, provided the Clerk
1

of the Peace was one of them. 	 These county indentures are

extant amongst the records of the Clerks of the Peace;. fox
2	 3

example, in Norfolk, and the North Riding of Yorkshire.

1. Statutes of the Realm, ill, 109 -1547 (1817), 549. This
statute,however, was evaded; see Giuseppi, op.cit. 1,21.

2. J.C. Tingey, oi Calendar of Deeds enrolled within the
County of Norfolk,' porfolk Archaeology, xiii, (Norwich,
1898), 33-92.

3. H.M.C. pinth Report, Appendix, pt.l, (1883), 332-4.



These three sources, the Patent Rolls, Feet of Fines and

the Close Rolls, have distinct and individual merits as

evidence of transactions in land. Taken together, they-form

an almost complete record of conveyances; each source

supplementing and complementing the others. To examine all

three sources thoroughly, however, may only be feasible when

dealing with a comprehensive subject, as in the study of a

noble family.

The exact nature of a conveyance must often be doubtful

when no Indenture is available. But usually it is not difficult

to assume the sort of transaction likely to take place between

the parties concerned and with the land in question. For this

study, the Cliffords t family Papers have provided much

supporting evidence. In searching the public records for the

transactions and financial dealings of an important landowner,

it is not enough to limit the search to agreements made by the

principal figure. On several occasions, for example, the 3rd

Earl's business was performed by his servants without mention of

him.	 This Is Particularly true of Indentures and Obligations,

where the most important dealings are found.

1. See Ann. 42 Table A.
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B. Obligations 

Obligations were as essential a Part of legal Practice

in the sixteenth century as they are at the present time.

Interest in obligations has, so far, centred on statutes.

Mr. L. Stone suggested their value as sources, but made the

unwarranted assumption that they represented money debts in
1

the modern sense of the term.	 Hr. Trevor-Roper, in his
2

criticism of Stone, followed the definitions in Jacob's

Law Dictionary, an eighteenth century publication, which gave a

full account of obligations according to the practice of his
3

day.

Jacobl s definitions are misleading not because the basic

forms ofcbligations differed from those of the sixteenth century,

but because the theory as well as the practice had by the

eighteenth century become stereotyped. In consequence, Trevor-

Roper is also to some extent inaccurate; but his inadequacy

lies rather in what he omits than in what he has to say on the

problem. The statutes in the nature of statute staple, with

1. L. Stone / 	 xviii, 22-3.
2. H.R. Trevor-Roper, Epal.R., 2nd

283, n.l.
3. G. Jacob, A New Law Dictionary,

and J. Morgan, 1772).

ser. ill, 281-8, especially

(9th Edo., Ed. 0. Ruffhead
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which he and Stone were mainly concerned, were only one of

several types of obligation in constant use in the sixteenth

century. Nor did he do more than suggest the purposes for

which these statutes could be used and, like Stone, assumed
1

that most statutes recorded true debts, in other words loans.

Whatever their economic implications, obligations were basically

legal instruments; and the nature of the obligation and the

remedies available to the obligee on default of the obligor

varied according to the origin and usage of each particular

class of obligation. One of the peculiar characteristics of

the Tudor age was the adaption of medieval, practices to the

demands of an expansionist economy. The variety of form and

ubiquity in usage of obligations in the later part of the

sixteenth century is a reflection of that development. When
2

Jacob and Cruise, the authorities usually cited, wrote in the

eighteenth century, usage had become rigid and obligations

were therefore capable of rigid definition and application,

whereas in the late sixteenth century there Was still some

scope for uses as yet unlimited by the precedents of What would

be qcceptable in equity.

There were three separate types of obligations - Bonds;

Recognizances; and Statutes. This is clear from both the

1. E.g. Trevor-Roper's use of P.R.O. RRcognizances for Debt
(i.e. statutes) as evidence of borrcswing in 'The Gentry,
1540-1640 1 (Ec.H.R. supplement 1, 1953) 2 especially p.210.1

2. Jacob, op.cit. William Cruise, A Digest of the Laws 9f
England Respecting Real Property, 7 vols,-(4th Bdn.,1835).
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1
theory as stated by West in his Imboleozranhy, a manual of

the correot forms of legal instruments, and the terms used
2

in practice by the Cliffords , household officers.	 Bonds were

distinguished from recognizances and statutes by the fact that

recognizances and statutes were recorded and bands were not;

and though recognizances and sttutes were often grouped

together under the heading of recognizances, and indeed had

certain features in common, they should be thought of as two

distinct forms of recorded obligation, for they differed

notably in the procedure by which they were recorded and by

which the penalty could be levied on forfeiture of the

obligation.

The different types of obligation will first be described

separately.

ponds and Bills

Bills obligatory and Obligations, otherwise called Bonds,

were the simplest type of obligation. The only difference

between the Bill and the Bond was that the B1,13. was in English

and the Bond (as the name Obligation implies) was in Latin.

Both Bills and Bonds were in deed, that is to say unrecorded.

In them, the obligor acknowledged that be Tied to the obligee

N a certaine summe of money or othertbing. 0 The sum or things

due and the time, place and manner of Payment or delivery were
3

entered in the obligation.

1. William West,  iuboleogrArhy, 2 parts (1622 edn.). Part I
was first publi-ied in 1590 2 Part II in 1594.

2. E.g. Bolton MS. Bk. 115 2 f.3b.
3. West, or.cit. 19 section 100.
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Recognizances 

A Recognizance was a recorded obtigation. It Was

acknowledged and enrolled in a Court of Record before a Judge

or other officer with aUthority to take the zcknowledgment, such

as the Masters of Chancery, the Judges of either Bench, the
1

Barons of the Exchequer and Justices of the Peace.

Statutes

Statute was also a recognizance, that is a recorded

obligation, but it was sealed and was acknowledged before

persons specially appointed for that purpose by certain statutes.

There were three kinds of Statutes; the Statute Merchant, the

Statute Staple and the Statute in the nature of Statute Staple.

In a Statute Merchant the obligation was acknowledged

before one of the Clerks of the Statute Merchant and Mayor or

dhietl Warden of the city of London, or two merchants of the city

appointeq for that purpose; or before the Mayor, chief Warden

or Master or other appointed men of other cities. The obligation

was sealed with the seals of the debtor and the King and was

in two pieces, the larger piece being kept by the Mayor or chief
2

Warden or other men and the lesser by the Clerks.

The Statute Staple proper was an obligation acknowledged

before the Mayor of the Staple in the presence of one of the two

Constables of the Staple.
3

1. all. section 103,
2. ;bid. section 105.
3. Ibid. section 107.



win

The Statute Merchant was set up by statute in the 13th

year of Edward I; the Statute Staple proper by the statute 17
1

Edward ItI caput 9.	 In theory both these kinds of Statute

were for the use of merchants and it was because of the supposed

abuse of-this privilege that by the statute 23 Henry VIII caPut 6

they were reserved for the use of merchants and a separate type,

the Statute in the nature of Statute Staple, or the Statute

Staple improper as 'West calls it, was instituted for the use of

the general Public.

The Statute Staple improper was similar to the Statute

Staple proper, but it was acknowledged before one of the chief

Justices or, in their absence, before the Mayor of the Staple
2

and the Recorder of London. 	 Copies of these statutes were

errolled and also entered in books kept by the Clerk of the

Recognizances. These Entry Books of the Clerk of the

Recognizances have strayed into the Lord Chamberlain's
3

department at the Public Record Office. In a later statute,

27 Elizabeth caput 4, registration of Statutes was made a
4

necessary condition of legal action for,recovery. If this

1. all. sections 105,107.2. ala. section 109.
3. For a survey of the sources connected with these statutes,

see Mr. R.B. Pugh's 'Provisional Note Upon Recognizances
in the Nature of Statute Staple' (P.R.O. Note no.123),
which can be referred to at the PulpliC Record Office.

4. Trevor-Roper, Ec.H.R., 2nd set'. iii, 282.



statute was put into effect, the Entry Books should also

contain the record of some Statutes Merchant and Statutes

Staple proper.

Penalties and Enforcement.

The extent of the penalty and the strictness in execution

of obligations became progressively greater in the order of

bonds, recognizances and statutes. The penalty of a bond was

the sum for which the obligor was bound; of a recognizance, "all

the Recognisors goods and Chattels except his draught beasts,
1

and implements of husbandrie, and the moiety of his lands"; of a
2

statute, the body, /ands and goods of the debtor.

Each court of record which acknowledged recognizances had

the authority to execute them by force; as, for example, the

Exchequer, where the King's Remembrancer acknowledged the

recognizances, the Treasurer's Remembrancer enrolled them and
3

the King's Remembrancer issued writs of execution. With

statutes, the procedure gave the creditor possession of the

debtor's lands after the record of the debt had been certified

in Chancery, an inquisition of the debtor's ianda taken and a
4

writ of liberate issued to the creditor. 	 Litigation on both

recognizances and statutes was on the Common Law side of
5	 6

Chancery; on bonds, in the Common Pleas.

1. West, ou.cit. 1 9 section 103.
2. Ibid. section 105,	 -
3. Giuseppi, orscit. I, 98.
4. R.B. Pugh, loc.cit.
5. Ibid. Giuseppi, ou.cit. 19 46.
6. naappl, op.cit. I, 253.



The fact that few of the entries of recopizances and

statutes were cancelled has raised the question whether the

cancellation is of any importance as an indication that the

obligation was performed and whether, if the record of the debt

were left uncancelled, the debtor was in any danger of being
1

proceeded against by a creditor not averse to fraud.

Though cancellation of the entry would suggest either that

the obligation was performed or the agreement terminated, it is

unlikely that any inference can be drawn from the failure to

conceits This Is because an obligation enrolled on record

would be it the nature of a legal judgment. The debtor would

have previously acknowledged that should he default he must pay

the penalty. Bence the judicial process for enforcement

usually began with a scire facias - a writ to the debtor to

dhow cause why the judgment should not be executed. Thus,

being in the nature of a judgment, it would not greatly matter
2

if the record ot the obligation were cancelled or not.

The normal methods of certifying that the contract was

ended were by acqdittance and indenture of defeasance, but mostly

by the destruction of the bond itself. The 3rd Earl of

1. E.g. the views on this question expressed by Stone, EcX.R.,
2nd ser. iv, 318 and Trevor-Roper, pc01.R., 2nd ser.
282.

2. I gm indebted to Dr. W.T. Jones, who has studied sixteenth
century Chancery procedure, for this information.



Cumberland received a release and quit claim for two of his
1

statutes, the entries of which were also cancelled.	 When the

4th Earl's obligations on statutes to the Earl of Dorset were

cancelled, John Taylor, Cumberland's officer, requested an

acquittance from Dorset. Dorset refused to give one on the

grounds that he had delivered in the statutes and that was
2

"a sufficient discharge".
The Uses of ObliRations.

In his definitions, West emphasises that an obligation

involved a money debt, that the obligor owed "a summe of money

or other thing". This debt was the usual penalty on the
default of the obligor and as such it conceals the contract

entered into in the obligation. Obligations were-used for a

variety of purposes and in order to explain haw they were used

it is necessary to divide them functionally into two groups: the

first, official obligations; the second, private obligations.

a. Official Obligationp.

Official obligations were those taken locally or centrally
for government purposes. They were demanded as security for both
the fiscal and administrative aspects of government; for the

fiscal in order to bind officials to render accounts, for the
administrative to bind officials to perform'the duties they were

expected to perform. The sources of extant obligations will

give an idea of the circumstances in which they were required.

1. C54/1554; L.C. 4/192/417.
2. Williamson, Lady-Anne Clifford, 120.



Bonds and recognizances entered in Chancery included
1

those demanded of receivers and official liquidators: in the

Eizhequer, recognizances were required from sheriffs, bailiffs,

escheators and other accountants for making their accounts, and

bonds were taken for the payment of sums due to the collectors
2

of Customs and subsidies and to other officers. In the

Palatinate of Lancaster, recognizances were demanded in connectim

with the assizes and gaol deliveries and bonds for the payment
3

of money to the receivers and accounting officers of the Duchy.
4

Enrolments of the Palatinate of Chester include recognizances.

Bonds were given as security for payments of money into the

Court of Wards, recognizances for payment into the Court of
6

Augmentations. Examples mentioned by West include recognizances

given to keep the peace and appear at the next assizes, for
7

good &Dearing, for keeping alehouses and to execute a bailiwick.

Official obligations seem to be confined to bonds and

recognizances, but there is a possibility that some of the high

1. Giuseppi, or.cit. 1, 21,22.
2. all. 98.
3. Ibid. 3161333.
4. ;bid. 301.
5. Ibid. 276.
6. Ibid. 154.
7. Wif, op.cit. I, sections 103, 104.



1
officers may have been required to enter into statutes. The

type of obligation demanded of officials depended mainly on the

importance of the activity which they bound themselves to

Perform. The more responsible the position, the greater would

be the desire that if the officer Should default the Crown would

be able to recover from his personal possessions the money for

ihieh he vas to account. The legal processes were such that

In normal conditions the officer would be unable to escape

the penalty of the obligation.

b. Private Obligations.

Apart from bonds which survive in family papers for the

most part, the two main sources for private obligations are the

recognizances acknowledged in Chancery and enrolled in the

Close Rolls and the Lord Chamberlain's statutes. It is easy

to establish the purpose of a private obligation if there is a

condition attached. A condition, according to West, was a

means of delaying the operation of the penalty until either the

obligation was performed, whereupon it became void, or until the
2

obligor defaulted, when the penalty might be enforced.

Conditions were invariably attached to official obligations,

such as a condition to exercise a bailiwick.

In private obligations, a condition attached immediately

identifies the meaning. The evidence of the Clifforde

1. In impression formed after examining the entry books.
2. West, op.eit. 19 sections 110, 111.



obligations suggests that conditions can be found in all bonds,

most recognizances, but not many statutes. (The original

statutes may have had conditions, but few were entered in the

entry books). Because of this there is greater difficulty in

establishing what sort of transaction statutes conceal than

there is with the other types of obligation.

The conditions reveal that bonds and recognizances were

principally used as security for loans. The usual form of the

loan was to specify the repayment of a certain sum of money at

a certain date. The sum consisted, as in a mortgage, of the

PrinciPai of the actual loan and the interest at the statutory

rate of ten per cent, the amount of interest naturally varying

according to the time allowed before repayment. The penalty

was normally twice the figure of the actual loan; that had
1

for long been the security demanded by the creditor.

The conditions also reveal agreements that were not

specifically money debts, for which the penalty, as in many

official obligations, was the means of persuading the obligor

to perform the conditions of the obligation. West gives such

examples as conditions to make a jointure, to deliver a last
2

of salmon and to perform covenants. 	 There Were some unusual

conditions. William Fenner of St. Martin in the Fields, gent,

1. W.T. Barbour, The History of Contract in Early English
Equity, Oxford Studies in social Ind Legal History, Ed. P.
Vinogradoff, (Oxford, 1914), 89.

2. West, or.cit. I, sections 145, 131, 171.



bound himself in a statute to Henry Hawkins, Doctor of Laws,

of London for £100 the statute to be void'

if the sayd William Fenner doe from henceforth Cohabit
continewe & dwell together with Anne ffenner now his wife
& use her in all poyntes as Shall well beseeme a lovinge
husband & an honest man to doe, Or ells leavynge or
refusinge to dwell & cohabit with her, shall from hence-
forth yerely & from yere to yere, well & truly satisfie
& PO unto the foresaytL Henry Hawkins or his Assignes, to
the use of the sayd Anne ffenner or tier Assignes duringe
her naturall life, the some of £20.

However, it is the more conventional contracts which are

of greatest economic significance. For example, the 3rd Earl

of Cumberland, having twice mortgaged the manor of Cowthorpe,

eventually failed to redeem it and it passed to the mortgagees

who almost at once sold it to Thomas Walmesley. The Earl

bound himself for 5,000 in a recognizance to allow Walmesley

quiet possession, or in other words not to attempt to recover
2

the manor.	 Had the Earl wished to recover the manor, £5,000,

which was twice the sale price, would have been too steep a

price to pay. This is one of the uses of obligations cited
3

by West and in view of the leniency of the law courts to

mortgagors a very necessary precaution. But it is also an

example of the close connection that can be found between

conveyances in land and obligations and statutes in particular,

which will be evident from the discussion that follows.

Only two of the twenty recognizances entered into by the

1. L.C. 4/192/323.
2. C54/1278.
3. West, on.cit. 19 section 157.



3rd Earl had no condition. One of these was recorded at the

time when the manor of Maltby was sold in similar circumstances

to the sale of Cowthorpe to WSlmesley and it may be assumed that
1

the purpose was the same. 	 Evidence from other sources proves
2

that the second recognizance without condition was a loan. In

contrast, only two of the Cliffords , statutes had conditions and
3

these were, in fact, both loans.	 Two others had conditions in

such a shortened form as to reveal only that the originals had
4

full conditions attached.

Apart from the two known loans on the statutes, several

more can be identified as loans from other sources. Even so,

over half the statutes entered into by the 3rd and 4th Earls or

by servsnts on their behalf, that is 13 statutes out of 22,

covered contracts that were not loans. A description of the

contracts for which these 13 statutes were given as security

will illustrate the kind of transaction for which statutes were

used. All 22 statutes are set out in Table A, and the loans are

distinguished from the other obligations.

The first five statutes in the table were loans. In

statutes 6 and 7, however, the 3rd Earl, his brother Francis and

his servant William Ferrand, were giving additional security to

1. C54/I249.
2. C54/1249, 1578. The other recognizances are to be found in
• C54/1024 1117, 1146, 1170, 1189, 1196, 1247, 1248, 1249,

1250, 1458, 1485, 1486 and 1545.
3. Numbers 3 and 4 in Table A.
4, Numbers 14 and X5 in Table A.
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Peter Houghton who had lent the Earl £5,000 on the mortgage of
1

Bolton,	 in statute 8, the purpose was identical; security to

Thomas Cordell and Robert Chamberlain who /ha& taken over the
2

mortgage of Bolton on Houghton's death. In number 9, it was

William Earl of Derby who was giving security ) probably for the

payment of the portion to the Countess of Derby for whom

Cumberland and Sir Thomas Cecil were acting in the Derby
3

inheritance dispute as feefees in trust. In numbers 10 and 11,

Cumberland's servants Ingleby and Ferrand were giving assurance

that they would repay the money still owed to the obligees on

the mortgage of Brancepeth, which had been formally redeemed
4

and conveyed to them, acting for the 3rd Earl, shortly before.

Numbers 14,15 and 16 are similar to 10 and 11. The 4th

Earl had received £6,000 from the Earl of Salisbury as dowry

for Salisbury's daughter Lady Frances Cecil on her marriage to
5

the 4th Earl's son and heir Henry Lord Clifford. The 4th

Earl used this money for the partial redemption of Bolton, which

had been in continuous mortgage since Houghton took it in 1596.

c544.524.
2)• yorks, Fines, Tudor, IV, 89.
3. c54A681;	 Salisbury MSS., vii, 344. Mr. J.P. Cooper

has explained the causes of the dispute and the agreement
reached in 1595 In "The Counting of Manors", Ec.H.R., 2n4,
ser. viii (1956), 379, n.2. However, he failed to notice
this statute which Stone included in his list of the 3rd
Earl's statutes, Ec.H.R., xviii, 47.

4. c54/1548.
5. See infrg, ,Chapter X, p. 287.



These three statutes represent security demanded by Salisbury

for the dowry until the 4th Earl fulfilled his agreement to

settle certain lands on Lord Clifford and his brides and

Cumberland and Salisbury's joint assurance to William GarwaY,

Thomas Cordell t s executor, that they would complete the
1

repayment of the money owed on the mortgage. The final
2

payment on the redemption was made on August 1st 1615, the

cancellation of the statutes followed two days later.

Number 17 is the unique example in the Clifforde statutes

of a statute merchant, acknowledged by the 4th Earl and Lord

Clifford to Thomas Paradine, haberdasher, before the Lord Mayor

of York. In 1640 this statute was assumed to be an ordinary

statute until a search in the statute office in London proved

futile and the search continued at York, where a copy of the
3

statute was procured.

Numbers 19, 20, 21, and 22 were the statutes given by

the 4th roarl as assurance for his payment of Lady Anne Clifford's

portion according to the award made by King James in 1617 which

ended the inheritance dispute between Lady Anne and the 4th Earl.

The cancellations followed immediately on the payment of the

instalments of the portion. The last instalment of the portion
4

was conditional and, in fact, was not made.

These statutes emphasise one of the pitfalls which

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 256.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 104, f.2a.
3. Bolton 1444 Bk. 179, f.21 et sea.
4. For a discussion of the arrangements, see 	



Trevor-Roper warned against, that of assuming that statutes

were records of actual debts and not merely formal obligations
1

of indebtedness.	 But they also indicate that the meaning of

statutes which have no condition can be explained by indentures

involving mortgages, jointures and similar agreements. Some,

but by no means all, of these indentures can be traced in the

Close Rolls. Where tbie is a conveyance of land, fines and

licences of alienation can help to provide the missing informatioi

Certain agreements,however, might be found only in the records

of the family concerned.

It can be concluded that to establish the meaning of each

statute one must assume that a statute by itself' merely implies

some obligation between two or more parties* that a statute with

a condition conforms to the meaning of the condition: that

where there is an obvious connection between a statute and an

indenture, then the explanation is to be found in the indenture.

Trevor-Roper has suggested that a statute can be accepted as

being a loan if the obligees warrant it, that is if they are
2

goldsmiths, moneylenders or merchants. That may often be so,

but other evidence is necessary in order to be certain, since

this rule would not apply to the examples listed above. The

general conclusion is that no generalisation as to the contracts

1. Trevor-Roper, Ec.H.R., 2nd ser. iii, 284. Dr. M.E. Finch
has similarly demonstrated this point in analysing the
Tredham family statutes in The Wealth of Five Northampton  -
;hire Familiefi 1540-1640 (Northants Record Society volexix,
1956), 83n.6.

2. Trevor-Roper EcX.R. 2nd ser. iii, 288.



that underlie the formal evidence of an obligation is possible.

Each individual case demands separate attention. At its most

inconclusive, however, a record of obligation between certain

parties should not lack significance in the Elizabethan age.

Bonds and recognizances were no less valuable than

statutes as a means of securing the performance of legal

contracts. Mr. Stone has said that his evidence indicates that
1

bonds were more commonly used than statutes for this purpose.

No doubt this was so. But recognizances and statutes by being

recorded offered greater security than bonds and to judge by

the numerous extremely high penalties in statutes they in

particular appealed to the wealthier sections of society as the

safest method of securing the observance of important agreements.

In this respect, the Cliffords l statutes were typical.'

General Comments on Obligations.

There are questions or a more general nature raised by

the use of obligations on which, because of the prolific use of

obligations by the Cliffords, it is Possible to comment.

One problem is the connection between mortgages and

statutes, which is evident in numbers 6,7 and 8 of the Cliffordss
statutes. The question is why was there both a mortgage,

properly recorded in an indenture in the Close Rolls, and a

statute for the same debt. In effect, why the double entry

of this debt and of the two, the mortgage and the statute, which

1.	 Stone, Ec.H.R., 2nd ser. iv, 315.



was the real debt?

It can be assumed that the mortgage was the real debt and

that the statute was further security for it. In every case of

a mortgage or a redemption, the indenture preceded the statute.

(The Chronology of recording the various documents was; first,

the licence of alienation, then the indenture, then the statute

if there was one, and finally the fine). The double security

of mortgage and statute is only found in the last two years

of the 3rd Earl's privateering career, when his estates were

already heavily encumbered and his privateering schemes more
1

grandiose than formerly. 	 Further security would not,

therefore, have been unwarranted if it were not for the fact

that it was unnecessary since the mortgage itself gave ample

security.

The essence of a mortgage in the later sixteenth century

was that it was a loan of money with property pledged as
2

security for repayment. Mortgages were, therefore, essentially

similar to loans on bonds, recognizances and statutes. They

all guaranteed ten per cent intereist and differed only in the

type of security they offered. The mortgage gave possession

of land equal in value to the loan; recognizance and statutes

1. See infra, Chapter II sections iii, iv. The 3rd Earl is
not a special case in this respect. Dr. 11.3. Jones has
found other instances of double security.

2. On this point see R.W. Turner, The Eduity_of Redemption,
(Cambridge, 1931), 90.



gave to the creditor a large part spr all the debtor's property

from which to raise the penalty; with a bond, the creditor could

recover the debt by a suit at law.

With the mortgage, there was not so much greater security

as greater celerity of execution since possession of the

mortgaged lands was both immediate and complete. If the

creditor wanted to recover the loan and interest In the form of

land immediately on the debtor's default, he would prefer a

mortgage to a statute or recognizance. Because of this and

because, -presumably, the creditor could not claim more than the

Penalty of a statute, the further security of a statute would

serve only to give the creditor the legal right to take double

the amount loaned if the debtor defaulted. If that was his

wish whyiit must be asked, did he grant the loan on a mortgage

in the first place?

A further question is the extent to which the various

types of obligation were used as security for loans during the

period covered by this study. There can be no doubt that the
1

simplest of the forms available, bonds, was the widest used.

1. The entries of loans in private accounts support this view.
E.g. see Londesborough MS. D/7; G.R. Batho, The Eousehold
Accounts of Henry Percy, Ninth Earl of Northumberland,
1564-1632, M.A. London thesis (1953), 131-2; and H.M.C.
Salisbury MSS.,vii, 283, 375-6. Dr. P.H. Bowden has also
stated that u tonds were by far the most common form of
security for debts in the wool trade". See ”The Home
Market in Wool, 1500-1700 u , Yorks. Bulletta of Economic and
Social Research, viii, (1956), 146.
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Bonds could be drawn up quickly, there was neither the trouble

nor the expense of recording them and when the contract had been

performed the copies of the bond could be destroyed. In

practice, it was precisely this simplicity which restricted

their use. To be certain that an obligation would be performed,

it needed to be formally recorded. Bonds, written often on

small pieces of paper, might be lost, forged and at the last

resort denied. To establish that a bond had been entered into",

the bond itself had to be produced. To force a recalcitrant

obligor to perform or to pay the penalty was often no easy task,

even if a judgment was won in the Common Pleas. One of the

regular activities of the attorneys of the 4th Earl of Cumberland

was compounding old debts. Often, after the passing of the

years with the bonds not honoured, they could pronounce the
1

debt "easy to be compounded" or, laconically, "it sleepeth".

Mr. Trevor-Roper has suggested that loans on bonds were
2

commonest before 1600, on mortgages after 1600, whilst Mr.

Stone has stated:

The mortgaging of property was....the most commonly
employed and probably the most improvident of all
the ways in which the nobility sought to increase
their immediate cash resources.3

Such impressions are, it would seem, over-simplified. In the

first place, allowance must be made for the fact that bonds,

1. Londesborough MS. D/7.
2. Trevor-Roper, Ec.H.R., 2nd ser. iii, 297 n.2.
3. Stone, Ec.H.R., xviii, 23.



being unrecorded, were the form of loan least likely to

survive. The only reason why evidence of so many sixteenth

century bonds is available in the Clifford papers is that they

were not honoured at the proper time and were the cause of

some sort of legal actionaater.

Moreover, as has been made clear, recognizances and

statutes asw311 as bonds and mortgages were frequently used

for loans. Nor do there seem to be grounds for accepting

Mr. Stone's assertion on the improvidence of mortgages,. since

for all kinds of loan ten per sent was the legal rate of

Interest; unless the land were undervalued and could not be

redeemed.

The debts of the Cliffords are useful as an indication

of the methods of borrowing favoured by one noble family, and a

notoriously improvident family, in the period 1579 to 1640.

They reveal that the Cliffords 1 ways of borrowing were modified

at certain times. Throughout the period bonds and bills were

used for small loans and current debts such as those for goods

provided for the hOusehold but not paid for immediately. Up

to 1605 9 big loans were taken up on all four main types of
1

obligation; 15 on recognizances, 11 on mortgages, 7 on statutes
and it is clear that there were other, perhaps many, loans on

1. The loans on recognizances are to be found in C54/1021, 11171_
1146, 1196, 1247, 1248 1, 1249, 1250, 1458 9 1485, 1486 and 1545.
The mortgages are in C54/12369 12318, 1244 9 125% 12639 12881
1399, 1495 9 1524 and 1579. In three of the mortgages the
redemptions only are recorded (C54/1238, 1263 and 1579) and
the record of another is found only in a recognilance
(C54/1250).
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1
bonds although it is not Possible to say how many. 	 The

biggest single loans were on statutes and mortgages. (These

figures are also a useful indication of the relative value of

the two main sources for recorded loans: 26 were entered in

the Close Rolls, 7 in the Lord Chamberlain's statutes).

The last of the Cliffords' loans on recognizances was
2	 3

taken up in 1595, the last on a recorded mortgage in 1597.

Between 1597 and 1616 there were only four loans on statutes.

Thus, after 1597 bonds almost completely replaeed mortgages,

statutes and recognizances as the form of major loans, and after

1616 the loans both large and small were wholly on bonds, From

using all four types of obligation for loans in the late

Elizabethan period, the Cliffords changed in two stages, 1.597
4

and 1616, to one form - bonds.

There was a further development, not less important,

little more than a decade later. Up to and during the 16201s,

the loans were negotiated directly by the Cliffords or their

servants with the lenders. By this time, the medium for

offering and receiving credit was becoming organised. Scriveners

1. Londesborough MS. D/7.
2. C54/1545.
3. c54/1579.
4. The change from mortgages was probably the result of the

courts' acceptance of the mortgagor's equity of redemption,
which began to influence legal decisions in the first
decade of the seventeenth century, earlier than is generally
supposed. I am indebted to DT. W.J. Jones for this
Information.

5. The 3rd Earl's creditors are discussed in Chapter III.
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1
and banks were the agencies.	 The Clifforde first certain

2 3
dealing with a scrivener was in 1624, the second in 1627. It

was in 1627, also, that Lord Clifford wrote to Sir Thomas

Fairfax, "I shall put in your gold into the bank and I,hope I
4

shall many years get the increase of it".	 After 1630,

virtually all the Cliffords t major borrowing was done through

scriveners in London.

By the eighteenth century the forms of obligation had

been simplified. Bonds and recognizances were now the two

main types. Bonds were of two kinds; simple bonds, which

were without conditions of repayment, and bonds with specialty,

that is bonds with conditions. The term recognizance covered

both the sixteenth century recognizance and statute, the

penalty on default being the same in each case. The recording

of a recognizance was its chief difference from a bond. Indeed,

a recognizance not enrolled was treated legally as a bond with

specialty.

In the sixteenth century, both terminology and usage were

much nearer to the strict legal definition of the various kinds

of obligation. Of the great variety of contracts possible in

1. Max Beloff, "Humphrey Shalcrosse and the Great Civil Warn,
	  Liv (1939), 686.

2. Bolton MS. Bk. 112, tab.
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 125, title of Debts paid. For a list of

the scriveners with whom the Cliffords dealt, see
Appendix III.

4. W.H. Dawson, History of SkiPton, (1882), 45.
5. See the definitions given in Cruise, on.cit. and Jacob,



obligations, true debts were undoubtedly the commonest kind.

The equating of one form of obligations, statutes, with

indebtedness has been a notable contribution to the study of

the Changing fortunes of the aristocracy under Elizabeth,

though of less value for the early Stuarts. It is an interpre-

tation which, in all probability, the more detailed and careful
1

investigation that is needed will ultimately support. 	 Yet, to

ignore the alternative forms of obligation and the variety of

purpose for which they and statutes were used is to do less

than justice to the complexity, not to say sophistication, of

contractual forms in the Tudor period and the wealth of

material for the social and economic historian which they

contain.

1. It will be seen that all the Clifforde statutes involved
indebtedness, for where the statutes were not loans they
were concerned with debts incurred at an earlier date.
Mr. Stone has expressed a similar opinion in Ec.H.R.,
2nd ser. iv, 315-6.



PART I. 221.2.3rAlaii.

Chapter I 

THE SUCCESSION OF THE Ixed EARL

1. is Minority

Shortly after the rebellion of the northern Earls,

Henry Clifford, 2nd Earl of Cumberland fell gravely

lying in his castle at Brougham in Westmorland. He was

reputed to be in some danger. If he died, his title and

estates would fall to his elder son George Lord Clifford,

then a minor. Four years previously, the 2nd Earl had

opened negotiations with Francis Earl of Bedford for the

marriage of Lord Clifford to one of Bedford's daughters, a

marriage ',motioned by my very good lord therle of tecestre.",

Cumberland had also written to Leicester to raise the matter

with the Queen, for her assent. It was natural that,

hearing of Cumberland's illness, Bedford Should request the

wardship of Lord Clifford, pleading that the negotiations
1

for the marriage were now siva knowne to monism.

Cumberland died on the 8th January 1570. At the time,

Lord Clifford was living at Battle with his aunt Magdalen

Dacre, his mother's sister who had married Viscount Montague.

He had been sent to Battle by 	 father to be "bred up there

1. Whitaker,



2

for a while so that he might Rae the renowned Queen

Elizabeth and her court and the City of London and the
1

Southern parts of England". 	 Montague, though there vas no
2

reason to doubt his loyalty to the Crown, yet was a Catholics

the Countess of Cumberland's presence near the Borders vas

giving anxiety to the government in the north, for though

she had no desire to embarrass royal authority her brother

had usurped the titles of Lord Dacre and Greystoke and vas
3

defying the Council in open rebellion. 	 If Lord Clifford

Should return to the north, the great name and wealth that

had been his father's might yet continuo to be 'no enemy'
4

to the Catholic cause.

It was the wiser course, as well as the acknowledgment

of Bedford's prior claims, that the young Earl should remain

in the south as a royal ward in Bedford's charge. Within a

week of his father's deceaseope was removed from Montague's

and placed in Bedford's care.	 Until his marriage seven

years later, Cumberland vas a member of the Russell family

1. Williamson, 3.
2. Z.B. 11440.
3. Cal.S.P. Dom., Addenda. 15664579, xvii,69.
4. Dug. xviii, 29.
5. Williamson, 6. Bedford paid £1,600 for the wardship and

received C1,644.19.4 from the Crown for Cumberland's
exhibition. (P.R.O. Wards 9/380 f.103b. et sea to 386
f.2834).



rather than of his own and by that marriage, to the youngest

of Bedford's daughters, the alliance formed in his youth was

perpetuated until his death in 1605.

The Political expectations were fulfilled. Though
Cumberland was named in 15859 with the Earl of Rutland, a

1
friend of the papists at court, In his achievements as in

his protestations he maintained the Cliffords' tradition of

fidelity to the Tudor dynasty. In the crises of the reign,

he was guilty of neither indecision nor lack of enthusiasm in

his support of the Crown and in their last favours both

Elizabeth and James I dealt graciously with him as a reward
2

for his loyal services to the realm.

The young Earl's formative years were spent mainly at

Chenies or in Cambridge. Though he was first introduced at

Cambridge to those courtly accomplishments at which he was

later to excel, all was not manly sport, wit, conceit nor

gentle relaxation. There was more serious fare for a youth

as Precocious and enquiring as Cumberland. His tutors there

were William linitaker, the great opponent of Cardinal
3

Bellarmine, and John Whitgift. Is/hitgift it was who ofwanne
4

.$47 from Poperiesi and so confirmed that personal

1. ,2al.	 D	 Addenda. 158071,45, =ix, 39.
2• .1.141•C• SalisDurv 1438• xvii 9 459-61.
3. For details of the Earl's education see Williamson,

6 41_122.
4. V.P. Baildon, (Ed.), lieo ReD9rtes del Caffies in Camera

StellDta 1591 to 1609, (1894), 228.



reformation which was the prime cause of retaining him in

the south. Under Whitgift l a guidance, he commenced those

studies which, when translated into practical reality by

the rigours of navigation at sea, were to be the passion of

his life. Although, his daughter has said, he

never attained to any great perfection in the
Latin tongue, yet Ile had a general knowledge
and insight into all the arts specially the
Mathematicks wherein he took great delight.1

To mathematics he devoted his attention so earnestly W as to
2

abstract it wholly from all other studies".

In May 1574 he moved from Cambridge to Oxford in order
3

to give special attention to the study of geography. This

interest in geography and mathematics was, his daughter

thought, one of the principal reasons why he later turned

to the sea and applied himself to navigation,

especially towards the West Indies and those
New found lands wherein he became the most 	 4
knowing and eminent many of a Lord, of his time.

If Whitgift's persuasion had justified Cumberland's

residence in the south as a reason of state, the Earl of

Bedford's personal interest was also to be satisfied. On

the 24th June 1577 a double ceremony was performed in the

presence of the Queen in which Cumberland and his sister

1. Williamson, 10.
2. Edmund lodge, quoted in T.A. Walker, (Ed.), A Biogrinhice

peRister of keterhouse Nen, (Cambridge, 1927), I, 265.
3. Williamson, 6,11.
4. ugag. 11.



Lady Frances Clifford were married; Cumberland to Margaret,

the youngest of Bedford's daughters, Lady Frances to his

constant companion in these years and throughout his life,
1

Philip Lord Wharton.	 The match was not made without some

tribulation on Cumberland's Part which cannot lightly be

dismissed in view of his later reputation as N the fllichtlest
2

of husbands".•

Bedford's care of his ward, indeed, might easily have

been in vain. Though Cumberland was at first attracted to

Margaret Russell, which Bedford disliked because he wished

him to marry her elder sister Elizabeth, 
3

, 	 later fell.

"exceedingly in love" with Sir William Holies t daughter

Gertrude, by repute a very handsome lady. The Earl asked

Sir William to consent to her marriage with him, but Sir

William would not agree to it, claiming that he did not want

a son-in-law before whom he would have to stand cap in hand.

He would, he declared, see her married to an honest gentleman

with whom he could have friendship and conversation. Sir

William was as good as his word; Gertrude was married to
4

Walter Stanley Esq of West Bromwich, on the 20th January 3578.

Thus the Clifford titles that would have honoured the

Holies family fell to the daughter of a house more noble if

1. Williamson, 11. Lord Wharton's wardship had been granted
to the 3rd. Earl of Sussex in 16 Elizabeth (Wards 9/150 B.
f. 298). Lady Frances' dowry to Wharton was £2,000
(APPleby MS. Bk.III, 78).

2. Sir Julian Corbett, The Successors of Drake, (1900),239.
3. The Countess' autobiographical letter to Dr. Leyfield,

Williamson 9 286.
4. G. Hones, Memori 	 of the	 /



not more proud. Except for one brief period the marriage

was not a happy one. There was no mutual affection, they

married for their common good, not because of any particular

liking for each other. Though God "matched us in lawful

manner in one", the Countess wrote, "our minds met not, but
1

in contrarys and thought of discontentment."

Within a short time of the wedding the Earl and Countess

travelled north and took up residence with his mother at
2

Skipton Castle.

ii. The Clifford Inheritance.

At the time of the 2nd Earl's death, the Clifford

estates were mainly centred round their principal houses,

Appleby, Brougham, Brough and Pandragon in Westmorland,

Skipton In Craven and Londesborough in the East Riding of

Yorkshire. The Cliffords had acquired their northern

property partly by exchange and purchase but principally by a

series of marriages with well-endowed heiresses and also as a

result of Crown grants, in the sixteenth century especially,

at times when they most enjoyed royal favour.

reference 4 conttnueds
(Camden Soc. 3rd series ILV, 1937), 41. Rarleian Soq.,
Lxiii, 215,

1. Leyfield Letter, Williamson, 286.
2. Williamson, 11.



Robert de Clifford, who was summoned in 1299 as 1st

Lord de Clifford, Inherited from his mother Isabella, co-

heiress of Robert de Vipont, a moiety of the Vipont possession

in Westmorland with the hereditary Sherifwick of Westmorland
1

and half the manor of Maltby in Yorkshire.	 He soon

acquired other lands in the north. In 1307, he was granted

the manors of Hart and Hartness with the important borough

of Hartlepool in recognition of his "many great services" by
2

Edward I. In 1311, he exchanged lands in Scotland and

Monmouth for the compact and independent fee of SkiPton,

strategically placed over the valleys of the Wharfe and the

Aire, guarding the passes from Westmorland and Lancashire
3

into Yorkshire and the long route from the Scottish border.

His Westmorland estates were soon extended. On the

death without heir of Isabella's sister Idonea, his second soni

Robert 3rd Lord Clifford, succeeded to the second portion of
4

the Vipont inheritance. Until the sixteenth century, the

Westmorland. estates remained the most important of the

Cliffords' property in the north of England. By a later

1. 3.W. Clay,"The Clifford Family", yorkshire Archaeological
cslzwial, x71119 (1905), 356-7. For the history of the
Clifford family see also Whitaker, 312 et seq., and
Williamson, Iadv Anne Clifford, Chapter II. 1,

2. William. Hutchinson, pistorv of Durham, (Car11041794),
111,21.

3. Clay, LILL*, xviii, 356-7. The Skipton estates
consisted of the Castle and Lordship of Skipton and the
manors of Silsden, Skibeden, Home, Stirton, Ihorlby,Elso,
Crookrise and Barden Forest.

4. 2114. 360. For the full list of the Westmorland manors,
see Appendix I.



judicious marriage and fortuitous failure of the male line,

the Cliffords acquired their third separate and substantial

group of manors in the north. Margaret Bromflete, who

married John 9th Lord Clifford, brought to the Clifford

inheritance the title of Baron Vescy, Londesborough house
1

and the Vescy estates in the East Riding or Yorkshire.
It was in the first half of the sixteenth century,

however, that the Cliffords achieved a prosperity and power

Consistent with their titular prestige of an Earldom, itself

an Remrician creation. The exploits of the 9th Lord Clifford,

",Butcher" Clifford, by repute murderer of the young Earl of
2

Rutland, and loss of their titles and estates under the

Yorkists, assured them of liberal treatment under the Tudors.

Henry 10th Lord Clifford, brought up as a Shepherd boy to

escape the fate of his father's victim, was restored to the

Clifford possessions and married the.sesusin-german of Henry

VII. With the prudence and economy of a lifetime's residence

on his estates, he restored his castles and grOw to be very
3

rich min money, chattells, goods and great stocks of land".

Although he was in disgrate at the and of the reign because

of infidelity and his opposition, with the Commons, to
4

taxation, the Gliffords i ties with the Tudors remained close.

1. 1.12.1.‘ 370-2. The estates consisted of the manors of
Londesborough, Weighton, Brompton, Whyrethorpe, Welham
and Barlby with other lands (WA. 378).

2. W. Shakespeare, Third Part of King Henn VI, Act 19
3. B.M.,Rarl. 6177, f.41a.
4. Ibid. r. 39a.



His son Henry llth Lord Clifford Was a companion of Henry VIII
1

in his youth, and in 1525 vas created Earl of Cumberland.

The careers of the 1st and 2nd Earls had this in common.

Each in turn defied his father's authority In his youth and

after succeeding to the title vasted his inheritance by

extravagant living at court and neglect of both estates and

duties at homes the 1st Earl by reason of his connection With

Henry VIII, the second because of his marriage to his first

wife, Eleanor Brandon, daughter of the Earl of Suffolk and
2

his consequent duty to attend at court. 	 Paradoxically,

the process of concentrating the Clifford estates in the

north of England vas hastened and completed by the initial

profligacy of the Earls and the more frugal courses they

adopted later in life. Moreover, the rewards that came to

the 1st Earl as tangible proof of royal favour amply

compensated for the wastage of his early years.

In 1540, he purchased Carleton, Lothersdale, Bradley

and Utley, sour manors in the fertile Aire valley to the
3	 440

south of Skipton. In 15404he took a lease of, and two years

later vas allowed to purchase shortly before his death, the

site and extensive properties of Bolton Priory, lands formerly

1. clay,y.A.J., xviii, 375.
2. B.M. Earl. 6177, ft.43a 47a.
3. Skiptan MS. A/29/1.
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amortized by the ancient lords of Skipton, with other
1

monastic manors. Eight of the thirteen manors in this grant

lay close to Skipton and with the four manors purchased ear1ie2

consolidated and integrated the Cliffords , possessions in the

southern part of Craven.

The Cliffords t interest in north Craven had hitherto

rested on their authority as Bailiffs of the Wapontake of
2

Stain cliffe. The 1st Earl's marriage with his second wife,

Margaret Percy, daughter of the 5th Earl of Northumberland,

firmly established their control in those parts. The dowry

she brought with her consisted of the six large Per#y manors

of Settle, Giggleswick, Long Preston, Buckden, Starbotton and

Langstrothdale in the second great independent fee in Craven,

lying to the north and west of the SkiPton Fee. These Percy

estates were confirmed as the inheritance of the 2nd Earl of

Cumberland by Act of Parliament in 1536, though the ancient

rents were reserved to the Northumberlands. This grant
3

Yirtually completed the Cliffords t supremacy in Craven.

1. patters and Papers of Henry VIII, 17. 283. The grant in
fee for £2,490.1.1 and a rent of £19.3.10 was of the
Priory of Bolton in Craven, the lordship of Halton and the
manors of Storithes, Hazlewood, Weighton, Brandon, EmbsaY,
Eastby, Conosley, Rawdon, and Xeadon (formerly of Bolton
Priory); Bramhope (hospital of St. Leonard in York) and
Woodhouse & ApPletreewick (Marton Priory).

2. whitaker,_

3. 24.1. 335.



With these successive acquisitions, the Cliffords

could now command the allegiance of almost the whole of

Craven and were no less dominant in Westmorland. Eleven

miles only, and those desolate and rugged moorland, separated

their Craven from their Westmorland estates and it was here,

astride the Pennines, amidst Mortheren thoughts that
1

measures honnor by the acre" that their influence was

strongest.

The 2nd Earl sold many of the manors which did not lie

close to his main estates in Westmorland, Craven and the East

Riding. In the period of his heavy sales, Shalford Clifford
2

in Surrey, Stoke-on-Severn, Teambury and Eckington in

Worcester and Bath-on-Wye in Hereford;' manors of the original

de Clifford estates, passed out of the inheritance. In 1546,
4

he sold the former monastic manor of Bramhope, near Leeds.

He also disposed of manors previously held by Bolton Priory
5

which lay outside Cravens Brandon in 1549, Rgwdon and Yeadon
6	 7

in 1559, Weighton in 1565. Three of the manors which had

been part of the Vesey estates were included in the sales;
8

Barlby in 15531. Whyrethorp also in 1553 and in 1562

1. The Phrase is the 3rd Earl's (Whitaker, 357).
2. J. awl P., 19.1.80 no.64.
3. B.M. Earl. 6177, f.47a.
4. 10 . and P., 21.11.200 no.50.
5. Calendsr of Patent Rolls, Edward VI, iii, 60.
6. prkshire Fines. Tudor, 1 9 231.
7. P.R.O. Index, Patent Rolls, 7 Eliz. pt.6.
8. Yorks. Fines, Tudor, I, 171.
9. am. 258; c 54/2098.

9
Brompton, though he reserved the £84 rent from that manor.
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In 1552 1 he sold his third part of the manor of Staveley in
1

Derbyshire.	 In 15601 he requested the Queen to grant to him

In exchange for Hart and Hartlepool smaller 'parcels of land

equal to its value of £120 1 which he might more easily sell

"as well for the discharge of my Debtes & redemyng of my
2

bondesft .	 This she refused to do and the ancient holding

remained in the inheritance until the next generation.

The balance of the 2nd Earl's activities was to dispose

of scattered and isolated manors in Yorkshire and elsewhere

and to purchase lands adjacent to his Craven estates. At

the expense of a probable fall in revenue he Increased the

efficiency of his estate administration. Amongst the

"lands, leases & tithes to a great value n3 which he
4

purchased were the manors of Gargrave and Litton, the
6

moiety of Grassington, lands in Scosthrop t Sutton and
7

Arne.liffe, all of them ifipt.7being within Craven, and he

also took the profits from a lease of eleven royal manors in

1. CalL. Plit.)19111s. Ed. VI. iv. 273.
2. S.P. 12/15/2 .
3. B.M. Han. 6177, f.47a.
4. yorks. Fines, Tudpr, It 331, 176.
5. Clay, Y:A.J., :Tin, 383.
6. Cal. Pat. Bolls, Balm., ii. 139.
7. Yorks Fines. Tudor  2 I1 2141 232 •
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Westmorland, three In Yorkshire and two in Lancashire,

1
granted to him for 21 years in 1554.

It seems likely that the Earl's death interrupted his

Plans for making good the loss of the manors he had sold.

In his will he provided for the payment of his debts and

leg acies out of certain manors assured to his executors,

after which he declared "the som of money arisinge I will

shalbe bestowed from tyme to tyme for purchasing of landes,
2

in consideration of such lands as I have sold". 	 However,

it was not the conscious effort of the 2nd Earl in his

lifetime but the choice of a substantial heiress by his

brother Sir Ingram Clifford and the latter's failure to

produce an heir which provided the Cliffords with their next
3

major acquisition of property.

The value of the Clifford estates at the time of the

2nd Earl's death was estimated in the feodary survey taken
4

In 1573 at £l,821.8.3 above reprises. 	 This consisted of

5:1,092.17.0 for the Yorkshire estates; £580.5.6 for

Westmorland; £24.5.91 for Cumberland; £120 for the manor

of Hart In Durham and £4 for the rent of Cliffords Inn In the

City of London. There is independent evidence to confirm

the accuracy of the survey. The major part of the Yorkshire

1. Cal. Pat. Rolls, Philip & Mary, 1. 117.
2. Clay, xxja., xviii, 382.
3. See ina.a,
4. Wards 9/140 ff. 291-4. The details of the survey are

given In Appendix I.
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estates, including Skipton Castle, had been conveyed in

trust for the benefit of Cumberland's heirs. The clear yearly

value of these manors above all charges and reprises was given

in the survey as 079.12.8i. Seven years later, the rental

of the manors after deduction of charges and £172.2.4 rents
1

reserved to the Earl of Northumberland, was £689.9.3. The

alight increase may well reflect a natural rise in the rents

from the manors in the intervening years. The survey's

figures can, therefore, be accepted as a reliable assessment

of the yearly value of the 2nd Earl's estates at his death.

In this instance, the valuation in the survey of the Earl's

Yorkshire estates was identical with that given in the
2

inquisition mei portem which preceded it.
The survey was concerned with the rental only of the

Clifford estates and not with the total yearly income from

them. Where a substantial part of the revenue came from
3

entry fines and casualties, as with the Cliffords', the value

of the estates would not be apparent from receipts of rents

alone. The tenurial system, the condition of the tenantry and

the capacity of the lord to exact by efficient estate

organisation his full pecuniary rights would be factors

vitally effecting the estate revenue as a whole. The survey

1. Skipton NS. 1/29/3.
2. Wards 743/53 & 54. Clay 7.1..T. xviii, 385-6.
3. The tenurial system is discussed in Chapter IV, pp. 114-g
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took:no account of these. Unfortunately, there is no

evidence for the total receipts from the estates until the

seventeenth century. By then the estates had Changed

substantially. The only clear indication of the value of

the 3rd Earl's inheritance, in consequence, is the yearly

rental contained in the feodary survey.

This evidence,however, need not be left in isolation.

A comparison of the assessments for liveries sued by the

nobility indicates the relative standing of the 3rd Earl via

a via his contemporaries. Although this evidence must be

accepted with caution because of the known unreliability of

the inquisitions 22AILmorteg on which some of the livery
1

assessments would be based, the assessments would seem to be,

in the absence of definite information, a useful guide to the

estate income of the nobility in this period. The 3rd Earl's

assessment, £1,789.2.11*, approximated to the valuation in

the feodary survey. Of the 18 Earls listed In the note of

liveries, Cumberland was rated seventh, below the Earls of

Derby, Pembroke, Oxford, Northumberland, Hereford and,

possibly, Huntingdon, but higher than the remaining Earls

including Shrewsbury, Rutland and Bedfordl and the lesser

nobility with the exception of Lord Rich.

1. On the deficiencies of the Inquisitions 	 mprtemt. see
Helen Miller, The Early Tudor Peerage, 1-: -1547, MAL.
London thesist 1950, 110 et Seg.

2. B.M. Lansd. 75. no.29. cf. Cumberland's assessment with
Derby's, £3,040; Pembroke's £2,691; Shrewsbury's £1,7309
and Bedford's £1,274.
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Although the relative wealth of the 3rd Earl may not be

absolutely certain, it is -clear that his was one of the

richest inheritance& when he entered his estates in 1579.

He received directly from his father 46 manors, the moiety of

another and other property besides, although the Dowager

Countess held the 13 Westmorland manors as her jointure
1

until 1581.	 In addition, Cumberland possessed 4 manors

with other lands in the East Riding, which his brother Francis
2

W&5 to occupy on a life tenancy when he cane of age.

These,however, were not the only estates inherited by

the 3rd Earl and his brother. Before the Earl attained his

majority, the death of his uncle Sir Ingram Clifford added

his numerous manors to the big estates left by the 2nd Earl.

Sir Ingram had married Anne Roucliffe, sole heiress of Brian

Roucliffe Esq. of Stapleton, York, whose property included

the Roucliffe moiety° of the rich Plumpton inheritance in
3

Yorkshire, Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire. The reversion

of Sir Ingram's lands had been vested in the 2nd Earl who in

turn had devised it to his sons. Sir Ingram had also

assured his possessions to them after the 2nd Earl's death

', for the good love and zeal. that I have allvays had and borne

1. For the list of manors, see Appendix I.
2. The manors of Londesborough, Weighton, BromPton, Welham

and Sutton with Halton and Broomfleet. Ziey were worth
i:187.2.0 per annum in 1581. (Bolton HS. Bk.250).

3. H. Speight, Unner Wharfedale, (1900), 437-8.
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1
to that noble hawse whereof I ma descended". lie died in

January 1578, the first of the Cliffords to exhibit the

serious weakness of the male line in the century after their

creation as Earls, the inability to produce legitimate DUOS

who survived to inherit the estates.

On this occasion, the main Clifford inheritance was to

benefit. Sir Ingram's estates were said to be "of the cleyr
2

yerely value of one thawsand powndes or more". The 3rd Earl's

share consisted of four manors, two of them in Craven, and the

moieties of five others; the other half of Grassington now
3

being joined to the one his father had purchased. He granted

three of these manors, Cowthorpe, Nesfield and West Hall, to

Dame Ursula, Sir Ingram's second wife and widow, as her
4

jointure. Francis Clifford received the moieties of 22

manors in Derbyshire and of 3 in Nottinghamshire. He may also

have inherited seven manors in the East Riding, reversion to

the 3rd Earl, which were mentioned in the feodary survey, but

as there is no evidence that he did, it must be regarded as
5

doubtful. Even so t Francis was now in possession of

1. Wards 743/53. ClaYa.A.a. 1 xviii, 380.
2. P.R.O. Star Chamber 5/C32/6.
3. See Appendix I.
4. Appleby MS. Book III, 145.
5. See Appendix I.
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considerable property in his own right, and it was increased

in 1581 by his mother's bequest to him of some minor holdings
1

in Craven and the tithe of Kirkby Thore in Westmorland.

Unlike his forbears, the 3rd Earl was without

qualification a northern Earl. The 2nd Earl had shed the
2

Clifford estates and Interests in the south. Now, the 3rd

Earl held manors only in Yorkshire, Westmorland, Cumberland

and Durham. The Westmorland manors, concentrated near the

main houses there, Brougham and Appleby, though the most

ancient, were no longer the most important section of the

estates. The constant acquisition of manors had built round

Skipton a large, compact block of Property, administered
3

centrally from the principal residence, Skipton Castle. It

was to Skipton, to the household of the Dowager Countess of

Cumberland, that the 3rd Earl and his bride travelled in the

summer of 1577.

1. Skipton MS. A/29/4.
2. Except for Clifford's Inn in London, the rent of which

was only £4. See Appendix I.
3. The consolidation of possessions in this way, Mr. J.P.

Cooper thinks, may have been a general development in the
period 1540-1570 (EgjLa., 2nd sex. via, 388 n.2.).
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iii. The First Years of his Tenure. 1579-86.

If the 3rd Earl was now, in early manhood, reunited with

his mother and kindred and welcomed in those regions which his

family had long dominated, his young wife had for the first

time left the friendly southern counties which had always been

her home. It was not merely in the strange surroundings,

bleak moorland and harsher climate that she found little to

comfort her. She was se parated from all she had hitherto

known,

one servant rather for trust, than wit, about me,
only acquainted with mee t in a country contrary
to my religion, his mother and friends all separate
in that opinion, himself not settled but carried
away, with young mens opinions. I

Gradually she grew accustomed to the unfamiliar habits of

those parts. The Dowager Countess promised that her whole

family would be dutiful and was deemed conformable in matters
2

of religion.	 The Countess observed with delight how the

Earl's attitude to her *turned from a strange manner and

carriage to much and very much love and kindness known to all
3

and most comfortable found to smell.

1. Leyfield Letter, Williamson, 286.
2. B.)I. Lansd.	 1.157.
3. Leyfield Letter, Williamson, 286.
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After almost two years at Skipton the Earl came of age,

on the 29th June 1579, and on the 28th January following he
1

was granted formal authority to enter his estates.	 When

Westmorland fell to him on the death of the Dowager Countess

in July 1581, he was in full possession of his inheritance.

Soon after, his brother Francis also came of age and the

East Riding manors now passed to him for the life tenure

assigned to him in the 2nd Earl's will.

During the period of the 3rd Earl's residence in the

north, the general trend towards the integration of the

estates discernible under the first two Earls continued.

Within a month of his mother's death, he purchased for £1,600

the manor of Wevendrewath in Westmorland which adjoined his
2

principal residence there, Brougham Castle.	 In the Same

year, he reached an agreement with William Nesfield for the

Purchase of Flasby, allowing Nestleld to remain in occupation
3

during his life. In 1582, he exchanged his manors of East

and West Marton in Craven with Christopher Marton for Eshton,

a larger property than Marton, at the head of the Aire valley,
4

bordering Flasby to the south and west.

Some of the problems of estate administration had

diminished when the 2nd Earl disposed of the scattered lands

1. P.R.O. Index, Patent Rolls, 22 Eliz. pt.6.
2. C 54/1111.
3. Whitaker, 242.
4. Zia. 90.



held by the Cliffords until that time. The Inheritance from

Sir Ingram to some extent recreated the task of integrating

the whole to ensure full and prompt receipt of the revenue

and the personal control by the Earl and his commissioners

of the details of administration. It aPPears probable that

the policy of selling minor and widely dispersed Parts of the

estates would have taken its normal course during the next

few years. Cumberland's sales in 1582 and 1583 concerned
1

his lands in Cumberland, Sir Ingram's former property In
2

Rotherham and near Ripon, where the capital messuage of
3

Studley was bought for e80 by his solicitor Anthony Wright.
4

Only in the purchase of Haughton Fields in Durham did the

Earl seem in these years to take a step not entirely In the

logic- of buying and selling for consolidation of the estates
5

and he did, in fact, later sell this land, in 1586.

The tempo of disposing of the outlying lands was

hastened by a significant change in the Earl's mode of living.

He had gradually assumed the rights and duties to which his

peerage and wealth entitled him. In 1579 9 he began to
6

exercise his rights as hereditary Sheriff of Westmorland

1. P.R.O. Index, Patent Rolls, 25 Ell..., pts.2,10; 26 Enz.,
pts.5,7.

2. ines. Tudor, II, 187.
3. C 54/1185.
4. C54/1185.
5. C 54/1252.
6. P.R.O. Lists c Indexes IX, List of Sheriffs for England

and Wales (1898), 151.
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and in 1580 he was made Steward and Constable of Knaresborought
1

a position the 2nd Earl had held. 	 In 1582, he became a

member of the Council. of the North and in November of that

year was nominated to sit on the commission to enquire into
2

congregationd and conventicles.	 Within the next year,

however, the Earl forsook his country Pleasures, his residence

at Skipton and the environment of his estates for the more
3

exciting and more demanding atmosphere of life at court.

Cumberland soon established himself at court as a

nobleman of exceptional. gifts. He was, his daughter tells us,

endued with many perfections of Nature befitting
so noble a personage as an excellent quicknesse of
wit and apprehension, an active and strong body
and an affable disposition and behaviour. a*

In appearance no man was more impressive; and that in an age

when dignity in stature was enhanced by the fastidious
5

elegance of manly habit. "In the exercises of Tilting,

Turning, and course of the ffield w , his daughter declares,
6

'the did eate1l all the Nobility of his time. _It was as

1. R. Somerville, Elston, of the Duchy of Lancaster, Vol.I. 
1265-160% (1953), 523, 525.

2. Williamson, 13.
3. Leyfield Letter, Williamson, 287.
4. Williamson, 276.
5. See Nicholas Hilliard's miniature of the Earl, reputedly

his finest, in Williamson, Frontispiece.
6. Williamson, 17.
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natural that the Queen should favour him as her Champion in

succession to Sir Harry Lee as that his exploits in the field
1

should be a cause of jealousy in others.

The Earl's return to the south was marked at once by

his pursuit of pleasures which were to be a cause of

extravagance throughout his life. In May 1583 and in March

of the following year, he entered into two wagers, the first

with William Hodges Esq of Weston Underhedge Gloucestershire,

the second, in which Francis Clifford was bound with him, with
2

Nicholas Moseley, a clothworker of London of Lancashire origin.

In them, the Earl pledged to pay 200 marks to Hodges, £200 to

Moseley within three months of notice being given at Lord

Wharton's house in Westminster that

one George Gyfford of London Esq shall have been to
the city of Constantinople, in Trade in Grece and
have made his retorne from there into England bringing
with him a certificate or testimonial of his personal
being at Constotinople.3

Whether Gifford accomplished the voyage and the Cliffords lost

their wagers is not known.

In march 15841 shortly after borrowing £400, a sum he
4

did not repay for over three years, Cumberland was with

Warwick, Pembroke and Essex, the Howards, Lord Chandos and

other eminent persons at a race at the Furseys, near Harnham

Hall, and won a golden bell valued at £50 given by the Mayor

1. H.M.C. Twelfth Report, App. IT, 160, 178.
2. B.B. Orridge, Sor e Ingt of the Citizens of London 2nd,

their Ruler	 9(1867)9 232, n.211.
3. Z5471170, 119
44 C54/1196.
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1
and city of Salisbury.	 Francis Clifford accompanied the

Earl constantly and was at hand for the Earl to turn to when

his own purse was empty. Amongst the debts he still owed

Francis in 1587, debts which had accumulated since 1583, were

sums loaned to him for card playing, money lent him at
2

Newmarket, and more at Bishopthorpe "to play at Bowles".

Cumberland's fame as a courtier, his prowess in arms,

his mastery of "fair speech and of dainty conceit and
3

compliment" could not sustain his presence at court; more

money was required as his expences swelled till they exceeded

the means of even his enviable fortune. The strain of living

above his means becomes increasingly obvious in his estate

dealings after 1583. He now began to sell land for richer

living rather than ease of administration. The parts of the

estates disposed of were those which lay some distance from

the main Clifford properties. Consequently, the only change

from the estate policy hitherto followed was that the Earl

bought no new property to replace the lands sold. By 1586,

however, he had not only sold land but was faced with a

further loss of property to meet the large debts which he had

also accumulated.

The early sales were confined to Sir Ingram Clifford's

property in Derbyshire. Minor sales were negotiated there

1. H.M.C. Various Coll. IV, (1907)1229.
2. Skipton MS. A/29/4
3. Williamson, 19.
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1
in 1583, but in June 1584 the Earl and his brother authorised

their commissioners to sell all the Derbyshire estates.

Immediate sales realised almost £3,000 between 1584 and 1586,

and by 1586 the greater part of the Derbyshire manors had
2

been sold. These manors were Francis Clifford t s,held in

his own right, but the initiative in the sales came from the

Earl and he benefited from them. Here is an early Instance

of his dominance over his younger brother 'which is evident

throughout his life, The Earl, however, later satisfied

Clifford for at least £1,169 which he owed him on these

sales
3
 and When Clifford disposed of the rest of the Derbyshiri

and Nottinghamshire manors, after 1586, he did so on his own
4

initiative and for his benefit, not the Earlis.

There was one unhappy consequence for Clifford of the

Earl's pressure to sell the Derbyshire property. The

Countess of Shrewsbury, who already held Edensor on an 80

years' lease bought to endow her son Henry Cavendish, refused

to buy it at the livery unreasonable price s which timberland

and Clifford demanded. Her attitude involved Clifford in a

dispute with her which lasted twenty Years and was only ended,
5	 6

after a Star Chamber suit, by an sward in 1605. i

1. B.M. Add. 6707, f48b.
2. B.M.Add. 6668, f. 449a et sea.
3. Skipton MS. Al2914.
4. E.g. Renalton in Nottinghamshire for £1,200 in 1588 (C54/

1324).
5. Star Chamber 5/C32/6.
6. C 5411799.
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By the summer of 1585 the Countess of Cumberland had
1

begun to complain of the debts the Earl vas incurring. From

this time the Earl raised money with increasing signs of

urgency, resorting to more sales of land and now also to

mortgages and loans. The three manors held in jointure by

Dame Ursula Clifford had reverted to him. Nesfield and West

Hall he retained as accessions to his great block of estates

in Craven. The third manor, Cowthorpe, lay near Wetherby.

In the two years previous, the Earl had taken the opportunity

to buy minor portions of the manor alienated at some earlier
2

date.	 The whole of the manor was now in his possession and
3

In June 1585 he mortgaged it for £1,500.

In July he empowered his commissioners to sell his

manors of Hart and Maltby and his other land at Welham, Su,tton
4

Broomfleet, Staynton, Hutton and Idle.	 TJnlike Cowthorpe

and the Derbyshire lands, these were not all recent

acquisitions. Hart and Maltby had been part of the

earliest holdings of the 1st Lord Clifford. Welham, Sutton

and Broomfleet were the former Vescy estates now held by

Francis Clifford in his life tenancy. Since he was one of

the commissioners, he must have been willing to sell them,

though only Broom/leet was sold and the Earl later satisfied
5

Clifford for the £200 he received from it. The other

property the Earl had inherited from Sir Ingram Clifford.

1. Williamson, 298.
2. H.M.C. Eighth Report, App. I, (1881), 42.
3. C5411238.
4. Bol,ton 113. Sundry Paper, 256.
q . Rki Whim MR_ 1 /9014_
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All these lands except Welham and Sutton were disposed

of in the next two years. The first step was in August 15852
1

when the Earl mortgaged Maltby for £1,000. In November, he
2

sold the moiety of the manor of Idle for at least £400. But

this sale did not satisfy the Earl's need of ready money in

the closing weeks of 1585. On the 27th November, he
3

borrowed £400 for a year; on the 7th December, £900 for
4	 5

eight months and on the last day of the year £700. By this

time, the Countess of Cumberland had returned to Skipton,

her emotions in conflict; her joy at the birth of her second

child and the good health of her first tempered with sorrow

at her father's death, her brother's fatal excursion on the
6

Border and her husband's con tinuihg profligacy.

A short respite in the Earl's sales of land was broken

In March 1586. He had come to an agreement for the sale of

Maltbybut first had to arrange for the mortgagee, Humfrey

weld, to reconvey the manor to him. This was done: Cumberland

then sold the manor house to his solicitor Anthony Wright
8

for £320
7
 and the manor itself to Edward Stanhope for £1,480.

1. c 54/1236.
2. yorks. Fines. Tudor, III, 43.
3. c 5411247.
4. C 54/1248.
5. c 54/1250.
6. Leyfield Letter, Williamson, 287.
7. cr 54/1237.
8. C 54/1240.
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Apart from the £1,000 he had received earlier on the

mortgage, Cumberland probably received £750 more, satisfying

Weld for the mortgage money and six months interest out of

the full sale price of £1,800.

This sale lessened the Earl's known debts by £1,000.

Even so, they still amounted to over £5,000. To his brother
1

he owed 11,169 for the lands sold in Derbyshire; on the

mortgage of Covlhorpe, £1,500; for the loans raised in

February 1584 and in the closing weeks of 1585, £2,400. On

all except his brother's debt he Was paying the statutory

interest of ten per cent.

In April 1586, he increased his debts further. He
2

redeemed Cowthorpe only to pledge it again on the 20th April
3

for a bigger sum, £2,500.	 In addition, he mortgaged on the
4

19th April his manor of Hart for £3,000. Thus, the Earl'S

known debts had now risen to £9,000 and the interest on them

amounted to £790 a year. Not all his debts were recorded,

so that his total indebtedness may well have been much higher.

He had for instance mortgaged some of the lands in Derbyshire,

probably in 1585, to the Countess of Shrewsbury for £500;

1. Skipton MS. A/29/4.
2. C 54/1238.
3. C 54/1263.
4. C 54/1250.
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1
others to the Earl of Shrrdsbury for a similar amount.

There would be many smaller debts, such as the £20 borrowed

from the Earl of Northumberland on which Cumberland was then
2

paying interest.

It was this situation which prompted the Earl to seek

in spectacular fashion the means to restore his fortunes.

His Countess later lamented that in the few months after his

return to court,

he lost with many goings back and forwards and
turnings many for the worse, but few for the
better, till we had wasted our land and sub-
stance, which in hope of better fortune of the
sea, than we had of the land, he ventur l d many
thousands which we saw come empty home.3

There is no doubt, therefore, that the attraction of plunder

was a compelling motive in Cumberland's decision to invest

in privateering. Had he wished, he could have sought a less

drastic remedy, as his father and grandfather had done before

him. Yet parsimony, never an attractive prospect, would

doubtless have appealed even less to one of impulsive nature

like the Earl, who found in the delight of court life a

peculiar satisfaction of his natural endowments and personal

1. Skipton MS. A/29/4.
2. Batho, Household Accounts of the Ninth Earl of

Northumberland, 395.
3. Leyfield Letter, Williamson, 287.



tastes. It would have eliminated the lust for honour and

the element of personal risk which epitomised Cumberland's

temperament and not less the character of the age.

Let us lhowever, consider the extent to which the

inheritance had suffered. The Earl had sold the majority

of the manors in Derbyshire: but these were his brother's

property, not his own. The purchase of Wevendrewath in

Westmorland more than compensated for sales of land in

Cumberland. In Craven, the manors of Eshton and Flasby

were of greater value than the Marton manors they replaced.

The Earl's principal estates were, therefore, unimpaired.

Indeed, they had been extended by his early dealings.

The encumbrances lay elsewhere. Maltby had been sold

and several lesser properties with it. Cowthorpe and Hart

were mortgaged for £5,500. The Earl was in debt for an

additional £3,500 to his brother and certain London merchants.

Even so, the loss in terms of manors that he would have been

forced to concede in order to repay these debts could hardly

have effected his Craven and Westmorland estates. The

debt to Francis Clifford was satisfied in 1587 by granting

him the reversion of Londesborough and the East Riding
1

estates which he held for life. Cumberland would, in

consequence, only have needed to relinquish Cowthorpe and

Hart, both large manors, with probably a third of similar

1. Skipton MS. A/29/4; P.R.O. Salisbury MS. 118/126.



size to reduce the debts to within easily manageable

proportions, even if his unknown debts were large. The

course the F:arl adopted, as will be seen, not only resulted

in the loss of the manors it was his Intention to save, but

compelled him In addition to surrender a far greater portion

of the inheritance than was at stake in 158.
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THE ARD EARL'S PRIVITEERING MEER, 1586-1601l

The twelve major privateering expeditions equipped by

the 3rd Earl, in six of which he sailed in person, have been

described by 	 biograPher, G.C. Williamson. This chapter

does not attempt, therefore, to give a detailed account of

the voyages, although the survey of the Earl's privateering

activities is more complete than that given by Williamson.

The primary concern is with the general trend of the

Earl's career and the impact of his activities on his

fortunes as revealed by the literary sources and the

evidence of his financial dealings. These are aspects

which Williamson largely ignored. The literary and

financial details, besides indicating the Earl's contribution

to Elizabethan sea-warfare and his approach to the problem

of financing his voyages, are complementary sources and

the impressions obtained from them of the course pr his

career are identical. His career, which began in 1586 and

effectively ended in 1600, can be divided into four periods.

Each period is discussed separately.
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i. His First Ventures. 1586-1588 

The 3rd Earl's at*raction to privateering as a speedy

method of acquiring wealth through plunder is evident in the

aim of his first enterprise. This was f3 emulate Drake's

great and profitable voyage of the previous decade; to

circumnavigate the world and return with a Share of the

Spanish treasure from the Americas. Two of the four ships

in the fleet, the ped Dragon of 260 tans and the Clifford of

130 tons, were provided by Cumberland. The other vessels were
1

the na and Sir Walter Raleigh's pinnace the Dorothy.

The cost of equipping his vessels meant a further

increase in the Earl's financial commitments which is reflectek
2

in his recorded debts. He borrowed £500 on the 8th June,
3	 4

£1,000 on the 17th, £1,000 on the 30th and on the same day
5

mortgaged his manor of Gargrave for two years for £1,000.

Although on the 18th he repaid the £900 borrowed in the
6

previous December, his debts had risen at the end of June

by £2,600.

1. Williamson, 27-8.
2. C 5411250.
3. C 5411248.
4. C 54/1249.
5. C 54/1244.
6. c 54/1248.



Cumberland was aware that whatever success the fleet

might have it could In no way effect his immediate financial

Position and the problem of satisfying his creditors for the
debts previously Incurred and shortly to fall due. The
voyage might last two years or more (significantly the

period of the Gargrave mortgage), but in September the Earl

would require £5,500 plus Interest to redeem his manors of
1

Hari and Cowthorpe.	 His only hope was to extend his

credit until his ships returned home with their expected

profits.

Some time earlier he had requested the Queen to bestow

on him some benefit which would demonstrate her good opinion

of him and make him better able to do her any service she
2

might demand of him. In response, the Queen had granted
3

him the manor of Brancepeth in Durham, but by September the

Earl realised that he could not obtain the benefit from the

gift that he had expected. He urgently renewed his plea for

financial help, writing to Burghley on the 23rd

I now most earnestly desier that it would please
hir Majestie to lend me tenne thousands pound.
I will pay it eg aYne by a thousand pounde a yeare,
and for the assurance ether paune suche land as your
Lordship shall lycke, or putt soe many jentellmen
in bonde as shall be thought sufficient, and also
reslne up agayne her late gifts, which wilbe more
benefit to her then the lone of mony canbe, and more

1. See .punra, Chapter i, p.28.
2. Williamson, M.
3. C 664287 •
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profitt t3 me than tooe suche Butes, my dayes of
Paement beinge soe neare, and the forfetures greate,
which I shall faults into, if I be not relived by
your Lordship's good meanes in this, as I thyncket
my resonable sute,1

Burghley, not surprisingly, did not consider it a

reasonable suit. The failure of the Earl's request marks

the end of the early period of extravagance. His credit,

which with sales had maintained his income at a level

consistent with his expenditure, had for several months

been overstretched and now collapsed. He was unable to

redeem Hart and Cowthorpe and they passed out of his
possession.

Although the ships sent out by the Earl ranged widely

about the West African coast and the coast of Brazil, they
failed to pass the Straits of Magellan. They returned to

England on the 29th September 1586 "after an unprofitable
2

and unfortunate voyage". The Earl's first privateering

venture thus failed to recover even the cost of equipping the

vessels, let alone gain the plunder that would restore his

fortunes.	 Cumberland undertook the enterprise in

circumstances of risk which closely resembled a reckless

gamble. Not for the last time in his career it was a

gamble which failed.
The intftsification of the sea warfare with Spain aftg

1. Williamson, 34.
2. als1. 28-30.
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1586 allowed Cumberland to turn his energy and enthusiasm

towards worthier objectives than hitherto. In June 1587,

he was named general of a fleet which was being prepared

to relieve Drake at Oadiz, but it did not sail, In July,

he stole away from court with Robert Carey to help defend

Sluys against Parma and then, seeing Sluys was lost, took

ship to the Low Countries where he visited Leicester. In

1588, his ship the pampon was im the fleet that fought the
2

Armada. He himself sailed in the ponaventure and was one

of the eight commanders of the English fleet who pledged

themselves to pursue the Spanish fleet clear of the English
3

coast.	 It was Cumberland and Carey who brought news of

the victory at Gravelines to the Queen in her camp at
4

Tilbury.

Although there was no concerted effort to complete the

ruin of the Armada, such as Palavicino proposed with
5

Cumberland as general and Frobisher his lieutenant, the

Earl was granted a commission to renew his private operations

against the Spaniards. He equipped one of the Queen's ships,

the Go/den Lion of 560 tans, "at his own Charge and adventures,

1. Williamson, 31.
2. kush 36-7.
3. A.L. Rowse, .The Expansion of Elizabethan England, (1955)

illustration facing P.42.
4. Williamson, 37.
5. Cal.S.P. Dom.. Mtg., 1581-1590, CCxv,6.



and sailed on October 4th, for the service of the realm
1

and, not less, for the recovery of his former losses.

This voyage, which began well with the capture of a

Dunkirk ship en route to Spain, came to a sudden end before

more Dunkirkers could be intercepted, for a storm of such

intensity blew up that only by casting the main mast over-

board could Cumberland save his ship.

Like the first, this second voyage brought the Earl no

financial satisfaction.

the repayment of £700 in

His debts which earlier had fallen
3	 4

December 1586 and E800 in 1587 9

again increased in 1588 despite the receipt of £1,500, raised

in May by granting long leases of 5,000 years to 27 tenants
5

on his Craven manors.	 For, in February, the Earl mortgaged
6

Nesfield and West Hall for £1,800 and although he redeemed
7

Gargrave in Arne he also mortgaged his recently acquired

manor of Brancepeth for £2 9 000. The agreement for the

mortgage of Brancepeth required Cumberland to repay the debt

by the 23rd December. If not, the mortgagees were to gay him

a further £500 for the absolute purchase of the manor. To

1. Williamson,38. Cal.S•P.Dom.,Eliz., 1581-1590,CCxvii,7.
2. Williamson, 38-9.
3. C 54/1250.
4. C 54/124791196.
5. Bolton MSS. Bks. 2651266, passim.
6. Yorks Ftnes Tudor, III, 86, Lambeth Palace 1433. vol.xiv,

707. m.60.
7. C 54/1296.
8. C 54/1288.



the failure of the Earl's second enterprise to return with

profit may be attributed his inability to redeem Brancepeth,

which he was compelled to surrender as the price of his

continued ill-success.

ti. The Period ok Success, 1589-1594.

The first phase of the 3rd Earl's Privateering ended

in 1588. Though =profitable, his activities had already

won him a reputation as "the English lord that cloth great
1

harm to the Spanish at sea".	 Yet, of greater satisfaction

to the Earl than his reputation was the fulfilment of his

desire to sail in person, thus confirming his Countess'

fears that "having lov'd so many changes •••• my lord would
2

to the sea himself".

Undeterred by his failures, Cumberland prepared a third

enterprise for 1589. Its principal object was to intercept

the annual notas from the East and West Indies. The Earl's

fleet consisted of the Queen's ship Victory of 694 tons, his

own iieg, 8,nd yarzaret, both of 60 tons, and a caravel of 90

tons. Cumberland sailed with these in June and cruised off

the coast of Spain where he captured several vessels before

crossing to the Azores where other ships, including one of

Raleigh's and another captained by John Davis the famous

1. Williamson / 39.
2. Leyfield Letter, Williamson, 287.
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1
navigator, joined him.

The privateers had a series of successful adventures

but they failed in their main task for although they

remained about the islands throughout August, September and

October, both the East Indian carracks and the West Indian

Plate fleet managed to evade them. Inexperience and bad

provisioning were the reasons for the failure, since the need

to search for food and water left them incapable of
2

maintaining a constant vigil. Nevertheless, this venture,

Cheyney has said, despite its lost opportunities, "must be

considered one of the most successful, as it was one of the

most representative of the voyages of attack upon the commerce
3

and outlying possessions of Spain."

Cumberland's fleet took in all fourteen prizes which

realised a profit said to be twice the cost of equip ping the

ships. Frobisher, sailing in September, captured four of the

West Indiamen which had taken refuge in Angra to escape

Cumberland, lost two of them, but made a handsome profit on

the others. Cumberland had the misfortune to lose the one

stray West Indiaman he had captured, worth C100,000,on the

rocks off Plymouth in the great storm that scattered his
4

fleet when all but within sight of shore. The voyage ended

1. Williamson, 41 et sea. 
2. J.A. Williamson, Sir John Hawkins,(Oxford, 1927)1453-4.
3. E.P. Cheyney, A, History of England from the Defeat of the

Armada_to te Death of Elizabeth, (1914), 19 527.
4. all. 524-7. For details of the prizes, see also

Andrews 337.



in great suffering. On his return,in January 1590,

Cumberland wrote to his Countess;

I thank God I am with my ship and company lately
arrived and, though we have tasted some extremities,
yet myself vas never better, nor I think never
any lost fewer men .... What the nature of those
things I have brought home, I yet know not, but
I look they Should discharge all my debts,.
though I desire not to have it thought so.-1-

They did not, in fact, repay all his debts, but they

enabled him to recover his manor of Brancepeth which the

mortgagees returned to him on repayment of the capital and

the interest for the whole period since the original mortgage
2

in June 1588.	 In effect, the manor had remained in

mortgage in spite of the Earl's failure to redeem in December

1588. The arrangement is interesting not only as indicative

of the success of Cumberland's third enterprise, but as the

first of only two occasions when his profits from privateering

diminished the total of his recorded debts. They now fell
3

from £6,800, the level since December 1588 1 to £4,300.

Cumberland was in London in the spring of 1590 when the

plans were completed for the expedition under Holin g and

Frobisher which was to attempt officially the interception

of that year's sailings of the treasure fleets to Spain; as
4

the Earl had sought to do in 1589.	 He wrote to the Countess

1. Williamson, 65.
2. C 54/1399.
3. See infra, Table B.
4. Cheyney, melt. /9 529-530.



on the 1st April that the preparations for the voyage were

going ahead and that despite great competition for the

position of Vice-Admiral the Lord Admiral had stood by him

firmly and kept him in it. The queen, he said, had welcomed

him most kindly and having much to discuss with him, had
1

requested him to come to her again.

Despite the restricted opportunities for smaller

enterprises because of the royal expedition, Cumberland sent

out two ships, the Robert and the Delight. Privateering
separately, both took valuable prizes, worth probably

2
£3,640.

The major effort of 1590 proved a disappointment. The

Spaniards had warning of the preparations and instructed

the Slotas not to sail. In consequence, there was even
greater incentive to make spoil of the huge Shipments of

treasure expected in 1591.
3
 Cumberland and Raleigh

considered before Christmas 1590 a joint attack:on the

carracks wintering in the West Indies but it did not
4

materialise. At this time, there was much pressure on the

Earl to be content with the honour he had won for himself.

His daughter has explained that although the miseries end

misadventures of the proceeding voyage were enough to have

deterred the Earl from further adventure, his desire for

1. Williamson t 66.
2. Andrews, 205, 281.
3. Cheney, oD.94t. 19 533.
4. Williamson,	 .n.1.



profit and honour in the and was such that in spite of the

entreaties of many of his friends he could not be dissuaded
1

from attempting another voyage.

It was the Earl's intention on this, his fourth voyage

to put to sea before the royal fleet under Lord Thomas
2

Howard left port for the Azores in April. But Cumberland's
3

was a costly expedition. In February, he borrowed f2,500.

On March 22nd it was reputed that he was still detained for

"want of money" since "a great part of the preparation is
4

at his own Charges".	 On the next day, he again mortgaged

Brancepeth, this time for £3,000. On this occasion, the

manor remained continuously in mortgage for six years, until
5

May 1597.

When, in May, the Earl finally weighed anchor, his

fleet was the largest he had 93 far equipped. The queen's

ship the Garland, of 600 tans which he had borrowed was

accompanied by his own ships the au= of 260 tans, the

Allagarta of 80 tons, a French vessel which he had captured

In 1589, his frigate the Discovery, and three ships sent out b

London merchants, the Golden Noble of 160 tans, the Goldah,
6

pragore, of 150 tans and the Moonshine of 50 tons.

1. Williamson, 70.
2. See Cheyney, on.cit. 19 533.
3. L.C. 4/192/40.
4. Williamson, 77.
5. C 54/1399.
6. Williamson, 70-71; Andrews, 260.
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Cumberland and Howard may have acted in concert in

this year's enterprises with Cumberland's strong force

harrying shipping off the Spanish coast whilst Howard waited
1

in the Azores with the main fleet to capture the flotas. 

Cumberland was suecessful at first. Four well-laden hulks,

Hamburg ships, were taken and sent home under the escort of

Captain Norton and the Samson. The Earl was confident that,

if well-handled, they would make him "a favour for the
2

charge of this voyage.* Two other ships laden with sugar

were taken and sunk and the cargo of a third, a wine ship,

was divided amongst the privateers. Seteral Dutch ships

carrying spices for the Portuguese were captured. Monson

was put in charge of them and they were sent home with the
3

Golden Noble guarding them.

This voyage, which had begun so propitiously, ended

less happily. The Golden Noble failed in its duties and

allowed six Spanish galleons to recapture the Dutch vessels

and with them the unfortunate Monson. The Garland, was

damaged in a storm and became separated from the Golden 
4

Dragon. Thus the Earl, says Purchas, being much weakened

and his own ship the Garland  sluggish in sail and not well

conditioned, was forced "without better proffitt or success's

1. G. Robinson 'The Loss of H.M.S. ytevenza,, 1591 1 , 22.e.
Nariner's Mirror, vol.38 (Cambridge, 1952), 149.

2. Williamson, 79; B.M. Add. 12,506, f.233.
3. Williamson, 72-3.
4. DIA. 73-4.



1
to return to England.	 Before he did so, Imp managed to

dispatch the Moonshine to Howard, warning him of the great

Spanish fleet under Bazan moving from Ferrol to the Azores.

Because of this timely action, all but one of Howard's ships,
2

Grenville in the Revenue. managed to escape.	 The Garland 

reached England in September.

This fourth voyage, though undertaken against the

advice of the Earl's friends, delayed at its inception by the

cost of victualling and partly ruined by the inefficiency of

the Golden 'Roble, was not the complete failure that some
3

writers have considered it to have been.	 The cargoes of

the Hamburg ships were declared contraband and they were

acknowledged lawful prizes. Another ship, a sugar ship
4

from Brazil, was also landed.

Nevertheless, the voyage cannot have brought the Earl

much profit, if indeed he made a profit, which seems
5

unlikely, for in 1591 his debts increased appreciably. For

consolation, he could look to the Queen's high regard for him.

On his return, she wrote to him,

It may seeme strange to you, that we shold once
vouchsafe to troble our thoghts with any Care, for
any Person of Rogish Condition, being alwaies disposed

1. all. 76.
2. Ibid. 74-5.
3. Cf. Williamson, 72-4; Cheyney, OD.Ci• 536.
4. Andrews, 336.
5. See Table B.
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rather to comawnd others, to Chasten men of that
Profession. But such is our Pleasure at this Tyme
	 as we ax' well content, to take occasion by
our letters, to express our great desire to heare of
your well doing.

The limited success of the 1591 voyage did not

discourage the Earl from continuing his privateering career.

He prepared another expedition in the following year, but this

time he decided against using a royal ship as his principal

vessel because of the inconvenience caused by the queen's

orders that the safety of her ships Should not be imperilled

by laying alongside Spanish Ships in order to board. The

Earl, therefore, borrowed and equipped the Tiger , of 600 tons

from St. Melo; a quixotic Choice, since he had constantly

preyed on merchantmen from that port. The fleet led by the

21ur again included the Samsop, the Golden Noble, the

Moonshine, another vessel of 50 tons like the Moonshine,
2

and the Discovery.

The Earl left Weymouth with his fleet in March and put

into Plymouth harbour. His intention this time was to go to

the West Indies and he had sent ahead from Weymouth two of

his smaller ships as a scouting party with Captain John
3

Middleton in the Moonshine in command. Middleton reached

the West Indies in June and not only had a successful cruise
4

but also probably wintered there.

1. Williamson, Plate 2:1 pP.76-7.
2. Ibid. 83; I.A. Wright (Ed.), pirther elish Voyages To 

MiErish America 15814594, (ffakluyt Society, Ser.II,vol.
xcix, 1951), 290,293.

3. Wright, op.oit. lxxxix, xcl,293.
4. Ibid. xt, xci, 303.
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The Earl's plan to follow the yoonshine with his main

force was frustrated by continuous bad weather and contrary

winds which prevented his ships from, leaving Plymouth. After

three months of inactivity he lost heart and left the fleet

in the charge of Captain Norton with instructions to sail to

the Azores as soon as conditions became favourable. It was

a decision that Cumberland was for long to regret.

Norton reached Finisterre and engaged two Spanish

galleons, but could not hold them. In the action the Golden 

Noble was badly shot-about, but recovered, captured an

argosy and returned to port with it. The rest of the fleet

reached the Azores and sighted a carrack, the Santa Croge,

heading towards Terceira. Almost at once, they fell in with

Sir John Burroughs' fleet which, led by the Queen's warships

Foresight and Garland and including vessels owned by Raleigh

and various London merchants, had originally been sent out to

attack Panama with Raleigh In command.

Together Norton and Burroughs went in pursuit of the

Santa Croce. They found it in flames, wrecked on the island

of Flores after a storm. They managed to drive away the

islanders and secure much of the cargo which the carrack had

unladen before it caught fire.

This success was happy enough, but a richer prize, the

1,00 ton kladre de Diot, one of the greatest of the East

Indian carracks, was kaown to be in the vicinity. The

commanders of the English vessels met In council on the
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island and devised a Plan to capture it. In the fierce

battle for the carrack that ensued, Cumberland's ships the

Tiger, and the Samson were the last to join, but they made the
1

capture safe when it was still undecided. 	 It was, in

consequence, the Titer and the §amson that escorted the

carrack to Dartmouth and in the undignified scramble for

spoils that followed, the Earl's ships had "the cheefest
2

Pillage*.

Cumberland's temporary loss of confidence proved

doubly unfortunate. By the terms of his patent, he alone

was entitled to a share of prizes taken and only so if he

was in command in person. If he had commanded, if his strict

but just control had prevented the sailors from relieving

the carrack of the greater part of its burden of precious

stones and reducing its value from an estimated £500,000 to
3

a certain £140,000, his would have been a fabulous reward.

Instead, he had no choice but to compete for a share in the

profit and that dependent only on the bounty of the Queen.

The bickering and legal contention were not to his liking.

"Long before this", he told his Countess on the 15th

September, "I had writ to thee,

if I had not been so troubled with this exceedingly
great business, as twenty times I have wished the
ship had never been taken, the spoil in her bath
been unreasonable, yet there is so much left
as I have will make me a free man•dk

1. Williamson, 83-6.
2. 1121‘1. 90.
3. Ibid. 93,95.
4. ILIA. 111.



But he could not stand aside and 'expect satisfaction

when constant soliciting of his claims alone would give him

a just reward for his endeavours. Not only him. tle men

who served in his ship "who vent for shares were wonderfully

discontented fearing that the Earl losing all, they should
1

have nothing."	 His persistence warranted a rebuke from

Burghley, to which he replied

My Lord, I protest, my heart is free from the
Poison of ambitious humours, only the desire to
relieve my friends and servants in danger of
bonds for me, my credit from dying and my
house from falling, kept but in the estate it
was left me which God knows in this time will
hardly maintain an Earl and for more (if God
send it) I will ever be ready to s pend it and
my life (in any cause you shall wish or give
allowance to) for the gain of Her Majesty and
my comtry.2

Neither the Queen nor Burghley was eager to dispose of

such a windfall to the Exchequer as the carrack had provided.

It was left to Sir John Fortescue, Chancellor of the

Exchequer, to remonstrate with them that

It were utterly to overthrow all service if
due regard were not had of my Lord of
Cumberland and Sir Walter Raleigh, with the
rest of the Idventurers, who would never be
induced to further adventure if they were not
princely considered of.3

Cumberland was eventually granted £36,000, the largest share

after the Crown's. In this sum was included the pillage taken

1. poi4. 96.
2. nig. 112.
3. Dig. 94.
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by his sailors, which he was to recover, but their wages were
1

separately accounted for.	 Cumberland certainly pursued

one of the main culprits, Abraham Cocke, captain of the

Samson, who had left MAI ship after purloining many of the

goods of the carrack and fled to the Goldep Droon, a ship

partly owned by his father-in-law, William BY gate.	 Cocke

was called upon to answer for the goods/ following proceedings
2

initiated by Cumberland in Chancery.

What profit the Earl himself received from the capture

of the Madre de Dios it is impossible to say. The fleet

he and his ptners had sent out cost £19,000.
3

ar 
	
Thus the

profit which on paper at least they had to share Was £17,000.

How much of this large sum they lost through failure to

recover the pillage is open to conjecture. The Lord Admiral

would also claim his tenths. One fact is certain. Cumberland

vas able for the second and last time In his privateering

career to lessen his recorded debts. These fell, though
4

only by £2,000, when he redeemed Nesfield in May 1593. He

had, moreover, money to spare; for, curiously since his own

debts were so heavy, he himself turned creditor and lent the
5

Earl of Essex £1,207 - without demanding interestt

1. Acts sf the Priqv Council, 1592,219.
2. P.R.O. C 3811, (Chancery Masters Reports), Earl of

Cumberland v. Bygate. Carew. 25 Jan. 1593. Dr.W.J. Jones
has kindly supplied this reference.

3. Williamson, 94.
4. 7orks. Fines, Tudor,, III, 191. See also Table B.
5. Devereux Papers, vol.111, f.72. I am Indebted to Miss

Caroline Merlon for this entry from the Devereux Papers
at Longleat.
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The success of his 1592 fleet encouraged the Earl t3

invest in another privateering enterprise in 1593. He

resolved to sail once again in person, "for he s gwe all his

actions were mysgoverned and evil carried" by the men he had

employed in the previous year. He obtained the use of two

royal ships, the wan and the ponaventure, both of 560 tons,
2

equipped them and his own ships the jnthonY, of 250 tons,

the Filgriq of 100 tons and the Discovery. Two other ships,
3

names unknown, completed the fleet. Shortly before they

set sail, Cumberland increased his recorded debts by
4

borrowing £1,200. The special commission granted to

Cumberland on the 28th May reserved to the Queen out of any

prizes taken the tonnage on her ships and the customary

tenths of the Lord Admiral. The rest of the profit was to

Cumberland sailed with the fleet towards the /mores.

He captured two rich ships from St Malo and a Spanish sugar
6

Ship. The cruise was then suddenly cut short. The Earl

was taken ill and his recovery was despaired of until

Captain Monson, at great risk, secured a cow from the island

of Corvo to supply him with milk; an act which probably

1. Williamson, 133.
2. all. 118. Andrews (P.375) gives the Anthony's size as

120 tons.
3. Williamson, 114.
4. L.C. 4492/2484 C 54/1458.
5. T. Rymer, Declare, (1735-1745), 7.1, 120-1.
6. Williamson, 113 9 115.

5
be distributed between the Earl and those who invested with hi



saved the Earl's life. "Valuing the earl's safety above
1

all the profit of the voyage", the ships hastened home.

Without this mishap, the voyage might have been far more

successful. Even so, it was the most profitable of all the

ventures the Earl undertook, for the receipts from the
2

prizes were more than treble the expense of the fleet.

Since the business in the Azores had ended prematurely,

Cumberland's Ships were ready to be employed elsewhere. In

August, he dispatched three of them, the Anthony, the pilEria
and the Discovery, direct to the West Indies. At Margarita
island their plunder included £2,000 worth of pearls and they,

received 2,000 ducats worth more as ransom. Amongst the

captures they brought home were a frigate taken at San Domingo

and a 250 ton vessel from the Bay of Honduras.

Cumberland's privateers on this voyage caused the

Spanish such consternation that a squadron was sent off to

Pursue them. It reached the West Indies at the time that

the Earl's ships entered Plymouth in May 1594 amidst great
rejoicing. ' Their haul of prizes was worth e30o50, besides

4
sugar, 01d, Pearls and emeralds. This was the third
successive venture in which Cumberland's privateering had

shown a substantial profit.

1. Ibid. 116.
2. Th4. 113,115.3.all. 118-120.
4. Andrews, 265.
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The return of Cumberland's seventh fleet marks the

close of the second phase in his privateering career. This

was the period In which he achieved his greatest, indeed his

only real, financial success. Between 1589 and 1594 only one

of his fleets failed to recover far more than the cost of

sending them out. He also enjoyed the confidence of the

Queen, especially in 1592 when he was made her Champion and
1

created Knight of the Garter. His enthusiasm was undiminished.

Yet, by 1594, there had been a conspicuous increase in

the size of Cumberland's known debts, dating from the

unfortunate enterprise of 1591, which the profits of the

next three years had only once, and then slightly, decreased.

The Earl's privateering in this phase had thus not been

entirely sustained by his receipts from prizes, but had

required ,,further cash investments which had resulted in an

Increase in his commitments. There are, moreover, signs of

financial strain. By 15932 his payments of his livery fine

had. fallen so much in arrears, over ten years, that the

Court of Wards levied some part of the money still owed on

the lands of his aunty, Philip Lord Wharton. The fine, in

fact, was never fully Paid. In February 1594, the Earl was

unable to repay a debt of E400 owed to his sister-in-law,

the Countess of Warwick. In excusing himself, Cumberland
6

complained of ', the long burden of making an offensive wart'.

1. Williamson, 106, 1.10.
2. See Table B.
3. 58 were levied for payment of an obligation due on 2nd

February 1583/4, (Wards 9/387 ff. 268-9; 9/388 fl. 63-4).
4. Wards 9/389 f. 399.
5. Williamson, 124-5.
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iii. Failure and Frustration, /594-1597.

The third phase of Cumberland's career opened in the

summer of 1594 with incidents typical of the kind that was

to dominate the last years of his privateering. Intrigues

against the Earl, mainly as a result of his favoured treatment

at the division of the spoil of the 14adre de Dios, had under-
1

mined his position at court. 	 His own actions did little to

dispel doubts as to his good faith. His reluctance to pay

the £1,620 he owed the Queen for the tonnage of the on and

BoDaventure, the royal ships he had sent out in 15939 Was the
cause of her displeasure: the return of his successful seventh

fleet the occasion for displaying it. The Queen ordered that

his prizes should be searched and their value certified.

Cumberland protested to the Lord Admiral that he had been

singled out undeservedly for these "unusual courses". He

told him,

Those who adventure with me I know by proof do
trust me, your lordship for yotuy tenths I doubt
not will, and if Her Majesty do not for so little a
Part as her custom, I have lived to an unhappy
hour and hazarded my estate and life very vainly.
Your lordship writeth this is done for my good:
I would answer, but that I will forbear till I
see her to whom when I have uttered what I am
bound in duty, I will wish myself with Him that 3
only knows what will be the end of these courses.

1. Williamson, 136.
2. H.M.C. Sallsburx MS., rrli, 585-6.
3. Lug, iv, 537, Williamson, 137.
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Later in the summer, the Earl had cause for further

discontent. He had equipped and sent out his eighth fleet

in the spring. It consisted of two merchantmen he had

borrowed, the Mayflower and the Royal Exchange, both of 250

tans, his own ship the anison4 and two lesser vessels, a
1

caravel and a pinnace. 	 The expense of provisioning them
2

caused an increase in his debts of £1,000 in March and
3

£1,000 more in May.

Of all the fleets that Cumberland sent out, this came

nearest to accomplishing the feat that tantalised:generation

of Elizabethan seamen. Whilst Frobisher by sea and Norreys

by land repulsed the Spaniards at Crozon, Cumberland's small

but powerful force intercepted the richest of all the East

Indian carracks, the Cinaue Llagas of 2,000 tons, halted

and crippled it, only to see the great treasure they had

captured consumed by fire, blow up and finally sink. Later,

the Earl's Ships encountered a second great vessel, the gag

Feline, a 1,500 ton carrack, and failed to take it only

because the §amsan lost contact with its consorts when

darkness fell. The fleet returned to port on the 6th August,

apparently without a prize to compensate its stern and costly
4

actions.

1. Williamson, 128.
2. C 54/1486.
3. c 54/1485.
4. Williamson, 128 ,et sea.
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This perverse tarn in the Earl's fortunes did not deter

him from preparing another major expedition, his ninth, in

the spring of the following year, 1595. Rather, it was

because of his misfortunes, his mill-partage" on the Madre

de Dios and the loss of the two carracks on the last voyage

from want of strength to take them, that he determined not to

allow factors which he could prevent to jeopardise his chances

of intercepting the treasure galleons which had been sighted
1

at Puerto Rico.	 His novel and ambitious scheme to ensure

that the execution of his plans should be worthy of their

objectives was to build a ship of his own, equal in size to

the middle rank of the royal warships, an act, Mon son thought,

so noble and so rare, it being a thing
never undertaken before by a subject that it
deserved ;mortal fame.

It was launched by the Queen at Deptford and named the

Nance Scouree, for Nby that noune it seemed he tasted the
2

envy of some that repined at his honourable achievement".

The Earl himself victualled the Yonne Scouree and his
3

other ships the Anthony and the Discovery. The expense of

all this activity is reflected in his debts. On the 2nd June,

he mortgaged his manors of Eahton, Gargrave and Flasby for
4

£4,6001 on the 6th, he took up loans of £500, £500 and
5	 6

£3,500, and mortgaged Nesfield for £1,000. Finally, with

1. Williamson, 140.2. nil. 186,142.
3. Ibid. 142.
4. t-54/1495.
5. L.C. 41192/417f
6. C 54/1579k
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the mistakes of 1592 in mind, Cumberland came to a new

arrangement with the queen for the distribution of profits.

The adventurers were to have the value of any prizes taken,

saving £10,000 on every carrack bound from Portugal to

the Indies, or £20,000 on any from the Indies to Portugal.

The grant gave similar authority to any deputy appointed by
1

the Earl, should he not sail in person.

In the event, meticulous though the Earl's precautions

were, the first voyage of the Malice Scouree was brief and

undistinguished. The Earl had planned to go out in June,

but news came that Hawkins had caught a carrack near the
2

Rock and had probably scared the rest away.	 With prospects

unfavourable, the Earl could not justify sailing in person,

but he was apprehensive that the queen, unless she heard

some reason for it, would misconstrue his return. To Cecil

he wrote from Tavistock, knowing that his words would reach

her ears,

Another journey may recover again what now I
lose, if I lose, but my own going, idly, I
will not, upon slight grounds adventure.

He mood was one of despondency. NBut well", he confided

to Cecil,

it is my fortune, who will ever strive to deserve
seven, whatsoever disgrace is laid upon me, as
any that liveth. Excuse me for going into the
north, necessity forced, being without money,
having much to pay, presently, there only to get
it, and from this place london 9 or 10 score mile
about. .5

1. Cal.S.P. Dom., Eliz., 1591-1597, CCL1,74Williamson,143,
2. Williamson, 145.
1. Williamson. 146.
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Cumberland left his fleet in the charge of Captain

Langton. Langton sailed to the Afores with it, captured a
caravel and attacked but could not hold a Spanish tice-

Admiral's ship, the Saint Thomas. Her escorts, it was

reported, *were loath to come within daunger of this his

Honoures Fleete, Three Dutch ships were also captured on
1

this outing.

The Earl spent the summer at Skipton, building the

g allery in the castle, though Short of money and depending
2

on his sister Lady Wharton for financial support. Towards

the close of the year he was in the south, hoping that he

would be allowed to employ his ships against the enemy,

although, as he told his Countess, he was far from optimistic
*for the working against me is infinite*. His wishes, in

contrast with his professed intentions, were that he could be

with his Countess, *well settled somewhere from the trouble of
3

this uncertain and miserable time*.

Cumberland revealed at this stage in his career,

despite his outward pessimism, no want of obstinacy in

persisting in his own enterprises. In the first week of

December 1595, he was provisioning his ships for another

voyage. On the 2nd, he borrowed two separate sums of
4

£1,000. Three weeks later, although his ships were ready to

1. =A., 147.
2. Ibid. 149.
3. Williamson, 155.
4. C 54/1545.
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sail, he still had not received a warrant from the Queen.

He wrote to the Lord Admiral that he was grieved he could

not do the Queen the service he wanted though, since there

was no charge on the Queen, he would not be criticised for

not sailing. He wanted, having no other use for all the

victual he had provided, to pursue some ships from Hamburg,

carrying provisions to the great Spanish fleet preparing in

Cadiz for the projected invasion of Ireland and the Low

Countries. But he dared not sail without authority from the

Queeh, for, he said, though he were as careful of the Queen's

subjects as be was of himself the danger to him if he lost

but one man without that authority would be more than he
1

would willingly risk.
2

On the 4th. January, he was granted authority to sail.

On the 16th, his fleet, consisting of the palice Scourge and

the royal ship Preadnought of 450 tans, was still in port,

held up by adverse winds. Cumberland was annoyed to learn

that he, who had P at no small charge prepared these ships to

do her Majesty service" should be thought slow to take "the

least opportunity in effecting it". He was disturbed by

another, more serious charge. He had been accused of

spoiling Flemish vessels and protested be had never done that.

He was confident he could refute the charges against him.
3

1. Williamsoh, 156.
2. P.R.O. Index 6800 9 Signet Office Docquets, 4th Jan.1595.
3. Williamson, 144.
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The accusations, however, were pressed against him in

the Admiralty Court and proved. The Earl was compelled,

between 1595 and 1597, to make restitution of goods valued

at over £7,500 taken by Captain Langton out of three Dutch
1

flyboats and a Hamburg ship In the Channel. 	 The goods

were either returned to the merchants, all merchant strangers

resident in London, or Cumberland gave bonds for restitution

in cash. The loss of prize goods of this value was severe,

especially as they fell within 1595 and 15961 two of the
2

leanest years in his privateering.

Cumberland's hopes of sailing were frustrated by the

unrelenting bad weather. By March, after "lying at great

charges' at Plymouth, 
3

, 	 had resigned himself to the

knowledge that the voyage could not take place. His

spirits were raised in the same month by the Queen's grant

of a commission to the Lord Admiral and himself to prepare

for an attack on Cadiz, but later she rescinded the order.

When the Preparations for the attack were renewed, the
4

honour of leading the expedition fell to Essez and Raleigh.

By September, when the triumphant Cadiz raiders

had returned to England, Cumberland was eager to resume

his private conflict with the enemy. He wrote in

haste to Cecil on the 25th,

1. Probably the ships captured on the first outing of the
Malice Scourge. See =Lap p.57.

2. S.P. 12/261/80.
3. Cal.S.P.Dom.. Enz., 1595-1597, CCLvi, 46.
4. Williamson, 159: Rowse, The Expansion of Elizabethan 

Er_iglipd. 326.



I pray you excuse my often sending to you, forced by
necessity, the ships that should go with me being
much sought by merchants that would freight them
for the Straits; so as if I do not, upon assurance
that I shall proceed with Her Majesty's licence,
conclude with the owners of them to-morrow, they will
be had from me, and my voyage is overthrown, not able
any other where to furnish myself of ships fit for
my pretence.1

He did not,however, make this projected voyage and remained
2

in London throughout the rest of the year.

As had now become customary with him, Cumberland

prepared another enterprise in the spring of 1597. This,

his tenth fleet, consisting as in 1596 of the two big ships,

his own Malice Scourge and the Queen's preenonizht, left

port or a voyage that proved to be both short and

unsuccessful. No more than forty leagues out to sea they

met a storm In which the MA_lice Scourge lost her main mast
3

and both ships were forced to put back to harbour. 	 This

misfortune was followed by an even greater setback. Before

he sailed, Cumberland and Essex had submitted rival projects

for an attack on the Spanish invasion fleet fitting out at
4

Ferrol.	 Both Plans had then been rejected, but a second

expedition on the lines of the 1596 Cadiz raid could not

long be delayed if the Preparations for a second Armada were

to be decis4vely disrupted.

11. Williamson, 165: H.M.d. §alisburv mos., vi, 399
2. Williamson, 167.
3. Ib	 169.
4. ibid. 168.
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In the rivalry for who should lead, Cumberland was

early disposed of. The States General did not favour as

commander of a fleet that was to include Dutch ships a

privateer whom they held responsible for depredations on
1

Dutch merchantmen.	 Cumberland was deeply humiliated at

this reflection on his honour. Shortly after, in seeking

Burghley's aid for the Governorship of the Isle of Wight

which he desired as a means of advancing tooth his reputation

and his estate, he declared that he was so sensible of the

disgrace that if the Queen did not show him some other token

of her favour he would as often wish himself dead as he had
2

hours to livel

In this quest, also, he vas disappointed. His

contribution to the defence of the realm still depended on

his own resources and initiative. He equipped and sent out

the Ascensions a 400 ton London merchantman, on two short

voyages towards Lisbon. On the second voyage, the Ascension 

vas set won by a squadron of six Spanish ships under an
3

Admiral, but managed to beat them off. It returned to port

without success, "having made noe profitt to his Lordshipp

tawardes all his charge expended in that Shippe 	 and many

1. H.M.C. Salisbury MO., vii, 130.
2. Williamson, a41-2.3. ail. 171.
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maimed and many hurte and all witicout meanes to mayntayne
1

them at their Cominge on Shoare.N.

The 3rd Earl t s privateering in the three years 1594

to 1597 was as persistent and as intensive as in the earlier

Phases of his career; on the scale attempted, it was more

ambitious. His fleets were more powerful and more efficient;

in the material damage inflicted on the Spaniards, as of their

pride, more destructive. In contrast, in its financial aspect

the success of his privateering had been nepligible. At the

end of the period, his financial commitments had reached

exceptional proportions. Between March igq4 and May 1516,
2

when he mortgaged his manor of Bolton for £5,000, the Earl

had borrowed without repayment £17,000. The interesting

developments in the year following the mortgage of Bolton

reveal that in order to gain relief from the accumulation

of debts Cumberland turned to his estates with the intention

of raising money from that source.

He instructed his estate commissioners in 1596 to

enquire into the question of tenant-right on his manors in
3

Craven, and by the end of the year they had begun to mortgage

many of the holdings on the manors to the tenants who

occupied them. The basis of these mortgages was the grant

1. Williamson, 172.
2. C 54/1524.
3. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, 52.
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by the Earl of a lease for 5000 years in return for a fine,

for the most part of 40 years' ancient rent, paid to him by

the tenant. The Earl retained the right to redeem the long

leases on repaymentof the full amount of the fine. By this

means Cumberland raised over £8,000 from his tenants in
1

Craven and by May 1597 was in a position to come to an

agreement with his creditors.

The agreement itself, drawn up on the 7th May is not

extant, but it is clear that Cumberland's subsequent

financial arrangements were in accordance with its terms.

With the approval of his creditors Cumberland redeemed

Brancepeth on the 14th May, repaying the capital of £3, 000 and
2

the interest owed for the last four years. In June, he

repaid with the interest one of the two loans of £500
3

borrowed on the 6th June 1595. On the llth September, he
4

redeemed Eshton, Gargrave and Flasby, and on the 13th,
5

Nesfield. A week later, he authorised the sale of the

moiety of the manor of Welham and Sutton in the East Riding

of Yorkshire, actually his brother's property, but this was
6

not immediately put into effect. In October, his

1. Bolton MS. Bk.249. For a further discussion of these mort...
gages, see Antra, Chapter IV, pp. 121-2.

2. C 54/1548.
3. L.C. 4/192/417.
4. C 54/1552.
5. c 54/1579.
6. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, 265.



commissioners in Cravah renewed their work of concluding

mortgages with the tenants. This continued on a limited

scale until the 12th August 1598. Cumberland received
1

£700 more from these additional mortgages.

Although this series of transactions merely transferred

Part of the Earl's commitments from his creditors in London to

his tenants in Craven, it reduced the pressure of his

indebtedness and the demands of his creditors for the regular

payment of interest. In the four months from May to

September, he lowered his recorded debts by £9,100 and only

one manor, Bolton, still remained in mortgage. Cumberland

benefited from the fall in two ways. He postponed by no less

than five years the date when he would have to repay debts

which, until he transferred them to Craven, were already long

overdue. Tn the second place, he no longer paid interest on

them. The desire to avoid the burden of usury on debts of

that order would in itself have been sufficient reason for

the course he had taken. Moreover, if one can infer from the

extent of the credit allowed to him in the past years, by the

repayment of the London debts Cumberland had given himself

the scope to invest in another enterprise in an attempt to

recover what he had lost in his privateering during the last

three years.

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 249,f.13 et sea.
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iv. The Puerto Rican Expedition and After, 1592-1600.

In July 1597 the Earl's plans for a . major expedition

were maturing. He was a suitor to go a ',royal journey":
1

Raleigh and Cecil were ready to adventure with him. 	 The

Earl conceived of the enterprise as more than a return to

large-scale privateering after two years of predominantly

naval conflict. It was to be, in effect, a counter-offensive:

designed to establish a Permanent naval base in the West

Indies from which to harass at its source the stream of

treasure on which the strength of Spain now depended. In

its strategy this was a plan that would appeal to the Queen

and her advisers but it did not neglect the prospect of

considerable plunder that alone would attract the wealthy

London merchant privateers.

Signs of Cumberland's Pre parations were evident as

winter approached. In November, he mort#aged the demesnes of
2

Eshton for seven years for £2,000. On the 20th December,
3

he finally disposed of Brancepeth, for £5,200, and although

in January 1598 he repaid the second loan of 4500 borrowed
4

in June 1595, in February, a month before the fleet sailed,

1. Williamson, 174.
2. C 54/1579.
3. C 54/1578,1579.
4. L.C. 41192/417.
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he entered into a bond for a debt of £1 9 000 9 taken in goods

supplied to the ships that were his contribution to the
1

expedition.

A Change in the Earl's method of financing his voyages

can be observed in these arrangements. For the first time,

provision of the necessary cash depended on the conversion of

the capital assets of his estates. Brancepeth was probably

the first manor surrendered by him since Maltby, Hart and

Cowthorpe in 1586, and the first sold in order to invest in

a privateering venture. Furthermore, the mortgage of Eshton,

taken not by a London creditor but by a local gentleman

Robert Bindlose, was virtually a sale since the Earl did not
2

redeem it and confirmed Bindlose's possession in 1605.

For some at least, of the Earl's creditors there was

none of the official secrecy maintained in the grant of

authority to undertake the voyage. Several invested and

took part in the expedition, which by- the time of sailing

had assumed the character of a joint enterprise financed by

Cumberland and an influential group of London merchant
3

privateers.	 The merchants contributed 12 ships; Sir

Walter Raleigh ventured his Guiana, and Cumberland, besides

1. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, 273.
2. Skipton MS. A/34/1.
3. Williamson, 200 et seq.
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the Malice Scourge as the Admiral's ship, his other vessels

the Samson, the Anthonv, the Discovery, his pinnace the Scot

and two small barks: in all, eighteen privateers, 1,700 men
1

and several small craft. 	 This powerful force, which

constituted the major naval and privateering venture of

1598, sailed on March 6th 1598, hovered off the coast of

Spain, putting the Spanish ports in a ferment, theni passing

through the Azores, headed towards the West Indies.

The military purpose of the expedition was brilliantly

achieved. In taking Puerto Rico and San Juan, the virgin

city of the Indies, Cumberland succeeded where Drake before

him had failed. "The success", Corbett has written, "Was

well deserved. His plan was finely conceived and boldly
3

carried through".	 Following the main lines of attack

developed by Drake, Cumberland with great skill managed to

surprise the city and lost only thirty men in all the

fighting. Sir John Berkeley was established there with a

garrison of 300 men. The speedy end of the cam paign was a
4

severe blow to Spanish prestige.

'Unhappily, the financial reward was by no means equal

1. Williamson, 178-9 ; Andrews, 349.
2. Williamson, 180 et sea.
3. Corbett, on.cit. 249.
4. Williamson, 204-5, 223.
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to the merit of Cumberland's endeavour. The value of the

plunder and nine prizes brought back, estimated at £16,000,

was "not half the cost of setting out besides the waste of
1

shipping and loss of 600 men".	 One report said that the

merchants who adventured with him would be content to take

eight per cent of their principal. A gentleman soldier's

share came to only ten Shillings. Of eighteen men of the 2

Earl's household who sailed with him, only two had returned.

Cumberland, without doubt, was unlucky. His ships

narrowly missed thirty corn vessels off the coast of Spain

which a correspondent in Lisbon said "would have furnished
3

his country but famished this". He lay in ambush for

carracks in the Azores, but his intentions were 'treacherously'
4

made 'mown in Lisbon by an English ship's master. Forty-siX

ships set out from Mexico to intercept his fleet on its

return. Cumberland wished that he could have met with some
5

of them. However, they did not cross his path.

Yet, the criticism that in Puerto Rico the Earl
6

"neglected present profit in hope of greater matter" Was

1. Williamson, 205.
2. Ibid. 206.
3. ;big. 204.
4. Lug. 181.
5. =I. 195.
6. Williamson, 205.
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substantiated by himself. Justifying his actions to his

sister-in-law, the Countess of Warwick, he protested,

I take God to witness (before whome we must al answers)
I went this tyme abroad more to doe her Majestie
servyce, then for gettinge wealth, as it is made
apparant by my proceedinges at Porto Rico: where
if I would have left the place I could have had
all the Gynger and Sugar in the countrie brought
in to me which by good accompte was worth above
fyve hundred thousand poundes besides good store
of jewells and plate.1

He was far from sanguine that his efforts would be

appreciated. Though he expected that from the voyage he

would

presentlie drawe litle to fill those purses it bath
emptied: yet should I sucke thereby sweet content-
ment if this begunne might be followed, which
reasons unanswerable will urge. But I dare not
hope, for havinge as your Ladyship well knowes
been onelie a Fyre maker for others to warme themselves
at, when I was thruste out of doores to blawe my
fyngers in the coulde, and I thinke was borne like
Watt of Greenwiche to dye carryinge the Colebasketts
I might comfort my selfe with the most honorable
man, your honorable fathers worde Che sera sera.2

The national interest which Cumberland allowed to

prejudice the attainment of the private financial purpose

of the Puerto Rican voyage also effected the success of his

privateering after the return of the expedition. On the 9th

1. nig. 221.
2. ibid. 220.
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December 1598 9 he bought a 140 ton shiP 9 the Elizabeth Guiana,
1

for £500 and sent it out to prey on shipping in the Channel.

Its capture of a French ship, the Narie. with goods valued at

£3,000 proved an embarrassment to the Council whose concern
2

was now for amicable relations with the French. In May 1600,

the Queen had speech with Cumberland about evipping another

fleet. For the cost of victualling, he thought s u£3,000

will be the uttermost & so I dare undertake its.

There the matter rested, for although the Earl could
4

not resist keeping a minor interest in privateering, his

own thoughts were soon pre-occupied with the problem of his

accumulated debts and the measures he would neea to take to

reduce them. Moreover, the hEkl-day of the privateer was

over. Sea warfare with Spain, both the naval conflict and

its corollary oceanic privateering, was shortly to develop

into full mercantile rivalry between the leading trading
6

nations.

1. Bolton ES. Sundry Paper, 266.
2. A.P.C. 1599-1600, 388-9.
3. iignramson 2 235.
4. Ibid. 250.
5. See Infra, Chapter IV'.
6. Cf. Andrews, 264.
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It was a change which Cumberland anticipated and in

which he himself Participated. He advocated in 1599

challenging the Portuguese for the East Indian trade. It

would offend God, he said with some fervour, if the country

were

to lett slipp this gracious -geven opportunytie of
drawings a perpetuall trade that will not onlie
enrich our countries but breed numbers of men to
strengthen the walles Of our realme, and leave a
blessed memorie of Queene Elizabeth (whome God ever
blesse), that in her tyme and by her endeavour, that
honest meane was founds and settled, that whilest
the worlde endureth shall make England rich and
invincible as without question multitude of Waippes
and marryners will make it, both which this breed
in abundance.1

His support for the newly formed East India Company

was the practical expression of his belief in the importance

of organized trading as a means of breaking into an area

hitherto denied to English merchants. The grant of the

Company's Charter in 1600 was to Cumberland, the only
2

nobleman concerned, and his co-sponsors the London merchants.

He sold his great ship the Malice Scourge to the company

for £3,700 and invested £1,500 of this sum in the company's

first voyage for himself and £500 for his creditor Thomas

Cordell, mercer, one of his associates on the Puerto Rican
3

enterprise.

1. Williamson, 222.
2. Sir George Birdwood,(Ed.), ;he Register of Letter,ticc of

Vie G. , ernour and Comoan of ;Merchants of 4ondon tradinA
into eEtd	 0 6 9 (1893), 164.

3. Williamson, 211-2. The Malice Scourge, renamed the mg,
Dragon, was the company's main vessel in its early
voyages to the East Indies.
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It was, however, the West Indies rather than the

East which had attracted Cumberland since his years at

Cambridge. He had hoped that Puerto Rico, once taken,

would be retained as a Permanent English base in the

West Indies. Constant disruption of Spain's shipping

such as he had achieved in 1598 would, he held, quickly
1

ruin Spain.	 But that was not to be. The base was

relinquished and in 1604 the war with Spain came to an

end.

Even so, there was an opportunity for ee last
gesture from Cumberland, but one to the new era, not to

the old world which he had known. In the last year of

his life he sent his ship the Pilgrim on a trading voyage

to Cumuna and other ports in the Caribbean. Nicholas

Downton was Captain; Cumberland and Downton the principal

shareholders. The ship came home by way of Virginia,
2

with a cargo consisting largely of tobacco.

1. au:. 223-4.
2. Sir William Foster, (Ed.), T4e Voxage of Nicholas 

Downton to the East Indies 1614-15, (aakluyt Soc. Ser.II,
vol. Lxxxii, 1939), xiv.
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V. Conclusion 

The literary evidence of the 3rd Earl's voyages

indicates that there were four Phases in his privateering

career. The failure of his first two voyages in 1586 and

1588, the first phase, was followed by a Period of almost

continuous success broken only by the uncertain enterprise

in 1591. The third Phase, from the eighth voyage in 1594

to the eleventh in 1597 1 was one of consistent misfortune.

The Puerto Rican expedition in 1598, in conception and in

size by far the most important of his voyages, was in its

privateering aspect equally unsuccessful, although it

might easily have produced an immense profit. Cumberland's

later activities were on a minor scale and their profitabilitY

uncertain.

The evidence of the Earl's recorded debts, which are

set out in Table B9 confirms the outline of his career that

has been given above. By 1587, Cumberland had forfeited the

manors he had mortgaged and had repaid the debts inOurred

prior to June 1586. In effect, he commenced privateering

in the knowledge that no matter how extensive those earlier

losses he hoped to replace, the demands on him were now no

greater than the cost of his first enterprise. The evidence

suggests that not once did Cumberland's debts fall below

the level of those created by the failure of his first fleet

and that he constantly added to those debts, particularly in
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1591 and in the years after 1594.

During the profitable period of his career, there

was no significant repayment of his debts; in fadt, by

1594 there had been a substantial rise despite the

redemptions of Brancepeth in 1590 and Nesfield in 1593.

The profits would account for the absence of heavy

additions to his credit. Since they could not prevent

an increase in the debts, it may be surmised that they

were principally absorbed by his privateering expenses

In that period and had no appreciable effect on later

investments.

After 1594, there was a sudden increase in the Earl's

indebtedness, coinciding with the failure of his fleets to

return with profit. Until 1597, however, there was no

evidence of lack of confidence in him by his creditors.

He was apparently able to raise what he wanted, on credit,

for the voyages planned, without exploiting his capital

assets other than by minor sales of land, limited grants

of long leases and the loss, at some period in his career,

of Wevendrevath in Westmorland, which he mortgaged to Thomas

Braithwaite, one of his officers there, and failed to redeem.

1. Appleby MS. Bk.III, 186.
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Table B

The Recorded Debts of the 1rd Bari, 1584-1598.

DAL P.Al2.	 Lou Re nomen t s For tgiage s	 TOTAL 
Taken Urn	 Forfeited	 DEBTS

uta 9 Feb	 co
1.21 31 Dec 4,500	 4,900

1.2i• 32, June 9,000	 2,400	 1,000	 10,500

31. Dec	 700	 5,500	 4,300
152 20 July	 800	 3,500
3.21 31 June 3,800	 1,000	 6,300

31 Dec	 500a	 6,800

6,800

ing 16 Feb	 29 500	 4,300

121 23 Mar 5,700b

Lug	 10,000
1123 31 may 1,200 	 2,000	 9,200
15.24, 14 May 2,000	 11 200

1121 6 June 10 9100	 21,300

2 Dec 2,000	 23,300

112,6 2 May 5,000	 28,300

3,1,27 13 Sept	 9,100	 19,200

2 Nov 2,000	 21,200

1191 2 Feb	 500	 £ 22.2222

USIA
a. The loan on the mortgage of Brancepeth was increased by

£500 in December 1588 (C 54/1399).
b. The loan on the mortgage of Nesfield was Increased by

£200 in 1591 (Lambeth Palace MSS. volociv 9 707. 2.60).
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But in 1597 be needed both to utilise his estates as a

source of ready money and to allow his creditors to dictate

his financial affairs. Since 15931 he had paid no interest

on two debts at least; on the second mortgage of Brancepeth
1

and £1,000 lent him in 1586.	 The payment of interest on

debts of the size he had incurred must have been a great

strain on his resources.

The real test of the Earl's capacity to meet his

creditors' demands came after the return of the Puerto

Rican expedition. If he looked to the profits from this,

his last and greatest, venture, there was little in the

final reckoning to give him comfort. It was clear then

that whatever his ability to finance each separate

enterprise, he had failed to recover the total cost of his

privateering. Conversion of his capital assets had been

necessary even before the 1598 fleet had sailed; the failure

of that venture emphasised the importance of his earlier

losses.

Because there was a rapid accumulation in Cumberland's

recorded debts after 1594, it is likely that there Was also

a corresponding rise in his debts on bonds. The debt of

£1,000 for goods delivered to his ships in February 1598

was on a bond. Amongst his debts still unpaid in 1624, were

1. C 54/1548.
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g103 owed to "Lewis the smith" for anchors; £370 to

"divers creditors about Plymouth", £670 to those at
1

Portsmouth, £140 at Southampton and £150 at Rochester.

These debts and many others were on bonds and are

suggestive of the unrecorded debts that Cumberland would

Incur in equipping his ships. The unrecorded debts were
2

in all probability much larger than those recorded.

Cumberland's financial position in 1598 thus was

similar in character to the situation in 1586 when he

elected to replenish his fortunes from the sea. Similar

in kind, but writ large: for in 1598 Cumberland's known

debts were far greater, more urgent and less easily to be

avoided than in 1586 and had only been decreased at the

expense of commitments to his tenants in Craven. At the

last, he was compelled to make his estates supply what the

sea had denied him.
3

1. Londesborough MS. D/7
2. An estimate of the 3rd Earl's total indebtedness is

given Infra, Chapter VI, pp. 169.1700
3. See infra, Chapters rir,
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CHAPTER III

ME 1RD EARL'S MAJOR CREDITORS.

1. Creditors in General 

One of the most revealing features of the 3rd Earl's

constant need of ready money in a period before an organised

banking system had evolved is the associations he formed with

those capable of supplying his wants. The problem of the

temporary transfer of ready money had not yet been adequately

solved, as it was to be in the seventeenth century through
1

the medium of scriveners' shops and, later, by banks.	 Ad

hoc arrangements between the parties concerned were still the

rule.. London was pre-eminently the place where contacts were

possible between men of substance with cash to lend and those,

like Cumberland, eager to make use of it.

As late as the last decade of the sixteenth century

lending money could still be regarded as a social responsibilil

thereby escaping the stigma of usury, for creditors did not

consistently demand interest oil, their loans. Before 1600,

for example, much of the 9th Earl of Northumberland's
2

borrowing was free of interest and in 1593 the 2nd Earl of

1. See Beloff, EX.R,., Liv, 686.
2. Batho, Household Accounts of the Ninth Earl of

Northumberland, 131-2.
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Essex was Paying interest on only half the loans entered
1

In his steward's accounts.

Cumberland himself was one of those who lent Essex

money free of interest. His own principal creditors,however,

all demanded interest. The majority of them had in common

also the desire to have the debt recorded, in a mortgage,

recognizance or statute. The Earl borrowed extensively on

bonds which, it has been suggested, were the form of legal
2

security most widely used, but few of the bonds that have

survived were for large sums lent by people who were socially
3

important.	 The fact that the loans were recorded is the

main reason why the names of so many of the Earl's major

creditors are known. But it also indicates that for them

lending money was a serious activity since recording was an

efficient, business-like method of ensuring easy and certain
4

recovery of the loan.

The Earl's creditors are interesting Individually as

money-lenders and they are particularly important at

indicative of the kind of people who made a practice of, and

a profit from, lending money at that time. They were drawn,

in fact, mainly from the social groups which one would expect

to predominate in the business of money-lending in the late

1. Devereux Papers, 'Dian, f.72.
2. See Introduction, mak.• Obligations, esp. pp. xLiii-xLv.
3. Londesborough MS. D/7.
4. See Introduction, Auk Obligations• esp. p. xLi.



Tudor period. Only twice did the Earl borrow any substantial

sum from fellow members of the peerages in 1587, when he

mortgaged Nesfield to George Talbot 6th Earl of Shrewsbury
1

for £2,000 and in 1605, when Shrewsbury's widow, 'Bess of
2

Hardwick', lent him £1,000.	 They had both previously lent
3

him money on mortgages of lands in Derbyshire. 	 For the

rest, interest centres on creditors who represented the urban

and rural middle classes.

In Cumberland's early Years, there was a Pronounced

northern flavour in his choice of creditors though his

connection with them was almost certainly the result of his

residence in London. Two of the loans he shared with his

brother-in-16W Philip Lord Wharton; the first, for £250, from
4

Cuthbert Buckle, vintner of London, whom Cumberland described

when requesting the wardship of
5

his. Buckle, later Lord Mayor
6

Westmorland. The second loan,

his son as a *countryman" of

of London, was a native of

for 000, was from Marmaduke

WYvell of Constable Burton in the East Riding of Yorkshire.

1. See supra, Chapter II, pp, 37, 49.
2. L.C.41195/460•
3. See Auma, Chapter 19 pp. 28-9.
4. C 54/1117.
5. H.M.C. SAlisburv MSS., iv, 554-5.
6. Orridge, on.cit. 230 n.202.
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Wyvell was probably in residence in London at the time, though

he specified that repayment be made at his house at Constable
1

Burton.

In 1585, Cumberland mortgaged Cowthorpe to Thomas

Walmesley of Clayton-le-dale Lancashire, then a serjeant-at-
2

law at Lincoln's Inn.	 In 1585 also, he mortgaged Maltby to
3

Humfrey Weld, grocer of London, who hailed from Cheshire. A

few months later two other men of northern stock helped to

provide the Earl with cash; not,however, on loans but by

purchasing Maltby from him. His solicitor Anthony Wright

gent of Lincoln's Inn and Nesfield in Craven bought the
4

capital messuage as his residence and the remainder was taken
5

by Edward Stanhope Esq of Gray's Inn, a member of the

notable Yorkshire family of Stanhope with whom the 3rd Earl

and his brother were later associated politically as
6

supporters of the Cecil faction.

Of these northern creditors, only Walmesley lent

Cumberland money on more than one occasion. Apart from the

£1,600 on the mortgage of Cowthorpe, Cumberland borrowed
7

£500 from him in 1586. It was Walmesley who purchased

1. C 54/1156.
2. C 54/1238. For Walmesley, see D.N.B. xx, 616.
3. C 54/1236. Orridge, melt. 232 n.221.
4. C 5411237.
5. C 54/1240.
6. H.M.C. Salisbury MSS., vii, 416. J.E. Neale, TAI

ElizaJoethan House of Commons, (1949), 223.
7. C 54/1250.
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Cowthorpe from the final mortgagees when Cumberland found

himself unable to redeem it in 1586 and he also bought
1

Cumberland's property in Bickerton in 1587 for £160. Of

Walmesley it has been saids "By fair, and also, it was

whispered, foul means, he amassed a large fortune, which he
2

invested in broad acres in his native county".

Only two of the Earl's creditors in his early years in

London were not from the northern counties. Richard Tailford,
3

upholsterer of London, lent him £400 in 1584, £400 more in
4	 5

1585 and £1,000 on the mortgage of Gargrave in 1586. Prom
6

Ralph Radcliffe, mercer, Cumberland borrowed £900 in 1585.

Thus in Cumberland's early years two-thirds of the

creditors and of the cash he borrowed came from northerners.

He continued to borrow from northerners throughout his life

but, henceforth, restricted his choice to men of Yorkshire

stock or with strong Yorkshire associations. These men -

Henry. Lindley, Thomas Crompton, Robert Bindlose and

Bartholomew Young - will be mentioned in the course of the

discussion.

The prominence of northerners in the Earl's creditors

came to an end as his need of cash increased. Indeed, until

1. /brks. Fineq, Tudor, III, 77.
2. D.N.B. xx, 616b.
3. C 54/1196.
4. C 54/1247.
5. C 54/1244.
6. C 54/1248.
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1595 the most striking feature is not the place of birth but

the variety in occupation and social position of the Earl's

creditors. That variety has already been indicated, for

Cumberland's early creditors included a country gentleman,

Wyvell, a practising lawyer, Walmesley, and four merchants

of different trades. Besides lawyers, merchants and landed

gentry, the Earl resorted to a fourth kind of creditor,

government officials, from 1586.

A second lawyer, Arden Waferer, a counsellor at law
1	 2

with a house in Chancery Lane, lent the Earl LX,000 in 1586«

Of the landed gentry, Henry Lindley gent, Edward Greville Esq

and Robert Bindlose Esq were the most prominent both socially

and as creditors.
3

£2,500 in 1591 and

of Lawrence Lindley

Lindley, who provided Cumberland with
4

£1,000 more in 1593, was the third son
5

of leathley in Yorkshire and served the

2nd Earl of Essex as receiver in Yorkshire and as financial
6	 7

adviser. Greville lent the Earl £2,000 in 1595 . He was

the son of Sir FulktGreville and sat as member for Warwick
8

in the 1593 and 1604-11 parliaments. Bindlose, who later

migratdd from his native Lancashire to Craven advanced

£2,000 to the Earl on the mortgage of Eshton.

1. Cal. S.P.P9m. S114" 1581-90, CLxxii, 111.
2. C 54/1249.
3. L.C. 4)192/40.
4. L.C. 4/192/248.
5. J. Foster, (Ed.), The Visitation of Yorkshire in 15844

and 1612, (1875), 547.
6. ji.M.C. Salisbury 1433. 1 vii, 283.
7. C 54/1545.

,
8. Trafford, g08811,111of the Parliament of 1593,M.A.
9 e14,1511131"47
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James Gardiner gent, Bartholomew Young gent and Edmond

Standen itsia. jointly lent Cumberland £26000 on the mortgage

of Brancepeth in 1591. Both Gardiner and Young had

previously been admitted to Middle Temple and were permanently

resident there. Gardiner was the son of a Cambridgeshire
2

gentleman, Thomas Gardiner of S gwston.	 What his occupation

was, professional lawyer or otherwise, is not certain. Young,

the heir of Gregory (sometimes called George) Young, a
London merchant of Yorkshire birth, is best known as translator

of Montemayor's "Diana" and other Spanish works which
3

Shakespeare used as sources for Two Gentlemen of Verona".

Standen's connection with them will be described later.

Most of the landed gentry mentioned in this discussion

were at some period in their life resident at the Inns of

Court. Though the Earl's own interests were most closely
4

identified with Gray's Inn, virtually all the Inns of Court

were represented by one or other of his creditors who were

1. C 54/1399.
2. H.A.C. Sturgess, (Ed.), Register of Admissions To the 

Honourable Society of the Middle Temple., vo1.I, 1501-1781
(1949) 20. PrerogEitve Court of Canterbury Idmixtistrations
in, 1581-1595 " 1954) ' 62.

3. D.N.p. xxi, 1278-9. John Hutchinson, A Catalogue pf
Notable Middle Templars ' (1902), 270.

4. J. Foster, (Ed.), The Reglater of Admissions to Gray's 
Inn 1521-1889, (1889), 91.
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1
lawyers or trained in the law. Lindley was at Gray's,

2
Walmesley at Lincoln's, Waferer at the Inner Temple, Young

at New Inn and later Middle Temple, Gardiner also at Middle
3

Temple and Wyvell at Furnival's as well as Lincoln's Inn.

Similarly, the Earl's creditors amongst the merchants

belonged to a variety of city livery companies 1 Richard
4

Humble, who lent Cumberland £1,000 in 1596, and Buckle were

vintners; Weld a grocer, Radcliffe a mercer; Tailford an

uPholsterer; John Bird, from whom Cumberlad borrowed

£1,000 in 1594, a beerbrewer of Southwark. The Earl's

first recorded creditor was the goldsmith John Mabbe junior.

The loan, for 
6
£120, was taken up two weeks before his wedding

in June 1577. Francis Morley, also a goldsmith, was

associated with Cumberland both as creditor and as servant,

but the Earl's debts to him were on bonds. Sir Baptist

Hicks, clothier, and JamestAnton, silkman, similarly lent

Cumberland money on bonds. Peter Van Lore, the jeweller,

both lent Cumberland £1,000 in 1605 and on one occasion

acted as intermediary between him and two merchant strangers

1. Ibid. 67.
2. Studs t	 ted	 er Tern.	 6

21.
3. 7he Records of the Honourable Society of Lincolg t ; Tpn,

vol.I, Admission2 fromL A.D. 1420 to A.D. 1799, (1896)296.
4. L.C. 4/192/417.
5. c 54/1486.
6. c 54/1021.
7. Londesborough MS. 1)17; Bolton MS. Bk. 106, f.4a.
8. L.C. 4/195/374.

44-10145%,t,

• •a e	 4 ••
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1
of London who lent him money. 	 Van Lord appears to have

turned his Putch origin to good account it this kind of
2

service, but is best known as a notorious usurer in his
3

own right and royal financier under James I.

This list of Cumberland's creditors from the merchant

class is by no means complete. It does not include the

special group of merchant privateers with whom Cumberland

had contact. To separate the two groups, one with known

privateering interests, the other without, is to some extent

artificial, but with the merchant privateers there is

evidence of wider associations in their dealings with

Cumberland besides the variety in trading activities which

is relevant to this part of the discussion.

Before turning to the merchant privateers, a

Particularly interesting group of creditors which constituted

an 'official' element amongst the many from whom Cumberland

borrowed must be described. The members of this group

acted jointly or in concert with other creditors. The

first of the Earl's dealings with them w'as in April 1586
4	 5

when he mortgaged Hart for £26000 and Cowthorpe for £2,500

to Robert Petre Esq. and John Morley Esq., both officials

1. C 54/1250.
2. H.M.C. Salisbury MSS., vii, 283.
3. See, e.g., B.M. Lansd, 162. f.204.
4. C 54/1250.
5. C 54/1263.
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1
in the Exchequer.	 When the Berl failed to redeem the

manors, Petre and Morley allowed Thomas Walmesley to

Purchase Cowthorpe from them at once, but retained Hart for
2

more than a year.

In June 1588, Petre, with Robert Freke Esq., like him
3

a Teller in the Exchequer, and Thomas Crompton Esq., head
4

of the Fine Office, lent Cumberland £2,500 on the mortgage
5

of Brancepeth. The second mortgage of Brancepeth in March

1591 for £3,000 was taken by Edmond Standen Esq., clerk of

the Petty Bag in Chancery, jointly with Bartholomew Young
6

and James Gardiner who have already beeh mentioned. When

this mortgage was redeemed by the Earl in 1597, statutes to

ensure repayment were given to Standen, young (Gardiner was
8

dead by then), John Wright, a yeoman of Kelvedon in Essex,

and Valentine Sanders Esq. of Chiswick, Middlesex to whom
9

Standen sold his Chancery office in 1603.

1. R.C. Gabriel, Members of the Rouse of Commons, 1586-7,
M.A. Lond. thesis, 1954, 556, 534.

2. C 54/1257.
3. Cal.S.P.Dom.j Eliz., 1 .81-.90, p.282; Index, p.755.
4.

.	
Cal.§

1
.P 2Dom., Eliz.. 1601-1, Pp.114 -5.

5	 C 54/288.
6. C 54/1399.
7. L.C. 4/193/245. For the statutes see Table A.
8. liarlelan Soc. xiii (1878) 1 533.
9. T.D. Hardy, AI Catalogue of ....Principle Officers

of the High Court of Chancery, (1849, 127. parleian Soc.
xvii (1883), 225.
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Cumberland's dealings with these men reveal that

government officials were no less ready than lawyers and

merchants to take advantage of the opportunities of money-

lending, Two of them, Petre and Morley, the most important

of Cumberland's early creditors by virtue of the size of

their loans to him, were also not averse to speculation in

the land market, for though they sold Cowthorpe propably for

the same price as they paid for it, they made a handsome

profit on Hart. When they disposed of it to John Lord

Lumley in 1587, they received £5,35° compared with their

investment of £3,000 to Cumberland little more than a year
1

before.

Although the evidence is limited, the co-operation of

these officials in their dealings with the Earl suggests that

there may here be an instance of a financial syndicate for

they were closely connected in their work. Petra, Freke

and Morley were Exchequer officials. Crompton was associated
2

with Morley in the Fine Office, and sufficiently intimate to
a

share with Morley's widow the wardship of his son and also

was a Party with Petre and Freke in the indenture tripartite

1. C 5411257.
2. F.A. Inderwick, (Ed.), AL Calendpr of the Inner Temnle

Recor . s, vol 1 9 15054603 (1896)9 313, 314.
3. P.R.O. Index, Patent Rolls, 31 Eliz. pt. 12.
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by which Morley settled his estate shortly before his death
1

in 1588.

?etre, Freke and Crompton, moreover, were concerned

with Standen, Gardiner and Young in the indenture tripartite
2

at the granting of the second Brancepeth mortgage in 1591.

This connection between the two groups of Brancepeth mortgagees

confirms the likelyhood of contact %Itch one might assume

from the proximity of the Fine Office in Middle Temple Lane

to Gardiner and Young's residence in the temple itself and

Standen's office in Chancery. Crompton's duties as

chirographer put him in an admirable position for making

contacts of this kind.

One of the officials, Thomas Crompton, Was associated

with another of Cumberlandts creditors, though in a different

way. Crompton, like Henry Lindley, was a financial agent

of the Earl of Essex. He had property in Yorkshire near

to Londesborough; a house at Skerne and the lordship of

Beverley, a borough he represented in the 1597 Parliament.

Thus, bothhad interests in the county. Lindley also was

1. E.A. Fry, (Ed.), AbstrActs of Inauisitions PoTtMortelP 
relating to the pity of London, vol. III (1908), 110-111.

2. C 54/1399.
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overseer of Crompton's will in 1601. Cumberland borrowed

large sums from them, particularly from Lindley, including

£1,000 in 1593 when Cumberland himself lent the Earl of
2

Essex £1,207 free of interest. Perhaps in these financial

relationships can be inferred one aspect of the apparently

continuous bond of respect shared by Essex and Cumberland,
3

which lasted at least until the rash revolt of 1601.

ii. Merchant Privateer.

Dr. Andrews' researches have made familiar the names

of the principal and many of the lesser merchant privateers

and their close co-operation in trading and privateering, to

which their regular mercantile activities, like their ships,

were readily adapted. A third and equally important function

has so far been comparatively neglected. This was the

merchants' role as financiers; an activity which had

developed, as did their privateering, as a natural offshoot

of their everyday Practice of 'putting out money for gain'.

1. Ex. inf. Miss Caroline Merlon, who kindly supplied me
with much of the information on Crompton.

2. Devereux Papers, vol. III, f.72.
3. Cf. E.M.C. Salisbury MSS., Irs 178.
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The combination of all three activities on an extensive

scale is perhaps uniquely observable in the final years of

the 3rd Earl's privateering career.

Merchant privateers, though not the first of

Cumberland's creditors, became prominent from 1586, the year

in whjch he himself began privateering, and dominant in the

later stages of his career. In June 1586, Thomas Cordell

and his fellow mercer Bartholomew Barnes lent the Earl
2

£1,000. In the same month, Cumberland negotiated a loan of
3

£250 from William Hall and a second haberdasher Henry Dale,
4

though the debt was cancel1ef4at once.	 In May 1594,
5

Cordell, John Bird clothier and Thomas Paradine haberdasher

transferred to the Earl a loan of £1,000 which they had

taken up three weeks before from two merchant strangers
6

resident in London. On the 2nd June 1595, Cordell lent

Cumberland £4,600 on the mortgage of Eshton; on the 6th,
8

a further £3,500; and on the same day Bird, Paradine and

Thomas Symonds skinner provided him with £1,000 more on

1. For Cordell's privateering, see Andrews, 233, n.2.
2. C 54/1248.
3. Andrews, 241, n.l.
4. . C 54/1250.
5. Andrews, 237,n.2.
6. C 54/1485.
7. c 54/1495.
8. L.C. 4/192/417.
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1
the mortgage of Nesfield.	 These loans make it clear why

in May 1597 Cordell, Bird and Paradine were specifically

mentioned as three of the Earl's most important creditors.
2

The fourth was Henry Lindley.

Both Cordell and Bird belonged to the special group

of merchant privateers whose dealings with Cumberland will

shortly be discussed and Paradine a ppears so frequently with

Bird, Cordell and other notable privateers that there is good

reason to assume that he invested with them, although there

is no actual evidence that he did. John Bird w4s the joint

ownerowith his partner John Newton, of the Golden Noble and

the Moonshine which accompanied the Xarl i s ships in his
3

fleets of 3.591 and 1592.

Peter Houghton, to whom Cumberland mortgaged Bolton
4

in 1596 for £5,000, was another merchant with privateering

interests. He had invested in the Prudence and the Golden 

Dragon in 1592 with John Newton and others including William
5

Bygate. Bygate was the father-in-law of Cumberland's

captain Abraham Cocke, and it was to the Golden Dragon that

Cooke had fled with the booty he had taken from the padre 
6

de Dios.

The change in Cumberland's financial relationships in

1. C 54/1579.
2. C 54/1548.
3. Andrews, 237, n.21 259.
4. C 54/1524.
5. Andrews, 2450.4.
6. See supra Chapter II, p. 49.
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his last years as a privateer arose from the difficulties

caused by the failure of his enterprises after 1594. His

need of large loans and possibly also the state of his

credit would make him dependent on the goodwill of the

wealthier merchants, whilst those with whom he had contact

in privateering were more likely to be favourably disposed

towards him. From June 1595 until 1605, of those who lent

Cumberland money only Richard Humble the vintner, Edward

Greville Esq and Robert Bindlose, the Craven capitalist, had

no known connections with privateering. The remaining

creditors were exclusively London merchants with privateering

interests. The Earl's association with them is most evident

in the great Puerto Rican expedition of 1598 and in the

financial aswall as in the privateering aspects of the voyage.

Let is consider first which merchants shared with

Cumberland the responsibility for the enterprise. In the

agreement made between Cumberland and the representatives of

the city of London for settling such essential questions as

the conduct of the voyage, the valuing of prizes and the
1

distribution of profits, the commissioners appointed to act
2	 3

for the city were Paul Bayning, Leonard Holliday, John
4	 5

Watts and, John Moore, all Aldermen, and Thomas Cordell,
6	 7	 8

William Garraway, William Shute, James Lancaster, Thomas

1. Williamson,_ 200-203.
2. Andrews, 350,n.2.
3. Merchant Taylor. See Williamson, 200,13.2.
4. Andrews, 242,n.2.
5. Ibid. 245,n.4., 255, n.3.
6. id. 350,n.6.
g:
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Illeblaster and Robert Walden. Alleblaster wfis placed In

charge of the records and accounts. All but Holliday,

Alleblaster and Walden had long experience of oceanic

privateering.

The composition of the fleet indicates the importance

of the city investment in the voyage. Of the eighteen

vessels, Cumberland owned five. John Watts contributed

six. William Garraway ventured his Ascension, which

Cumberland had twice equipped and sent out in 1597, and also

Shared the ownership of two other silips, one with Cordell,

the other with William Cockayne. Cordell, Shute and Sir

Walter Raleigh each entered one ship and John Leye sailed
1

his own pinnace, the Bark Ley. The chief interest in the

voyage appears to have been held by Cumberland, Bayning and
2

Sir John Hart, a grocer and YOrkshireman by birth. Bayning

and Hart were concerned, with theearl, in the &lice Soon/if. 

and Bayning also shared in the investments made by the city
3

merchants in the other ships in the fleet. The proportions

of the individual investments are not known.

The corollary of the privateering agreements was the

Earl's Private financial arrangements which preceded the
4

voyage.	 These reveal his dependence on the London merchants

1. Andrews, 349.
2. Trafford, Personnel of the Parliament of 1593, 229-30.
3. Williamson, 202.
4. The reduction of the Earl's London debts preparatory to

these financial arrangements and the transfer of a large
Part of his commitments to his Craven estates have been
described supra, Chapter 11, section iii, Pp. 62-4.
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for financial support. On the 20th December, he sold his

manor of Brancepeth. The farm of Binchester went to its
1

occupant, Charles Wren 9 for £800.	 The purchasers of the

manor itself however, for £4,400 1 were John Watts, Paul Bayning
2

and Thomas illeblaster.	 This sale, with the £2,000 raised

on the mortgage of Eshton, probably satisfied the Earl's

immediate need for ready money. But it did not solve all his

financial difficulties. Since his mortgage of Bolton to

Peter Houghton and the conveyance of the manor to Houghton

and Nicholas Stephens, haberdasher of London 5 lioughton had

died. Stephens was an executor of hAs will. There may have

been a demand for the repayment of the mortgage money; at

any rate, the arrangement was not satisfactory. On the 21st

December, the day following the sale of Brancepeth, the

Bolton mortgage was transferred to Thomas Cordell and Robert
4

Chamberlain, ironmonger of London, and the manor conveyed

by Cumberland and Stephens to Cordell, Chamberlain, John Bird,

William Shute, Haunceus van 5Huste t Giles Fleming, John

Newton and Thomas Paradine.	 Fleming had previously ventured

1. C 54/1579.
2. C 54/1578.
3. c 54/1571.
4. L.C. 4/193/330.
5. C 66/1480; Zorks. Fines. Tudor, IV, 89.
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1
in privateering enterprises. 	 Huste was a beerbrewer, a

2
Spaniard long resident in London.	 Bolton remained in

mortgage to Cordell and Chamberlain until 1610. Both had

died by the time the last payment on the redemption was made,

in 1613, to William Garraway, who had assumed responsibility

for Chamberlain's affairs, if not Cordell' 2.
3

These arrangements emphasise the inter-relation of the

financial and Privateering as pects of the merchant privateers'

association with Cumberland. The merchants' basic function

as suppliers of commodities suggests the third aspect of

their association. The wide representation of the city

livery companies in the great merchants who invested In the

1598 expedition and the number of those who sailed In person

warrant the belief that it would not only be natural for

them to co-operate in equipping the fleet but in their

interests to do so. They would, in all probability, be

responsible for furnishing Cumberland's vessels. The fact

that one of them, William Shute, supplied goods worth £1,000
4

to the Earl's ships supports the conjecture. It is likely

that much og the £7,200 Cumberland raised from Brancepeth

and Eshton and especially the £4,400 he received from Watts,

1. Andrews, 275', n.3.
2. R.E.G. and E.F. Kirk, Returns of Aliens In London, pt.II,

1571-1597, Huguenot Society Publications, x, pt.II,
(Aberdeen, 1902), 92.

3. Bolton MS. Bk.104, f.4b.
4. See mama, Chapter II, p.66.
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Bayning and Illeblaster similarly passed into the hands of

the merchant privateers.

One result of this study of Cumberland's association

with the London privateering merchants is that the conception

that has hitherto been held of Cumberland's position in the

Puerto Rican expedition must be modified. Although the

inspiration for the venture came from him and the command

of the fleet was vested in him, his ability to invest in

the enterprise rested on the decision of the city merchants

whom he interested in the voyage. It is, perhaps, a measure
of his reputation and his character that he could persuade

them to continue to finance him as well as to venture on
I

their own account.

There was, as has been seen, a change in the composition

of the 3rd Earl's known creditors from a miscellaneous

selection of lawyers, merchants, officials and landed gentry

to a coherent group of wealthy merchants with whom he was

closely allied in privateering. In them, he found the

facility to finance his privateering activities and an

identity of outlook and interest. The dual nature of his

dependence on them, even if it was peculiar to Cumberland's

career alone, is an illustration of the dominance of the

London merchants in the spheres of large-scale privateering

1. Dr. Andrews, (p.56) has stressed the importance of the
London merchants in the expedition, but his conclusions
were necessarily limited by the evidence then available.
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and financing at the close of the sixteenth century.

Cumberland's success in both the strategic and pecuniary

aspects of the 1598 expedition was bound tip With theirs.

It is clear, however, that Cumberland's connection

with them was the result as much of choice as of compulsion,

for besides the privateering he was associated with them in

the East India Company. In the grant of the Company's charter

Cumberland was placed first in precedence as the only nobleman

in the list of promoters. The remaining grantees included

Hart, Bayning, Holliday, Watts, Lancaster, Cordell, Garraway,

Bartholomew Barnes, Chamberlain, Alleblaster and Thomas
1

Symonds. When the Earl sold the j.ialip3 Spourge to the

company, the commissioners for the sale were Bayning and

Holliday for the company, Garr gway and Alleblaster for
2

himself.	 Nor must it be forgotten that the Earl on at

least one occasion sent a ship, the Pilgrim, to the West
3

Indies on a purely trading venture. Thus though not a

privateering merchant, he can be regarded as a privateer

with mercantile interests.

1. Birdwood, Xoc.cit.
2. Williamson, 211.
3. See sump', Chapter II, P.72.
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iii. Conclusion.

The 3rd Etkrl's is a typical case of aristocratic
1

indebtedness and his methods of borrowing were those common

to the late Eli*abethan period. The attitade of his

creditors, like their composition, can also be regarded as

typical. In granting him loans on recognizances or

mortgages, their purpose was to make an investment with a

regular and assured return. Although the initial loans were

usually for six months, many of the creditors were content

to prolong the debt indefinitely. The long periods that

often elapsed before repayment was made bear witness to

this. The creditors' concern was for the payment of

interest and the ultimate recovery of the capital.

This concern is apparent when the Earl's mortgages to

his creditors in London are considered. When Cumberland

failed to redeem his mortgaged manors, his creditors found

possession of them something of an embarrassment * Humfrey

Itvld willingly sold Maltby shortly after it became his.

Petre and Morley, similarly, sold Cowthorpe immediately and

Hart after retaining it for only a year. Petre, Freke and

Crompton returned Brancepeth to the Earl wham they had had

full legal possession for over a year, Standen and Young

after holding it for six years. The only case of speculation

1. See infra, Chapter VI, pp. 170-1.
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In the land market was Petre ad Morley's sale of Hart.

The Earl's creditors without northern interests would

not want to be encumbered with manors in the.north and would,

no doubt, seek property closer to where their interests lay.

Edmond Standen, for example, bought two manors in Berkshire

In 1589 1 Arborfield, which he made his family seat, and
1

Barkham.	 Some of the Earl's creditors with northern

interests, however, were keen to obtain such property as the

Earl's mortgages offered. Stanhope, Wright and Walmesley,

who purchased Maltby and Cowthorpe, and Bindlose and Braith-

waite, who retained Eshton and Wevendrewath, obviously

intended to add those acquisitions to lands they already held.

Wright and Walmesley bought other lands from the Earl

eaily In Up career and Bindlose later acquired valuable
2

parts of his Craven property.	 Stanhope, Wright and

Walmesley were lawyers of northern stock, presumably Intent

on providing a settled inheritance in land from the profits

of their legal and,with Walmesley at least)money-lending

activities. Stanhope and Walmesley, moreover, ensured that

they would retain the manors they bought, as if suitable

property for creating a landed inheritance were not easy to
3

come by.	 It is noteworthy, also, that Watts, Bayning

1. V.C.H. Bark;., iii,201.
2. See supra, lak. 66 and inn'', PP.129, 139, 141, 338.
3. They bound the Earl not to recover his manors from them

(C 54/1249, 1278).
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and Alleblaster held on to Brancipeth for twelve years
1

after their purchase in 1591, although they did sell a small
2

Part of it in 1607.

A comparison of Cumberland's creditors with those of

other members of the nobility indicates that a wide choice

of lenders was available for those who wished to borrow even

large sums. The variety in the major creditors of the
3

nobility can be seen in the list compiled by Mr. Stone.

But it is also apparent that a small number of men were

able to invest large sums in money-lending. The same

names constantly recur. Of those who had dealings with

Cumberland, Bayning, Van Lore and James Anton were creditors
4

of the 9th Earl of Northumberland.	 The Earl of Derby
5

borrowed from Houghton; Essex from Houghton, Van Lore and
6	 7

Anton; Lord Mounteagle also from Anton. This is a topic

which has not yet been investigated in any great detail.

1. B.P. 14/45/54.
2. C 54/1940.
3. Stone, Ec.H.R., xviii, 45-53.
44 Bath°, Household Accounts of the Ninth

Northumberland, 398 et qeq.
5. Stone, EcX.R., xviii,46.
6. Devereux Papers, vol.III, 1.72; Stone,

34-5.

7. Stone, EcX.R., xviii, 35.

:ster.lHeRof., xviii
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When other sources than statutes, the least rewarding source

for loans, are studied, it is likely that many more names

will become familiar as large-scale money-lenders and that

SNOW idea of the enormous scope of the London money market

will then emerge.

The general impression given by Cumberland's debts,

viewed against the background of borrowing by the nobility,

is that there was a surplus of capital in the last decade

of the sixteenth century in the hands of lawyers *, government

officials, even country gentlemen, but most of all merchants.

This surplus capital was made available for borrowing partly

because of the attraction and security of money-lending, but

mainly because of the saturation of investment in more

profitable, if more risky, commercial activities. At the

close of the Earl's career, a great deal of capital was bound

up in him and his creditors were dampened to wait several

years more for the repayment of loans which by 1597 were long

overdue. For example, the £5,000 lent him on the mortgage
1

of Bolton were not fully repaid until 1613.	 Other

creditors, William Shute, James Anton and John Bird in
2

Particular, did not recover their loans until after 1620.

1. Bolton MS. Bk.104, f.4b.
2. Londesborough 1424 D17; L.C. 41195/374.
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With the dominance of the great city merchants as

pronounced in Cumberland's creditors at the close of the

century as they were soon to be in the Earl of Northumberland'
2

and Lord Harrington's, there are good grounds for accepting

the view expressed by G.B. Parks and supported by Dr. Andrews

that not only had a fund of fluid wealth accumulated but

that it was concentrated especially in the hands of a limited
3

group of merchants of great wealth. To them, the 3rd

Earl's privateering had offered opportunities to invest

large sums in the certainty of profitable returns and with

the Earl's great estates pledged as security for their

investments.

1. Baths), Household Accounts of the Ninth Earl
Northumberland, 134.

2. H.R. Trevor-Roper, The Gentry, 1540-1640N,
supplement 1, 1953), 23-4.

3. Andrews, 144-51 163-4.

of

(Ec.H4t..
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Cf1APTER IV

THE IRD EARL'S ESTATE POLICY, 1632-1605

Part I 

i. Preliminary Moves

After his return from the West Indies voyage in 1598,

the Earl remained in London for over three years. In

August 1599, he turned his accustomed zeal and ingenuity to

the defence of London when the Spanish fleet appeared off

the French coast.	 In the spring of 1600 he was busy

soliciting support for the cloth licence which he hoped to
2

persuade the Queen to grant him. Cumberland desired the

licence as a means of easing the pressure of his debts, but

the Queen rejected his first petition for it early in May.

Cumberland protested to Cecil that his heart was near broken,

and if it were directly so, I should be glad, if
honour and conscience continually awakened not my
thoughts to consider the just scandal of the world
and heavy burden to my soul, if I should end, as too
many have done before me, leaving what I owe unsatisfied.

He regarded the rejection of his suit as much a slight on

his honour as failure to pay his debts wouid be:

Wherefore, since after my long attendance, with neglect
of my poor estate, adventure of my life, hate of all
thoughts that were not for her Majesty's service or
profit, I have gained no better opinion than to be a

1. N.E. Mdelure,(Ed.), The Letters of John Chamberlain,
(Philadelphia, 1939), i, 81.

2. E.M.C. Salisbury MSS., x, 113.
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deceiver, it is time for me to creep into a corner
where, hiding myself from company, AY frugal course
out of my own Shall pay what down my last breathing
I will heartily wish for.

He believed he had found a Fleming to buy one of his ships,

but cared not whether he won or lost from the bargain for,

he said, his thoughts

must turn from intercepting of ceirracks to sowing
of corn, from rigging ship to breeding sheep, and
from honour to clownish cogitations.

He hoped that if his suit ultimately failed Cecilwould, as

a last favour, draw "her Majesty's allowance to my private

course in the country, where time and care shall scrape out of
1

my own living to pay all men".

In July he approached the Queen again, emphasising that

he only wanted the licence so that he might pay his debts,

but she answered him "with the old objection of her gracious

dealing when the carrack was taken" at which he Chose not to

reply rather than "with speaking truth urge her Majesty's
2

consideration, and so displease". 	 Hoping that the Queen

in time would yield, Cumberland remained in London, though
3

desperately short of money to maintain him there. His

Patience was regarded for at last she relented. The licence
4

was granted him on the 1st August 1601.

1. H.M.C. Salisburv MSS., x, 138.
2. au. xf 234.
3. Althorp, Cumberland Papers; John Taylor to Francis

Clifford,7th January 1601/2.
4. Cal.S.P. Dom., Eliz., 1601-1, CCLxxxi, 44.
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However, he was not yet able to leave London. If

absent, he would have risked losing by the subtle and

vehement opposition of the merChant4dventurers what it had

taken him so long to achieve. 	 It was not till March 3,602

that the dispute between the Earl and the Merchants over the

termsof the licence ended.

Cumberland was now free to take his leave of London in

the knowledge that the profits of the licence would help rednc

his debts and turn to the business of raising what he could

from his estates. He prepared to travel north before the end
1

of April.	 His intentions had preceeded him, for his

commissioners had already begun the first enquiries

preliminary to the activities which were to last for the

remainder of his life and transform the internal structOune

of his Craven estates.

In Cumberland's long absence from Skipton, the

efficiency of his estate administration had suffered. His

visits had been rare and mainly with the purpose of raising

money. His Countess had lived at Skipton; not,horiever,

recently and even then she had been thought too lenient to
2

the night hunters who preyed constantly on the Earl's deer.

1. Althorp, Cumberland Papersp John Taylor to Francis
Clifford, 7th March 1601/2; Cumberland to Clifford, 23rd
March 1601/2. For a full accouht of the negotiations,
see Chapter IX, pp. 255-7.

2. S.M. Lansd, 61, f. 182.
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In 1601, Francis Clifford in appointing Peter Watson Esq.

of York as Steward of the Courts in Craven requested him to

have a special care of the tenures and profits and to safeguard
1

the woods, which he had heard were greatly spoiled. Even

"the Earl was uncertain how his authority would be regarded

in the north. When the Council, anticipating unrest at the

Queen's decease, warned him to take extra-ordinary care to

prevent disorders, he replied that he feared

that if the country (which as yet is all quiet) should
see me, that never dealt in any country causes, now
intermeddle in them, it w2uld cause many idle
conjectures amongst them.'

On his own estates his Power was surer, yet

conjectures there were none the less. His tenants had grown

accustomed to rule by commissioners acting on the Earl's

directions, always local gentlemen whom they knew and

trusted. In 1602, Cumberland's needs were great and

demanded special measures if he were to make the most of

his resources. The needs were reflected in the policies

adopted and in the attitude taken of how those policies might

best be effected. The commissioners who came into Craven in

April 1602 were strangers, not known in the district. They

showed Cumberland's hand and signet on their warrant, but not

1. Althorp, Cumberland Papers; 13th March 1601/2.
2. H.M.C. Salisbury MSS., xii, 675.
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the contents which, it was said, were in John Taylor's hand.

Cumberland's officers and bailiffs obeyed them, since the

authority was there to do 3543.

The task of these commissioners, with Mr. Russell the

Chief of them, was principally to lease the demesnes and

Parks normally let out on an annual basis. This year they

were again to be leased at an 'over-rent"; but the commissionei

also requested that when the courts met the officers should

present to the juries certain articles which they should be

prepared to answer pn the 24th of the month. The idea was

to compile a true valuation of the whole of the estates.

Each tenant was to declare the value of his tenement, as near

as he could judge, as if let by the year at an over-rent;

and also the acreage of land, meadow and pasture he possessed.

A special note was to be taken of the number of tenements
1

available for re-leasing.

Thomas Ferrand and George Heles, both regular

commissioners, wrote at once to Francis Clifford to explain

What was happening. At the court held at Carleton on the

12th April, wrote Ferrand, the valuation was made but the

jury and tenants thought the course strange and strict and

were anxious to be assured of the Earl's goodness and pity.

1. Althorp, Cumberland Tapers: George Reiss to Clifford,
13th April, 1602.
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"It is a wonder", Ferrand continued,

to heare the murmuring of the people & especially of
the porer sort, what ffeare a/lredy possesseth them;
Thty nowe in Craven Longeth to see yor worshipp; They
ar Perswaded yaw are coming, And in my opinion yf
neither yow Mr. Ingelby Mr. Eltoftes nor Mr. Lister
be in bommission many here & straungers abroad will
feare to medle with them or take his Lordships groundeas,
yf the rent be not over but under. If this were afo-hai
Tiiilor la/practisse & policy to barre furth & exclud
both yow & Mr Ingelby& the rest, It was but simple ....
for the temementes& other thinges which are in his
Lordes handes according to such a strict cowrse (as
herein closed yow may see) ther may be more money
raised, in the Cuntry, then hath been ever heretofore,
But the poore hopeth my Lord wilbe both Honorable &
pitiful to them & in some respect respect their
liabilities. 1

The proceedings begun by these unknown commissioners

were too novel for them to carry out unaided. On the 28th

April, it was Mr. Ingleby and one of the new commissioners,

Mr. Webb, who were jointly responsible for compiling from

the certificates of the bailiffs the long list of tenants

whose holdings were now free to be leased at the Earl's
2

pleasure.	 Though it is apparent that the demesnes and

Perks had been rack-rented to the limit of their value, the

re-granting of tenements that had fallen in by the termination

of the lease or death of the tenant had been neglected.

Probably the commissioners had been waiting for Cumberland's

return to the north with the precise details of the policy to

1. Althorp, Cumberland Paperss 12th April 1602.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 253, f.l.
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be adopted. Cumberland's presence, at all events, was

essential once the attitude of his new commissioners became

known. He supervised in person the bargains that were made
1

in the summer of 1602, signing the majority of them himself.

At first, he Was optimistic that his business in the

north would not long delay his return to London. The

encumbrance of his debts, he told Cecil, had long distracted

his mind. However, he did not doubt that "a small time
2

will clear these mischiefs”. On August 26th, he explained

to Cecil that he was busy

most days doing nothing but making bargains with my
tenants, who now (though it were long ere I could
draw them to it) are yielding to so good a course as
I hope will effect the purpose I came down for and
Clear my debts.3

Later he wrote, again to Cecil,

if you could get me this year freed grom attendance
at courg, I were very happy, for my business here
are more tedious than I expected, and I leave the
weightiest of them unfinished if now I come away.

He still hoped that "when this country business (which I hope

will make me a free man, though with sale of some land) are
4

ended, my daily courses shall clearly manifesto.

1, Skipton MS. &/341I.
2. H.M.C. Salisbury MSS., xii, 227.
3. B.M.C. qalisburY MSS., xii, 321.
4. ;hid., 574.
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He was throughout the summer months concerned lest his

absence from court should occasion royal censure. He was

anxious to keep Cecil informed of his activities, for he

could rely upon Cecil to speak well of him. On October 12th

he wrote once more to Cecil:

I do imagine my last letter makes you much wonder
that I, who was so long in coming into the north,
should be so slow to come out of it. Tha remembrance
of my late miseries, and Clear knowledge to rAise
as much as will free them, is the true Cause.

Towards the end of October, the first part of the

task was nearing completion. The Earl arranged to travel
2

to London on November 7th. 	 For the remaining years of

his life he divided his attention mainly between London and

akipton. His journeys to London, in fact, interrupted

his activities in Craven so that the policies begun in 1602

were barely completed at his death in October 1605. He

also underestimated both his needs and the measures that

would supply them; he left it to his brother to continue

the work:he had started. What the Earl's activities on

the estates were in these years, will shortly be described

in detail.

1. B.M.C. Aalisburv,M§P., xii, 438.
2. Iblg. 459.
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The Craven Estates in 1602.

The estates in Craven had changed little since

Cumberland inherited them in 1579. He had exchanged Marton

manor for Eshton and also acquired Flasby in the period of

his residence at Skipton. From Sir Ingram Clifford he had

inherited Nesfield and West Hall, the moiety of the manor of

Steeton and the moiety of Grassington to join to the half
1

he already possessed.	 In 1593, he bought 100 acres of
2

land on Malham Moor and in 1597, 25 messuages in Malham
3

and Malhamdale from the tenants. 	 These holdings he

immediately re-granted to them on leases of 5000 years "Per
4

Bonis Causis", without demanding entry fines. His purchases

had. been small, but he had disposed of even less; only six

messuages in Arncliffe in 1584.

The tenurial structure of the Craven manors had,

similarly, remained almost the same as on the 2nd Earl , s

deciase in 1569. The only significant developments had been

the grants of fee farms and long leases in 1588 and 1592 to

47 tenants In Carleton, Cononley, Lothersdale, Creme and

1. See surra, Chapter 12 pp. 16-17.
2. Yorks Fines ., TusIstr, III, 195.
3. c 66/1462.
4. Bolton MS. Bk. 266, ff.4-6.
5. yorks.Fines. Tudor, III, 29.
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1
ScosthrOp, in 1598 to the tenants of Oiggleswick for their

stinted Pastures and in 1600 to the four tenants of the
2

hamlet of Rathmell in the same manor. Otherwise, the

Craven estates were, potentially, a vast source of wealth

which Cumberland was free to convert to his own use when, in

1602, the need and the opportunity arose.

His attitude towards what might be achieved differed

with the section of the estates with which he dealt. He

showed greatest concern for the condition of the manors of

the Clifford Fee, less for the Percy manors and least of all

for the accretions to the estates since the death of the

2nd Earl. This solicitude for the original Craven estates

and the Clifford Fee manors in particular had been a

characteristic, natural enough, of all the Earl's previous

land transactions and continued to be so under his

successors.

This factor apart, Cumberland's policy Was to take

advantage of the varying potentialities of the manors. There

were, however, two restrictions on his choice of measures to

aPPly on a comprehensive scale. The manor of Bolton and

the demesnes of Eshton were mortgaged and unless he redeemed

them Cumberland could not interfevel with their tenures.

1. Bolton MSS. Bks. 265, 266, 2a1112.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 260, f.12.
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The second and more important restriction was his need to

satisfy the large number of tenants who had lent him money
1

on mortgages in 1597 and 1598.

The description of the Earl's policies will be confined

almost entirely to the Craven estates. Similar activity

took place in Westmorland, though the nature of the measures

is not known. The evidence that exists for the changes in

Westmorland will be given in its appropriate context.

The tenants on the Clifford estates in Craven were

freeholders, leaseholders or tenants holding at the will of

the lord. Freeholders comprised a small but not insignificar

number of all tenants, with the proportion of freeholders

varying considerably from manor to manor. In Storithes, 3
2

tenants out of 33 were free; in Giggleswick, 10 out of 72;
3	 4

in Settle, 26 out of 90 and in Gargrave 7 out of 47.

The tenants at will were more numerous than the free-

holders and comprised roughly a quarter of all the tenants.

The bulk of the tenants,however, were leaseholders. A

number of these held leases for long terms of years; one
5

tenant had a lease for 80 years, twenty-four had been granted

1. See supra, Pp.62-3The mortgages are discussed infra,
section in, pp. 121-2.

2. Skipton MS. A/31/1.
3. Skipton MS. A/24/3.
4. Skipton MS. A/31/7.
5. W.H. Dawson, (Ed.), Loose Leaves of Craven History, 2nd

ser., (Skipton, 1906), Chapter ILVI.
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leases for 300 years earlier In the century and, in addition,

there were those who held on the long leases granted by the
1

Earl which have already been mentioned. Apart from

these, there were two main types of leaseholders. Most held

on warrants for the joint lives of the Earl and tenant, the

lease to expire on the death of either of them. The remainder

had indentures for 4 years or two lives, with the majority
2

holding for 21 years.

Although there was a tendency for one form of tenure to

predominate in the individual manors and a wider uniformity

is discernible in the manors of the Percy Fee, there was much

variety in tenure from manor to manor. In three or the Percy

Fee manors, Settle, Giggleswick and Long Preston, virtually

all the tenants held on warrants. In Littondale and

Langstrothdale, although there were more indenture holders,

the majority held on warrants. In Buckden and Starbotton,
3

all the tenants held at will. In Grassington, all the
4

holdings had been granted on warrants in 1579.

In the\Clifford Fee, there were fewer warrants and a

higher proportion of indentures, mainly for 21 years. In

1. Skipton MS. A/24/293.
2. Skipton MS. A/24/3. These two types of lease, though

restimbling one another, were in fact markedly different.
The warrant, giving a lease for life, created a freehold
estate and the indenture, giving a lease for years, created
a chattel interest which could be bequeathed. On this
point, see R.B. Pugh, (Ed.), Calendar of Antrobus Deeds 
Before 1625, (Wilts Arch. and Natalist.Soc.,Records Branch,
Vol.III (Devizes, 1947), xxix-xli.

3. SkiPton MS. A/2/3.
4. Whitaker, 559.
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Cracoe, for example, George Burton held half the manor house

and demesnes, called Threapland, on a long lease granted in

1588; Nicholas Burton held the other halt on a 21 year lease;

and in Cracoe itself there were 8 tenants holding by

indenture, 13 on warrants end .3 at will. The lordship of

Skipton, excluding the demesnes, was held on indentures or
1

warrants, with the fair, market and shops leased for one life.

The tenures in the Clifford Fee can be illustrated from the

records of leases granted after 1602. Out of 401 holdings

surrendered between 1602 and 1605 whose new agreements were

entered in the Estate Ledger, 183 had been held on warrants,

whilst 94 others granted for a. years and 18 for two lives

had in all probability been held previously on such leases.

The remaining 106 holdings had been tenancies at will. In

the Clifford Fee the small tenements, closes, intakes and

improvements from the moors were mainly held at will or on

leases for 21 years and the larger tenements taken under
2

warrants, The Percy Fee tenures, as has been seen, were

more stereotyped, with warrants the predominant type.

On the renewal of tenures, the Cliffords could demand
3

an arbitrary entry fine or gressom. In his Articles of

Commission in 1553, the 2nd Earl laid down minimum entry

1. Skipton, MS. A/24/3.
2. Skipton RState.Ledger; MS. 1124/3.
3- Mr. Pugh has discussed these 'beneficial leases' i.e. a

lease with low rent and high entry fine, in Calendar of
Antrobus Deeds, loc.cit.
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fines for a lease of two lives of three yearst-rents and

for a 21 year lease of two years' rents for tenants in the

Clifford Fee and three years' rents for those in the Percy

Fee. The Commissioners were to increase the rate of the

fines at their discretion and did so dutifully, fox, the

gressoms on the Clifford Fee averaged between six and seven
1

years' rents.	 Four years later, in granting the tenants

of Long Preston the right to enclose and partition their

Pasture, Langber, the Earl set a fine of three years' rents

to be Paid to himself and his heirs at every entry into and
2

alienation of the tenants' stints .

When the 3rd Earl entered his estates in 1579, the

tenants of Skibeden petitioned him, offering him fourteen

years' rents as a fine and hoping that he would give them
3

', space of yeres ....to paye the same".	 This offer was not

enough for the Earl. On the Clifford Fee manors the tenants

had to pay for the most part 15 years' rents and on the Percy
4

manors 18 years' rents. In 1579, as in 1553, the tenants

on the Percy manors paid fines at a higher rate than those

of the Clifford Fee. The higher fine was probably a suitable

method of increasing the profit from the Percy manors which

was limited because the ancient rents had been reserved by

the Earls of Northumberland.

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 245, ff.112.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 252, f. la.
3. Bolton MS. Sundry IV, Petitions, 1.
4. Skipton MS. A/24/I.
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From some of their tenants the Cliffords could demand

additional fines besides the usual entry fines. One of the

customs of the manor of Skipton was that the tenants paid
1

every tenth, year one year's rent byway of a gressom. In

Gratsingtonl each tenant paid a gressom at the end of every

five years.	 Although this custom does not seem to have been

general throughout Craven, there are other instances of it.

On the Norton's manor of Linton, adjacent to Grassington,

which was forfeited to the Crown in 1569 and purchased by

the 4th Earl in 1605, one year's rent was paid every tenth

year as a gressom, but this custom fell into disuse in the
3

years that the Crown held the manor.	 Tenuze on the Norton's

manors before the 1569 Rebellion was in many ways similar to

that on the Clifford estates. In Rilston, for example, the

tenants were granted verbal leases for life and entry fines
4

were arbitrary. In Threshfield,however, there was a slight

variation in custom. The tenants there paid a fine of one

year's rent at every change of lord, but an arbitrary' fine
5

at every change of tenant.

Though the ancient rents of the tenements provided, the

Clifford with a regular and predictable revenue and were a

means of perpetuating their customary control over their

1. Dawson, 58.
2. Whataker, 5•9.
3. Ibid. 538.
4. Ibid. 521.5. IEII. 552-
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property, it was rather to the fines and demesne rents that

they looked for their profits. With the ancient rents

virtually static in the second half of the century, the

increase in the rate of entry fines from 6 or 7 years' rents

in 1553 to between 15 and 18 in 1579 and 40 fQr the ordinary
1

leasing in 1602 reflects no less than the rackrenting of

the demesnes the rise in land values and the Cliffords'

dependence on such measures for raising the revenues of their

estates.

A large number of tenants on the Craven manors, it is

clear, had at least the theoretical protection of leases or

warrants whilst they were in possession. If Cumberland were

to raise money from his estates, it would require persuasion

if not coercion by him and his commissioners. The use of
2

commissioners who were unknown inside Craven, the presence

at Skipton of Cumberland himself in the summer of 1602 and

at all times later whenever the activity was renewed and his

own remarks in August 1602 that his tenants were yielding

to good purpose "though it were long ere I could draw them

to it", are testimony to resistance from the tenants to the

changes he desired to carry out. Not everywhere was this

resistance overcome. In one extensive and traditionally

independent area of Craven, the remote and northerly manors

1. Skipton, Estate Ledger.
2. E.g. Mr Russell. He was one of Cumberland's most active

commissioners until, at least, 1606. His servant Henry
Plukenett was responsible for compiling the Estate Ledger.
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of BUckden, Starbotton and Langstrothdale, the tenants

successfully opposed Cumberland's policy, basing their

contention on tenant-right. The outcome of this dispute
1

will be described in a later place.

iii. The Estate Policy, 1. Tenurial Changes 

Cumberland's first task in 1602 was to deal with the

tenants whose holdings had reverted to his hands. These

included a large number of snail tenements, closes and

Improvements, with some tithes and mills, which, it may be
2

assumed had been let after 1579 on 21 year leases. These

holdings were now re-let on leases for 21 years, 1,2, or

3 lives, and 99 years and 2 lives, with one isolated grant

of a tenure at will.
3
 These terms are interesting in that

for the first time leases of 3 lives natural and 99 years

limited by the survival of lives were granted on the Clifford

estates. Although there was little uniformity in the entry

fines demanded, with variation between 20 and 60 years' rents,

the average was about 40 for the small tenements, the rate for

tithes and mills, relatively more lucrative holdings, being
4

much higher.

1. See Antra, Chapter 14 section ii.
2. Bolton XS. Bk. 253.
3. Skipton, Estate Ledger.
4. Fines appear to have been based on the values of the

holdings and not on a set rate per acre. This would be
the most practical method of assessment in view of the
variations in the fertility of the soil owing to the
geography of the region.



Whilst these bargains were being made, Cumberland was

considering how best to settle the complicated and urgent

problem of the 1597 mortgages to his tenants. It was

essential to come to an agreement with them before he could

begin any major attempt to raise money from the Craven

estates. The extent of the mortgaging did not make the

task an easy ones this must first be considered before the

form-of redemption which the Earl persuaded the tenants to

accept is described.

Cumberland had negotiated mortgages with 335 tenants

on 21 manors in Craven, including the tenants of the capital

messuages of Nesfield, Gargravei Embsay, Cleatop in Settle

and Woodhouse in Appletreewick.	 The form of the mortgage

was that the Earl, in exchange for a fine usually of 40 but

sometimes of 50 or 60 years' ancient rent of the tenements,

granted the tenant a lease for 5,000 years. $e reserved

the right to redeem the mortgage upon repayment of the full

fine. The redemptions were "at my lordes pleasure" but

probably fell due, as in Gargrave, at Candlemas 1603
2

(February 2nd, 1604). Upon redemption, the tenant Would

again hold on his original tenure.

1. These figures are based on an analysis of all known
sources, especially Bolton MS. Bk. 249, the Estate
Ledger and Skipton NS. 1/31/8 9 A/34/1.

2. Skipton MS. 1/31/7.
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A high percentage of the tenants took mortgages in the
1

Percy manors of Giggleswick, Settle and Grassington; the

lowest in the manors of the original akipton Fee where in

two manors, Skipton and Stirton & Thorlby, there were none,
2

in Barden only two and in Silsden 30 out of a total of 139.

Bolton, mortgaged since 1596, could not be considered. In

the northernmost manors, Buckden, Starbotton and Langstrothdale

there were also no mortgages. The probable reason, tenant

resistance, has been suggested earlier. Those tenants who

took mortgages were not only a substantial proportion of all

the tenants in Craven but included the richest tenants on
3

many of the manors where mortgages were granted*
4

Cumberland had raised £8,775.13.6 on the mortgages.

Unless he were to repay this sum or allow the redemptions to

lapse, and both would be to his disadvantage, he would be

compelled to conceive some method of acquitting himself of

the debt without seriously impairing the tenurial structure

of his estates. The solution which he found most acceptable

was more than amethod of satisfying his tenants for the loans

to him. It enabled him to fit the mortgages into his scheme

1. Giggleswiok 48 out of 61; Settle 48 out of 62,
Grassington 30 out of 38 (Bolton MS. Bk. 2492 f. 2a et

2. Bolton MS. Bk. 249 nassim.
3. This is clear from Bolton MS. Bk. 249.
4. For the sources see gura p. 121 2 A.1.
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for raising cash from his estates on a large scale. The

first redemption was made in Silsden on August 8th 1602, but

the majority of the tenants were not dealt with until 1603

amd 1604. For the present, the description of the measures

will be confined to the first rather tentative terms which

the tenants accepted between August and October 1602.

The principal redemptions in these months were made in

Silsden with others in Gargrave, Cononley, Giggleswick and

Haltongill hamlet in the manor of Litton. The tenants

there surrendered their long leases, and warrants for life

If they held them, released the Earl from the repayment of

the mortgage money and for an additional Payment to him

received more favourable tenures than they had held before
1

1597.

Most tenants accepted leases for 99 years and 3 lives

and paid an additional fine of 20 years' rent, that is half

the mortgage money delivered in 1597. To release the Earl

from the mortgage money and pay this further fine meant that

for longer leases then they had previously held the tenants

had paid 60 years' rant as a fine, two thirds in 1597, the

final third in 1602. This was the specific policy which

emerged after rather ad hoc arrangements in the first

redemptions when some tenants accepted leases for 21 years,
2

2 lives and 99 Years and 2 lives.	 These leases were not

1. Skipton, Estate Ledger.
2. Skipton lEstate Ledger, (Carleton).
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altered when the form of redemption was settled, but the

fines of three tenants which were rated at higher than the
1

normal-20 years' rent were later reduced "ex grac comit."

The form of the redemption was, after those early

uncertainties, strictly applied. Only two tenants paid

less than the normal redemption rate; the first on account
2

of poverty, the second, Richard Butterfield of Gargrave,

because the 40 years' rent he had paid in 1597 was "above
3

4 years value" of the tenement in 1602.	 Four years' value

was an upper limit set on the fines paid for leases on

redemption. Otherwise, the rate was uniform. This

uniformity was, perhaps, convenient for the tenants as well

as the Earl. The Earl certainly did not lose and may have

gained from it, since the rate for the leases on redemption

was above that for similar leases taken by tenants not in
4

mortgage. He expressed satisfaction, it will be recalled, on
5

the way the tenants were yielding in August 1602, though it

1. One of these, Robert Craven of Woodhouse & APPletreewick,
was the nephew of Sir William Craven, mercer, money-lender
and, Lord Mayor of London in 1611. (J.W. Clay, (Ed.),
Dugdale's Visitation of Yorkshire, 11 (Exeter, 1899)9a4-5)
The £12 of Craven's fine was remitted, significantly, at
the request of Cumberland's creditor Thomas Faradine.
(Skipton, Estate Ledger.)

2. Skipton, Estate Ledger; John Falleys of Halton.
3. Skipton MS. A/34/I.
4. Skipton, Estate Ledger.
5. See sunra, P. 110.
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seems likely that he had to concede to the tenants as a

result of collective bargaining the more favourable 99 year

and 3 lives' lease compared with the first grants of 21 years

or 2 lives.

In this first series of bargains made in the autumn of

1602, Cumberland released himself from the repayment of
1

£651.0.6 lent to him in 1597. However, the redemptions,

although essential, were only one aspect of his policy

towards his estates. Before Cumberland's return from Londom

In Match 1663, one of his servants drew up a scheme for

raising £35,000 from the Craven and Westmorland estates,

Including what had already been received from the leases
2

made in 1602.	 The course to be taken with the tenants

still in mortgage was later ap pended to the scheme and was
obviously the Earl's own decision. It Is clear from this

that Cumberland intended at first to apply the formula of a

fine of 20 years' rent for a lease for 99 years and 3 lives to.

most of the mortgages not yet redeemed.	 At least three

manors, Stee ton, Nesfield and Grassington, he hdo ped to

dispose of in a different manner, mainly by sales. In

consequence, these manors did not come within the general

Plan of redemption, but the sales Of the tenements and the

leases made there did take account of the money advanced to
3

the Earl in 1597.

1. All the figures given subsequehtly are based on an
analysis of the Estate Ledger, except where other source--

2. BEfpgrli: A/31/8.	 3. See jInfra, Chapter IT, sec.i.
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The first of two major developments in the Earl's policy

after 1602 Was to grant leases for 99 years and 3 lives to

tenants, mostly in the Clifford Fee, who had not previously

mortgaged their tenements and who could be persuaded to take

them. Thus, in addition to the 122 tenants who took leases

for 99 years and 3 lives on redemption, a further 145 accepted

them An exchange for their former tenures by warrant, lease

or at will. Of these, 82 surrendered warrants for life.

Others relinquished leases for 21 years still in being and

several widows exchanged their widows' estate in the moiety

of the tenements they occupied for leases of the whole. One

tenant, Christofer Rookyn of Barden, surrendered the estate

for two lives he held in the moiety of a tenement, which had

been granted on 20th July 1602, when he took the whole on 1st

October 1604. After 1602, few tenants took leases other than

for the term of 99 Years and 3 lives except in Skipton and

Bolton, where the majority of the new leases were for 21 years.

Only 2 leases for 99 years and Ttlife; 10 for 99 years and

2 lives; 2 for 2 lives, 3 for 3 lives and 1 for one life, were

entered in the Estate Ledger after 1602 compared With 33

leases for 21 years, of which 22 were in Skipton and Bolton,
1

and 145 for 99 years and 3 lives.

1. Skipton, Estate Ledger.
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For many tenants the granting of the new leases was

the end of tenure at will, by warrant and on the short leases

of 21 years or two lives. Within this context, the

procedure taken to secure the release of the mortgages money

by grants of longer leases can be seen as one aspect of a

general attempt to raise money from the estates by a change

in the terms of tenure. It is more likely that the plan,

at its inception, was to fit the redemptions into the wider

scheme rather than that the terms of redemption inspired

the granting of the longer leases to the tenants not in

mortgage. However, this is not certain. Although the first

leases for 99 years and 3 lives were granted in July 1602,

three weeks before the redempticas be$an, the bulk of the

ordinary leasing did not come until 1604. The large number

Of grants in that year and the change in the policy of

redemption on the Percy manors, which will be described

shortly, were the result of the Earl's desire to raise more
1

cash than the schemes then in hand would provide.

Tle second significant development in the Earlts policy

concerned the manors of Settle, Giggleswick, Long Preston

and Litton. Many tenants in these manors had takeh mortgages

in 1597. At first Cumberland was content to redeem the

mortgages there in the same manner as those in Silsden and

1. Cf. the increase in his indebtedness at this time noted
by Williamson, LadY Anne Clifford, 35.
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other Clifford Fee manors. The receipts expected from the

additional fines on redemption in these manors were included

in the calculation made in March 1603; moreover in 1602 two

tenants in Giggleswick, in 1603 a tenant in Long Preston and

in 1604 two more in Long Preston accepted redemption in the

usual manner. In Litton, also, all 6 tenants in mortgage in

the hamlet of Baltongill took leases for 99 years and 3 lives.

The first of the bargains agreed before the Earl and

his Counsel in August 1604: was with Elizabeth Altham of Settle,

who took the normal redemption for her tenement. This,

however, was cancelled and subsequent entries for August,

September and October reveal the change in policy., Instead

of the 20 years' fine for a lease for 99 years and 3 lives,

the tenants agreed to pay 40 years' fine for the fee farm

or long lease of their tenements, whilst, as previously, the

mortgage money was taken into account. By paying what

amounted to 80 years' fine, one half in 1597, the other in

1604, almost all the tenements previously mortgaged in Settle,

Giggleswick, Long Preston and the village of Litton, came to
2

be held in fee farm or on permanent long leases.

Several other tenants on these manors, besides those

in mortgage, also agreed to take long leases in 1604,

1. Skipton, Estate Ledger.
a. Skipton MS. A/34/1.
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including the two Giggleswick taunts who had accepted 99

Year and 3 lives' leases on redemption in 1602. Four tenants
1

on Clifford Fee manor took long leases at this time. The

mills in the Percy manors were similarlY granted out. Thomas

Barrows of Skipton paid a fine of £275 for a 6 2 000 year lease
2

of Settle mill.	 The fee farm of Giggleswick and Long Preston

mills was taken by Henry Denton gent for £384 2 but later
3

transferred to Robert Bindlose Esq.	 Cumberland also granted
4

Arncliffe mill to John Taylor for 5,000 years. 	 In the

grants, the full rents of the mills were reserved. The

granting out of these mills was an exception to the Leasing

of Craven tithes and mills for 21 year terms, begun in the

summer of 1602 2 which Cumberland resumed in 1604.

By /605 2 fee farms or long leases were held by 54
5

tenants in Settle, 57 in Giggleswick2 16 in Long Preston and
6

9 in Littondale. There was no attempt at this time2however2

to convert all the tenures into long leases. In Giggleswick2

1. Skipton MSS.A13411; A/32/3.
2. ?errand M4S. 2 Series C I 134, 335.
3. Ibid.; Skipton MS. 1134/1.
4. Skipton MS. 1132/3.
5. Bolton Abbey MS. 2/1/170.
6. Skipton MS. A/32/3.
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there were still four tenants on leases for years or lives

in 1606; in Settle five on leases or at will, in Long Preston
1

40 and in Litton 39, many of them, being very poor, still

at will. The capital messuage of Cleatop in Settle, which

had yielded 495 in 1597, was in lease for 12 years in 1605

and it is unlikely that Cumberland redeemed it in the same
2

war tis the other tenements. 	 What the arrangement was is

not recorded.

The grant of a long lease for the additional payment

of 40 years' rent was the second main form of redemption

which Cumberland adopted between 1602 and 1605. It was

applied less extensively than the 99 years and 3 lives'

lease for 20 years , fine, but it was important not only

because it was the form of redemption in the four large

Percy manors, but because after 1605 the long lease

gradually superseded the 99 year and 3 lives leases throughout

the manors of the Clifford lands in Craven. To this extent,

the medium lease of terms of 99 years and 3 lives
3
 can be

1. Bolton Abbey XS. 2/1/170.
2. Skipton MS. A/32/3.
3. The use of the terms short; medium; and long; for leases

for 21 years or 2 lives; 99 years and 3 lives or 3 lives
natural; and e.g. 5,000 years; may be thought arbitrary
in view of the legal definition of a long lease as 21
years or over. But the difference between the three
types of lease on the Craven estates vas marked and was
recognised de facto by the Earl and his estate officers.
The term "long lease" vaespecifically used as meaning
leases of e.g. 5,000 years. The estate officers also
regarded fee farm and long lease as virtually inter-
changeable terms and the equivalent of the purchase of
the tenement. The technical distinction l havever, was

/con td.
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regarded as an interim stage in the transition from the

traditional forms of tenure. Between 1602 and 1605, however,

both types of lease were no more than a satisfactory solution

to Cumberland's immediate difficulties. Applied in similar

fashion to different parts of the estates, they were a means

of evading repayment of the money loaned to him in 1597 and,

at the same time, of raising cash from the estates in

substantial amounts.

The medium leases granted on redemption yielded

£325.10.3. in 1602 and g1,602.8.11 in the later years; the
1

log leases, E2,70.13.0i. In all, therefore, the

redemptions contributed L4,698.12.2i to Cumberland's receipts

from the estates in these years. This figure does not

include the money received from Grassington, Steeton and

pRAfialfi, The different Arrangementsin the three 

reference 1 continued:-

preserved,e.g. in Settle, 36 tenants held in fee farm and
18 oby lease for size or seven thousand yeares o . In
GiggIeswick, all 52 tenants were granted long leases
(Bolton Abbey MS. 2/1/170). What prompted the variation,
especially in the length of the leases between 3,000 and
7,000 years, is not clear. Mt. Stone may be justified
in describing the medium leases granted by the 3rd Earl
in 1602 as ',long leases*, (lc. 	 xviii, 19), and thus
comparable with those granted by the Earl of Essex,
(Bc.11.p. 2nd. ser. iv,3)5), but Cumberland and his officers
would have meant by that term leases for 5,000 years.

1. For details, see Table C.
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manors will be discussed in the following chapter.

The 3rd Earl received from the general leasing, that

is from the leases of tithes, mills and the tenements not

in mortgage, a minimum total of £3,259.7.4 in 1602 (the

details are not complete), and £6,284.7.6 in the years 1603
1

to 1605.	 However, the bulk of Cumberland's receiptsin

the whole period 1602 to 1605 came from other sources.

Those sources will be discussed in the next chapter and

Cumberland's receipts from them and from the general

leasing outlined in this chapter will be given in detail.

1. See Table C.
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CHAPTER V

TO 'BD EARL'S ESTATEPOUCY.._1602-1605,

Part II 

i. The Estate Policx, 2. Sales

The dominating theme in Cumberland's estate policy

between 1602 and 1605 was the effort to raise money. The

redemptions and the general leasing were but two aspects of

a comprehensive scheme to raise money on a scale commensurate

with his needs. They were to contribute less than half the

expected total when the first estimate of receipts was made

in March 1603 and it is evident that, with the modifications

in. policy which followed, they ultimately contributed a

smaller proportion than was then intended.

Cumberland's other proposals involved the conversion

into cash of some of the 	 valuable assets of the Craven

estates: individual manors, capital messuages, demesnes

and woods, by a variety of methods; outright sales, fee

farms grants and long leases with nominal or full rents

reserved. His choice of method was determined by the

condition of the manor and his eagerness to make the most

favourable terms he could. From the first he was able to
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negotiate sales with freedom, but the granting of long

leases was in part dependent on the successful bargaining

over the redemptions in 1602 and thus Was delayed until his

second Phase of activity in 1604.

The manors most affected by Cumberland's sales were

Grassington, Steeton, Nesfield, Eshton, West Hall and

Gargrave, most of which he had acquired during his own tenure
1

of the Clifford inheritance.	 Since there was much

variation in the manner of disposing of the lands and in the

affect on the structure of the manors, the sales will be

discussed in detail.

Grassington consisted of the manor house and mill, a

wood called Grass wood with some ground adjoining and 37
2

tenements with a total rental in 1603 of £48.11.7. In

1597, 30 of the tenements had been mortgaged on the same
3

terms as in the other Craven manors.	 The Earl from the

first had no intention of redeeming these in the normal

manner. In a detailed survey of the manor in 1603, one of

Ills officers noted sixteen tenants who he thought were liable
4

to Take their tenements by lease or purchase s'.	 These were

the larger holdings and all had been mortgaged in 1597. They

were expected to contribute £3,000 in the scheme for raising
5

£35000.

1. The 2nd Earl had bought
Grassington. See supra,

2. Skipton MS. A13119.
3. Bolton MS. Bk.249,f.4a.
4. Skipton MS. A/31/9.
5. Skipton MS. A/31/8.

Gargrave and one half of
Chapter 19 p.12
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Later, there Was 'a change of policy. The manor house

and mill were granted in fee farm and not 16 but 31 of the

tenants took the fee farm of their holdings. Grass wood,

however, was retained by Cumberland and so were six tenements,

five of the tenants being too poor to pay the price asked
1

whilst the sixth holding was still in mortgage in 1606.
2

The fines paid for these grants totalled £5,279.13.4,
but since this figure included the mortgage money of £888.15.4

Cumberland's cash receipts from Grassington were £4,390.18.0.
The Earl reserved rents mostly of id or id on the fee farms

so that nominally the entire manor remained in his possession.

Even so, the presence of these tenants on the rentroll was

hardly consistent with their contribution to the estate

revenues for as a result of the grants the rents of £31.14.2

for the tenements and £2 for the mill formerly paid had been

reduced to £0.5.6. The yearly income from Grassington fell

from £48.11.7 to E15.8.5, of which by far the greater part,

£13.6.8, came from Grass wood and the close of meadow

adjoining.
3

The Earl had inherited half the manor of Steelton &

Eastburn with lands in Glusburn from Sir Ingram Clifford.

1. Skipton MS. A/32/3.
2. Whitaker, 559.
3. Skipton MS. A/32/3.
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1
The rental of the full manor in 1602 was -T27.11.9. Between

1596 and 1600 the tenants of Steeton, lastburn and Glusburn

had purchased one quarter of the manor from its owner,
2

Wil.liam Oglethorpe Esq. of Leeds. 	 By 1604, Cumberland had

also sold his share of the manor entirely ) Partly to the

tenants, Partly to two land speculators, William Slater of

Keighley and John Midgley.

In the autumn of 1602 9 Cumberland was trying to persuade

the tenants of Stee ton to purchase the "moiety of the fee"

of the holdings. Seven of them, occupying the larger
3

tenements, and one tenant of Glusburn did so. The next

stage in the sale of the manor was delayed until 1604. Then

William Garforth, who held the manor house, demesnes and 330

acres of ground, took the fee of his property for £200. On

the Ilth September, Richard Hudson of Glusburn bought his

tenement for £65 and on the 13th William Slater agreed to

Pay £570 "for the free of the moytie of milli tenements

and Cotagesu . The tenements Slater bought included those

whose occupiers, like Widow Hustler, had been too poor to buy

their holdings, Richard Whiteacres t whose attitude elicited

1. Skipton MS, 1i32/1.
2. Yorks. Fines, Tudor, IV, 53,151,152.
3. Sicipton MS. 11-34/1.
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the comment "refused & solde to Slaughter*, and otbers for

which leases had been agreed and the fines already Paid to the

Earl. The Earl repudiated these agreements, repaid the

fines and g21.4.4 mortgage money to Slater who allowed them

in the fines the tenants now paid to him. In addition,

Slater and Midgley bought the moiety' of the water corn mill.
1

For all their purchases they Paid Cumberland £700.	 The

sale of Steeton & Eastburn and the two tenements in Glusburn

brought Cumberland £1,261, besides the release of 77.6.0

mortgage money. The fall in his rental as a result of the
2

sale was £13.18.0.

The later history of the manor is interesting. William

Garforth had already acquired one quarter of his manor house
3

in 1600.	 His son completed the process in 1613 when he

bought the final quarter from Six Gervase Clifton. Garforth

also acquired Cumberland's moiety of the Steeton tenements
4

from Slater and Midgley, who retained it only until 1607. By

1613, then, practically the whole of the manor had Passed to

the Garforth family.

With Nesfield & Langbar, West Hall and Eshton, the

procedure taken was more straightforward. Cumberland sold tho

manor of West Hall in its entirely to Anthony Tomlinson in

1. Skipton MS. A/34/11 Bolton MS. Bk. 226, f.258.
2. Skipton MS. 1,132/3.
3. Yorks. Fines, Tudor, IV, 153.
4. Dawson, Loose Leaves of Craven History, 2nd ser., 254.
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1602, reserving the woods which he sold separately. West 15a13
1

a small manor, brought him £1,300.	 In the case of Nesfield

and Eshton the method that Cumberland adopted was to sell

the capital messuage and demesne and grant long leases to the

other tenants.

In 1602, Cecilie Wright, widow of the former lessee,

agreed to pay £400, including the release of £80 mortgage

money, for a lease of the capital messuage in Nesfield for

5,000 years. Later, the long lease was altered to the grant

of the fee simple of the tenement. The sandbeds in Nesfield

were sold to Richard Dawson for £64 and the release of £16

mortgage money. All but one of the remaining tenements, 12

in all, were granted to the tenants in 1604 on leases for

6,000 years for £529.18.4 over and above £252.5.0 paid on the
2

1597 mortgages. Cumberland, therefore, raised from Nesfield

£913.18.4 besides the £348.5.0 previously received on the

mortgages. He reserved the full rents of the tenements on

long leases, so the rental of the manor fell only by the

outright sale of the capital messuage and the sandbeds, £2 and
3

10/- respectively, to cli.1.8.

In September 1605, Cumberland was due to redeem the

mortgage of Eshton manor house which Robert Bindlose Esq. had

1. Skipton MS. A/3411.
2. alg.
3. Skipton MS. A/32/3.
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1
taken in 1597.	 Bindlose had occupied the demesnes in lieu

of interest and was rackrenting than. In 1602 they were wort
2	 3

£129; in 1604, £140. Cumberland first proposed to sell the

property to Martyn and Michael Lister Esqsi for £2,125. He

later revoked this agreement in favour of allowing Bindlose

to retain possession. The sale price was £21 100, consisting

of the £2,000 advanced on the mortgage in 1597 and £200 which

Bindlose now paid the Earl in cash. Cumberland added to this

sum by granting 15 of the 25 ordinary tenants of the manor the

fee farm of their holdings. By this means he raised a further
4

£457. He reserved nominal rents of 2/5d, compared with

£7 the tenants previously paid. The value of Eshton

decreased from £148.19.5 in 1604 to £2.1.10 in 1606, the

sale of the rackrentr demesnes accounting for almost all

the loss in revenue.

The demesnes of Gargrave had also been racked in 1602,

but in this case by the Earl himself. The mill, whose lease

had recently fallen in, was paying £18 a year; the Hawes

cldse £10; a close called Raburge £23.6.8; some smaller

closes £8.0 and the boons - ten geese, twenty hens, twenty-

four capons, twelve eggs and six hares - in money and racked,

£1.5.0. The total of the demesne rents "at Rackment" was

1. See puma, Chapter II, pp. 65, 66.
2. Skipton MS. 1/31/6.
3. Skipton MS 1/32/3.
4. Skipton MS. 1/34/1.
5. Skipton MS. 1/32/3.
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1
£57.19.8.

Cumberland leased the mill to Anthony Dawson for a

fine of all and a rent of	 per annum. He sold the

capital messuage and its 16 oxgangs of enclosed demesne land

to the occupant, Edward Malham gent, for £300 besides the

release of £100 lent in 1597, the Hawes close and Raburge

close, at the time in the occupation of Robert Bindlose, to

William Bentley and Caleb Waterhouse respectively for £170 and
2

£360.	 From these sales the Earl received £830 in cash: the

rental of the whole manor was reduced from £76.0.2 in 1602

to £19.13.11 in 1606. Although the leasing of the mill

accounted for part of the fall in the rental, the decrease

was mainly due to the sale of the capital messuage. Hence-

forth, the manor of Gargrave consisted entirely of the smaller

holdings of the tenants, most of whom how held, as in other

Clifford Fee manors, on leases for 99 years and 3 lives..

The remaining major sales of land concluded by

Cumberland of which there is certain record were in

Littondale in the Percy Fee. Apart from the village of

Litton, the manor of Littondale consisted of isolated

hamlets and farms. Three of the large farms, Upper Hesledon,

Nether Hesledon and Sleights, were sold by the Earl in 1604.

1. Skipton MS. A/31/7.
2. Skipton MS. A/34/1.
3. Skipton MS. A/32/3.
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1
Hobert Bindlose paid £960 for Nether Hesledon, which had

been yielding £66.13.4 in the year of the sale. Cumberland

granted the other two farms to Mlles Fawcett on a lease for
2

6,000 years, with a nominal reserved rent of 4d. The price

Fawcett paid is not recorded, but if the ancient rent is

taken as a basis for calculation Cumberland would have

received about £1,500.
3

The most decisive changes in the structure of the

manors of the Craven estates were brought about by the sales

and leases which have been described so far. They were

accompanied by other grants only slightly less permanent in

their affect on the inheritance. On November 17th 1604,

1. Skipton MS. 1/34/1.
2. Skipton MS. 1/32/3.
3. I.e. 100 times the ancient rent; Sleights £11 9 Upper

Healedon £4.13.4. The price in the outright sales was
based on the annual value of the land. 16 years/ value
was the average figure, but there was much variation
within a range of 13 to 20 years/ value, e.g. West Eall
13 years/ value, Nether Hesledon 141, Eshton 15, the
sandbeds in Nesfield 16 9 Gargrave capital messuage 184,
Nesfield capital messuage 20. There is no indication of
the reason for the wide divergency in the rates! Steeton
was an exception, thesales there being calculated on
the basis of 100 years/ ancient rent of the holdings.
This gave the Earl a less favourable bargain thhn if
the price had been based on the annual value of his
moiety of £143.10.0 (Skipton MS. A132/1). The fines
for the Grassington fee farms were rated at 16 Years/
value, for the Eshton fee farms at 65 years/ ancient
rents, for the Nesfield long leases at 100 years/
ancient rents (Skipton MSS. 1/31/9, A/34/L.
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Cumberland granted the fee farm of'the capital messuage and

mill of the manor of Bradley to Edward Malham for £500,

reserving the full rent of £5.5.9. On the following daY,

he made a similar bargain with Thomas Ferrand gent, granting

him the capital messuage and two mills of Carleton for £850

and reserving the rent of £20. For £150 he released George

Burton from the payment of £8.4.4. of his rent of £10.4.4

for the moiety of the capital messuage of Threapland in
1

Cracoe which Burton held on a long lease granted in 1588.

Cumberland, in addition, leased Elso and the Home

grounds for a period of 3 lives to Michael Lister Esq for a
2

fine ot£700.	 These holdings were essentially demesnes of

the castle of Skipton and the lease was an exception to the

general rule of rack-renting the demesnes annually. For one

other transaction the evidence is incomplete, yet conclusive

that a sale took place. Cumberland sold Winterwell Hall,

alias Lambert Hall, in Skipton to John Baine. At the Earl's

death in 1605, Heine had not fully paid for the purchase and

the 4th Earl transferred the property to Christofer Wayneman

and other tenants. Their last payment for the purchase was
3

£210.	 The full price is not recorded.

Cumberland supplemented his receipts from the sales of

1. Skipton MS. A/34/1.
2. Skipton MS. A13411.
3. Bolton MS. Bk.226, f.258.
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land by selling his timber rights on several of the Craven

manors. In November 1602, Thomas Heber agreed to pay

£135 for P all the woodes and under woodes at Long preston
1

(to be rydd in three yeares)". Three tenants of Gigglegwick

Paid £59.10.0 for leases for 99 years and 3 lives of the

coppices in Giggleswick, with alibertie to fell Cutt stubb
2

and carrie gwaien all woods and underwoods. At Elso, "many

trees" were sold, but only the first receipts from the sales,

£120, are recorded. The actual income vas much higher, though

how' big is not known since after the first receipts had been

entered in the Book of bimissions in 1602 the Receiver-general

ordered his deputy to keep a separate account of the profits
3

from woodsales.

For the major wood sales between 1603 and 1605 there

is little more than the estimates of what they would yield.

The price of West Hall woods was set in 1603 at over £1,000,

whilst Marton wood and other woods to be sold in Craven were
4

expected to produce a further £1,500. Despite the absence of

certain evidence, there is no reason to doubt that these woods

were sold and for at least the estimated figures..

1. Skipton MS. A/34/1.
2. Skipton, Estate Ledger.
3. Skipton MS. A/3411.
4. Skipton MS. A/31/8.
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ii. The Receipts 

How much, it may now be asked, did the policies begun by

Cumberland in the spring of 1602 eventually yield? How far

did the final receipts exceed the original expectations?

The first estimate, drawn up in March, 1603, was of

£35,809.17.8. When this calculation was made, some receipts
from sales and leases in Craven and Westmorland were assured.

Fines totalling £7,309.17.8. had already come in from the

small tenements leased and from other leases, including

redemptions, in Silsden and Cononley, from sales in Steeton

and Nesfield and some leases of tithes. In addition,

£12,000 were expected from "estates to be made in Westmorland

for which all the Tenants there have sealed Covenants untill

my Lord have time to seall their Assurances". The remaining

£16,500 would come from bargains in Craven not yet concluded

for lack of time. The compiler of the estimate undertook

to make the tenants pay the sums they had offered in those

bargains.

This first estimate was clearly provisionalt t Many

verbal agreements between tenants and commissioners had

still tp be approved by the Earl and he had yet to indicate

the form of redemption to be adopted with the tenants still in

mortgage. In the second estimate, made not long after the

first, the general outline of source and method was

retained, with some additions and alterations. The main
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additions were an increase of £1,000 in Grassington's

contribution and the inclusion for the first time of the

£3,375.5.7 which the tenants still in mortgage would pay,

at the rate of 20 years' ancient rent, for their medium

leases. In this second estimate, Craven's Share rose by

£49 175.5.7 and the joint footal from Craven and Westmorland
1

Increased by that amount to £35,809.17.8.

The work of the Earl and his commissioners in the next

two years was to implement the details or the policy summarised

in the 1603 scheme. The estimated reripts were exceeded

because of the changes in policy which led in 1604 to the

higher fines from the redemptions in the Percy manors,

the more extensive general leasing and the sales in Gargrave„

Eshton and Littandale. Whether the estimated receipts of

£12,000 from WestOorland were similarly augmented is not known,

In only one group of manors did,Cumberland fail to

persuade the tenants to accept the leaset he offered. In the

first estimate, Starbotton and Buckden were expected to yield

£2,000 whilst the Birks, Green Field and two other tenements
2

in Langstrothdale were to be leased. 	 Only one tenant on

these manors, Thomas Heber Esq, did in fact take a lease

before 1606 and the reason is obvious from the survey then

made. The tenants of Langstrothdale, Buckden and Starbotton

1. Skipton MS. 1131/8.
2. Skipton MS. 1/31/8.
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1
had "stood long in ante for tenant rightes". In 1606, they

continued their suit against the 4th Earl "therein to his

great charge", and he took his cause to York Assizes on the
2

29th march, 1606.

This opposition to the 3rd Earl's Policy may account for

the complete absence of mortgages in 1597 in the se , the

most northerly manors of the Clifford estates in Craven.

It certainly frustrated his Plans for raising money there

after 1602. The outcome of the dispute lhowever, is not
3

known. Apparently the judgment did not go entirely against

the claims of the tenants for although having previously held

on warrants for life they surrendered their holdings to the

4th Earl, the entry fines they Paid for new leases, varying

between 15 and 20 years' rents, were only slightly higher

than tenants there had paid to the 3rd Earl in 1597 and much

below the rate demanded from tenants on other manors of the
4

Craven estates.

The final total of money raised by the 3rd Earl between

1602 and 1605 was 5,539.15.9i. The details are given

In Table C. Although this total Must be regarded as a minimum

figure for receipts from some of the sales are incomplete,

1. Skipton MS. A/32/3.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 226, f.162.
3. The records for York Assizes are not extant for this earls

date. (GiusepPi, qp.cit. 19 242-3).
4. Bolton MS. Bk. 224 title 3.
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3.5e,

the amount actually raised may not have greatly exceeded

that total. Any great deficiency in the records of sales in
1

Craven, woods apart, would be apparent from the 1606 survey.

The total does not include tie normal income from tenement

an& demesne rents between 1602 and 1605.

One factor on which Cumberland's policy depended was

the ability of his tenants to pay the sums he needed. In

spite of their early reluctance to make bargains with him,

evidence that they were unable to pay the fines for their

leases is rare. There were two reasons for this. As in the

1597 mortgaging, the very poor tenants were excluded from the

general pressure to take longer leases. In 1605, consequently,

there were still many tenants holding at will, and, except

in the northernmost Percy manors, these were the poor tenants.

In Eshton, for example, those tenements not held in fee farm

were, with a single exception, "pore Cotages & lands In

possession of poorest tenants". In Littondale, well over

half the rents came from tenants at will - "whereof many very
2

poore".

The second reason was the time given the tenants to pay

1. SkiPton ms. A/32/3.
2. skipton ms. A/32/3.
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their fines. William Somerscales, for example, paid the

additional £60 for his lease in three instalments; =0

at St. Luke's 1602, =0 at Trinity day and the last £20

at St. Luke's 1603, a period of 14 months from the date of

the bargain. The tenants in the Percy manors who took long

leases in August, September and October 1604: had *three
1

Andermas dales ffor payment of the ffynes equallye.* The

last payment of the fines, therefore, was not due until at

least two years and a month after the bargains were agreed,

an appreciably longer period than the six months given to
2

paY the same sum on the mortgages of 1597. 	 There are,

as a result, only 7 recorded cases where tenants had

difficulty in paying their fines. Lancelot Foote in

Eshton was one. He was allowed 6 months before paying the

first part of the fine for his fee farm grant as a special
3

concession. William Smythe of Bradley *wanting monie to

Pale his ffynew intreated the Earl to grant an intake to

Henry Wilkinson "who gave cansideracon to Smith for the

same" which enabled Smyth to pay his C13.6.$ fine. The
4

other cases were similar.

It is not possible to state with certainty what the

fate was of all those poorer tenants who in 1602 expressed

fears of impending events. With their small holdings loose

1. Skipton MS. 1/34/1.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 249,f.14 et sea.
3. Skipton MS. 1/34/1.
4. Skipton, Estate Ledger.
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and strange policies rumoured, heavy fines or eviction might

well have appeared the disquieting alternatives. However,

such fines as were entered in the Estate Ledger for these

tenements were uniformly low; nor is there any evidence of
1

eviction.	 One can infer, then, that they were fairly

treated. At other times, both the 3rd and 4th Earls were

considerate towards their poor associates, tenants and debtors
2

alike.	 There seems no reason why this occasion should find

them less sympathetic.

The richer tenants, yeomen as well as gentry, who

bought the larger properties seem to have had no difficulty

in raising the money to pay for their purchases on the

appointed days, although several bought on a big scale. Of

the gentry, Caleb Waterhouse gent paid £1,030 in three

instAlments by February #1606 for the grants he took in 1604;

Thomas Ferrand gent at least £1,030; Robert Bindlose Esq
3

£1,444„ which he paid by the 25th March 1606. Purchases by

Edward Malham gent cost him £800, by Stephen Tempest gent

£366. Big buyers below the gentry class were Anthony

Tomlinson, Miles Fawcett and Robert Goodgion who spent

respectively £1,300; at least f..1,500 and £482. Some of these

men may have raised the cash for their purchaset on loans.

1.
2. See infra. Chapter	 p. 354.
3. Skipton MS. A/34/1•
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1
Bindlose appears to have done so. But that such insignifi-

cant local gentry were in a position to buy land on the scale

described is an indication of their prosperous condition.

Only Slater and Midgley, who bought the Steeton

tenements for £700, speculated on a short term basis. The

remainder were land-hungry gentry and yeomen, all but one

local men whose families were indigenous to Craven. The

exception was Bindlose but he too settled in Craven, migrating

from Barwick in Lancashire to the Eshton Hall he had recently
2

bought.	 He certainly did not confine his acquisitive
3

instincts to the Clifford estates. Whether the other gentry

on the Craven manors emulated him is a question, instructive

though it would be, which cannot be answered.

2h2-1=2111J11_12.1211.2.7

It was inevitable that in converting the capital

assets of his Craven estates into cash, the 3rd Earl

diminished their value. Only two manors, Steeton & Eastburn

and West Hall, were completely sold. Cumberland,however,

retained little more than a nominal interest In Grabsington

and Eshton and he sold much land on other manors. The

1. He entered into a statute on 4 May 1605 probably for a
loan of £1,500 (L.C.41195/408).

2. Whitaker, 238.
3. T.S. Willan and EX. Crossley (Ids), 2hree Seventeenth-

Centurz Yorkshire Suryevs, (Yorks. Arch. Soc. Record.Ser..
vol. Civ, Leeds, 1941), ilv.
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decrease in the rental which resulted from these sales

amounted to £284.1.11, or one fifth of the annual net profit

of the Craven estates from all sources, other than fines,
1

before the sales began.

The extent of the fall in revenue cannot be measured

solely by the permanent loss of income due to these sales,

decisive though that might be. The manor house, 4emesne

and mills had been sold in He afield and Gargrave, in Bradley

and Carleton granted in fee farm, and one moiety of Threapland

in Cracoe had been granted on a long lease. Thus the most

profitable assets on those manors, whose value increasing

rapidly at this time could be more easily realised by rack-

renting, as previously in Gargrave, or short leases, high

rents and heavy entry fines as in the other manors, had now

been sold completely or limited to a low reserved rent.

At the turn of the sixteenth century the demesne lands were

accounting for an increasingly greater proportion of manorial
2

rents.	 The income lost from this source is thus not fully

reflected by the value of the capital messuages and demesnes

at the time of the 3rd Earl's sales.

1. If the full £66.13.4 that Nether Hesledon t out of lease,
was yielding is allowed then the fall in revenue was
£344.1.11, almost a quarter of the net profit from Craven
(Skipton MS. A/32/3.)

2. E.g. Eshton, where the demesne accounted for nearly all
the increase in the rental from £71.9.4. in 1588 to
£137.15.11 in 1602 and £148.19.5. in 1604 (Skipton MSS.
A/29/5, A/31/6, A/32/3.).



The rents of the manors, though the basic and constant

factor in the estate income, had been supplemented as
1

described earlier by arbitrary entry fines. These fines

had. contributed a large share of the total revenue. They

had, moreover, been a means of tapping the increasing value

of the manors. The 3rd Earl's widespread grants of long

leases appreciably diminished future revenue from this source.

By 1605, 291 tenants were holding in fee farm or on

long lease, of whom 48 were paying only nominal rents. The

rents of all tenants aa such leases totalled £169.12.6 or
2

over a fifth of the tenement rents of the Craven manors.

These tenants, who now had the right to permanent occupation

of their holdings, ceased to pay entry fines. Furthermore,

the ancient rent reserved was by no means an economic rent.

The grants, therefore, entailed a greater loss of potential

income than if the reserved rents had been closer to the

current values of the holdings.

There was one exception. A proviso in the long leases

granted to Nesfield tenants stipulated that at the change of

every lord or tenant, by death only, the tenant should pay
3

', rave yeres Rent in the Name of a ffine n . This set fine

was demanded only in Nesfield. It meant that the tenants

there were not fully released from financial exactions other

1. See Aura, Chapter IV,
2. Skipton MS. A/32/3.
3. Bolton M. Bk. 266, f. 91:6:65:
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than rents as the mi4ority of the tenants on long leases ware;

but a fine of five years' rant was in no way comparable with

the arbitrary entry fine previously demanded. The serious

effect of the loss of entry fines was most marked on the Percy

manors of aettle, Giggleswick and Long Preston. After 1605,

the Cliffordswere obliged to par two-thirds of the £147

they received in rent from these large manors to the Earl of

Northumberland and their own net profit, henceforth, was
1

barely £50.

Hardly less significant for the 3rd Earl's successor

were the grants on an even larger scale of the medium types

of lease. At least 303 tenants took medium leases between

1602 and 1605. (More than half the Craven tenants, therefore,

held on either long or medium leases at the time of the 3rd
2

Earl's de ath).	 Here again the loss in revenue from entry

fines would be substantial, for medium leases would

adversely effect the frequency with which holdings fell in.

The most important factor in this form of leaseholding was

the Choice by the tenant of those persons whose lives would

limit the term of the lease. Normally in the Craven leases

the tenant took the lives of himself and two of his childreh,

or his wife and one child, or three Children. Where this was

not possible, other tenants and their children were
3

substituted.

1. Skipton MS. 1/32/3.
2.- See Table D.
3. Skipton, Estate Ledger.
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Whatever the theoretical calculation of the average
1

length of tenure of these leases, in practice they were the

equivalent of a tenure for two generations and often might

last for a period little short of their absolute limit of

99 years. Silsden Leases are a good example. Eleven

leases for 99 years and 3lives taken there between 1602 and

1605 were still in being on 15th May 1680 with three

tenements depending on the life of Thomas Wade, then aged 91,

and two others on Thomas Rustler aged 80. Four more leases

in Silsden had only recently fallen in. These were, no

doubt exceptions. Most of the leases would have terminated

long before 1680 and it is likely that when only one life

remained the tenant would, like Henry Stirke of Silsden,

prefer to negotiate a new lease on the basis of the lives

of three sons. Yet, these 15 leases which had lasted at

least 75 years after the grant represented one fifth of all
2

such leases made in Silsden in the years 1602-5, and the

proportion might have been higher had not many of the leases
3

been converted to long leases under the 4th Earl.

If, in the years after 1605, the Cliffords had been free

from financial worries, or had their estate been sound in

1. For an interesting discussion of some aspects of this
question, see E. Kerridge, ', The Movement of Rent, 1540-
1640", Ec. RIR. 2nd ser., vi. (1953), 20 at sea.

2. Skipton, Estate Ledger, (Silsden).
3. See infra, Table I.
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other respects, the loss in revenue owing to these tenurial

changes might have been made good from sources elsewhere.

Unfortunately for the Cliffords, this was not possible.

Extensive sales of land had accompanied the grants of leases.

Nor was there relief from their financial difficulties. The

following three decades were the critical period in the

fortunes of the house. Yet, in those years, the Cliffords

were virtually denied fines from tenements held on medium

leases. An important source of revenue was thus put beyond
1

their reach.	 The cumulative effect of the 3rd Earl's

policies, his leases no less than his sales, increasingly

contributed to the 4th Earl's deficit in income. His
2

problems will be discussed below. Here it can be noted that

one of them, a consequence of the 3rd Earl's policies, was a

weakening of the Cliffords , strict control over their

estates by reason of the independence which the new leases
3

offered to many of the tenants on their CrEven manors.

The yearly value of the Craven estates at the time of

the 3rd Earl's deathi was assessed in the 1606 survey at

£1,894.17.11. The rents of the demesne lands held by the

1. For further discussion of this point, see infra, 
Chapter XI, pp. 344, 346, 351.

2. See especially, Chapters X and XI.
3. See Chapter XI, PP. 353-4.
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Earl and rackrented to their full value accounted for

£832,14.5./The tenement rents totalled £942.7.8, consisting

of free rents, £26.17.5; fee farm and long lease rents,

£169.12.6; the rents of other leases of all tyPes, £515.17.0,

and the rents of those holdings which had fallen in on the

3rd Earl i S death and Were free to be disposed of by the 4th

Berl, £230.0.9.	 Other profits Ago:me:worth t119.1510. The

tithes of Leeds and some Craven parishes leased from Christ

Church, Oxford were included in the valuation.

The reserved rents charged on the estate totalled

357.3.3 and Bailiff's fees £60.13.4 9 leaving a net income of

£1,477.1.4. Annuities charged on the estates reduced the
1

net income by a further £326.7.8 to £1 9 150.13.8. This sum

was the basic yearly income from the Craven estates as they

were left by the 3rd Earl at his death.

1. Skipton ms. 1/32/3.
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CHAPTER VI 

M.:-.EABLIASAX-321CPliatOLNi

On the 7th January 1602 9 John Taylor, the 3rd Earl's

man of affairs, wrote to Francis Clifford from Chancery Row;

My Lord is well, and Longes to be down, we have even
with muChe adoe Rubbed owte, to Lyn, the Parliament
and Christemaes, and god knowes miserably enough.
Their hathe been great Play in Court this Christemas
as I ever see. my Lord forboare all the begining of
Christemas to Play. But being so muChe urged as indeed
he was by my Lord Admiral and Mr Secreatary to adven-
ture his C li and seeing my Lord Tresorer, my Lord of
Shrewsbury, and others of the Lords do so, his Lordship
made a hard Shift for so muche, and hathe had good
fortune, he bathe bettered his stock, he Plates muche
warelyer, methinkes then heretofore, he can Leave a
wynner, and so was he not wonte, and yet hathe fur-,
nished him self with Clothes and other Necessaries.4.

To this state was Cumberland reduced% 2o04111tte4 it

seems, had misfortune tempered his wayward optimism; now

he could leave a winner, and so was he pot wonte"..

That streak of recklessness in his nature found its

outlet in privateering. Had the sea bot been open to him,

it would have led him to indulge in some equally extravagant

course. The Earl' s personality, indeed, is the central factor

in any assessment of his career. In him can be seen the
2

enigma of a man "endued with many perfections of nature",

1. Althorp, Cumberland PaPer 16
2. Lady Anne, quoted in Williamson, 276.
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Whose qualities won for him respect and affection which

endured long after his death; "I loved him living and now

admire him dying", wrote Salisbury in 1605; yet, impelled

by an urge to gamble, to risk incessantly the fortunes of his

house till insolvency finally called a halt.

"No one," it has been said, "was SO much the knight of
2

romance as he".	 Even so, his privateering career cannot

be lightly dismissed as the consummation of "romantic

ambition". 
3 

If Cumberland found in privateering a challenge

to his courage, temper and resources, it was under duress,

as a means of renewing the fortunes of his house, that he

first turned to the sea. Enthusiastically amateurish in his

early ventures, with experience and maturity his conception

of the purpose of privateering altered. Be had, besides a

lively awareness of the opportunity for profit, a serious

sense of his own contribution to the defence of the realm.

At the close of his career, he revealed an interest in trade

unusual for an Earl if not for a commoner and his views on

the future of England's trading in competition with other

nations were eminently Practical. The Puerto Rican

expedition was in part the outcome of those ideas. There

is, consequently, much truth in G.C. Williamson t s conclusion

that with Cumberland, • patriotism was the aim, if privateering

1. R.M.C. §alisburybss., xvii, 461.
2. Corbett / op.cit. 239.
3. Cf. Andrews, 164.
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1
was the means.”

The Earl's personal success as a leader is beyond

dispute. His reputation was that of a firm but fair

commander. As with Drake, his renown was won without the
2

undisciplined pillage common in those times. 	 Fuller,

eulogising him, declared, "He was as merciful as valiant

(the best metal bows best)1 and left impressions of bath in

all places where he came". His advice on warfare at sea

was constantly sought, with Howard's and Essex's, and

invariably studied with care. Of the military skill he

showed on the Puerto Rican expedition, Corbett has written:

', The whole conduct of the enterprise, indeed, marks him as

a man who, if the Government had only been disposed to a

vigorous renewal of the war, might well have supplied the
4

place of Essex."	 Cumberland' s, moreover, was no insular

fame. On Twelfth Night 1600, Don Virginia Orsino supped

with the Earl and later reported,

with him I had some speech which will be to the taste
of his Highness (the Grand Duke of Tuscany, his uncle
Ferdinand) singe that man is the greatest corsair
in the world. 5

It is true, however, that except in acquiring honour

and in serving the Crown Cumberland's Privateering was a

failure. Unable to recoup the costs of his ventures, his

1. Williamson, 278.
2. Dad. 190.
3. Quoted in Dawson, 238.
4. Corbet, oD.cit. 249.
5. Leslie Hotson, The First Night of Twelfth igight, (1954),

201.
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Passion was ultimately at the expense of his estates. He

himself was conscious that he had u throwne his land into
1

the seau .	 The reasons for his failure are complex. His

first attempts suffered from the defects of the ambitious

amateur, inadequacy in planning and inefficiency in

execution. Yet, in these he relied constantly on the

advice of professional colleagues. His failure then was less

the result of his own shortcomings than of general inexperieno
2

in the relatively novel undertaking of oceanic warfare.

The basic cause of the Earl's financial failure Was

the aim of his fleets. As Dr. Andrews has Shown, the

larger the effort, the more difficult it Was to caPhre prizes

of the value necessary to cover the costs. Cumberland's

idea of privateering was not the petty piracy which gave

prospects of small but favourable returns, but privateering
3

on a grand scale, with "great expeditions of ruinous cost".

It was precisely major expeditions of this type, in concert

with official enterprises, that caused disruption of lie

regular sailings of treasure fleets to the Iberian peninsula.

1. Williamson, 243.
2. E.g. the 1589 voyage; see Cheyney, oo.cit. I, 519,et sea,
3. Andrews, 107.
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There Was, therefore, strategic need for large fleets as

the answer to Spanish power. Although Cumberland, naturally,

took the lesser prizes when opportunity offered, his

principal aim, first evident in the 1589 venture, was to

capture a carrack, a Prize which would have justified the

grandiose scale of his fleets.

He was not alone in his failure to do so. Very few

of the -East Indian carracks were caught, more rarely still

was one brought into harbour and not one of the Spanish

treasure ships was captured throughout the period 1585 to

1603. Within the general strategy, the idea of capturing

carracks was not unfeasible, although the Chances of success

were restricted by the opposition of the elements, the

strength of the enemy and the lack of governmental co-
1

ordination. The Earl, nevertheless, almost achieved that

pinnacle of privateering ambition. In 1589, he lost a West

Indiaman worth £100,000 on the rocks off Cornwall; in 1592,

his ships were instrumental in capturing the yadre de Dios;

in 1594, his eighth fleet sank the Cinaue LlaRaa and all but

caught the an Feline; in 1598, his ambush for the carracks

was discovered owing to the garrulity of an English sea

captain. Thus, to ill-luck may be attributed not a little

of the Earl's ultimate inabl4ity to recover the cost of his

1.	 Cheyney, on.qit. I, 522; J.A. Williamson, op.cit.
453 et sen.
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privateering. One contemporary said of the Earl,

He was so excellent a person that it can hardly be
said what was wanting in him; but still there was
a very considerable thing wanting him - namely,
a steady gale of good fortuna.1

Yet, in Puerto Rico he purposely eschewed the plunder

that would have made his career even at that late stage a

success, The tactics adopted on that expedition were,

indeed, curious in view not only of his own need of a large

profit, but the presence with him of several, of the great

London merchants whose interest in privateering could only
2

be measured in terms of expectation of plunder. If, in

one aspect, this expedition was a gambler's last throw,

Cumberland strangely took his eye off the main chance.

Cumberland was not only, at certain times in his

career, a willing instrument of Crown policy, he was also at

the mercy Of the policy the Crown thought it expedient to

follow. His capture of Dutch prize goods was condemned in

1595 and in subsequent years. In 1600, similarly, he was

denied a French prize wall £3,000. The reason in each

case was the Crown's anxiety to minimise friction with those

countries. The situation, by then, was changing. The war

with Spain had coincided with the years of Cumberland's

prime, but by the close of the century his opportunities

1. Unknown writer, quoted in Dawson, 237.
2. See supra, p.94,
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1
to make a profit had passed.

The Earl's pleas for recompense for his losses in

serving the realm were amply rewarded by the ageing 9ueen

and her bountiful successor. In 1601, he was granted the
2

licence to export undressed cloths; in 1602, the Stewardship
3

of Grafton; in February 1604, the Forest of Nichol and

the manors of Arthuret, Liddell and Randelinton in Cumberland.

Before the Earl's death in 1605, James I promised to grant

the Debatable Lands in Cumberland to his brother, the 4th
5

Earl, who was also allowed to purchase the Norton's lands
6

in Craven in 1605.

These grants werewelcome, but the cloth licence, with

its profit of £2,500 a year clear, was the only one to add

appreciably to his income. Indeed, the grants involved the

Earl in additional expense. The cloth licence, especially,

which was onfrAr a bitter struggle with the Merchant

Adventurers and retained against the intrigues of court

1. Rowse, The Expansion of Elizabethan England, 319.
2, For details, see infra, Chapter Ix.
3. c66/2511.
4. c66/1610.
5. H.M.C. Salisbury MSS., xvi, 3931 xvii, 461.
6. c66/3.714.
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favourites, necessitated his long residence in London when
1

his resources were meagre.	 Grafton, "this ruinated place",

though he had long aspired to possess it, must have been
2

more of a burden than an asset.	 The Border Lands were little

more than a potential source of income and were, moreover,

notorious for lawlessness. Being Short of cash, Cumberland
3

immediately farmed them out.

Cumberland was faced in the last three years of his

life with "the urgent necessitie of speedy payment and order
4

takeing with my creditors**.	 The large sums he raised from

the estates after 1602 helped to reduce his debts and it was

an increase in the demands of his creditors that led to the

renewed efforts in 1604 on the Craven estates and the higher

cash receipts that were discussed earlier.

The Earl himself never disclosed the extent of his

Indebtedness. An impression of the size of his debts,

however, can be given even if it is not possible to calculate

the exact amount. Between 1602 and 1605, Cumberland raised

£46,000 from his estates above his normal income; he
7

borrowed £2,000; and the profits of the -Cloth licence were

probably nearly £10,000. Yet, the payment of his debts

1. See supra, pp.104-5, 162.
2. Joseph Hunters kallamshire, (1869), 120.
3. Williamson, 262.
4. Ills Willy Appleby MS. Box/2.
5. Cf. Williamson, 274; Williamson, Lad Anne Clifford, 35.
6. See suRrat Chapter 11, p.146.
7. L.C. 4/195/374, 460.
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in that period did not include the loan of £5,000 on the

mortgage of Bolton; nor the £18,000 of debts still owed in
1

1613; nor the other debts paid from the estate receipts and

the annual £2 9 500 from the cloth licence between 1606 and

1613. In addition, the Earl owed the Crown debts of
2

£49 400 and his debts to his brother were large enough for

the 4th Earl to set up a commission to enquire into their
3

size. A conservative estimate would put the total of

debts and interest at £80,000. But, to judge by the sums

available for payment of the debts, £100,000 or even

£120,000 might be closer to the actual figure.

Two impulses that dominated the 3rd Earl's life were

inherent in the Elizabethan scene: a taste for novel

enterprises, and the extravagance Characteristic of certain

sections of society, notably those prominent at court.

Each contributed to the excessive demands on the Earl's

resources. The privateering, undoubtedly, was the biggest

single factor in his indebtedness. Its particular effects

became obvious after 1594. His own claim that he had spent
4

£100,000 on sea journeys does not seep to be exaggerated.

1. Londesborough M$. DA.
2. H.M.C. Salisbury MSS, xvii, 585-6; Pat.°. Index 6802,

Signet Office Docquets, February, 1607.
3. Whitaker, 364.
4. H.M.C. Salisbury MSS., x9 234.
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But his debts reflected all aspects of his life, not least

his indulgence in the pleasures of his class and age. The

Earl had, as his daughter has said,

an extream love for Horse races, Tiltings, Bowling
matches and shooting and that such and Hunting and
all such expensive sports did contribute the more
to the wasting of his estate.1

Amongst his debts were £600 lost at play and bowls at
2

Haford Lease in June 1597. Others, which had not been paid

long after his death, included £470 to various tailors, £470

to drapers, £152 to apothecaries, £160 to Nicholas Wright, a
3	 4

sadler, and £100 to an innkeeper of Westminster.

The Countess of Cumberland's debts, likewise, had grown

heavy. From 1601, the 	 and the Countess were estranged

as a resit or Cumberland's intrigues with a ',lady of quality's

at court.	 The Earl was unable, because of his own shortage

of cash, to make her an allowance until 1604 when he agreed

to grantther £1,000 a year and pay her debts, then probably
6

more than k2,400. But it is doubtful if, after many years

in which she personally had suffered from the Earl's

1. Williamson, 17.
2. H.M.C. Salisbury MS., xvil, 585-6.
3. Londesborough MS. D/7.
4. Bolton ms. Bk. 173, f. 93h.
5. Williamson, 264.
6. Ibid. 267'69, 299.
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thriftlessness, she benefited much from this formal

acknowledgment of his responsibility for her financial

troubles. At her death in 1616 2 she blamed her debts which

had grown without fault of hers partly on the nwant of those

meanes which my late lord should have paid me.

The consequences of the 3rd Earl's career and its

effect on the Clifford inheritance can now be considered.

In 1579, he entered into one of the wealthiest inheritances

in the kingdom which had escaped heavy demands on it for

the previous eight years, during his minority. To the Earl

and his brother had also fallen the estates of their uncle

Sir Ingram Clifford. By 3.586, in his love of high living,

Cumberland had involved himself heavily in debt. The

privateering which was to restore his fortunes merely

increased his financial difficulties. After 1602, in

the process of raising money to pay his debts, he seriously

impaired his main estates in Craven. Earlier in his career,

he had lost the manors of Maltby, Cowthorpe, liart,Brancepth

and Wevendrewath, besides many lesser properties. He had

also sold the reversion of the East Riding estates to his

brother. If the Earl had produced a son to inherit from

him, these lands would have passed out of the main Clifford

Inheritance.

1. Williamson, Lady Anne Clifford;, 458.
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The legacy of the 3rd Earl's indebtedness must be

seen against this serious wastage of the Clifford inheritance.

He Passed on to his successor the problem of satisfying his

creditors with estates greatly diminished as a potential

source of wealth as in their annual revenue. The 4th Earl

was, in fact, beset throughout his life by the inadequacy of

his resources as a means of fulfilling the obligations to
1.

his creditors.

The debts, unfortunately, were not the only problem the

3rd Earl left to his brother. In his eagerness to do justice

to the aid his brother ad given him and with a genuine desire

to keep the Clifford estates intact, he bequegthed all his

estates with the Earldom to Francis as his heir male, left

his daughter Anne £15,000 and admonished her to becontented

with her portion and not to "molest nor troble my loveing

Brother	 But permit and suffer him ....peaceablie to have
2

and Whold all my lands". The intention was laudable, but

the action legally disputable. The 4th Earl's possession

of the estates was contested by the 3rd Earl's widow,

humiliated by her debts and the alienation of the Earl's

affections in the later years of his life; arid with equal

tenacity by his daughter who never relented in her struggle

for the Clifford estates and the titles she held dearer than

1. See infra, Chapter X.
2. His will, Appleby MS. Box/2; Williamson, Lady Anne

Clifford, 34.
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1
Dorset's and Pembroke's which she actually acquired. 	 In

consequence, the 4th Earl was also embarrassed by a long and

costly inheritance suit,

The 3rd Earl and his dependants were not the only ones

who suffered from the consequences of his indulgences. Many

of those who joined him similarly wasted their fortunes;

such as Hercules Foljambe, who petitioned the Crown to
2

reward him for the £10,000 he had spent in privateering,

or Cumberland's cousin, Sir Henry Cholmely, whose expensive
3

outings with the Earl cost him heavy. Yet, apart from the

mariners who risked life and limb in vain hope of good

fortune, the only section of society in contact with the

Earl which did not benefit from his involuntary largesse

consisted of those lesser tradesmen whose debts he failed
4

to honour. His creditors, merchants especially, took

advantage of his desire for loans and the profits to be

made from them: the lesser gentry and yeomen on his estates

eagerly bought from him the lucrative capital messuages,

demesne lands, farms and mills he was obliged to part with,

his tenants accepted, at first with reluctance, the longer

leases which not only raised their status but made them

increasingly independent of their ancient manorial lords.

1. See infra, Chapter VIII.
2. Williamson, 191, n.l.
3. A.G. Dickens, ',The Extent and Character of Recusancy in

Yorkshire, 160400 , 	  xxxvii (1948-51), 40i n.2.
4. As is shown especially in Londesborough 144.D/ 7.
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The marl had, then, good reason for his complaint to the

Queen: "Haith not he taken his fall, wher others take
1

their rysing"?

In the weeks before his death !. Cumberland revealed all

due signs of remorse, Be requested those of his friends

whome out of my love I had cause to have remembred in
some Legacies not to take it unkindly that they are
omitted for it proceeded, nether out Or want of good
will to them nor forget fullnese in my selfe but
onlie out of the due Consideration of the greatnes
of my debtes which I would most gladly have payd.

Ee was thankful that

god.....hath given me time and space of repentance
and also hath lent me time to settell my Estate in
such sorte as at this present I thought Convenient
and so as therein I take much Comfort.2

He died on the 29th October, 1605 1 at the age of forty-nine.
3

Some hours before, he had been reconciled with his wife.

1. Williamson, 243.
2. His will, Appleby MS. Box/2.
3. Williamson, 269 LuesL.
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PART IX THE 4th and 5th EARLS.

CHAPTER VII 

512 CLIFFORD ESTATES UNDER THE 4th EARL.

The succession to. the Earldom of Francis Clifford in

1605 temporarily reversed the process of rapid deterioration

in the Cliftord estates which had marked, in particular, the

last years of the 3rd Earl's tenure of the inheritance. This

was due only in part to the restoration to the main Clifford

estates of the 4th Earl's own substantial property in the

East Riding. The 3rd Earl had died before the Crown could

grant all the lands in Craven and Cumberland which James I

had promised him. The 4th Earl benefited from these grants

and in the first years after 1605 he also bought some minor

holdings in Craven, mainly in Skipton itself.

In purchasing the Norton's manors from the Crown in

1606, the 4th Earl made the last of the major acquisitions

of property in Craven before the extinction of the male

line of the Cliffords in 1643. Their value lhowever, was

limited since the Crown reserved in the grant the full rents
1

of £128.11.7.	 The entry fines paid by the tenants for new

1. C 66/1714.
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leases probably fell short of the purchase price of
1

£5,143.3.4.	 Thereafter, the Earl could expect little

profit other than from fines on the renewal of leases.

The real value of these manors was that they increased that

Part of the Craven estates held on medium leases and, in
2

consequence, available for conversion to long leases.

The 4th Earl's only other important acquisition was

his purchase of the tenements in Skipton town held by

Thomas Heber Esq, 22 messuages, 2 cottages and 2 shops, with
3

a rent of £10.16.10. He also redeemed the two Craven manors
4	 5

in mortgage, Bolton in 1610, Flasby in 1613. By 1613,

therefore, he was in fu/1 control of his Craven estates and

had not neglected opportunities of extending them.

His own estates in the East Riding had altered
6

appreciably since he entered them in 1581. 	 Londesborough

house and manor, Weighton, Shipton and Brompton were still

his, but Velham, Sutton, Broomfleet and Malton had been sold.

1. Skipton MS. A/34/1.
2. For details of this policy see infra, Chapter II.
3. Yorks. 7lnes1 Stuart, It 101; Londesborough 'MS. 3)2.
4. Yorks. Fines, Stuart,, I, 144.
5. Bolton NS. Sundry Paper I. 15, f. 5a.
6. See supra, Chapter I, p. 16 11.2.
7. See supra, Chapters 19 II, pp. 26, 63.
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To replace them, he had bought the third part of the manor of
1

Easthorpe for £350 in 1587, the manor of Cleving Closes in
2

Londesborough parish in 1595 and, land in Kipling Cotes and
,	 3

Middleton in lio01.	 It is likely, however, that -he had

mortgaged Cleving Closes in 1596 and that it was continuously
4

In mortgage until 1619.	 His -policy after 1.605 was to

continue this concentration of his estatesround Londesborough

house. In 1611, he sold his £84 rent charge on Brompton
5

for £1,176 and bought in 1613 the remainder of the manor of
6

Easthorpe, for £2,040, and other property in Easthorpe and
7

Londesborough.

The most important additions to the estates after

1600 were the royal grants of lands in Cumberland. The

Forest of Nichol with the manors of Arthuret, Liddell and

Randelinton had been granted to the 3rd Earl in 1603 in

reward for his services to the Crown, but with the onus of

1. C 54/1291.
2. C 54/1497.
3. Yorks Fines, Tudor, IV, 178.
4. L.c. 41193/73; Bk. 108, f. 4b. Bolton MS.
5. C 54/2098.
6,	 Bolton M$. Bk. 94,_ f.33.
7. Bolton M. Bk. 185, f.2b.
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establishing good and peaceful government there in his

capacity of Warden of the Vest and Middle Marches and Governor

of Csrlite. In 1605, these lands were still no more than a

potential source of profit above the Crown's fee farm rent
1

of £100.	 Similarly, it was in the expectation of profit

ultimately rather than at once that the Nati also sought the

Debatable Lands, between the Esk and the Sark l on the

Scottish Border to the west of Nichol Forest. James I

granted them on a lease for 40 years, shortly after the 3rd
3

Earl's death, to his successor.

The official survey of the Debatable lands assessed

their value at £38.10.0 a year in 1604 and estimated that

they could be worth £100 more if that country were "brought

into Cyvill government free from the malicious bondage of

the Grames and their wicked coherints". The surveyors
4

suggested that the Earl should pay a rent of £100. It is

not surprising, then, that the £400 rent reserved by the Crown

proved too high.- In 1610, a second grant released the 4th

Earl from the arrears of the rents due for both Nichol Forest

1. C 66/1610.
2. H.M.IlgalisburY MSS. xvii, 461.
3. c 66/1678.
4. P.R.O. D.L. 44/642.
5. C 66/1678.
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and the Debatable lands and granted the latter in fee farm
1

with the rent reduced to £150. The Earl was thus able to

benefit from the profits his lands were then beginning to
2

yield.

The 4th Earl's interest in Cumberland included
3

Bewcastle, which he held in lease, and Carlite itself. The

castle of Callas was granted in 1605 to the Earl and_ Henry
4

Lord Clifford for the duration of their lives. The grant

was later changed to a tenure of 60 years, the lordship of

Carliie Was added and the rent of £5 increased to £50. The

castle was in continuous use as their administrative centre

for official and private duties.

With Westmorland held in jointure by the Dowager

Countess of Cumberland, the 4th Earl's estates after 1605,

closely resembling the disposition at the time of the 3rd
6

San t e succession in 1579, consisted of Craven, still the main

source of revenue, the East Riding manors and the most

recent addition, the estates in Cumberland. Skipton,

Londesborough and Carliie were the main channels through

1.
2.

P.R.O. Index 6803,
See infrgi, section

Signet Office Docquets,
iii.

March 1609/10.

3. PALO. Index 6805, Signet Office Docquets, July 1614.
4.
5.

P.R.O. Index 6802,
c 66,4933.

Signet Office Docquets, November 1605.

6. See supra, Chapter 1 9 p. 18.
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which the estate income from each group of manors passed for

distribution to the household officers. 	 London constituted

the fourth centre of receipts. There the London agent,

John Taylor, was responsible for the receipts from the Cloth
1

licence and some minor sources. 	 A fifth, Appleby, was

added in 1617, when the 4th Earl took possession of the
2

Westmorland estates.

The sources of revenue from each of the three groups

of manors, Craven, the East Riding and Cumberland will be

discussed in turn. The Westmorland revenues will be

described in the following Chapter.

i. The Craven Estates 

The revenues of the Craven manors, for which the

Receiver-general accounted, can be divided into three

categories of receipts: the rents of the tenements in lease,

of the demesne lands leased annually and the fines from

leases; manorial dues and perquisites; and the income

resulting from the development of the natural resources of

Craven. They will be described in that order.

1. E.g. Bolton MSS Bks.94,104.
2. See infra, Chapter VIII, section ti.
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a. Aents and Fines 

The rents of the tenements in lease which had totalled
1

£942.7.8 at the time of the 3rd Earl's death increased with

the acquisition of Norton's and Heber's lands to rather more

than £1,080. They included free rents, rents of tenements

held in fee farm, on leases for years and lives and at will,

and were for the most part the ancient rents of the Craven
2

manors.	 The major increase in the income from these rents

under the 4th Earl was from leasei of the tithes. The Earl

owned some of the Craven tithes which the 2nd Earl had bought,

but he held in addition a lease of the tithes in the

possession of Christ Church Oxford, comprising the tithes

of the parish of Leeds and other tithes in Craven.

In 1606, the Leeds tithes and a third of the Craven

tithes were leased for 21 years with rents totalling

£117.5.4, of which the Leeds tithes accounted for £73.15.4.

The remaining Craven tithes, held in demesne and leased

annually at rack-rent, were worth £82.18.4. Cumberland was

;Wing £138.12.0 to Christ Church in 1606 for his lease of
4

the tithes and his profit then was Probably slight. In

1612 and 1613 several of the Leeds tithes fell in. He

received £1,345 in fines from the tenants for new leases to

1. Skipton ms. 1/32/3.
2. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper I. 15.
3. See suPra, Chapter I, P.12.
4. Skipton MS. 1j3243.
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expire in 1627 when his own lease was due to terminate and he
1

increased their rents.	 In a new bargain negotiated in 1627,

Christ Church granted the Earl a lease for a term of 33 years,

charged him a fine of £1,200 and increased the reserved rent

to £3)0.	 Cumberland, in turn, raised the rents of his
2

tenants by a corresponding figure.

It the survey in 1646, the receipts from the tithes

were £581.13.4. The greater part of this was contributed by

the Christ Church tithes; £340.10.8. by the Leeds tithes,

£65.0.0. by'the Craven. The rents of the other Craven
3

tithes came to £176.2.8. The granting of the new leases

in i627 resulted in an increase in the rental of the Craven
4

tenements in lease to the total of £1,341.4.8.

Tithes had become a Popular form of investment in the

second half of the sixteenth century and it was probably the

3rd Earl who first took the lease of the Christ Church tithes,

since there is no mention of it under the 2nd Earl. The

value of tithes as a source of revenue is evident from the

profit made at three levels from the Clifford's lease of

the Christ Church tithes* by Christ Church, by the Cliffords

1. Bolton MSS. Bks. 94, title 1; 127, f.la.
2. Londesborough MS. E/9; Bolton MS. 134, f.4a.
3. Londesborough MS. 49'94
4. Bolton MSS. Bks. 137, faa; 148, f.la.
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and by the subtenants in Leeds and Craven. For the 4th

Earl, the profit from the tithes Was of particular importance,

Because of the condition of the Craven estates after the 3rd

Earl's sales, his ability to raise his income from them was

restricted. The tithes represented one of his few opportuni-

ties of increasing the revenues of the estates by ordinary

means.

In contrast with the ancient manorial rents, the

rents of the Craven demesnes were closely related to the

current value of land. As has been seen, they kept pace with
1

the notable rise in land values at the turn of the century.

This rise continued throughout the prosperous first decade

of the seventeenth century and was reflected in the higher

demesne rents up to 1610. In 1606 the Craven demesnes,
2

racked to their full value, were worth £832.14.5. 	 The

Receiver-general's accounts do not reveal the full value of

the demesnes after 1606 since a variable Part was occupied

by the Earl for his own use, though the receipts of £1,065

from the annual leases of the demesne and from agristments in
1600.were higher than the total value of the demesne lands in

1606.
3

The extent of the increase in these years can be better

1. See sutra, Chapter V, p. 154.
2. Skipton MS. A/32/3.
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 228, titles 2,8. The Increase in land

values as indicated by the Craven demesne rents supports
the views expressed by :a. Cooper (Ec,H.A.,2nd ser., viii
388), H.R. Trevor-Roper and L. Stone (Ec.H.R., 2nd ser.
308), that A/though land Values ro.se rapidlv in zr.fle 1590' athe Tate or increase WaS at its, higne ev arzer—iwu,
when it probably surpassed the price-rise.
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judged from the rents of the Bolton demesnes, which

constituted almost half the demesne lands in possessions

£404.1.1. at full value in 1606, they had risen to
1

£624.14.4 by 1610. That year, 1610, was the peak year for

the Craven demesne rents and the values then reached were

not sustained. The decline vs both gradual and uneven

until a sharp fall in the early 1620's sent values almost

dawn to the 1606 level. From 1625, throughout the decade

and a half to 1640, there was little improvement and only

alight variation in price. Skibeden west field is an

example of the general trend. It was leased in 1608 for
2

£23; in 1609 and 1610 for £30; in 1611 and 1612 for £28.10.0;

in 1616 and 1617 for £29; 1618 and 1619 for £29.10.0.
3
 By

1626 its value had fallen to £22.10.0 and remained at that

level until 1633. Crookrise in 1628 had fallen to within
4

£2 of its 1606 value of £20. In 1639, Barden Great Park
5

was leased at the 1606 rate of £10. The high profit from

the demesne lands enjoyed in the years after 1606 was thus

greatly diminished after 1620 and did not return in the

lifetime of the 4th and 5th Saris.

The tenement and demesne rents were supplemented by

the third regular and important source of Craven income,

1. Londesborough MS. M.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 255,
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 130.
4. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, I. 60.
5. Bolton MS. Bk. 177, f498.
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the receipts from fines. A large part of the fines on the

sales and leases negotiated in 1604 and 1605 were in fact

received by the 4th Earl after his brother's death. Fines

in 1606, 1607 and 1609, three years when the accounts are
1

extant, totalled £8,985 besides those received from the

Norton's tenants and £1,032, probably half they paid, from

the tenants of Buckden, Starbotton and Langstrothdale who
2

had defied the 4th Earl in 1606. 	 This heavy income from

fines, the result of special circumstances, was confined to

the years 1605 tie, 1612. It would be misleading to regard

the fines received in the period after 1612 when they still

often exceeded £1,000 a year as the normal income from this

source. The Receiver-general did not distinguish between

the fines received from ordinary leasing and those from long

leases and sales. The 4th Earl's financial circumstances

compelled him to grant long leases, often extensively, so

that in many Years they contributed a far larger share of the

total receipts from fines than ordinary leases. The high

level of income from fines therefore entailed a constant

deterioration in the value of 'the Craven property. For

this reason, this question will be discussed in detail when

the effects of the 4th Earl's financial problems on his
4

estates are considered.

1. Bolton MS. Bks. 226 1 228; Skipton XS. 1/36/31 Passim.
2. Bolton MSS. Bs. 226, 228; Skipton MS. A/36/39 2Assim;

see supra, Chapter VII pp. 145-6.
3. See Infra, Table 4.
4. In Chapter XI.
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b. Manorial Dues and Pereuisites

In all the medium leases and the majority of the long

leases and fee farms granted after 1602, the Cliffords

preserved their traditional manorial rights. The leases

stipulated payment of heriots and boons, suit at court and

mill, with all other customs, duties and services owed for
1

the premises.

The 1606 survey estimated the average annual value of

the various dues and casualties: rent hens at £10; rent

oats £4; profits of courts £20; felons goods 	 waifs
2

and strays £10; heriots £10 and boons £3.6.8. The actual

receipts in the years after 1606 were much above the estimates

with the exception of rent hens, which brought in £11 a year.

Receipts from the courts held in Craven between 1606 and

1628 averaged over £58; this being profit, for the bailiffs

deducted the costs at source. Heriots, felons goods and
3

other dues in the same period averaged £73 a year. Although

receipts were probably greater than the estimates in each

case, most of the increase came from a source not mentioned

In the survey. This Vas the private right pf wardship

which the Cliffords enjoyed over their tenants. In 1638,

for example, Agnes Wethered paid £6.13.4 for the ',Custody

1. Cf. Skipton, Estate Ledger.
2. Skipton MS. A/32/3.
3. These figures are from an analysis of Bolton MSS. Bks.

127,129,131 1 132 and 134.
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& Mariage of Richard Wethered sonne of Thomas Wethered

deceased dureng his mynority.* 	 In 1619, the Earl received

£50 in part for the wardship and marriage of Mr Gleadall,

"ward to his Lordship & my lord of Northumberland for lands
2

in Bethmesley.*

The receipts from this source varied from year to year

and probably accounted for the abnormally high yields of

the casualties in years such as 1621, when 14136.9.9i were
4

recorded,
3
 and 1627, with £179.12.2. Not all the fines

for wardships were paid to the Receiver-general. The £50

from Gleada/l's wardship were paid to John Taylor and £200

of the spectacular sum of £400 received in 1637 for William

Newby's wardship were paid directly into Lady Clifford's own
5

purse.

Compared with the rents of the Craven manors, these

manorial dues were of minor importance( financially.

Nevertheless, they contributed useful amounts to the Ostate

revenues as the pecuniary aspect, it must be remembered, of

a system whose primary function was the perpetuation of the

Clifford's traditional control over their estates.

1. Bolton HS. Bk. 266, f. 14a.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 107, 1.2a.
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 131, f.3a.

. 4. Bolton MS. Bk. 134, f.2b.
5. Bolton MS. Bk. 186, f.2a.
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c. bevelonment of Natural Resources 

One of the most significant aspects of the Clifford's

estate policy after 1600 was their exploitation of the natural

resources of the estates. This was both a means of increasing

their revenues from Craven and a local, contribution to an

activity which on the national scale was a characteristic
1

development of the late Tudor and early Stuart period.

The 3rd Earl, as has been mentioned, took advantage of

the most accessible of the natural assets in Craven, the timber

reserves, after his return to his estates in 1602. His

Policy, however, was to sell completely his rights in certain

woods as a means of raising cash in the shortest possible
2

time. The felling and sale of timber in the Craven woods

was a regular source of profit on a more modest scale.

If the 1606 valuation of a yearly income of -g40 from

woodsales accurately estimated the actual receipts in

the preceding years, the receipts after 1606 reveal a

striking increase in the use of timber resources by the 4th

Earl. The average annual profit from 1606 to 1613, with the

sale of turfgrass and ling seldom wo;th more than £7 a year,

was £2 3. Between 1613 and 1623, when the Receiver-general

1. Rowse, 7he Expansion of Eliz4bethan England. 150 et sea,.
2. See mmL, Chapter VI pp. 142-3.
3. Skipton MS. A/32/3.
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ceased to account for woodsales, the receipts averaged £290
1	 2

a year, with maximum yields of £545 in 1619 and £504 in
3

1621. The main felling took place at Eowden wood in

Silsden, Carleton park and, particularly, at Lobwood in

Bolton.

Though this felling may have gradually diminished the

permanent value of the woods, there was no fall in profits

in the first half of the seventeenth century. In 1636, a

year for which the details are again available, the income
4

from voodsales was at least £248. Between 1651 and 1655,
5

the profit still averaged £250 a year. By 1600, there was

already an acute shortage of great timber suitable for

bridges and similar structures in Craven as in the West

Riding generally, hence the rapid conversion to stone as
6

the primary building fabric.	 The 4th Earl's utilisation of

his timber resources may well have been in response to local

demand as well as a metho4,of satisfying his own need for

ready money.

The second major reservation of rights in the leases

1. See supr,pj83*.3fOr sources.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 132, f. 2a.
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 13X,f.2a.
4. Bolton MS. Bk. 184, f.2a.
5. Londesborough MS. A/3.
6. I.Raistrick, "Dales Building in the 16th and 17th

Centuries", pt. II, The Yorkshire Dalesman, iii (ClaPhaum
October, 1941), passim.
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granted after 1602 concerned n all mynes of lead & copper

Iron & colen , with liberty to search for, dig and convert

the same and reasonable rights of way for that purpose.
1

Rights over slate and stone were Also retained. 	 The Earl

had slate quarries at Bradley, Carleton, Cononley And

Grassington. In 1606 profits from them were estimated at
2

only 15/- a year, but in 1611, being rack-rented as part
3

of the demesnes, they were yielding 42.5.0.

The most valuable local mineral deposits were coal And

lead And it was the mining of these that attracted the

Cliffords in the early years of the seventeenth century.

The development in both cases was similar. The first

investment in the mines was done on the Earl's initiative

and at his expense. Later, he handed over to others the

responsibility for the actual operations. The Earl's

officers retained overall supervision and he claimed a

share of the profits for hiaself.

The coal in Craven is true coal, falling geologically
4

within the area of the Pennine coalfields. Various

outcrops occur And those atlaowden, Rilston, Bradley and

Carleton were mined. One of the aims, no doubt, was to

provide coal for Skipton Castle. Unlike Londesborough, which

1. E.g. Bolton MS. Bk. 260, f.1b.
2. Skipton MS. 1132/3.
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 255.
4. A.Raistrick, *The Lead Mines of Upper Wharfedale",

Yorkshire Bulletin of Economic And Social Research,
no.1, (Leeds,1953), 4.
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1
received its supplies by sea from Newcastle, Skipton was

relatively inaccessible. Some coal was available locally.

William Towneler s lease in 1604 required him to carry to

the Castle, at his own expense, one sack of coal from Colne
2

(twelve miles from Skipton), or some closer source. 	 In

1606, fifteen tenants covenanted to carry one load of coal

each to the Castle every year from the Carleton and Lothersdaal
3

pits. These w ere probably the first of the Craven mines to

be exploited.

Between 1609 and 1615, small sums were spent on
4

searching for coal and sinking pits, an investment which was

well rewarded by the returns when the mines began to produce

coal in quantity. It 1610, 
6
the first year, £30 were received

5 
from Howden; In 1612, 33, in 1613, g38 from Bowden and

2 from Rilston. In 1615, after the sinking of a sough,

the 4th Earl granted the Howden mines to Roger and Thomas

Barker for three years at a yearly rant of £90. In addition,

they were to deliver 300 loads of coal to the Castle at their

own cost. The Earl guaranteed them a monopoly of coal

mining in Kildwick parish for the term of the lease and

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 167, Disbursements.
2. The lease covering Bolton MS. Bk. 256.
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 228, f. 286 ,et sea.
4. See especially Londesborough MS. 4111 9 f.8a.
5. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, 1.15, f.2b.
6. Bolton MS. Bk. 255.
7. Londesborough MS. A/I 9 f.3a.
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allowed them wood for repair of the works, the colliers'

houses and for building a smithy. In 1615, the Bar]. leased

Bradley coalpits to three tenants for ten years to develop

for their own use and at their cost, paying to him a rent of
1

12d a year and half the clear profits. 	 The Ban's profit
2

from this bargain was £15.0.6. at the least.

Unfortunately, there are few details of the income from

the coal mines after 1617. The Bordley pits were rented
3	 4

at £3 a year in 1631 and 1632, but only £1.6.8 in 1646.

Production at the Bowden Pita was maintained until the 1630's

and then declined. From 1629 to 1633, the annual rent paid
5

was £53.6.8.	 Later it fell to .6101 and by 1639 had dropped

to nothing, such receipts as there were, presumably in kind,

being assigned to the house.	 To judge from the absence of

evidence, the other enterprises re no more than initially

successful. By 1637, the coal required for the Castle was

being bought in Skipton market at 8d a load and at Colne at

9d a load. This decline in production l however, was only

1. Skiptaa MS. 4/2444.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 232, f.53.
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 136.
4. Londesborough MS. B'/9.
5. Bolton MS. Bk. 136.
6. Londesborough MS. E/5.
7. Bolton MS. Bk. 176, f.135 et seq.
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a temporary Phase. The deposits at Bordle Y and Thorpe were

more tully exploited after the Civil War and especially during
1

the eighteenth century.
The first serious development of the Craven lead

deposits became a more Permanent feature of the economic life

of the region. The Romans have left evidence of lead-

smelting in Craven and mining on a very small scale is
2

documented from the thirteenth century.

The 3rd Earl brought Derbyshire miners into the area to
3

open up the mines at Grassington in 1603. The yearly profit

was stated to be £13.6.8 in 1606. By 1612, when details

first appear in the accounts, sales of lead brought a clear

profit of £86.16.9 after deducting the costs of production

clerk's and workmen's wages and smelting the ore at the Earl's

smelt-mill - which amounted to £109411.0. In addition, 13 cwt

5 stone 8 lbs of lead weredielivered to the Earl for repair

of his houses and to the keepers for shot. In 1613, the

profit was £69.8.8 above the costs of £115.7.11, with 5 stone
6

5 lbs of lead sent to the 'louses. In 1614, the profit came

to £54.13.5i above the costs of £157.1001i and 1 cwt 30i lbs
7

of lead were delivered to the Earl for his use.

1. Raistrick, Yorkshire Bulletin, v, no.1, 4.
2. Ibid. 3.3. ma. The Dukes of Devonshire in the eighteenth century

were not as Dr. Raistrick states the first to be "more
than the passive Lords of the Field's.

4. Skipton MS. A/32/3.
5. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper I. 15. f.3b.
6. Londesborough MS441, f.3a.
7. Bolton MS. Bk. 127, f.3a•
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The fluctuations in production and costs in the next

four years probably indicate the difficulties normally

experienced in such undertakings, the exhaustion of the veins

worked so far, the search for new veins and the extension of

the effort after the initial exploitation had proved

successful. In 1615, the net profit was only £0.6.7 out of

gross receipts from sales of lead of £189.15.4. The residue

had been disbursed in the charge of getting the lead and in
1

"extraordinary workes in making searche for ytn . In each

of the next three years the costs exceeded the receipts from

sales, although production in 1616 and 1617 was the highest

yet recorded. In 1616, the receipts were £328.14.5, the

expenditure £347.0.10; in 1617, the receipts £296.8.7 against
2

coqs of £315.12.4; in 1618, £134.16.7 against £168.19.0.1.

The Receiver-general ceased to enter details of lead

sales and costs in his accounts after 1618, for two reasons.

In the first place, separate accounts for lead had been kept

from the beginning and the receiver had contented himself

with a bare summary of the annual receipts and charges.

From 1619, he entered only the clear profit of the coal

and lead mines at Hoyden and Grassington under one title,

a change in keeping with the more attenuated, form of his
3

accounts henceforth.

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 129, f.3a.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 132, if.. 58, llb.
3. Lg. Bolton MS. Bk. 131, f. 4b. The earliest of the

lead accounts extant is for 1697-1710. (Raistrick,
Yorkshire Bulletin, v, no.11 U.)
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The second reason is suggested elsewhere. In April

1630, ore from Thieveley was smelted at the Earl's mill in

order to assess its yield. Roger Kenyoh, who took the

ore to the Grassington works, described the existing

arrangements at the Earl's mines. "I understand", he wrote,

that-his Lordship findeth all wood to timber the
groves, and for twines, corves, etc.; and
prepaires and keepes in repaire the
Smeltinge4louses, Bellowes and Dames, and findes
choppwood or woodes for smeltinge and kilnes and
tyre to dry the same with. Ind in hew of theis and
of his Myne (which is a rich one for lead) his Lord-
ship hath in smelted lead a third part, throughout
all which bargaine in my judgment (and as I heare
from his officers the tymber and other Charge
reprised) leaveth unto him a very anal* gaine.

It appears likely, then, that in 1619 or 1620 the Earl

leased out his mines with the arrangement described by Kenyon.

He had adopted a similar policy with the coal mines, but his

losses in the three preceding years from working the lead

mines himself may equally have inspired the change. The
2

profit recorded in 1620 was £75.1.4. Thereafterlhowever,

the Bowden and Grassington receiptortegether until 1630

averaged only £54 a year, besides lead supplied to the house,

though it is doubtful if the accounts included the full
3

profit from Emden.

1. R. Sharpe France, (Ed.), The Thievelev Lead Mines, 1629-
lb:2/ (Lancashire and Cheshire Rec. Soc., vol.Cii,
Preston, 1951), 95.

2. Bolton MS. Bk. 132, f. 3b.
3. E.g. Bolton MS. Bk. 131, f. 4b.
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In 1630 there was a striking increase j.n the profit frou
1

the lead mines to a total of £232.4.11 and in subsequent

years the profits reached a higher level than at WY previous

time. In 1631 9 the cash receipts were £110.15.1. besides
2

lead worth £42.9.0 delivered to the house; in 1632,

£166.15.5 besides £70.17,6 worth of lead delivered to par
3

debts or to the Earl's own use. The highest profit was in

the following year, 1633 9 when receipts totalled, £321.13.1 of
4

which £84.2.6 were taken in lead. In 1634 and 1635 1 the
5	 6

profit came to £178.7.0 and £138.12.5 respectively. The

details of receipts in the next two years are incomplete.

In 1638 9 however, the Earl's profit was £219.15.4 and in the
7

first eleven months of 1639 9 £158.9.8.

The big increase in the profits began in 1630. At

that time a second smelt mill came into operation at

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 1359

f.3

2. Skipton MS. A/36/49 f.66.
3. Skipton MS. A/36/59 f.66,
4. Bolton MS. Bk. 1379 f.2b.
5. Bolton MS. Bk. 1389 f.2a.
6. Bolton MS. Bk. 139, f.2a.
7. "Balton MS. Bk. 1779 1.38 et sea.
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1
Grassington so that the smelting capacity was doubled. But

the accounts also Indicate that the Earl had made another,

more favourable bargain. The Earl now retained his third

share of the lead smelted at his mills, made some small profit

from the sale of grove timber which Was included in the

receipts, but left the costs of production to the miners

themselves. Maintenance of the mills in good repair was still
2

his responsibility. Such expense came out of his receipts.

His profit, therefore, represented a levy on the refined

lead in exchange for liberty both to mine the ore and smelt

it at his mills. In the decade after 1629, it fell little

short of £200 a year.

From the 1638 account, it is possible to calculate the

Earl's receipts in terms of lead and the total production of

refined lead from the mills. His receipts in 1638,

£212.19.0 (the rest of the profit, £6.16.4, being for grove

timbers were the equivalent of almost 261 tons of lead at the
3

current value at the mills of £8 a ton. The full production
4

of the mills in 1638 was, therefore, just under 79 tons.

Since the Earl who would be the biggest local consumer of

lead provided his own needs, most of the leaa produced would

be available for sale and distribution over a wide area.

Unfortunately, there is no indication of 'what happened to

the lead after it left the smelt mills.

1. Bolton MS. BI. 137, f.2b.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 176, f.20.

/contd.
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There was a decline in the production of lead at
1

Grassington during the Civil War and the Interregnum. In

the best year, 1659, only 45 tuns were smelted. The output
2

increased rapidly in the following nine years. By the

eighteenth century it had risen to 100 tons and local coal,

from Thorpe, was being used in the smelting in increasing

quantities. Other Craven lead deposits were developed

after 1750 by the Dukes of Devonshire who had inherited the

mineral rights from the Earls of Burlington and, ultimately,

from the Cliffords. Output reached peaks of 700 tons in

1805 and 2400 tuns in 1857, but twenty years later the
3

mills closed down with the ore virtually exhausted.

The 4th Earl's exploitation of the natural resources

of his estates was an important contribution to the economy

of Craven, providing, in the case of lead mining, the

impetus to a traditional local activity which established

references 3 & 4 continued:-

3. Bolton MS. Bk. 177, f. 38 et sea,. A fother of lead
weighed a ton.

4. Cf. the equivalent production of 120i fothers in the pea)
year, 1633. This would be three times the production in
1616.

1. Londesborough MS. 1./3.
2. Raistrick, Yorkshire Bulletin, v, no.1, 4.3. =a. 10.
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the nucleus of a subsequently prosperous industry. But it

had a more specific bearing for him on the revenues pom

his estates. The woodsales provided an income of about

£250 a year; the leadmines, in their best years, a further

£200; the coalmines, for a long period, more than £50, with

the additional saving of coal deliVered to the Castle. These

profits appreciably increased the clear net income of the

Craven estates over and above the basic charges for reserved

rents. They were all the more important since the

utilisation of the natural resources was one of the few

methods available to the 4th Earl of raising his estate

theme in a period of continuous strain on his finances.

II. The East Riding

After the Purchase of Easthorpe in 1613, the 4th

Earl's permanent possessions in the East Riding consisted of

the manors of Londesborough, Easthorpe, Weighton & Shipton

and Cleving Closes, with some minor holdings.

The receipts from these manors in 1615, a convenient

year to take, were £323.l.2i. Londesborough and Easthorpe

together contributed £147.13.8i, Weighton and Shipton

£64.5.0. The rents from annual leasing at rack-rent in

Cleving Closes, a manor composed of closes intermingled

with the demesne lands of Londesborough and Easthorpe, were
1

£111.4.6.	 The total receipts do not lhowever, include

1.	 Bolton )43. Bk. 189, f.la et sea.,
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the value of the demesne land occupied by lord Clifford
1

which in this year was at least £80. Until 1619, the Earl

paid a rent of £80 yearly for Cleving Closes on the mortgage
2

of the manor.	 This payment reduced the net income from the

Londesborough estates in 1615 to £243.

Fines paid upon the surrynder and alienation of tenement

for relief and amercements of the courts, though a regular
3

source, were usually small in value.	 The only substantial

receipts from tines were in 1631. when the tenants of Weighton

& Shipton paid £329.0.4. for the confirmation of their copyhol
4

estates.	 The natural resources of the East Riding manors

were similarly of little value. Normally, only small

quantities of wood were available for use, mainly as fuel.

There vas an isolated example of a larger profit in 1629, when

507 ash trees were felled in Cleving Closes and sold for
5

£52.1.4.

The 4th Earl's revenues from the Iondesborough estates

had been greatly augmented, certainly for twenty years, by

the profits from two leases which he held, the first of
6

Faxfleet demesnes, the second of a wood called Lundwood.

1. Londesborough MS. $19.
2. See =Era, p. 178.
3. E.g. Bolton MS. Bk. 167, title 2.
4. Bolton MS. Bk. 157, f.lb.
5. Bolton MS. Bk. 160, title 2.
6. Bolton MS. Bk. 1431 f.3. et sea.
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Lundwood now brought in little or no profit and its main value

was probably the provision of timber for the house at

Londesborough and the outworks there. The Faxfleet lease

was lhowever, the most profitable of the 4th Earl's holdings

in the East Riding. In 1615, his receipts from Faxfleet
1

demesnes and other property attached totalled £419.8.8.

After paying out £90 for the rent of the lease and £34 more
2

for Faxfleet tithe, Cumberland was left with a Profit of

£294.84, a larger net profit than he received from his own

East Riding manors. This lhowever, was the last year in which

he held Faxfleet. At the end of 1615, he transferred it

to Sir Gervase Clifton as part of the marriage portion of
3

his daughter, Lady Frances Clifford. 	 This settlement

reducett by a half his annual income from the East Riding

estates.

The gross receipts in 1615 totalled £782.9.1*. After

the deduction of rent charges of £240, the Earl's net income

came to £542. The loss of Faxfleet at the end of 1615 was

the most important alteration in the value of the East

Riding property. There were later variations in the revenues

of the Earl's own manors which, Lundwood excepted, now

comprised the whole of his possessions. In 1619, he redeemed

Cleving Closes and thus freed the manor from the rent charge

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 189, f.la et sea.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 961 title 22.
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 96, title 22.
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1
on it and he sold certain Closes in the manor in 1627, when

2
they were valued at £62.

The most interesting change in the revenues was noted by

the sequestrators of the Londesborough estates in 1645. They

declared that before hostilities began in 1642 some of the
3

tenements had been let at double rent. These tenements were

in Londesborough and Easthorpe, which together had a rent of
4

£170 in 1646 compared with £105 in 1615. The double renting

seems to have been introduced in 1636, the first year in 5

which a higher level of income is evident in the accounts,

and it Was permanent, for the value of the East Riding
6

manors under the Earl of Cork, £404 in 1648, approximated to
7

the estimate of £402 made by the sequestrators in 1646.

iii. Cumberland and Westmorland 

Until 1617, when the main estates became his, the

4th Beri l s 'receipts from property in Westmorland were small.

Fines from his tenants there totalled £512.8.0 in 1606 and

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 108, f. 4b.
2. Althorp, Burlington Papers, Box 3.
3. =A.
4. Londesborough MS. E/10.
5. Bolton MS. Bk. 235.
6. Bolton MS. Bk. 263.
7. Althorp, Burlington Papers, Box 3.
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1
1607,	 Thereafter, the greater part of the rental was

contributed by Kirkby Thore tithe, worth £82.10.0 a year.
3

A fine for a lease of the tithe produced £300 in 1614.

The Clifforde traditional holdings in Cumberland, the

manors of Skelton, Carleton and Lamonby, had greatly

decreased in value as a result of the 3rd Earl's sales there.

All that remained in 1604 were rents of £5.11.23 from
4

property still held in Carleton and Skelton. Nor was the

possession of Carlisle castle of much help financially. Until

1623, Cumberland received no profit from the socage manor.

The rents paid by the tenants of the manor fell short of the

Crown rent of £50 by £6.12.5i. In 1623, the Earl instructed

one of his commissioners, Anthony Curwen, to improve the

revenues of the manor to their highest value. Curwen

accomplished this by a series of law slats against unlawful.
5

occupiers of the socage lands. Increases in the rents of

the tenements he recovered raised the rental of the manor by

over £32 to a total of 00 a year. This gave the Earl a
6

small but regular profit.

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 226, f. 104; Skipton MS. A/36/1,f.84.
2. londesborough MS. A/6.
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 95, title 1.
4. Appleby MS. D/2.
5. Londesborough MS. 1/3.
6. Londesborough MS. f/9.

2
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The major developments were in the Border properties.

Despite their condition, the Earl had the advantage of knowing

that he was free to raise their value, depressed by the

lawless state of the Borders, to a rate comparable with

that of lands elsewhere in the north. The transportation
1

of the Grames first to the Low Countries and then, more
2

successfully, to Ireland rid the Debatable landi of their

most turbulent families and allowed the Earl to commence

his policy of settling honest men in the areas vacated by

them.	 He also began to assert his rights in the Nichol

forest manors, which the 3rd Earl had been compelled to
4

farm out.

The task of increasing the revenues was essentially

the same in each region. The question of tenant-rights

tentre by military service, the cause of bitter disputes in

the Border counties at this time, if it arose on the4th

Earl'S manors, has left no trace in the records.	 His

unrestricted rights of possession were Challenged only by

the notorious William Graem alias Rosetreess whose petition

to James I brought from the King a request to allow him

and his brother George to retain their tenements, held by

1. E.M.C. Second Report, App., 181-2.
2. H.M.C. qalisbury MSS., xviii, 295-6.
3. all. 368-71. For a map of the Debatable lands, see

WM. Mackenzie, "The Debateable Land", Scottih Historiqj
Review, xxx (Edinburgh, 1951) 112.

4. Williamson, 162.
5. Cf. V.C.H. Cumberland4 ii, 285.
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virtue of letters patent granted by Eenry VIII, "yielding

for the same such reasonable fine and yearly rent as his
1

ability can afford".	 This royal intervention, as is Clear,

established Graem t s tenure, but not at the expense of the

Earl's liberty to demand an economic rent.

The Earl's commissioners carried out their work of

pushing up the value of the lands in three ways. The holdings

leased annually at Candlemas were rack-rented, the lands

were gradually surveyed so that the amount of land leased

at full value rose each year, and the full manorial dues

and services were exacted. The result of their activities

was to raise the revenues annually from 1606 until 1620.

The first full statement of the revenues of the Border

lands extant is for 1610. This reveals the rate of

increase over the previous year's receipts. The rents of

the Nichol forest manors, £355.3.5, were £54.1.11 above

the 1609 figures those of the Debatable lands had risen by

£24.0.4 to £229.8.1i. Together they totalled £584.11.7

compared with £507.9.3i in 1609.

These =MS, however, were the income from the lands

leased. The full value of the Border manors in 1610 was

higher. Holdings worth £72.14.4 had been surveyed but not

leased. Some of these were reserved for the Earl's use and

1. P.R.O. Salisbury MS. 2.4/93.
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oceupied by his ewes and lambs. Other lands, not yet

surveyed, were thought to be worth £21. In addition,

compositions for rents in kind and services due by the tenants

contributed a further £32.12.7 in cash. Two rent heifers

and 31 401 boon days' work at hay and harvest time were taken

in kind. The full value of the Border lands in 1610, apart

from the services in kind, amounted to £710.18.6i. Of
-1

this, £617.4.2 were received in cash.

The peak level of receipts seems to have been reached

in 1621, when the rents totalled £856.0.2, of which Nichol

forest provided £563.9.13 and the Debatable lands £292.11.0i.

Grounds worth £99.5.0 were not leased, being held in demesne.

After 1621, the rents decreased, to £761 in 1624, £764 in
3

1625 and £751 in 1626. This fall may have been caused by

the retention of a greater amount of land in demesne, but it

also suggests that the rack-renting had pushed the annual

value to its natural limits.

The absence of accounts for all years except 1610, 1619,

1621 and 1624-6 makes it impossible to assess the annual

improvement in the Border revenUes. The figures for 1610

and 1621 reveal the size of the increase in the intervening

deeade. In 1621, the value of the lands, in or out of lease

1. Londesborough M. A/6.
2. Londesborough M3.A/7.
3. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, I, 59, fin.

2
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was £955.5.1it compared with £678.5.11i in 1610. Other

profits in 1621 consisted only of £7.16.7 for ameTcements,

heriots and felons goods, barely a quarter of the receipts

from manorial dues in 1610 which, since they were no longer

mentioned in the accounts, the Earl may have allowed to lapse.

The cash receipts in 1621, £863.16.8, exceeded the 1610
1

figure by nearly £250, or more than a third,

The 1621 total can be regarded as the culmination of

fifteen years' continuous effort to improve the value of the

Border estates. The general Pacification after the accession

of James I stimulated agricultural development which led to
2

a speedy increase in the value of the Border territories.

Nevertheless, the tranquility was hardly won and the higher

rentals were a tribute to the landowners' zeal. The West

Marches and especially the Debatable lands were the most
3

troublesome of the Border lands after 1600. In 1613, there

were still "many wilful obstinate fellows" amongst the
4

Ear/ 1 s tenants. In 1617, Sir William, Hutton declared

there Was "not a true man on my Lord of Cumberland's bounds

on Lidda/e to 'make a constable or Officer to apprehend a'
5

malefactor". The Earl's exercise of his personal authority

WaS an essential phase in establishing law and order for

1. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, I. 59, tab.
2. Rowse, The ExPansion of Slizabethsn England, 29.
3. Rowse, The Expansion of Elizabethan England, 27.
4. H.M.C. Third Re port, APP. 38.
5. HbailiteliadiBeOke of Lord William Howard, (Surtees

Society, vol. 68, 1878), 452-3.
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the public good no less than his ivivate profit. His revenues
in 1621 were a measure not only of his control but of the

raPid integration of a backward region, hardly toucted by

the changes of the Tudor era, within the economy and'

political system of Stuart England.

These grants or Border lands to the Cliffords are an

example of the policy of combining private profit with

official responsibility which the Tudors and Stuarts

employed with great effect in matters on the periphery of

government activity. In 1611, when the 4th Earl relaxed his

efforts on the Borders, he could with justification claim
1

that he had uhelpt to beare the Brunt of the day*.

Cumberland's activities represented a joint effort of himself

and his principal officers. Though his was the greatest

benefit, several of his officers settled themselves in large

holdings as his tenants, taking advantage of vacant and

Potentially rich lands. Amongst them were John and Stephen

Taylor, William Grimstone his receiver in Cumberland and
2

Fergus Gleadstone, one of his wealthiest tenants in Craven.

It is difficult to estimate how much profit the 4th
Earl made from his Cumberland estates. The cost of the

household at Carlisle in the early Years was heavy. In 16159

1. S.P. 14/63/43.
2. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, I. 59, ff.4-7.
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1
the expenditure was still as high as £347.15.6. The main

factor was whether Cumberland Paid the Crown rents for his
2

Border manors. He failed to pay in the years before 1610,

and he probably ditaulted regularly afterwards, though he
3

had to satisfy the Crown for his arrears in 1627.	 If the

Earl had regularly Paid the rents, his clear profit would
4

have increased from a small sum in 1610 to £130 in 1615 and
5

£390 in 1624 when the costs at Carlisle had dropped to £120.

Thus, even after the deduction of the Crown rents, the

Border revenues had become by 1619 a useful addition to the

4th Earl's income, and failure to pay the rents would have

given the much higher profits of £380 in 1615 and .4640 in

1624.

It was the Earl's misfortune that he could not enjoy the

Border manors at their full value for more than a few years.

In 1628 he was forced to sell them, with the lease of Bewcastle

to Sir Richard Graham of Norton Conyers, Master of the Horse to
6

Charles I. This sale left him with only Carlisle and his

1. Bolton MS, Sundry Paper, 1.24.
2. See sunrs1 p. 170.
3. P.R.O. Index 6807, Signet &flee Docquets, july 1627.
4. Bolton MSS. Bks. 95, title	 105, fain 127, fs4b.
5. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, f. 59, f.2b et seq.
6. C 54/2752.
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Skelton and Carleton holdings as the residue of his former

possessions. It also gave to one more ha plly placed

financially the benefit of estates greatly improved by

reason of the pacification Of the Borders and the 4th Earl's

own endeavours.

iv. The Estate Income 

Because of the changes in the composition of the 4th

Earl's estates and fluctuations in receipts, particularly in

the receipts from fines, the revenues in any one year do

not represent the normal annual income from the estates.

However, the estate income from all sources except fines

was fairly constant, although at different levels, in each

of three periods between 1605 and 1643. The changes in the

size of the income were the result of ma4or Alterations In

the composition of the estates.

In the first period, 1605 to 1617, the income was

relatively low; it reached the highest level in the second

period, 1617 to 1628, after the acquisition of Westmorland in

1617k but fell at the beginning of the third period in 1628

with the sale of the Border lands. The 4th Beals ordinary

revenues were probably at their lowest in the two years

between the loss of Faxfleet in 1615 and his entry into

Westmorland in 1617.

The considerable variations in the receipts from fines
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in the three periods aswall aS from year to year tend to

distort the impression of three levels of income given by

the other revenues. If the receipts from fines in both

Craven and Westmorland are excluded it is possible to

estimate the basic income in each period, taking as examples

the revenues in 1615, 1626 and 1630.

The receipts from the Craven manors in 1615 were
1	 2

£2,733.3.6iit from the East Riding, £782.9.1* from
3

Cumberland and Westmorland, £868.1.6, and from the Sherifwick,
4

59.16.8; a total of 4,443.11.71. The actual total may

have been slightly higher since the receipts of some of the

minor household officers are not known. His net income

was mucht less. Rent charges on the estates totalled 16 1615

£1,030, reducing the known income by almost a quarter to

The much higher receipts in the second period were

mainly due to the addition of the Westmorland revenues.

These increased the net income of the estates by £1,400 a

year, or more than a third of the 1615 total. There were

other factors. The redemption of Cleving ClOse$ in 1619

Bolton:MS. Bk. 127.
2. See alza, p.202.
3. Bolton MSS. Bks. 95, title 1; 105, tab; 127,f.4b.
4. Bolton MS. Bk. 105, f.lb.
5. See esp. Skipton MS. A/32/3; Londesborough MS. E/9.
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terminated the rent charge on the mandr and by 1621 the

Cumberland revenues had reached their full value. The

improvement over the 1615 level of receipts can be judged
1

from the income in 1626. The Craven revenues were £2,495.17.9
2	 3

the East Riding, £320; Cumberland £770 and Westmorland
4

£1,500, giving a total of £5,125.17.91. The Tent Charges in

1626 had fallen to £841 9 which left a net income of

£4,282.17.91. A fall in the general receipts in Craven

and the loss of the Faxfleet profit had the effect of

limiting the increase of the gross revenues in 1626 to £682

above the 1615 level and of the net income to £876.

The sale of part of Cleving Closes in 1627 and of the

Border lands and Mewcastle 4Z 1628 reduced the level Of

estate revenue in the years after 1628. In 1630, the
6

receipts from Craven were £2,610.2.3; from the East Riding,
_7	 8

£305.18.n and from Westmorland £1,5001 in all, £4016.1.1.
9

With tent Charges of £745 deducted, the *et income was

£3,671.1.1.

1. Bolton MSS. Bks. 134, 146.
2. s figure is an average income

accounts.
Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, I. 59.
This figure is an average income
accounts.5. see mall p.212 n.5.

6. Bolton MSS. Bks. 135, 147.
7. Bolton MS. Bk. 160.
8. See supra, n.4.
9. See Mal p.212 n.5.

based on the extant

based on the extant
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Receipts from fined determined the amount by which the

total yearly revenues exceeded the basic level of income in

each of the three periods. If the special fines which the

4th Earl was permitted to raise by virtue of the King's
1

Award In 1617 are discounted, the fines were confined to

Craven and were of two main types* the ordinary fines

received from the renewal of leases, and those resulting

from the conversion of the capital assets of the Craven

manors by grants of long leases. In some years, the ordinary

fines Were exceptionally high, as in- 1627 when the t3,025

redeived included fines from the leases of the Christ Church
2

tithes.	 NOrmally, re-leasing brought in between 4300 and

£500 a year. 1615 was an average year, with one of the

rare big fines, over £300 for a lease for 99 years and

3 lives of Thredhfield capital messuage, raising the
3

ordinary receipts from fineS to £783.

In almost every other year, fines from long leases
4

raised the receipts from fines to as much as £2,900 in 164.

The primary cause of this policy was the 4th Earl's

financial difficulties. Its effect in manT.years was to

increase his income to totals which if tirywere taken as

1. See infra, Chapter viii, section
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 134, tab.
3. Skipton MS. A/3411.
4. Bolton MS. Bk. 132, faa, See /Afro. Tablet,
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normal revenuevould give a false impression of the value
1

of the estates.	 The policy of raising money from the

estates, the changes it involved and Its consequences will be

dealt with more fully in Chapter la.

Twb major sources of income, the cloth licence and the

Westmorland estates, have yet to be considered. The dispute

over the inheritance, directly concerning the possession

of the Westmorland estates, and the problems arising from the

tenure of the cloth licence were the two great issues

influehcing the fortunes of the Cliffords after 1600. They

will be described in detail in the next two chapters.

1.	 See ,infra, Table it.
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ZAE2311--Ign

THE INHERITANCE DISPITTE 

1. The Dispute 

The inheritance suit, begtm by Margaret, Dowager Countess

of Cumberland In 1605 and continued by her daughter Lady Anne

Clifford, later Countess of Dorset and Pembroke, was not only

a long and costly action, the dominating legal dispute In which

the Cliffords were concerned; it was also the cause Of uncertainty

In the possession of thé estates and of embittered relations

between the two branches of the family which continued even after

Lady Anne's death in 1675. There were two issues In the dispute,

which were separately pursueds the claim for the titles,- other

than the Earldom which passed to Francis Clifford as heir male of

the 3rd Earl; and the claim for the estates held by the 3rd Earl

at his death.

Lady Anne's claim for the Clifford baronies, de Clifford

(1299)2 'Westmorland and Vescy, was set out in a petition by the

Dowager Countess to James I who referred it to the Earl Marshal

for consideration in November 1606. J.H. Round has pointed out

that the proceedings afford, perhaps, the earliest Instance of

the doctrine of *attraction' In peerage law. The question was

whether all or any of the baronies were by virtue of the patent

of Henry VIII creating Henry lord Clifford Earl of Cumberland
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entailed upon the 4th Earl as belonging to The Earldom, or ought

to descend to Lady Anne as heir general. The 4th Earl vas
1

summoned to defend his right.

What the decision of the Earl marshal's commissioners Was

is obscure. Lady Annets claim was accepteetatimately, but there

was no clear precedent or practice to apply to the case in 1606.

In a similar claim ten years later, for the barony of Roos, the

point was even then sufficiently =certain for the Ring to decide
3

the matter by compromise. 	 The commissioners probably rejected

Lady Anne's petition, for she renewed the claim in 1628 when Henry

Lord Clifford was called to the Lords on the erroneous assumption

that the barony of de Clifford was vested in his ;Either, the 4th
4

Earl.	 Her petition was then referred to the Lords for
5

determination.	 The writ in error to Lord Clifford had the

effect of creating a second barony, that of Clifford (1628), which,

descended on his death, When 5th Earl, in 1643 to his daughter

Elizabeth, whereas the origins/ barony of de Clifford (1299) was

held to have passed with the Westmorland title to Lady Anne in
6

1605.	 Neither the 4th nor the 5th Earl, however, conceded to

Lady Anne any part of her claim to the Clifford titles.

1. :.H. Round, feeraze and Pedisree, (1910), 1,93-4.
2. G.E.g. iii, 295-7.
3. Round, melt. 1, 94.
4. G.E.C. iii, 301.
5. jipjA. 296, note (a)6. ga.c. 301, nOte (s). Though the Cliffords styled themselves

Baron Vescy, the Barony had in fact become extinct because of
the limitation, unique In English writs, to the heirs male.
(1b14.294, note (b)).

7. Carrhy.A.:,., xviii, 397 n.4.
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The contention over the possession of the estates Was the

direct outcome of the 3rd Earl's action in conveying his whole

property with the Earldom to his brother as heir male. His

thoughts in doing this were for the advancement of his house and

the love he bore his brother and in the hope thEtt his debtsiguld

be paid which above all he wanted donet to satisfy his conscience

and safeguard his honour.

He appointed t:15,000 to be paid to Lady Anne in full

recompense for her child's portion and any claim she might have or

pretend to have for any Part of his estates. The first £10000

were to be paid within four years of his death, with £200 more a

year towards her maintenance. He apologised for the deferment

In paying the money, the reason being the necessity of satisfying

his creditors for the debts he owed them at an early date. The

final 0,000 were to be paid to her after she reached the age of 21

on condition that she gave security to Francis Clifford for his

possession of the estates without any trouble or interference from

her. He 'had always been concerned, he declared, to leave a firm

and settled peace between his brother and daughter and to Prevent

any cause of dissension which might easily arise if either of them

listened to those "of factious dispositions or restless humours".

The 3rd Earl both feared and anticipated opposition to his

will, but he could hardly have expected his Countess' reaction

to be so contrary to his wishes. The will was for her the final

indignity in the humiliation she had suffered both before and

1. The 3rd Earl's will, Appleby la. Box/2.
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after their separation in 1601. It denied to her only

daughter the inheritance she regarded as hers by right. Neither

their death-bed reconciliation nor the Earl's last request

*that thou wilt take as I have meant In kindness the course I
1

have set down for disposing of my estate" could dissuade her

from asserting her rights in a matter that so closely touched

her own pride and her daughter's fortune. Lady Anne, in turn,

obstinately refused all pleas for compromise. For her, the

single-minded pursuit of the inheritance was a duty, willingly

undertaken in the conviction that her claims were just and in

the knowledge that through her alone descended the main line

of the noble house of Clifford.

At no time was the issue the relatively simple problem of

establishing the legality of the 3rd Earl's will by a judicial

enquiry whose decision could be accepted by both parties. That

process was itself confused and protracted. Other factors

intruded from the first which prevented an early settlement and

also distorted the tissential character of the dispute as an

action determinable at law. Eventually, the mediation of the

King was sought as the only course left for ending the conflict.

The 4th‘ Earl had the advantage throughout of being in

possession of all the estates with the exception of Westmorland.

1. Williamson, 270.
2. See air Mathew Hale's report on the inheritance suit in

eitaker, 357-8.
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Although Lady Anne claimed the Sherirdick the 4th Earl was

allowed to exercise the office in the interest of maintaining
1

efficient administration within the county.	 The gnus of

seeking to change the status quo by offering proof of her

case thus lay with Lady Anne. Shortly after the 3rd Earl's

death, the Dowager Countess entered suit in the Court of Wards
2

for her daughter's claim to the estates.

The commission appointed to take the inquisition consisted

of the King's officers and, because of the dispute, three

commissioners named by either party. Before the enquiry

began, however, the Dowager Countess eXhibited an information

in the court stating her daughter's title to the estates, to

which the Earl immediately replied, waiving his parliamentary

immunity, in the hope of satisfying her. The Countess refused

to accept his arguments and accused him of delay in replying to

the interrogatories of the commission and in supplying the
3

evidences which the court had requested of him.	 NI hear they

intend to make it a suite of many years to us'', She complained

to Salisbury, one of the executors of the will. She wits also

troubled because the tenants of her demesnes in Westmorland had

learnt the contents of the will and were withholding their rents
4

from her.

1. S.P. 14/17/85.
2. S.P. 14/19/9.
3. P.R.0, Salisbury MS. 118426.
4. S.P. 14/19/9.
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Later in the year she repeated her Charges of unnecessary

delay, which drew from Cumberland an equally vigorous protest.

He claimed he had brought all the conveyances he had been

appointed to bring and had offered in the court that any

officers should have full view of all at Skipton, where there

were many. He had answered the interrogatories; his solicitor

had been in constant attendance on the Surveyor whereas none had

come from Lady Anne. He thought there was "neither cause nor
1

colour to tax him with any dilatory intent."

The Earl, nevertheless, had good reason for delay and

for adopting the defensive in the controversy, an attitude

not wholly dictated by his obvious advantage in possessing the

estates. The legal basis of Lady Anne's claim was that since

the reversion of the lands granted in tail by Edward II was stn..,

vested in the Crown they descended to her by virtue of the entail

The 3rd Earl had taken the precaution of barring the entail by

fine and recovery In 33 Eliz., but his legal advisors had

blundered in not realising that the reversion had not been

taken out of the Crown and the fine and recovery was thus

invalid. Moreover, the entail had been supported by the Act

of Parliament which restored the estates to the Shepherd Lord.

The 4th Earl's lawyers at once recognised the doubtful

validity of their case. "Taking the alarme, and thinking to
2

mend his condition", Cumberland petitioned the King to allow

1. P.R.O. Salisbury M3. 118/126.
2. irthitaker, 9 358.
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him to compound for the "manors castles etc whereof his

Majesty has not only a remainder but a pretence of title in

respect of some imperfections in his grant being since made to

his ancestors*. The King was agreeable. The grant, made in

June 1607, comprised the honour of Skipton-in-Craven, the
1

Westmorland manors and the Sherifwick there ?	It took the

reversion out of the Crown, but too late to effect the dispute.

By inference, the Earl's lawyers had admitted, Lady Anne's right

to the original Clifford estates.

Even so, Cumberlepd did not scruple to use the grant to

embarrass Ms opponents. The Countess complained to the

Council that he had made it known that the 3rd. Earl t S estates,

being forfeited to the Crown, were now his by virtue of the

grant. She took this report "as a device to bring ter title

into discredit and to terrify the country from dealing with her".

She responded to the Earl's charges of her spoil of the woods

in Westmorland ty making public proclamation in the churches

that she would nofinot only make weekly wood sales to the cod:I-try
3

but defend -them against everybody.

The examination ot the 4th Earl and his principal officers

by commission out of the Court of Wards began at York on the

1. P.R.O. Salisbury MSS. 121/60; 121/66.
2. P.R.O. Salisbury MS. 122/16.
3. P.R.O. Salisbury MS. 122/123.
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23rd November 160
1

7.	 In the following April, 1608, there was
2

great pleading in the court. 	 A, year later, the 3rd Eerlts
3

inquisition Post mortem was returned.	 The concern of the 4th

Earl's lawyers at the defect in his title to the estates was

such that in defence of his claims they resorted to sharp practic

in returning the inquisition. To support the fine and recovery

of 33 Zliz. and the conveyance of the estates to the 4th Earl,

they inserted a clause that Henry VI had granted to Thomas

Lord Clifford, his heirs and assignes, the reversion of-the

castle and manor of Skipton. Lady Anne's lawyers took,

exception to this in the court.

In the pleading that followed, before the two chief

justices and the chief baron,. the rival claims of the contestants

were closely defined. The court accepted that all the lands in

Yorkshire contained in the settlement of 33 Enz., except the

honour of Skipton, were well settled on the 4th Earl and his

heirs male. This limited the extravagant suit which had

previously been put forward for Lady Anne. However, because of

her objection to the clause in the inquisition, the court

directed that a special livery be granted to her, to be sued

without prejudice to the title of either party, in order to

1. ApPieby MS. Box/3.
2. B.M.Harl. 6177, S. 63a.
3. Whitaker, 358.
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1
discern the sufficiency or insufficiency of the inquisition.

2
The livery was sued in 1612.

At this stage the controversy, which had hitherto

consisted of the conflicting claims of Lady Anne and Cumberland

for actual possession of the estates, was complicated by the

mercenary outlook of Anne's husband, Richard 3rd Earl of Dorset.

Their marriage, although discussed some time earlier, had taken

place in unseemly haste, without licence, in the private house
3

of the Dowager Countess on 25th February 1609. 	 Its

undisguised purpose was to forestall the Duke of Lennox and

others who Aought Dorset's wardship, for his father the 2nd

Earl waS then on his death-bed and, in fadt, expired two days

later. Richard Chamberlain commented oh the marriage,

"howsoever ffiorseg hath don a true Part, and pleased himself,

yet the matter might have ben better handled, and he eased
4

himself of a burthen he may peradventure feels hereafter".

Chamberlain might have said the same with equal truth of Lady

Anne. Her alliance with Dorset was far from happy and she had

the moitItication of witzeSsing her interests in the suit

eventually subordinated to his. It vas hardly becoming of

Anne, in view of the circumstances of her own marriage, to

1. Whitaker, 358.
2. Appleby MS. Bk. III, 143.
3. H im.c. Fourth Rerort, Appendix, (1874), 310.
4. MAClure, The Letters of John Chamberlain, 1, 287.
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resent Lord Clifford's match with Lady Frantes Cecil as merely
1

a device to enlist Salisbury's aid for the 4th Earl's cause.

The association between the Cliffords and Salisbury had long been

close and Salisbury's help for the 4th Earl now was no more than

an expression of his respect and friendship towards the 3rd Earl

during his life and concern for the difficulties his activities
2

had created for his successor.

Dorset's pursuit of his own Interest, though a new

element in ta controversy, ultimately simplified the issue,

for since he was prepared to barter his wire rs rights for a

cash Payment a compromise could be arranged between him and

Cumberland. Whilst the Dowager Countess lived, he could not

match their authority. His chance came after her death, but

even then he held out for the maximum gain, an attitude in

keeping with his dissolute character.

A settlement on the basis of a cash payment was first

mooted in 1614. John Taylor In London reported to Cumberland

the rumour that the 2nd Earl of Salisbury had offered £25,000 on

his behalf as compensation to Dorset, to be paid within two years.

Taylor's opinion, for he had not seen Salisbury to seek

confirmations was that Lady Anne's supporters had given sovtt
3

these speches to grace their Tytleu.

1. B.M. Han. 6177, f. 53a.
2. See, e.g., S.P. 1429/81.
3. Althorp, Cumberland Papers, 18th January, 1610/4.
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The trial in pursuance of the order granting the livery

began at the Common Pleas bar on the 16th Jtme, 1615. Before

the hearing, Dorset approached Lord Clifford and demanded

£20,000 for Lady Anne's portion and in addition that both

the Skipton and Westmorland property be assured to her after

the heirs male. On hearing of this, Cumberland protested that

this was far too much in both if Dorset thought his claim good.

He was certain that they had no just claim to the lands in

Westmorland and he still htped that his own title to Skipton

was strong enough. He ha& always been prepared to pay the

portion according to the will and hoped the judges would not

increase it since he Would have no choice but to rise it from

the estates. "It must be considered that my Brother dyed

greatly indebted which must be payd", he reminded Lord Clifford.

He had written to the judges on this matter * "I doubt not but

they will doe us right with favour", he condIuded. As regards

Dorset, he declared that if he were to pay the portion, be would

expect Lady Anne to release the lands to the heirs male, as In

the will; if Dorset wanted more, then he would demand a release

to the heirs general. He did not think that Dorset would

benefit from his attempt to recover Skipton because of the Lord

Chancellor's decree during the trial that Anne could have either

the lands or the portion, but not both. He hoped that

1. Whitaker, 358.
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wee shall have noe cause to be zone or &reeved
that it is reserved to those grave and worthie
Judges who doe not (I am sure) wish the ruyn or
decay of our house nor will punish us by enlarging
the portion where the fault was then owne they had
it noe sooner nor was I better by the time past but
much worse by the occasion of these Sultes.1

The course of the trial both confirmed the earlier

findings and foreshadowed the terms of the final agreement.

Lady Anne set forth her title to Skipton on the grant in tail

made to Robert Lord Clifford. Against this, the Earl's lawyers

pleaded the grant of the reversion in fee to Thomas Lord Clifford,
2

but it was a plea they could not sustain.	 Even so, the award

made by Lord Hobart and the judges gave to the 4th Earl both

Westmorland and the Sheritdick there. Though it upheld Lady

Anne's right to Skipton, Cumberland was to retain it and Pay

the portion.
3

The problem was now to compose the division in Cumberland's

opponents, for the judges referred the award for the consent of

both parties. Cumberland and Dorset were prepared to accept
4

the 'Ward; the Dowager Countess and Lady Anne were not. Despite

his belief that the Countess, her disposition considered, would

1. Bal., Add. 25,463, ff:73,74.
2. Whitaker, 358.
3. Whitaker, 368.
4. pall. B.M. Hari. 6177, f.64a.
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1
pot cease suit ‘for the estates, Cumberland asked Sir John

Bowyer in AugUst 1615 to sound her opinion. *I do protestant

she told Bowyer, "that, nexte myselfe, daughter, and sister,

I do wish well unto my-lord of Cumberland, my lord Clifford,

and his lady, and will not think the better of any that shall

exasperate me against them n . She seemed, Bowyer reported,

much offended with Dorset because of some comments he had made

in public. Bowyer formed the opinion that she would incline to
2

peace.

In November, the judges met Dorset and counsel on both

sides to try to decide the differences betweenthem. ',Still

the delay*, wrote John Taylor, "is on their partes, not ours"

But Dorset was 93 certain of reaching agreement that he wanted

the Earl and Lord Clifford to come up to town at once and

though neither the Earl's counsel nor the judges would advise

that Taylor requested them to be ready to make the journey as
3

soon as word was sent them.

The caution was justified. Dorset could not persuade

Lady Anne to agree to a settlement by composition such as he

and the 4th Earl wanted. She declared to her mother on the

15th November,

My Lord is still earnest to press me to the finishing
of this matter with my uncle of Cumberland, but by 	 4
the power of God I will continue resolute and constant.

1. B.M. Add. 25,463, f.73.
2. Whitaker, 368.
3. Bolton MS. Sundry Letter, 105.
4. Williamson, Lev Anne Clitford, 151.
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This attitude Anne maintained obstinately* It exasperated

Dorset, as she told the Countess in January;

The time draws on apace, and my Lord is more and
tore earnest with me to make a final end of this
business of my uncle of Cumberland, and persists
that, if I-do not, he will go into France and
leave me.1

Since Anne now appeared the major obstacle to reconciliation

Cumberland and Dorset in turn tried, in different fashion, to

overcome her opposition by less direct methods. In March, prompte

by friends of both parties in London who desired P a general peace

amongst usg , Cumberland instructed Sir Christofer Pickering to

approach the Dowager Countess again, in the hope that she would

be willing to accept arbitration even if Anne would not. 	 Ile

was so far from spleen or malice, he wrote, that if she were of

the same mind, he was prepared to refer all matters in dispute

to the judges to settle in an award. Be stated firmly that

he was not suggesting this course out of necessity or distrust

of his own right: only as 01nowinEe whose wife shee was, for

wAose sake I must ever, honor her, and preferring peace farr
a

before warre.

Dorset, ror his part, proposed to the Countess with

characteristic subtlety that she allow him to occupy the

jointure lands and pay her, in return for his occupation, the

yearly value of them. ' Dorset's intention Is plain. Occupation

1. IbId. 153.
2, Whitaker, 367-8.
3. Williamson, ;Adv. Anne Cl/fford, 93-4.
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would be, for him, possession and he would then do as he pleased.

The Countess* death, however, put an untimely end to the

possibility of this arrangement and turned an opportunity for

peace into the occasion for war.

The Countess died on the 24th May, 1616. On the 26th,

Cumberland Issue4 al/arrant to his officers in Westmorland to

enter the castles and manors there and to hold them for him
1

in peaceful and quiet possession. At Appleby they were

resisted and used force to enter the castle. -Eipltig of this,

the Privy Council, who had warned the Lord Deputy, Deputy

Lieutenants and Justices of the likelihood of trouble, ordered

them to take steps necessary to keep the peace and to safeguard
2

the Dowager Countess' goods.	 Cumberland was quick to defend

his action. He explained to the Council that he had given

instructions for peaceful occupation. Indeed, he said, he had

expected no opposition, for the Common Pleas award had settled

the matter of the suClession of the Westmorland estates and the

Earl of Dorset had recently affirmed his acceptance of the 46tard.'

The new difficulty was caused by a complete reversal in

Dorset's attitude upon reialising th, possibilities or the new

situation. Since the award, he had been willing to co-operate

with Cumberland in the hope of a speedy settlement and payment

1. Althorp, Cumberland Papers.
2. Althorp, Cumberland Papers, Privy Council to the Lord

Warden, 7th June, 1616.
3. Whitaker, 368.
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of the portion or similar composition from which he would profit,

The death of the Dowager Countess left him as the arbiter of

Lady Anne's fortunes. It was a position which he could not fail

to appreciate. In the first week of July word was sent to

Cumberland from London that not only was there

noe hope of Agreement lyke to be betweene us and my
Lord of Dorsett but that novo he also Rhrinkes from
what was sett down and awarded and seeks all occasions
to begin Suite ag alne as formerly.'

This news put Cumberland on his guard. He was not

willing to yield the initiative to Dorset. He heard that Lady

Lime was on he way to Westmorland attended by twelve servants,

had in fact reached Boroughbridge, and that Dorset would shortly

follow her. He feared she might attempt at Appleby to deprive

him of possession. He was confident of the care and discretion

of his officers there, but sent Richard Hughes in haste to add

purpose to their authority. He gave Hughes orders to get in

twelve loads of hay from the south field, have some beer brewed

and make it known that the Earl himself intended to travel there

soon, *for so it is very lyke u . He was heartened by the
2

assurance of Sir Richard Hutton who offered, he said,

to adventure his whole estate In Goldsborough
thereupon that there is noe doubt but all is
Cle are on oute syde if we can but hold what we
have gotten.i

Though the Earl's orders led to serious disturbances

1. B.H. Add. 25,463, f. 74.
2. For Hutton see p.N.B.34359 . He was created a puisne judge of

the common bench in 1617.
3. B.14. Add. 25,463, ffe, 74-5.
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between his tenantry and Lady Anne's, for her tenants in
1

Westmorland had already begun hay-making, authority was in

his favour. Before the end of July, the justices of assize

sequestered Brougham castle where Anne bad set up house, and

early in August granted Cumberland permission to use ApPlehy

castle. Dorset and Lady Anne were not deterred by this. On

the 20th, they challenged Cumberland's claim to the Sherifwick
2

by issuing a patent to an underdherif nominated by them.

Before the month was opt, there had been another disturbance at

Appleby, this time a clash between Lord Clifford's followers
3

and Dorset's.	 Three weeks later, both parties appeared

before Lord Sheffield, President of the Council of the North,

to plead their causes. Once again, no reconciliation was
4

achieved*

From London, to Westmorland, to Yorks then inevitably

south to London. Almost upon arrival, Dorset and Lord

Clifford threatened to put their quarrels to the private test

of skill in arms. The Xing and Council, hearing of it,ordered

them to oforeheare one another, and try out theyre controversies
5

by warres in Westminster Hallo .	 But a return to legal sparring

1. Williamson, Lad* Anne Clifford, 92*
2. ApPlehy MS. Bk. III, 253-4.
3. Williamson, Lady' Anne Clifford, 100.
4. Appleby MS. Bk. 111, 253.
5. McClure, The Letters of John Chamberlain, Ii, 35.
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of which, there had been a surfeit in the past ten years, was no

means of assuaging quick tempers primed by constant Cause for

Provocation and legitimate discontent. No course was now left

but for the contestants, Dorset and Cumberland, jointly to

approach the King. James intimated that he would be pleased

*to take into our Princely consideration the hearings endinge

and finall determination" of all the suits and controversies

between them. He did so and on the 14th March 1617 gave his
2

decision.

ii. The Settlement 
2

In his decision, known as the King's Award, James

confirmed the earlier findials of the courts and in particular

the Common Pleas judgment of 1615. In effect, the award

acknowledged :Lady Anne's claim to Skipton and Westmorland but

recognised that the dispositions made by the 3rd Earl in his will

were an equitable as well as a practicable arrangement. With the

status quo as the basis of the settlement, the 4th. Earl retained

possession of the estates and agreed to give £20,000 as compen -

sation to the Earl and Countess of Dorset; D.7 1000 to be paid

within two years, the final 3,000 upon Lady Anne's acceptance of

the award.

Thus, twelve years of arduous and costly legal conflict

had established two points: Anne's prior right to the honour

of Skipton and a more limited claim onitestmorland and the

1. Appleby MS, Box/5.
2. Appleby MS. Box/5.
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Sherifwick, as distinct from her grandiose demand for the whole

inheritance; and the 3rd Earl's realistic approach to the

question who should inherit, in view of the burdens on the

estates that he had created. Even so, the 3rd Earl must be held

largely responsible for the situation In which his sober, if

belated, realisation of his obligations could have had no other

result than a dispute over the succession.

The Zing's Award was a comprehensive document which

regulated the present tenure and future inheritance of the

estates, the payment of the portion and the means allowed to

Cumberland for raising the portion from the estates. The award

laid down that the istates In dispute, Skipton ad 'Westmorland

with the Sherifwick, should be held by the 4th Earl during his

life and then descend to Henry Lord Clifford and his heirs male,

and In default to the heirs male of the 4th Earl. In case of the

failure of the male line, they would pass to Lady Anne and her

right peirs, male first, then female, and in default to Lord

Clifford's daughters and finally to the 4th Earl's. All the

other property inherited or acquired by the 4th Earl was to Vass

to his right hells.

In the estates which Anne or her heirs might inherit,

Cumberland was forbidden to grant leases for terms longer than

99 years and/or 3 lives. However, in order that he might pay

the £20,000 to Dorset, he was permitted to grant leases for any

number of years to tenants in Silsden to the value of no more
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than £20 a year in rents and to confirm the tenures of those

Westmorland tenants who held, or claimed to hold, by custom of

tenant-right for fines to be agreed upon between them and the

Earl.

The Mug and his advisers did not neglect the possibility

that Anne would refuse to accept the award. In order to safe-

guard Cumberland after his payment of the portion, Dorset was

to assure to him manors worth £25,000 which he could lawfully

enter and sell if 'liter Dorset's death, Anne should again

commence suit. Finally, any ambiguity in the award or dispute

over interpretation wastobe referred to James I himself.

subsequenI-events revealed how futile had been the

4th Earl's hopes ot settling the differences between the Parties

by mutual consent. The terms of even this final decision were

put into effect by compulsion. As in 1615, Cumberland and

Dorset sccepted the liward, Lady Anne would not. Since she alone
1

had been opposed to the King's arbitration and the award, she

could be ignored. The 4th. Earli and Dorset strictly observed

the terms of the award. 'Dorset made the necessary assurance of
2

manors for the 4th Earl's protection.	 Cumberland gave security
3

by statutes for his payment of the £20,000 and henceforth

refrained from granting leases in the Skipton manors for periods

1. The Queen had advised her not to trust her cause to the
King (W. Notestein, Four Worthies, 164).

2. Ct 54/2348.
3. 114. 4/198/385. These stEitutes are given omit, in Table A.
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1
longer than the award stipulated. 	 lie introduced a private bill

in Parliament for confirmation of the estates of the Westmorland
2

tenants, which he was obliged to do if Lady Anne refused to

accept the award. In this instance only, albeit an important

matter, was there a semblance of a breach of good faith. The

bill Was not enacted, partly because of the dissolution of the

1621 Parliament, partly one may suspect, because of a natural

disinclination on the Earl's part to hasten its Passage since

enactment would mean that he would have to pay the final

£3,000 to Dorset.

Dorset's defection in 1617, by which he escaped royal

displeasure, heightened the despair and bitterness Lady Anne

felt now that the inheritance Was denied her. Yet, she took

pride In the fact that she ',did absolutely refuse to submit or

Consent to the sayd award.....though it continued in force

against hero until 1643.
3 

Although she did.,ne)t begin suit

against the 4th Earl, in 1628, 1632 and again 1637 she formally
4

entered the estates to assert her own rights. 	 In 1641, Lady

Ann e and her second husband, Philip 4th Earl of Pembroke,

introduced a private bill into Parliament, with the 5th Earl's

agreement, to preserve her right title to the estates without

prejudice from the 4th Earl's actions or the livery to be sued by

the 5th Earl.

1. The 4th Earl's estate policy is discussed in Cilapter XI.
2. W. Notestelh, F.H. Belt, H. Simpson, (Eds.) C9mmons Depatus.

2,6219 (Yale, 1935), iv, 349-.50; v, 376.
3. Appleby 143. Bk. III, 221.

/con td.
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In lecember 16431 with the death of the 5th Earl, the male

line of the Cliffords ended and the Skipton and Westmorland

estates descended to Lady Anne In accordance with the Provisions
1

of the award.	 She had waited long for her rightful

inheritance. All her efforts to win it, legally or illegally,

had been frustrated. The course of her life up to that time,

indeed, had been si cause for sorrow. She had seen her father's

affection alienated to a lady of quality, had first married the

Earl of Dorset, regretted it, and then the Earl of Pembroke and

regretted that even more. Dorset had wished to translate her

right to the inheritance into cash and succeeded; Pembroke had

sought to put her daughter's rights to a similar use. He did
2

not succeed. For Anne, the pious and gentle lady, this decease

of the 5th Earl was the judgiient of God, the justification of her

lone struggle to enter into her own. For Anne, the ruthless

and ambitious arbiter of her dignities and properties, it was the

references 4& continued: -
4. B.M. Hail. 6177, ff. 6%, 66.
5. E.M.C. Fourth Report, Appendix, 108.

1. Mr. Trevor-Roper and Mr. Rowse have stated incorrectly
that all the 3rd Earl's estates Passed to Lady Anne. She
Inherited only the original Skipton and Westmorland property
See Trevor-Roper, Ec.H.R., 2nd ser. iii, 293 n.3, and Rowse,
pie Expansion of Elizabethan Enzlarkd, 296.

2. H.M.C. Eleventh Report, App. pt. vii, 89; B.M. Earl. 6177,
f.63a.
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opportunity to squeeze out of her tenants a living worthy of the

honour of Clifford, with which she could restore her lands and eni
1

her days a solitary but dominating figure.

The dispute over the rightful possession of the estates

was renewed after her death in 1676. The Earl of Burlington

brought an action of ejectment against linnets successor the Earl

• of Thanet for Barden which Anne had occupied since 1649 as part

of the original honour of Skipton. The Countess of Cork, the

5th Earl's daughter, had claimed Barden on the grounds that the

conveyance of the manor to Lord Clifford by fine and recovery in

1611 was valid, since the reversion had been taken out of the

Crown three years before in 1607. Burlington won his suit for
2

Barden, but could not sustain a claim for Silsden based on the
3

clause improperly inserted into the inquisition taken in 1609.

The Westmorland Estates tinder 
the 4th &La.

The 4th Earl took possession of the Westmorland estates

in 1617. Of the four castles, Pendragon was derelict and Brough

had b4•n burnt down after a noble Christmas kept there by Henry,
4

the Shepherd Lord.	 Brougham had always been the main residence

and it was at Brougham that the 4th Earl entertained James I

1. She is said to have spent £40,000 in restoring the Cliffords
castles (Williamson, Lady Anne Clifford, 2). Her attitude
to her Westmorland 'tenants is described in Chapter XI, pp.

2. Whitaker, 31041.	 349, 351.
3. Londesborough 11S. Mil .
4. Whitaker, 421.
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in August 1617, whilst the King was on his journey south from

Scotland. Thomas Little, the Londesborough steward, describing

the feasting, said:

I may well Call it a great feast and I am sure the Lyke
was not in Westmorland these manie yeares for in these two
dales we have spent vi fatt oxen, and lxiii fatt muttons
besydes all other provisions of all sortes.

Be sent his wife a salmon pie so that she might see for herself
1

"the fashion of our bakt meates at this great feast".

In London at this time, the Earl's friends were striving to

save him the charge of brokerage, which would amount to a great

deal of money, on the loans he was compelled to raise to make

the first great payment to Dorset, due at Michelmas 1617. They

were risking their own estate and credit to do this, Nmeerly out

of their Loves to preserve both state and honour" for the Earl.

John Taylor was now at Appleby, preparing for the negotiations

with the tenants for the new leases to be granted to them. He

hoped that his work would advance the Earl's profits greatly.

It was, he said, N a great, a difficult, and wilbe a long worke

ere all be done, yf it be rightly handled that 'by haist we make

not waist".

Since few leases could be made before Dorset's first

payment fell due, Taylor was anxiously awaiting the news from

London that the loans had been negotiated. He explained to

Cumberland that it would NRedounde muche to your honour yf god

1. Althorp, Cumberland Papers, Thomas Littell to William Harper!
9th August, 1617.
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send it well done and advance your RaiterheaTt-when the Country
1

sees yo-'-are able to do it withoutthelms .	 The loans, for

£5,000, were taken upwithilx two weeks by Thomas Taradine and

William Taylor of London and John Taylor, Cumberland's servant.
2

The Ear. conveyed his Cumberland manors to them as security and

gave John Taylor and Thomas Pickering, his solicitor, authority

to receive the money for the repayment of the loans from the rent;

and fines from the leases they were granting to the Westmorland
3

tenants.

The terms for the leases to be made by the Earl in

confirmation of the custom of tenant-right on his manors had been

laid down in the Xing's Award. The rate of fine the tenants

would pay alone Was arbitrary. The Earl's officers persuaded

them to pay fines equal to 35 years' rent. The sum raised by
4

the new leases w'as £15,275. On the 27th October 1619, the Earl

gave the tenants assurance of their tenure which, in compliance

with the award, would be good and effective against all future
5

lords of the manors.	 The indentures enrolled for this purpose

reserved to the Earl the ancient rents of the tenements and the.

accustomed dues and services; a fine certain of 7 years' rent to

1. Londesborough MS. M/1.
2. C 66/2158.
3. Appleby MS. D/1/4.
4. C 54/2402, 2404, 2413, 2414.
5. Lady Anne challenged the validity of the tenures when she

entered the estates in 1650. See infra, Chapter II, p. 349.
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be paid on the death of each lord or tenant -or upon alienation.

The inheritance was to be as the inheritance of freehold

according to the common law of England, except that in default

of male heirs the holding would descend undivided to the eldest

daughter. The tenants agreed that in the event of Lady Anne's

acceptance of the award, or confirmation by Act of Parliament,

they would contribute an extra fine of one year's rent towards 4

the £3,000 of the portion the Earl would then be required to pay.

The 4th Earl also took full advantage of the permission

given him in the award to raise part of the money for Dorset

from Craven by granting leases to Silsden tenants provided their

combined rents did not exceed £20. Be received £2,000 from

long leases made to 32 tenants, who Paid fines at the rate of
2

100 years' rent.	 He gave them security for their new tenures
3

in the usual manner.

The acquisition of the Westmorland estates waS of great

value to the 4th Earl as an essential addition to his revenues

since, after Craven, they were the Clifford& biggest source of
4

income.	 No detailed survey of the Westmorland revenues is
5

possible.	 However the main items of income can be described.

	n••nnnn••=.1

1. E.g. the tenants of the Forest of Mallerstang, C 54/2402.
2. Slcipton MSS. Al Bundle, "Old Conveyances".
3. :Orks. Fines, Stuart, II, 159.
44 See supra, Chapter VII, p. 212.
5. For the Westmorland manors and their value in 1573 see

Appendix I.
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The ancient tenement rents contributed £446, demesne rents in

normal years rather more than £500 besides the value of the land

occupied by the Earl. Alienation fines brought in £120
1

annually.	 In Westmorland, as in Craven, the woods were a

valuable asset which the 4th Earl

voodsales rose from an average of

after 1630,
3
 the highest recorded

exploited. The receipts from
2

£94 before 1623 to £250
4

figure being £108 in 1643.

The lease of the Earl's coalmines at Stainmore gave him a profit
5

of £20 a year.	 Eis receipts from the iron works at Brougham

in the four years 1619 to 1622 fell below the costs; £536.8.0
6

compared with £806.1.7. Later they were leasei for £30 a year.

The other sources of revenue were, like the ancient rents,

virtually unchanged in this period. The free tenants in the

various manors and townships who paid cornage, neatgeldr and

poulter hens contributed £45 a year; those who paid ser3eant
8

oats, £43; amercements brought in £10 a year.

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 272, titles 1,2,3.
2. Londesborough MS. 1/4.
3. Bolton MSS. Bks. 269 to 273, passim.
4. Bolton MS. Bk. 273, title 8.
5. Bolton MS. 272, title 1.
6. Londesborough MS. 1/4.
7. Bolton MS. Bk. 272, title 1.
8. Bolton MS. Bk. 269, titles, 5,7,10.
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The gross income from all the 4th Earl's Westmorland

estates after 1617 was in the region of 1:1,500 a year. In 16381
1	 2

for example, the revenues totalled £1,531; in 1640, £1,493.

Until 1622, the expenses at Appleby, unusually heavy on account

of the activities on the estates, absorbed half the income,
3

leaving a profit of barely 790 each year. 	 After 1622 1 coats

fell and the profit was correspondingly higher, approximating
4

with some variations to £1,200.

The effect on the 4th Earl's revenues, at their lowest

immediately prior to 1617, of the addition of the income from
5

the Westmorland estates has been dealt with in a previous chapter

It must have appeared of vital importance to him, because of

the state of his finances, that he should not only retain the

Skipton property but also obtain the Westmorland manors. Eis
principal debts were those he had inherited from the 3rd Earl.

It would have been unjust to Cumberland to burden him with the

responsibility for paying his brother's debts and deny him his

brother's estates. The 3rd Earl had made his will with this

premise in minds the King's Award reaffirmed the principle.

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 269.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 271.
3. Londesborough MS. 1/4.
4. E.g. i1,169 In 1626, £1,240 in 1635. (Bolton las. Bks.1139

f.la; 119, f.1.)
5. See sunra, Chapter VII, p. 212.
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Major decisions, however, can have consequences both complex

and unexpected. The King's Award, t3 which the 4th Earl readily

consented, had for him financial implications which it is

doubtful if he could have foreseen. The problems created by

the award will be examined in Chapter 1.

The extinction of the male line of the Cliffords In 1643

g ave a curious twist to the significance of the inheritance

dispute and the settlement by the King's Award. It meant that thA

Earl and Countess of Dorset had doubly benefited from the wards

Dorset by the receipt of £17,000 into his coffers, Lady Anne

by her lawful entry into the estates she claimed. In contrast,

the 4th Earl had purchased what amounted to a life tenure of

the atipton and Westmorland manors for himself and Lord Clifford
2

at a price which, as will be made clear below, cannot be

measured only in terms of the payment of the £1?,000 to the

Earl of Dorset.

1. Mr. J.P. Cooper has assumed, mistakenly, that Dorset and
Lady Anne received £35,000, i.e. both the C15,000 Portion
granted in the 3rd Earl's will and the £20,000 under the
Award. (Cooper, Ec. H.E.,2nd ser., viii, 380).

2. See Chapter X, p. 303 et seq.
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MAEZERII

7RE LICENCE TO EXPORT UNDRESSED aims 

1. The Clifforde Tenure_ of the Licence.1601-1.626.

The licence to export undressed cloths enjoyed by the

Cliffords from 1601 to 1626 was a valuable source of income

which supplemented the 3rd and 4th Earls' estate revenues at a

time when the greatest demands were made upon them. For this

reason alone the Cliffords , tenure of the licence requires

special consideration. But the licence is also of interest for

its wider implications. It closely linked the Cliffords with

the exporters of undressed cloths, the Merchant Adventurers.

Economic and political issues which concerned the Merchants now

directly affected the Cliffords. Consequently, they became

involved in the special problems and controversies of this major

activity in the commercial life of the nation.

This had been true of previous holders of such licences,

but not to the same extent. The Cliffords t licence differed

from all earlier licences in that their profits depended on the

state of the export trade in cloths. They were thus far more

sensitive to commercial and political problems which might have

the effect of limiting their profits. Moreover, whilst crises
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in the organisation of the Merchants' company and in the trade

in cloths were not uncommon, the C1iffW0 tenure of the licence

coincided with the notably disturbed period of the Cockayne

experiment and the subsequent trade depression. The Cliffordsf
1

own fortunes were precariously balanced at this time. 	 Not only

the actual profits but variations inAthe profits anticipated were

for them of great importance. The Cliffords f tenure of the

licence can be regarded by virtue of the close inter-relation

between their own, the company's and the nation's prosperity as a

Particularly explicit example of both the advantages and the

complications of possessing licences in the early seventeenth

century.

Licences for the export of undressed cloths were essential

if the penalties of the statute 27 Henry VIII caPut 13 were to

be avoided. The statute declared that no white doths above

£4 in value and no coloured cloths above £3 could be exported

unfinished. The statute was the last of a series of acts which

limited the price of unfinished cloths exported so as to foster

the finishing crafts in England but, like its predecessors, it

had been quickly outdated by the general rise in prices. The

prices of cloths exported unfinished were now well in excess of

the limits laid down in the statute. Yet the statute remained

in force; only the coarsest cloths, those under £4 in value, and

1. See infra, Chapter X.
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Kent and Sufftik cloths whose export n:lashed was forbidden

were exempt from its penalties.

In order to avoid the legal obstacle Imposed by the

statute and the price rise, the Merchant Adveniurers were
granted in 1564 a free licence to export yearly 30,000 cloths.
This licence legalised no more than half the export trade

for the Merchants could export regularly double that number
of cloths worth more than the limits set down by the statute

and of the 30,000 allowed by the licence only 5,000 could be of
any value, the remaining 25,000 being restricted to a Price of

1
£6 or under. The deficiency was remedied by Crown grants of

licences which like the Merchants' free licence dispensed with

the operation of the statute but, uhlike their licence, set no

limit on the price of the cloths exported.
Queen Elizabeth regularly granted these additional licences

2
to noblemen and other servants who "deserved well* of the Crown

3
and made similar 'but less valuable grants to foreign royalty.

By purchasingtthese licences from the grantees, the Merchants

were able to maintain their virtual, monopoly of the trade in
undressed cloths and to export 60,000 cloths annually above £4

4
in value despite the statute to the contrary. The Crown, on its
Part, had in the granting of licences a means of rewarding its

1. Astrid Friis, Alderman Cockkvne I s Project and the Cloth
de, (1927

1
) 39-441 53 et sea. See also Cal. S.P. Dog. kdcl

6 xi 11.
2. R.M.0 6  aljzturv 2483.1 viii, 475.
3. S.P. 12 2	 70.
4. Cal.S.P. Dom. Add .,1547-65, x.1,112.
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servants without incurring expense to itself. Amongst those

who benefited from large grants were the Earl of Leicester, Sir

Francis Walsingham, with three licences for a total of 2004000

cloths,. and Sir Edward Stafford with a licence for 100,000 cloths
1

assigned to him by the Lord Admiral Howard.

It Was Usual. for suitors to petition for a new licence long

before the previous licence had expired. This avoided what could

have been an awkward situation for the merchants if the existing

licence as well as their own free licence had been fully tkken

up. With constant pressure on the Crown for licences, this

situation was unlikely to occur. More often, two licences

overlapped and ran concurrently, as in 1589, when Stafford, in

great need of money, was allowed to use part of his licence

immediately and was thus given precedence over both the

Merchants' licence and Walsingham l s which had not been fully
2

utilised.

The grant of a new licence was invariably an occasion

for vigorous opposition from the Merchant Adventurers with the

purpose of avoiding the expense of purchasing the new licence

and of attempting to convert their own free licence into a
3

comprehensive grant without limit on price or numbers. 	 The

1. S.P. 14/71/89.
2. B.M. Lansd. 60 1 f.14. The reason for the licence may have

been to provide Stafford with money and munitions for Henry
of Navarre. See, p.N.13. 9 "Val, 856 a.

3. see e.g., B.M. Lansd. 60 f.14t S.P. 15/34/24.
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Merchants complained, with some truth, that the Queen granted

out licences faster than they required them, and that they

"were Importuned to 1aYe oute greate sommes of money', to buy
1

the licences before they needed them. 	 Though their co/lectiveli

organised wealth and numbers gave them great bargaining power,

they were hampered in negotiating the price to pay for licences

by the fact that sooner or later they would have to buy them.

In 1599, the Merchants were experiencing a period of stress

in their external organisation, the result of the Imperial ban
2

on their trading as a group two years earlier, and were

involved at home in a controversy with the Clothworkers' company

over the finishing of every tenth cloth exported Which the
3

statute of 8 nitabeth cap.6. obliged them to permit. 	 Although

50,000 cloths had yet to pass on Sir Edward Stafford's licence,

Thomas Caesar Rsq of the Inner Temple and Robert Webbe, a

clothier of Somerset, added to the Merchants' difficulties by
4

petitioning the Queen for the grant of a new licence.

The patent Caesar and Webbe requested differed from

earlier grants. They proposed a term of 21 years in which

exports on their licence would be unlimited whereas previous

1. S.P. 14/72170.
2. Friia, op.it. 71; S.P. 15/34/24.
3. Friis, pu.cit. 58-9. Cal, S.P. Dom. Eliz.. 1598-1601, CCL11!,

128.
4. S.P. 12/274/19,
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licences had restricted the number of cloths, in the most

generous grants, to 100,000. They offered a rent to the

Crown or £2,000 a year, although former licences had been free,

and promised to pay to the clothworkers £20 a month towards

the relief of the poor and in compensation for no longer

including one dressed cloth in every teh exported, which was

stipulated in the additional licences as well as in the

Merchants' free licence. They quoted the clothworkers 1 own

evidence that out of 56,000 cloths recently exported only 300

had been finished. The offer of £20 a month, they considered,

would be *muck-Limns for doing no labor* than the clothworkers
1

were receiving from all their finishing.

The Merchants responded to Caesar's petition with their

own offer of a rant of £1,500 for a similar licence, but it was

criticised because of the smaller rent and the danger of giving

the Merchants full control of the trade and, thereby, opportunity
2

to deceive.	 On the 17th January 1600, Caesar's petition was

referred by the Master of Requests, his brother Sir Julius Caesar
3

to the Lord Treasurer and Lord( chief Justice for decision.

There the petition must have foundered, for no more is

subsequently heard of it.

Whether or not Caesar's request for aIew licence was

thought premature, or the quality of the petitioners doubted,

1. S.P. 12/261/47; 12/274119.
2. S.P. 15/34/24.
3. S.P. 12/270/128 falb.
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with it began a new Phase in the recurrent struggle as to who

should obtain the next licence and, no less important, the form

the licence wuld take. The rejection of the suit Was an

invitation to others to join issue. It 10 not surprising that

the 3rd Earl was the next to seek a licence. He was anxioud to

find some method of paying his debts as an alternative to raising

the money out of the estates. Be could plead service to the Crow]
1

as well as necessity awing to indebtedness. 	 He also had

connections with the Caesars. Sir Julius was an intimate friend
2

and Thames had sailed with him in 1591 and was close enough to

the Earl to sit as his nominee for the borough of Appleby in
3

the 1601 Parliament.

The Earl's first petition was a strange combination of

provisions taken from earlier grants as well as from Caesar's

suit with little in common to commend, them. He requested a

patent to allow him to buy and sell 1,000 sarpcloths of woo/ each

Year without conversion, as in a licence made to Welsingham in
4

1572; to prohibit aliens from buying wool without his licence;

to have the moiety of the penalties' arising from the statute
5

against woolbroggers and, finally, a licence to export

1. LM.C. Salisburr MSS. X, 138,234.
2. B.M. Add. 12,506, f. 233.
3. Returns' Members of Parliament, pt.1,1213-1702,
4. Conyers Read, Mr. Secretary WAlsinghap ond the 

Queen Elizabeth, (Oxford, 1925), iii, 382 n.3.
5. 5 & 6 Ed. VI cap.?, Statutes of the Realm, iv,

(1878), 440.
Policy of

141.
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unfinished white cloths. is in Caesar's petition, the term
1

would be for 21 years. He offered for all these a rent of £500.

Shortly after, the Earl considered it wiserto confine his

proposals to the main provision and in a second petition offered

a rent of £1,000 for a licence to export undressed white cloths
2

for 21 years.	 He proferred this suit to the queen in person

on the 1st May and was greatly discouraged by her manner of

rejecting it. It would never have troubled ,himl he wrote to

Cecil, if the rent he offered had been thought too small br any

other detail objected to, but it hurt him that he had at once
3

been ', judged a cosener and so absolutely' aenied n .	 When he

approached the queen again, in July, he took care to stress that

he wanted the licence less for his own profit than to satisfy
4

his creditors. The Queen, once more, was unsympathetic.

At this time, there was still no peed for a new licence.

Since Caesar's petition, 20,000 more cloths had been exported

on Stafford's licence, leaving a residue of 30,000 which would
5

permit trading for another full year.	 Nor was the Queen alone

1. S.P. 12/270/128. f.18a.
2. S.P. 12/270/128 f.19a.
3. H.M.C. Salisbury MSS. x l 138.
4. Ilia. 234.
5. S.-P.- 12/270/128. f. 18b.
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in objecting to the Earl's suit. The merchants had not been

slow to point out its inconveniences. Their arguments, in the

main, repeated those put forward against Caesar's proposals.

The Earl's patent, they counselled, Would overthrow the arts

of elothworking and dyeing' it would create a monopoly of

cloth sales in the hands of the licensee and throw open trade,

thereby diminishing the sale of clOths abroad at their present

value to the detriment of all concerned, especially the

clothworkers. It would prove to be "a Maine subsidie or

trybute" and a further breach in the privileges of the company,

The Merchants and the Lord Admiral would, in addition, lose the
1

benefit of their former patents.

These arguments followed a pattern familiar in the

Polemics of the Merchant Adventurers. In answering their

objections, Cumberland pointed out that with other licences in

being no monopoly was possible' that for the Merchants to pay for

the use of his licence was neither a tribute, for no merchant

was compelled to pay, nor taxation, but a"Quid pro quo: viz:

money for liberty to do a thinge otherwise unlawful]." which

accorded with customary practice. The Merenants, he said, would

continue to benefit from their own licence and from the Lord

Admiral's which they also possessed. Nor was there any breach

in the libertiesi of the Merchants' com pany for his licence would

merely repeat conditions accepted in earlier patents. Like

Caesar, he quoted the clothworkers to prOve that they would

1. LP. 15/25/26.
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suffer no loss in trade under his patent; unlike Caesar, he

did not offer them compensation. The Merchants' final argument

that his licence would also comprise coarse and Kent and
1

Suffolk cloths, he summarily rejected.

Over a year elapsed before the Queen accepted Cumberland's

pleas and granted the patent. It was Passed on the 7th August

1601. In its main provisions, the licence followed the pattern

first outlined in Caesar's petition and was thus a departure fron

the form of earlier grants. The Earl vas to pay a rent of £1,000

and the number of cloths to be passed on the licence was

unlimited, though the term was for only ten years. The licence

was to cover all undressed cloths, coloured as well as white:

the Earl had. some recompense in this provision for the shorter

term of his tenure. The provision for the dressing of the

tenth cloth was left out, without compensation to the clothworker

The Earl was allowed the full penalties for forfeitures, the

Queen generously waiving her rights to half of them. The

remaining articles in the patent dealt with the administrative

powers allowed the Earl. These were extensive. He was to have

an office In the Custom house, appoint up to eight officers in

London and two in any other ports with full rights of search
2

and legal redress.

Cumberland could be well satisfied with his licence.

In theory, it would prove more profitable than Stafford's, for

1. S.P. 42/244/10 5.
2. 3,P. ].2/28l/44. Stafford's powers had been much less

comprehensive. See B.M. Lansd. 62 1.49.
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although the term was limited to ten years and £1,000 of the

annual receipts would be paid out in rent, Stafford's licence

had been the equivalent of no more than four or five years,

exports and lasted twelve years only because previous licences
1

were still in being when his patent was passed in 1589. 	 In

contrast, when Cumberland received his grant in 1601 the number

of cloths remaining on Stafford's grant was negligible.

The. grant of the new licence to Cumberland, far from

settling one of the current problems in the export trade in

cloths, created for the Merchants' company new but not wholly

unexpected difficulties. Although the clothworkers were the

only group which overtly suffered as a result of his licence,

in the months following the grant the Merchants also found their

privileges threatened. The cause was Cumberland's use of the

powers granted in his licence to exploit the division in the

Merchants , company in order to enhance the price they would

have to pay him for exporting on his licence. In considering

what price to ask, the Earl could quote the 2/4d per cloth
2

Paid by the Merchants to Sir Edward Stafford, or the 2/6d the

company imposed on its members in allocating the stint of its
3

free licence.	 He offered his licence to the Merchants

1. B.M. Lansd. 60 f.14.
2. Cal. S.P. Dom. Add.,1547-65, xi, 112.
3. Roy"x'IS*043462 1.48.
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demanding, according to them, "a greats price". They-in

turn suggested a smaller figure which the Earl refused to
1

accept.	 To force the issue, Cumberland took the action the

company feared most. He interpreted literally his right to

grant licences to "all persons in all places", the wor4s used

In his as in all previous patents to which the Merchants had
2

futilely objected in his second suit. 	 He threw open the trade

in undressed cloths by offering to all merchants who wanted it

permission to export on his licence. He was thus able to under-

mine the authority and monopoly of the Merchants and demonstrate

his own bargaining powers in the most effective manner.

He was successful in his action because two groups of

merchants were eager to export on his licence; the interlopers,

a constant annoyance to the Merchant Adventurers, and a

dissident minority of Merchants, "false brethren of the

company", who had already taken advantage of the Council's grant

of freedom of trade on the Elbe and the Weser in the previous

Mardh.
3
 Cumberland appointed one of these Merchants as his

deputy at the Custom house, a man described by the Governor as

"knowne to be a very enemie to honest men....and a greats

freinde to those which by all meanes practiseth to deceive the
4

Company of their impuicions".

1. S.P. 14/72/70.
2. Cf. Cumberland's reply to the merchants' objection in S.P.

12/244/105 f.2b.
3. Frus,	 .cit. 72.
4. LP.12	 51.
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The contention between the Earl and the company seriously

increased the uncertainty of trading in already unsettled

conditions. Bitter negotiations followed, with the Privy
1

Council mediating between the parties. 	 John Taylor told

Francis Clifford that the Earl had never undertaken anything

in his life which caused so much trouble. The Merchants

defended their interests with great vehemence. The controversy

had become q cause of state. The Council had been compelled to

give much attention to it and they were more divided in their

opinion on this issue than Taylor had ever known them.

The Queen, however, was very gratious to the Earl and

when his friends on the Council showed themselves it was

apparent that the majority was on his side. The Earl won

himself great commendation in his handling of the matter. The

Merchants, Taylor declared, fl are a great adversary and an

overmatche almost for any particular person. Yf ever my Lord

had gone away before this Matter had been decyded his Patent
2

would sure have been overthrowenu.

Before the and of March the controversy had ended. The

Council decided that Cumberland's licence should come into

effect in place of Stafford's and that the Merchants should pay

him 2/2d for each cloth exported under his licence. They

confirmed the Merchants in their monopoly, for only the company

was to be allowed to use his licence. This eventually cut out

the interlopers' legitimate activity, though not immediately, for

1. S.P. 14/72/70.
2. Althorp, Cumberland Papers, 7th March, 1601/2.
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1
the Earl's licences to them could not be revoked.	 The

Merchants were also freed, as in the Earl's Patent, from

dressing the tenth cloth. In effect, the Council re-imposed the

conditions of the export trade in undressed cloths which had

prevailed before the grant of the 3rd Earl's licence, except
2

that the dressing of the tenth cloth Was now no longer required.

If the terms were to the Earl's satisfaction and no less

advantageous to the company, the other interested groups, the

Clothworkers and the Eastland Merchants, regarded them as

1ntolerable.
3

The Eastlanders, having had a recent, brief

experience of freedom of trade, petitioned the Council for

liberty to export equal to that granted the Merchant Adventurers.

They were refused and continued to export legally only their
4

customary allowance of 200 undressed cloths.

The ClothwDrkers, whose position alone deteriorated as a

result of the Earl's licence and the Council order, resorted to

more forceful tactics. They seized certain cloths on the

grounds that they were not dressed according to the statutes and

followed suit in the Exchequer until some of them were committed

for it. The Privy Council ordered them to cease the prose-

cution until the matter were decided by Parliament. In

consequence, the Clothworkers preferred their suit to the lower

1. Friis, m.cit. 73. Althorp, Cumberland Papers, Cumberland to
Clifford, 23rd March, 1601/2.

2. S.P. 14172/70; .P.p., 1601-4, 488.
3. H.N.C. Salisbury. MSS., xiv, 287.
4. Frils, op.cit., 224.
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house, where it became one of the central questions debated by

the Commons in their attack on monopolies and the royal
1

prerogative.

To describe the course of the debates is beyond the scope

of this chapter. Cumberland's position can,however, be briefly

mentioned. His interest as farmer of the licence was in

opposition to the Clothworkers' demands and the prevailing

temper of the Commons. His licence was directly dependent on

the royal prerogative for it was granted with a clause of non -

obstante against the statute 27 Henry VIII cap.13. He was,

therefore, thrown into an uneasy alliance with the Merchants,

claiming with them, on the one hand, that it were better for the

King to licence than ',by one parliament to set free that which

without another parliament the kinge cannot restrains without

much grudging"; but also emphasising his special position in

that he provided the Crown with a rent of1,000, an imposition

which he considered the Merchants were better able to bear than

the Commons, wod a further £2,000 he claimed by preventing the
2

Merchants' evasion of customs duties on cloth.

Paradoxically, the major threat to Cumberland's tenure of

the licence in the first years after the grant came not from

any attempted limitation of the royal power to grant licences,

1. S.P. 14/27/68; 1.P.C. 1601-4, 489'
2. S.P. 15/43/54.
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but from that prerogative itself or rather abuse of it by the

new monarch, James I. The clause in the Earl's patent

prohibiting the grant of other licences within the term of his

licence did not prevent certain courtiers from requesting nor the

King from bestowing them. A Patent for the export of 15,000

undressed cloths made to Sir James Hay and Sir Philip Herbert in

December 1603 was followed almost at once by a similar grant
1

to Peter Van Lori*.

Cumberland protested at this violation of his patent and

demanded payment of 2/24 on all the cloths included in the new
2

licences.	 The King, acknowledging his rights, agreed that

the new licences should be changed so as to conform with them.

Van Lortwas, therefore, given authority to transport 15,000

cloths over a period of ten years without paying custom on them,

but for every cloth transported by him a defalcation of 2/2d was
allowed to the Earl out of the rant he paid to the King. A

similar change was made in Hay and Herbert's grant, but in order

that they should benefit to the extent intended by the King

their licence was raised to 17,500 cloths, the whole to be
3

transported in the space of seven years. The tesult of the

Earl's protest was that the licences were completely altered

in character. They now took the form 9f a grant of money paid

1. S.P. 38/7, (15th January 1603/4, 27th April 1604).
2. S.P. 14/6/104.
3. S.P. 38/7, (27th April 1604). They sold the concession 40

.	 a syndicate in May 1604. For details see R.E. TawneY,
pusiness and Politici under James I, (Cambridge, 1958,) 89.
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out of the Crown's profit from the licence. The Earl's own

profit, therefore, Was not diminished. Furthermore, his

successfui assertion of his rights restricted future demands for

cloth licences to types of cloth not covered by his patent or to

Paymen ts Ot of Crown receipts from the cut= on cloths
1

exported.

In the following year, the Earl had a greater triumph.

On the 18th May 1605, the licence was re-granted to him in
2

exactly the same form for a term of 21 years. 	 How and why he

obtained the new lease is not known, except that it coincided
3

with the confirmation of the MerChants' own licence. If the

Earl pleaded the troubled tenure of his licence in the preceding

years, then he could be satisfied that his difficulties had been-

amply rewarded. If he was anxious at the state of his debts

and his own ill-health, and recognised his brother's hopes

of a re-grant as slender compared with his own, then in

obtaining the new licence he was performing the greatest

financial service he could for his successor.

The new lease was not merely an assurance to the Earl

that his debts could be paid. It was for the monopoly interests

the Merchants and himself, a notable tactical victory over the

1. Cf. E.M.C. Saliqbury MS. xvii, 92, 618t and S.P. 14/11/24.
2. Appleby mS.411/1/3.
3. Friist on.c/t. 74.
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opponents of their patents within as well as outside the lower

house. In 1605, the Earl's first licence had six years to

run. By 1611, therefore, the 4th Earl and the Merchants

would have been faced with a recurrence of the conflicts that

normally preceded the granting of a new lease. On this

occasion there would have been particularly adverse circum-

stances because of prevailing hostility towards the export

monopoly in cloth.

The extension of the Earl's lease meant, further, that

instead of being able to attack the patentees at the time of

their greatest weakness, the opposition would now have to

devise its own occasion for interference by positive action.

To alter the status quo would require a concerted attack on

the principles and practices that long usage upheld and

traditionally minded bodies, such as the Privy Council, would

not readily abandon. Finally, if the extension encouraged

nothing less than a wholesale assault on the status of the

Merchants by those other groups with interests in the cloth

trade, it also ensured that the reaction, in case of failure,

would tend to favour a return to the traditional practice

rather than a compromise which the situation may have invited

if the Cliffords 1 lease had ended in 1611.

It is probable that if the 3rd Earl's lease had not been

renewed in 1605 the situation in 161/ would have been both

complex and confused and for the Merchants virtually a repeti.

tion of the situation in 1601 when opposition to their monopol:

in An gland eninnided with A diatUrbnnee in their continental
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1
organisation.	 The migration of the company's staple from

2
Stade to Hamburg was slow and it unsettled trading. activities.

In the early summer, trade was still At a low leveltand so were

the 4th Earl's profits. John Taylor complained oil June 12th

that he had hoped recent shipments would be large, but the

contrary was the case. The receipts from them had come to only

£880, out of which he had paid £500 immediately for the half
3

yeewsrent of the ligence•

Exports were again severely restricted in the following

winter when trade to Hamburg was almost suspended for a period

of four months. The Earl, nevertheless, managed to turn these

conditions to his advantage. In January 1612, Salisbury was

trying to induce the Merchants to accept proposals put to them
4

by Cumberland. It can be presumed that these concerned the

licence fee, for in 1612 the rate of 2/2d per Cloth was raised

to 2/8d. It is possible that the 1602 agreement with the

Merchants over the price they should Pay the 3rd Earl had been

Intended to last for the ten years' term of the first licence,

but in the absence of Privy Council Registers neither the

exact date nor the reasons for the change can be ascertained.

The rate had been increased by November 1612 and the most

1. See maLs, PA 249.
2. Frits, op.clt. 111.
3. Whitaker, 362.
4. Cal.S.P. Dom., James I. 1601-1625, 42111, 15.
5. Bolton MS. Bk. 104, f.la.
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likely cause was a new agreement negotiated by 'dab Earl after

trade had been fully resumed with the Merchants' government now
1

settled at Hamburg.

The long-foreseen assault on the Merchants' monopoly of

the trade in undressed cloths was begun in 1612 by the cloth-

workers and the Eastland Merchants who resented their-exclusion
2

from the prosperous trading or the previous decade.	 The death

of the Earl of Salisbury in May 1612 gave Alderman Cockayne the

chance to put to the King his scheme for dyeing and dressing
3

all cloths before export. 	 Both the clothworkers and the

Eastlanders were optimistic of their ability to implement the

project and thereby improve the manufacture and wealth of the
4

country..	 The scheme attracted the support of the anti-

monopolists such as Sir Edward Coke but most Privy Councillors

mere against it or doubtful of its prospects. The Commons,
5

when they met in 1614, were divided on the issue.

The 4th Earl's main concern as an interested party was

In the preservation of the profit from his licence. The cloth-

workers recognised his interest but answered the objection that

the restraint in exportsof undressed cloth would be 'livery

prejudiciall u to him by claiming confidently that out of the

1. Friis, on.cit. 111.
2. illa, 230 et sea,
3. .11011. 239.
4. E.g. Sir Walter Cope's arguments in S.F. 14171/89.
5. Friis, opheito 241 et sea.
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great profit the Xing would receive from the project he could

easily afford to give a pension ',which at least may equal], the
1

present profit and be receaved with More ease and less trouble.

Though no doubt relieved to have an. assurance from the

projectors of the scheme that they haA to wish to harm his

interests, the Earl's representatives were well aware of the

dangers inherent in the ambiguity of hl.s position.	 John Taylor

reported to the Earl on the 18th January 1614:

had. Need Looke about me Wysely, for our Case is
Like his that houlds the Wolfe by the Eares; The
Merchantes were growen Jelyous of us before I came
as supposing we had given way to thother syde, but
I have given theim satisfacon and have undertaken
to learn something which they desier to know. we
are in daunger of a blowe on either syde, yet it
may please god to deliver us. their is mudhe
divition and contrariety of opinions about the
Busines, and it is Like to breed much discontent.
The Xing is still violent to procede, andle expect
a Proclamation daly to that purpose. 2

The proclamation was made on the 23rd July 1614. It

revoked all Special licences for the export of undressed cloths

but gave liberty to the Merchants to export until November 2nd

when the new company of Xing l a Merchant Adventurers would take
3

over.	 The trade crisis which followed the cessation of the

old company's activities forced the Xing to temporize in order

to prevent an even greater deterioration in trading conditions.

1. S.P. 14/72/69.
2. Althorp, Cumberland Papers, 18th January 1613/4.
3. Friis, on.cit. 267.
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In June 1615, the King's Merchants agreed on the proportion of

dressed cloths, 36,000 in all, that they would export in the

next three years but at the same time they were granted a

licence to export 30,000 undressed cloths similar to that the

old company had held and were allowed to export an unlimited

number under the Earl's licence, paying to him the usual rate
1

of 2/8d a cloth.

Thus the old system was re-created in new guise in the

hope of an improvement in the state of trade. Yet,for the Earl

there vas a vital difference. The aim of the new company was to

increase the export of finished cloths and this implied a

progressive falling-off in the export of undressed cloths and

a corresponding decrease in the profits the Earl could expect

from his licence. For this reason the King gave order to Lord

Treasurer Suffolk on the 21st July that since he wished the

profit of Cumberland's licence to continue "according to

the true intent and meaning" of his grant in 1605, the "medium"

or yearly average of the exports under the Earl's licence in

the ten years prior to November 3rd 1614 should be calculated an

if exports on his licence fell below that figure he should be

given componsation "by way of defalcacon, or by anie other suche
2

good way and meanes of recompence".

This warrant guarani.* the Earl the average annual profit

1. Ibid. 276-80.
2. TX: 39/5/48.
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of his licence over the previous ten years. It took:effect from

the 3rd November 1614, the day the King's Merchants became

responsible for the export of cloths. The compensation

eventually covered the three successive years up to November
1

2nd 1617.	 In consequence, there was, despite the delay

before the grant of the warrant, no interruption in the Earl's

receipts during the period of the Cockayne experiment. This in

itself was an important concession to his claims for special

consideration. It had a second implication. In 1615, as
2

earlier in 1612, it was pointed out to the King that by taking

the Earl's licence into his own hands he could increase his
3

revenue by £3,000 a year. 	 The warrant was assurance that this

would, not happen. If further proof of James* good faith were

needed, his attitude in the following year was to be conclusive.

The failure of thetockayne experiment was apparent in

January 1616. It was continued at the King's instance, against
4

the advice of the Council, throughout that year. At the end

of the summer, however, negotiations began for the restitution

of the old company of Merchant Adventurers. The Merchants

were now eager not merely to regain their former position of

prestige and privilege, but to exclude all possible rivals.

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 106, f. 5a. For further explanation, see
ApPmadix II.

2. B.M. Cotton Cleopatra F.vi, f. 108b.
3. S.P. 14/84/52, quoted in F.C. Dietz, English Public Finance

1558-1641, (1932), 161 n.30.
4. Friis, on.cit. 302-3.
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They demanded as one of their terms of reinstatement that

Cumberland's licence be discontinuad. The King and Council

rejected this on the grounds that it was unipasonable, for the

King would have to provide elsewhere for the £4,000 to which it
1

amounted.

When the Merchants were restored on the 1st January 1617,

they had not conceded a single point in the terms they had
2

offered.	 In the following summer, after Shipments had begun,

they still hoped that the King could be persuaded to revoke the

Earlts licence. They argued that because of "the distracon of

those two years tot the Cockayne experiment the Company found

that theire ovine Lycence would ship of all the white Cloth which

at that tyme could either be made or vented" and there was thus

no need for any licence but their own. The Earl's response to

this apparently was to threaten to repeat his brother's action
3

in 1601 of throwing open trade on his licence.

This tluestion and the more important matter which formed

the Merchants' second demand were put to the Council for their

determination. The Merchants wanted to end the limitation on

the price of cloths they exported on their free licence.

1. Ibid. 353-4.
2. Friis,	 t. 356.
3. S.P. 16 429 7
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The larlVs representatives, Lord Clifford and John Taylor,

claimed that this might harm the Earl's interests and, because

of the E1 1 000 rent to the Crown, the Iing's also. But, Aey

added, if the increase in the price of cloths were to benefit

the Earl to the extent that more cloths might be passed on his

licence than formerly then there was no reason why he Should not
1

take advantage of that benefit.

After hearings before a committee of the Council and

full debate of the whole matter by the Council, both parties
2

consented to an agreement.	 A settlement on the lines of that

finally accepted had been suggested by Sir Francis Bacon as early
,	 3

as February 25th . lo16.	 He may well have inspired the compromise

on this occasion, The agreement gave the Merchants liberty to

export 30,000 cloths a year without limitation of price. For *Back

cloth they exported on their own licence, however, they were to

export another on the Earl's, paying him the usual duty of 2/8d

a clothe until a limit of 60,000 cloths had been reached. All

cloths exported above that figure were to pass on the Earl's
4

licence only.

The settlement satisfied the Merchants t demands on two

vital points. In the first place, it reaffirmed their monopoly

of the export of undressed cloths. This meant a restoration

1. Aiaire. 1616-71 361.
2. Sa. 16/429/87.
3. J. Spedding, (Ed.), Pie Totters and the kite of Francis Baca

(1869), v, 258-9.
4. Friis, op.cit. 375-6.
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of the old system with the Merchants' position stren g thened by

the failure of its opponents' alternative scheme. The settlement

also gave them the right to export in future at the current

market value: a notable gain in view of the problems, and

evasions of the law, caused by the restrictions on prices in
1

their previous grant.

In exchange for these rights, the Merchants had made a

valuatle concession to the Earl, one which followed logically

from their own argument of the decay in cloth exports and the

Earl's apprehension of trading prospects. Cumberland's equal

share in the exports up to the limit of 60,000 cloths meant that

he could expect some profit from his licence even in yeas when

exports were small. Under the previous system, when the Merchant

had utilised their own licence completely before exporting on

the Earl's, a poor year might have given him no profit at all.

The great value to the Earl in terms of profit of this concession
2

will be described later.

The optimism that with the restoration of the old company

prosperous trading conditions would return was not borne out

by experience in the years after 1618. In the spring session

of the 1621 Parliament, Sir Edwin Sandys lamented that *all the

Grievances of the Kingdom are Trifles in comparison with the

Decay in Trade ft .
3
 The trade crisis was the signal for a

1. Cal. S.P. Dom. Add., 1547-65,  xi, 112.
2. In section Li.
3. Friis, oD.cit. preface.
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renewal of the Commons' agitation against the Merchants'

monopoly on the grounds that it contributed to the decrease in

cloth exports which, it was now recognised, was the principal
1

factor in the trade depression.	 The commission appointed by

the Privy Council on April 23rd 1622 to report on the decay

In trading cautiously referred to Cumberland's licence and

pretermitted customs as two burdens that amounted to a great
2

obstacle to trade.	 But the terms of reference to the Standing
3

Committee set up later in the year did not include these dues

and when membership or the Merchant Adventurers was thrown open

in 1624 it was left to the Privy Council to consider if an actia
4

should be taken about them.

The last years of the 4th Earl's tenure of the cloth

licence were marked by a fall in the profit of the lieence

owing to the trade depression and his own financial difficulties.

For him, 1622 was a decisive year. On July 10th, Lord Clifford

wrote from iondesbOrough to the Marquis of Buckingham that he

had heard a report that the reversion of the licence bad been
5

promised to another. He wished to know in what he had offended.

Buckingham had, indeed, promised the revtrsion of the

licence; to Ludovick, 2nd Duke of Lennox.. It was grantee to

1. Friis, on.cit. 404.
2.Ibid. 419.
3. .11,44. 425.
4. Ibid. 430.
5. H.M.C. Second Report, App.,59.
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1
Lennox on the 8th August 1622, four years before Cumberland's

tenure was due to end. The Duke held the office of alnager and

collector of the subsidy on woollen cloths on a 21 years' lease
2

granted in October, 1604.	 The cloth licence was thus intended

to replace his present office within a year of the end of its

lease. Bowever, Lennox died before that time and in May 164,

when Cumberland's tenure ceased, the cloth licence passed to his

widow, the Duchess of Richmond and Lennox.

Proximity to the King's ear was the vital factor

controlling the distribution' of offices. There was little

chance that the 4th Earl would retain the reversion of the

cloth licence with Buckingham as favourite and Lennox, a

kinsman of James 19 as suitor. There was neither a Salisbury

nor a Wentworth to secure him favours. Nor was his own career

remarkable for anything but his private struggle with his
financial burdens. Yet no matter hbv great their needs, the

Cliffords could hardly have expected to retain the licence

after an unprecedented tenure of twenty-five years. Nor had.

they any cause to complain of unfair treatment during their

1. P.R.O. Index, Pat. Rolls, 20 Jac 1, pt.14.
2. H.M.C. §alisburv MSS., xv1, 334.
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tenure for of Al l the Parties concerned their interests had

suffered least it the disruption of the Cockayne project.

The 4th Earl's interest in the cloth licence as a source

of profit did not cease in 1626 with the termination of the

lease. He had received compensation from the Crown for his
1

losses owing to the Cockayne project in 1615, 1616 and 1617.

The payment of compensation ended on November 2nd 1617 not

because the purpose of the warrant had been fulfilled but
2

because it was proving a drain on the Exchequer.

In 1627 2 the 4th Earl raised the question of re-imbursemeni

for the yearS after 1617 2 since the warrant was still in force.

Charles I acknowledged that restitution was Mue to him in

equity by the intencon of the late Kinge James". The Lord

Treasurer and the Chancellor of the Exchequer certified that

the sum to which the Earl was entitled was £12,406. The King,
3

nevertheless, decided to allow the Earl only half this figure.

The reasons were not given but perhaps it was a recognition

that the Cockayne project was not the sole cause- of the decline

in cloth exports and that the Earl had already benefited to some

extent as a result of the 1617 agreement.

1. See Appendix II.
2. Bolton MS. Bk.107 2 f.5b.
3. P.R.O. Index 6807, Signet Office Docquets 2 July 1627.
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Charles specified the manner in which the mai was to be

Paid Of the £6,203 allowed to the Earl, £2,447.3.8 were

retained bi the Crown in discharge of the debts he owed for

arrears of rents and subsidies. A warrant was issued to pay

him the remaining £3,755.	 The Crown, however, was as ready

to default on its obligations as Cumberland: ten years passed

before the Earl received the money. That it was paid at all
was due to the personal representation of his son-in-law,

Viscount Wentworth, Lord Deputy of Ireland.

Wentworth asked the King as a special favour to allow the

debt to be paid directly to Cumberland out of the surplus that

he had contrived in the Exchequer at Dublin so as 'to,fid the

Crown of the obligation in a way which would not burden the

Exchequer in London.	 The King granted Wentworth. authority
3

to do this.	 The money was paid to Cumberland between

December 1638 and February 1639; C4755.164* with an additional

£144.3.81 allowed as "forbearance* on account of the delay in
4

making the payment from Ireland. In offering his own thanks to

the King for the grant, Wentworth pledged that he would clearly

indicate to the Earl and Lord Clifford the King's generosity to

them so that they "may entirely answer unto your commands the
5

cheerful duties they owe for soe extraordinary a favour".

1. P.R.O. Index 6807 9 Signet
2. Thomas Carte, The _Life of

Oxford, 1851), v, 227-9.
3. Bolton MS. Sundry Letter,
4. Bolton MS. Bk. ,12., f.l.
5. Carte, loc.eit.

Office Docquets, j'uly 1627.
James Duke of Ormond, (2nd Zdn.,

100.
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ii. The Income from the Licence

The 3rd Earl's cloth licence differed radically from Ills

predecessors' in that trading conditions directly effected

his profits. Previous licencees, Leicester, Walsingham and

Stafford for example, with grants to export a specific number

of cloths, had immediately sold their licences to the Merchants

for a lump sum based upon an agreed price per cloth. The
1

Merchants had raised the money on loans.	 The 3rd Earl, in

contrast, had the right to export an unlimited quantity of

cloths yearly for a specified term of years. Eis receipts,

therefore, depended upon the number of cloths the Merchants

exported on his licence every year for which they paid him a

set rate per cloth. His net profit, for him a more significant

figure, depended upon the extent to which exports yearly exceeded

a total comprising the 30,000 of the Merchants' licence and the

10-12,000 more required to pay his rent of £1,000 and the costs

of administration. If his profits were to be high, prosperity

was essential.

The 3rd and 4th Xarls were fortunate in that the years

1602 to 1614 were mainly prosperous. There were two years

only in which exports were comparatively low; in 1607, when

1. See S.P. 14/72/70; B.M. Lansd. 62 f.48.
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1
a temporary recession affected trading activities, and in

1611-12, when there was dislocation of the market owing to
2

Political troubles. In 1606 and 1614, two years for which

the Port Books have survived, 76,124 and 71,539 undressed
3

cloths respectively were exported.	 Even if exports in these

years were above the normal, the general level would appear to

have been appreciably higher than in the previous .decadel
4

judging by the figures of 60000 cloths in 1596 and 56,000
5

In 1598-
The prosperity before 1614 influenced the 4th Earl's

profits in a second way. It gave him a high rate for the

compensation granted during the Cockayne experiment. It may

also have induced the Merchants to accept the increase in the
,	 6

price they Paid the Earl in 1612 from 2/2d to 218d, if not

directly, on the grounds of his right to a greater share in

the hieh profits, then in a more subtle manner, by mitigating

their customary resistance to making concessions.

The full details of the receipts from the licence and the

costs of administration are to be found in John Taylor's

accounts. These cover the period 1613 to 1626 except for

1. Godfrey Davies, The Early Stuarts, 1601-1660 (Oxford,
1937), 327.

2. See sum,, pp.262.3.
3. Friis, 224211. 129.
4. S.P. 12/264/144.
5. S.P. 12/261/47.
6. See surra, p. 263.
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four years - 1614, 1616 1 1t17 and 1625. The receipts, costs

and net profits in the ten years known are set out in Table E.

The recurring items in the costs were the rentpaid to the

Crown and administrative costs which in most years were in

the region of £350. These Included wages paid to the Earl's

three principal Officers at the Custom house, £40 to William

Cooke, his clerk and deputy, and 39,) each to Anthony Stone and
1

Raulf Bankes. The rent of the office was 5 a yea.	 In

some years there were charges for seizures of cloths in ships

attempting to evade payment of the Earl's licence fee and the
2

costs of prosecuting the cases.

The profits of the licence are certain for the years for

which John Taylor's accounts have survived; but these are

only ten of the twenty-five years in which the Cliffords held

the licence. Fortunately, John Taylor's account for 1615 is

extant and coincides with the first year of the Cockayne

experiment. Since the amounts allowed to the Earl as

compensation in 1615, 1616 and 1617 are also known, it is

possible to calculate both the "medium" figure on which

compensation Was based
3
 and the Earl e a actual receipts in 1616

and 1617 1. two years for which there are no accounts. In

1. Londesborough 143. /4/5.
2. Bolton MSS. Bks. 104, f.5, 109, 1.9.
3. See pupra,, p. 266.
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£4,946.16.8 £1,364. 9.11 £3,582. 6. 9

3,074. 1.4 1,342.12.10 1,731. 8. 6

C
3, 389.3.1.4„‘ 397. 3. 3 22992. 8. 1
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TABLE E

The 4th Earl's Receipts from Jibe Cloth Licence. 1 61 1 -
 1626•a

Notes: a. The sources are Bolton MSS. Books 104 to 113.
b. This figure does not Include £218 received as

composition for cloths seited, (Bk.104 2 f.lb.)
c. The rent of £1 2 000 Was released in this year,

(Bk.107 2 f.2a).
d. This sum includes £600 received, from the Exchequer

as compensation for 161.6 & £46.14.0 for 1617,
(Bk.107 2 f.2a)•

e. Receipts for 10 months. They do not include E140
received in 1 621 as composition for cloths seized
in 1619, (Bk.109, f.3).

f. Receipts for a period of 1 years, (Bk.1112f.2a).
g. Expenses for 14 years, (Bk.1112f.5a).
Ii. Receipts for 6 months only (Bk.11 3 1 fab).
1. The half-years' rent due Lady Day 1 626 vas

released, (Bk.113, f.4b).
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addition, it is possible to estimate the receipts in the

decade prior to 1614 and in the other year for which, the

account is missing, 1625. These calculations can be found

in Appendix II. The full figures of both the known and

estimated receipts, costs and net income from the licence

during the whole of the 4th Earl's tenure are incorporated
1

In Table F.

The changes in the 4th Earl's annual income will be

evident from Table F. Except for 1615, his profit remained

at a constantly high level until 1618. The fall in the

level of receipts and the yearly fluctuation; after 1618

indicate both the effect on the Earl's profit of the trade

depression and the uncertainty as to the size of the profit

that could be anticipated from year to year.

1. For the figures of annual exports of undressed cloths
derived from the receipts see Table L. The method of
calculation Is explained in Appendix II.
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TABLE F

The 4th Earl's Receipts from the Cloth Licence, 1606-026. 

II=
606
.8 )
.e;)

1:22)
ilk;

l0 )
1-61141

iblo

1b20
IEEE122
lri

Aeceizts Costg 
b

£18350. 0. 0
b

1,350. 0. 0

£4,996.15. 4a

c3,256. 8.11

4,946.16. 8_, 1,364. 9.11u
5,538.10. 8" 1,350. o. ow
3,074. 1. 4 1,342.12.10.
3,264. 1. 4e 350. 0. 01
3,422. 7. 4c 350. O. o
3,389.11. 4 397. 3. 3
2,892. 4. 8 1,329. 6. 2
3,150. 9. 4 1,337. 6. o
2,089. 6. 8 1,382.15. 1
2,537. 2. 0 1,281. 8. 9
3,713.10. 8 1 1 907. 5. 4
3,966. 3. 4 1,343. 5. 7
3,728.18. Oc 1,350. 0. Ob

760. 9. 4 148. 3.11

RILins2ma
£3,646.15. 4

1,906. 8.11

3,582. 6. 9
4,188.10. 8
1,731. 8. 6
2,914. 1. 4
3,072. 7. 4
2,992. 8. 1
1,562.18. 6
1,813. 3. 4

706.11. 7
1,255.13. 3
1,806. 5. 4
2,622.17. 9
2078.18. 0

612. 5. 5

lova

a. 46,124 cloths were exported on the Earl's licence at 2/2d
per cloth, Urns, op.sItt. 61).

b. An average figure for Charges - £1,000 rent plus £350 costs
of administration. See suPrp. P.277.

c. This is an average figure for the years 1607 to 1612. For
the calculation of the figure see Appendix II.

d. 41,539 cloths were snorted on the Earl's licence at 2/8d
per cloth, (Fri's, op.ctt. 129).

e. This figure includes £2,869.1.4. actual receipts from cloth
exports (for the calculation see Appendix II) and 4395
received from the Exchequer as compensation granted for
1615, (B.M. Lansd. 169 1 f. 143a.)

f. The rant due for 1616, 1617 and 161$ Was released, (Bolton
MS. Bk. 107, f.2a).
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Despite the lower value of the licence in the later

years, the 3rd Earl's grants proved to be the great financial

benefit which he had hoped and of far greater value than earlier

licences. This is evident if the profits from the licence are

compared with the 4th Earl's estate income during the years in

which he held the licence. His average annual profit from the

licence was equal to three-quarters of the normal net income

from his estates until 1617. In subsequent years, the annual

profit fell to an average of only £1,700, but even then it was

equal to 40% of the net income from the estates and at a time
1

when that income was at its highest.

Although the Crown later re-imbursed him in some form

for half his supposed losses after 1617, the fall in profit

was a contributory cause of the 4th Earl's special financial
2

difficulties during the last years of his tenure of the licence.

It was,however, fortunate for the Earl that the agreement with

the Merchants in 1617 had given him an equal share of the cloth

exports under their joint licences. With the earlier arrangement,

his profit in 2620 would have been marginal and in 1619 and 1622

he would have received no profit at ill. The state of his

finances would in all probability have forced him to seek some

change in the arrangement as early as 1620. By then, the

pessimistic views of trading prospects might well have altered

1. See mama, Chapter VII, pp. 212-3 and Table F.
2. See 112=0 Chapter X.
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the Merchants' willingness to compromise.

iii. Conclusion 

The 3rd Earl's Patent In 1601 changed the character of

the imposition which the Merchants had to pay for the privilege

of exporting cloths on the additional licences. Previously,

as already stated, they had -paid the patentee a lump sum on the

basis of an agreed price per cloth and raised the money on loans.

As a result of Cumberland's patent, this "subsidy or tribute" as
1

the -Merchants regarded it, was replaced by a permanent, annual
2

levy on cloth exports. £1,000 of the receipts from the levy

were paid to the Crown as rent and included in the petty farm
3

of the customs.

The source of the Merchant's bitter opposition to the

3rd. Earl's licence in 1601i however, was less that it continued

a financial exaction they were keen to escape than the

consequences for them of the change in form end length of tenure

from previous licences. Whereas they had been able to purchase

outright all earlier licences, control of the additional, licence

was now taken out of their hands and vested in Cumberland's -

and for ten years. Moreover, Cumberland had been given a

monopoly of the additional licences and, unlike previous

patentee s, he successfully asserted it in 1604.

1. S.P. 15/25/26.
2. Dietz, ov.cit,. 89 -90•
3. H.M.C. Fourth Report, App., 311.
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The Crown's interference hitherto had been limited to

forcing this wealthiest of Tudor commercial organisations to

share its profits with Crown nominees and it had, furthermore,

benefited the Merchants by legalising and allowing them to

control the whole of the trade. Now the interference was

extended by giving the Earl control of at least half the

exports in a way which amounted to a delegation of Crown

authority and could be regarded as a precedent for permanent

control. This change would make it even more difficult for

the Merchants to achieve their ambition of getting control

of the licences in the same way as they already controlled

membership of their company.

Yet the advantage of the arrangement in view of the

protection it gave, which became apparent during the Commons'

attack on monopolies in the next three years, probably led

the Merchants to approve the extension of the 3rd Earl's lease

for a further 21 years in 1605, though only because the

alternative was a possible loss of their monopoly. The desire

to gain full control of the export trade remained as strong

as ever and the chance to make another bid for control came

in 1617 after their restoration at the end of the Cockayne

project. Once more they failed. When the next opportunity

arose the merchants were once again on the defensive, hit by

the trade depression and under sustained attack in the Commons.

They do not appear to have opposed the grant of the licence to
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Lennox in 1622; in the circumstances it woad be surprising if

they had.

With the changes in the nature of the imposition and

in the control of the additional licence, the position of

the licence-holder was also modifiede lid effect; for the

Cliffords, as farmers of the levy on cloth exports, a new
1.

office had been created - and a profitable office, for they

retained two-thirds of the levy in their own pockets. This

change was not only in keeping with Crown policy towards

matters within the royal prerogative but with the attitude,

popular amongst the nobility in particular, that commercial

activities were a legitimate field for exploitation for

personal profit.

1. The term 'office' was used in the re-grant in 1605 (Appleby
M$. D/1/3).
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MAEBILal

TEM yrizian PROBLEMS OF TIM 4! AND 5111 EARLS

The 4th Earl inherited from his 4brother not Only the

Earldom and estates but also the liabilities connected with them

of which the greatest were the financial problems. The anxiety

and strain of the 3r& Earl t s last years passed to the 4th Earl

in full measure in 1605. By 1620 he had delegate& to his son,

Henry Lord Clifford, the active direction of his affairs, but

the problems remained with him until his death.

The main elements in the Earl l s f1.z3ancial problems were

his indebtedness and his failure to balance his household

finances. Of the two, the indebtedness was phr amount. Throughou

his life, the burden of large debts was everpresent. It vas

the continuous pressure of indebtedness which gave to his other

problems, important as they were an urgency greater than they

alreatly merited.

The debts were of complex origin. I distinction can be

made between the large London debts and the recent debts

contracted in the country and in London. The large London

debts consisted of the long-term debts inherited from the 3rd

Earl and similar debts Incurred by  the 4th Earl. The payment
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of these debts, the recent London debts and the interest on them
1

was the responsibility of John Taylor.

The debts recently contracted in London and the country

were current debts whose size was fairly constant from year to

year and which normally would be paid within the accounting year.

But because of the Clifford& financial difficulties, they were

often not paid and then they mounted up and became an important

factor in the indebtedness until an effort was made to reduce them

This and the following Chapter will be concerned with the

nature and extent of the Clifford& financial difficulties after

1605 and the effect on the Clifford fortunes and estates of the

debts and the measures taken to decrease them.

i. 1605 - 1617 

Although the 4th Earl was pre-occupied until 1611 with
2

northern political affairs, there was- some progress in the

years prior to 1613 towards overcoming- the problem of indebted-

ness. In this period receipts from fines in Craven were high
3

and most of the money was sent to John Taylor IA London.

After paying £500 for the grant of Skipton in 1607, the costs
4

of the inheritance suit and his own expenses, Taylor would

1. E.g. Bolton MS. Bk. 104, f. 4b et sea.
2. S.P. 14/63/43, 69.
3 - See maxa, P. 186.
4. P.R.O. Salisbury MS. 12223•
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have substantial amounts available to pay tha London debts.

In addition, the profits of the cloth licence, which had been

appointed for the payment of the London debts, would have

provided £189 000 between 1605 and 163,3 towards the reduction

of the debt.

Furthermore, not all the task was left to John Taylor.

Some of the debts were paid direct from)iipton by Stephen

Taylors in 1609, the first £500 of the £1,000 loaned to the

3rd Earl on a statute by the Countess of Shrewsbury which her

son, Lord William Cavendish, recovered with the costs of the
2

suit, and In 1612 9 £611.1.10 to Robert Bindlose for the

redemption of Flasby.
3
 The 3rd Earl's intimate friendship

with Robert Cecil turned to the 4th Earl's pecuniary advantage

in 1610, when Salisbury paid £6,000 for the dowry of his daughter

Frances on her marriage with Kenry Lord Clifford. By mutual

agreement, the money was used to pay the interest and all but

£1,000 of the principal owed for Bolton Priory which had, been
4

mortgaged since 1596.	 The rents of Bolton were then assigned

by the Earl to supplement Lord Clifford's income from land to

1. See ,suura, Table F.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 228, f. 261a. For the statute, see Table A.
3. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, I. 15, f.5a.
4. See lama, p•62•
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the total of £600 which Salisbury had requested Cumberland to
1

allow him.	 In addition, the 4th Earl twice before 1613

secured release from debts to the Crown. In 1607, his brother's

royal debts were cancelled with the exception of 	 owed for
2

subsidies, and in 1611 the 4th earl's own arrears of rent for

the Border lands were similarly discharged.

his evidence suggests that an improvement in the 4th

Earl's financial position had taken place by 1613. It was only

to be expected, for besides the regular profit from the cloth

licence the receipts from Craven were at their highest An these

years. Yet, relative to the needs the progress must have

appeared little enough. It was John Taylor's unenviable task

to keep the London creditors at bay. In 1611, he visited, Lord

Clifford who was at the time making a grand tour of France,
4

Partly at Salisbury's expense, to report to him on the state of

the finances. On his return Taylor wrote to Clifford complaining

that f:330 from the cloth licence was all he had received to

pay debts, interest and his expenses in London. 'Tot one pennyu,

he wrote,

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 256.
2. P.R.O. Index 6802, Signet
3. M.O. index 6803, Signet
4. S.P. 14/63/5; Skipton MS.

Office,Docquets, February 1607.
Office, Docquets, March 1609/10.
A/36/6.
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comes from the country°	 order or care taken wheare
I should have meanes to furnish your allowance, nor any
mention thereof. God is my Judge, I do all I can for my
lief to keep things in some order till your retorne. I
have too far stretched my creditt, whereof litle or no
regard is had. I shall acquaint my lord treasurer here-
with, so far as may be fitt, for prevention sake, in
modest termes. I had a fine lief whilst I was with your
lordship in France; but I am now baited, like a beare.1

In the following year, Cumberland himself declared how

disturbed he was at the state of his fortunes. lie sought

Salisbury' s advice on how best to free and advance his estate.

Lord Clifford, too l expressed his concern about "the painge

of the debtes and settlinge of that estate which hath bin

therewith shaken these many yeeres and yet is not underproped
3

or repaired."

The Cliffords had good cause for anxiety. At midsummer

1613, £18,000 of the 3rd Earl's debts were still, owed and of

these £5,000 were at usury. The interest paid annually on

those debts alone would be £500. At this point, William 2nd

Earl of Salisbury suggested that in order to pay off the debts

the 4th Earl should sell his cloth licence. John Dackombe,

Salisbury's servant, who investigated the matter with John

Taylor, advised againsttpis. He argued that the better course

would be to retain the licence and use the profits from it,

as at present, to pay the debts. He drew up a schedule to dhow

1. Whitaker, 362.
2. S.P. 14/63/67.
3. S.P. 14/63/69.

2
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that the 0,000 a year from the licence would pay the £59000

at usury, allowing for the accumulating interest, by midsummer

1615 and the remaining £13,000, which the creditors were willing

to forbear for five years, soon after midsummer 1619. In all,

six years and ten weeks would suffice to Clear the whole debt.

The cloth licence would then still be in the Earl's possession

with the benefit of several years' profits yet to came. If the

licence were sold, he thought, it would *not yelde see muche or
1

at least no morel'.

Dackombel s advice, supported as it was by John Taylor's

opinion, might well have ap peared the wiser course in 1613.

His schedule of repayment, however, could not be kept to. The

reasons why make it doubtful if, without a rigorous retrenchment,

any real easing of the strain on the finances was possible.

Besides the debts themselves, other factors and in particular

the Earl's excessive household expenditure contributed to the

financial Strain. The difficulties inherent in the Earl's

position will be better appreciated if these factors are

considered.

Elm when the debts are discounted, Cumberland's financial

position Was fundamentally insecure because his ordinary

expenditure exceeded his normal income from the estates. In

1615, a year for which the total costs are known, the household

expenditure came to £59 958.7.3. The expenses of the various

1. Londesborough MS. D/1.
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households totalled £4,390.0.5. This sum consisted of

£694.19.6 for Skiptons £433.2.0i for LondesbOrough, £005.10.61

for Hazlewood, the Earl's mansion near Skipton where he

preferred to reside, £579.8.9 for Z6his Taylor's coterie of

aides and servants in London, and £1,777.8.7 for the peripatetic

group Which accompanied Lord Clifford, In additions the

administration at Carlisle cost £347.15.6. Annuities accounted

for a further £271.5.4, law charge*. £252.7.8, debts paid in the

country £696.0.4 and the rents 'known to have been paid
1

£740.4.4.

2 The known receipts from the estates in 163.5 were £5,227.5.

11-i. There was thus a considerable gap between the Earl's

estate income and household expenditure. Had the Marl not
3

defaulted on the payment of his Border rents and had the

income not included higher fines than usual from the ordinary
4

leasing, the gap would have been greater. Even so nearly

£600 had to be borrowed to help-make up the deficit. 	 It will

be seen from these figures that the estate income was inadequate

to meet the normal household charges and that there was no

surplus with which to meet exceptional demandS, least of all

to contribute towards the payment of the London debts.

I. These details are from an analysis of the accounts for 1615
(Bolton MSS. Bks. 96, 105, 127), and a note of the year's
expenditure drawn up by the auditor (Bolton MS. Sundry Paper,
I. 24).

2. Sea mals Chapter 711 1 pp. 212,214.
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 105 1 f.3ao
4. See auDrq, Chapter VII, P.214.
5. See su.nra„,
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Cumberland's failure to relate his Ordinary living costs

to the means at his disposal had consequences which John

Taylor analysed with his customary directness of thought and

speech. "God knowes how 1ny Lord will pay this", he wrote,

when Cumberland was requested in 161 to contribute £200 as a

'loan' to the King. Failure to pay that sum and £60 for Lady

Elizabeth's aid during the term would, he feared, "turn greatly

to my Lordes dishonour". They might see by this, he added,

that yf a Man in his ordinary Charge Live allwaies at
the height of his Meanes or above, he must Needes fall
farr behyndhand when these extraordinary occations of
charge happen, as they are Like to do still. Of this
so muche bathe been spoken aired,- as more is Needles.

Though, as Taylor implied, the special demands were the

occasion for rather than the cause of the accumulation of new

debts, they were frequent and embarrassing. Cumberland was

forced, also in 1613, to borrow the £1,000 he required to
2

complete the redemption of Bolton. 	 Most of the last £1,000

for Lady Margaret's dowry to Sir Thomas Wentworth was borrowed,

in 164, but at York, not London.
3
 Another occasion was at

the Earl of Somerset's great wedding in 1614. John Taylor

explained to Cumberland that when it was reported that the lint

had "declared him self Plainly that he thought no Man did Love

him, that did not show his Love at this time to my Lord of

1. Althorp, Cumberland Papers, 21st May 1613.
2. Althorp, Cumberland Papers, Thomas Paradine to the 4th Earl,

24th May 1613.
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 95, f.3b.
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Somersett", John Dackombe and Mr Ashton took:up £100 worth of

plate in silver dishes and presented them in Cumberland's name.

"They did it out of their ',O yes", he told the Earl; but he was

worried that he could not repay the money.

Some of the loans taken up in these years became permanent

debts; as in 1613, when Thomas Paradine combined the £1,000 he

had lent for the redemption of Bolton wit4 two bonds for £600

and £400, borrowed by Cumberland shortly before to pay his

living expenses in London, to make a statute of £2,000 which the
2

Earl and Lord Clifford jointly acknowledged.

Borroving lhowever, gave only temporary respite from the

need eventually to produce the cash if not from current income,

then from some other source. For the 4th Earl, this usually

meant raising money-from the estates. In 1612, Robert Bindlose

Paid him £1,600 for the grant in fee farm of the capital
3

messuage of Cleatop in Settle. In 1613, on John Taylor's

inspiration, the tenants in Craven were persuaded to give to
4

the Zarl a 'benevolence s of two years' rents. This or some

similar device was essential at that time. The creditors in

Iondon were discontented, especially for the recent debts.

1. Althorp, Cumberland Papers, 18th January 1613/14.
2. Althorp, Cumberland Papers, 24th May 1613. For the

statute, see surT 1 Table A.
3. Bolton MS. Bk.._ 104, fat).
4. Althorp, Cumberland Papers Taylor to the 4th Uri, 27th

;a:wavy 1613/14; Londesborough MS. K/2.
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",Here is and will be muche bitterness and Clamour for money",

Taylor told the Earl In February 1614. Parliament was

expected to assemble in April and Taylor was anxious about the

provision of the charges for the Earl's coming visit,

or by reason the moneis borrowed and thinges taken
up for the last iorney bathe for your Lordship and
my 'Lord Clifford have not been paid, tkley will
exclame, and give no further Creditt.

It was to pay these smoste Needfull new aebtes", Lord Clifford's

as well as the Earl's, that the £2,000 received from the
2

benevolence were aPPointed.	 Two years later, in 1616,

Cumberland raised £3,168 by granting long leases in Craven

towards the £3,500 he needed to pay a debt to Wentworth and
3

Thomas karadine, a debt which if not paid, John Taylor

thought, would dishonour the Earl ins the world's opinion.

Although the 4th Earl managed periodically to reduce the

new London debts, at no time were they cleared off and he was

unable to prevent their continual accumulation. In August 1614,

after the benevolence Money had paid some of the recent debts,
5

the remainder stood at £805.13.0. In April 1616, they were

slightly higher at £990.0.1 and there were also large new debts

In the country; £1,283.1.6 at Skipton, £250.9.4. at York and

£8.8.0 at Londesborough. The full total of the Earl's recent

4

to the 4th Earl, 13th

The statute is included

1. Althorp, Cumberland Papers, Taylor
February, 1613/14.

2. ;bid., 27th January 1613/14.
3. Bolton MSS. Bks. 265, 266, passim.

In Table A.
4. Bolton MS. Sundry Letter, 105.
5. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, I. 18.
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debts in 1616 was £2,540.18.11, a sum equal to half a Year's
1

normal income from the estates.

Cumberland recognised the necessity of curtailing his

household expenses. Be told Lord Clifford in 1611 that he was
2

considering all possible ways of doing so.	 But in this matter

the Earl's actions constantly belied his intentions. The

careful husbanding of his resources which the state orb's

finances demanded was never forthcoming. Purthermore, lack of

direction from the Earl handicapped Jahn Taylor, whose ability

and integrity were recognised by all, in his management of the

Earl's affairs. Taylor often spoke freely to the Earl of his

ultimate responsibility. In a moment of frustration in

November 1615 he wrote*

I must Needes say I fynde your Lordship and my Lord
Clifford also, allwaies very willing to do well, but
Alas yf their be a failing in the point of execution
all ends in nothing. Your Lordship hathe Long intended,
and Iong spoken of some Reformation, but It is (God
knowes) by one mean or other still deferred, and so the
disease in your estate groves more dangerous, and hard-
lyer Curable. what Care and paines have I not taken, or
would yet take so farr as I were Able, to help, putt
ttlinges in order thereby to free and disburthen your
Lordships thought from those Cares and trobles which
as thinges yet stand must Needes often disquiet and
Offend you. But it Restes in your own poure to govern
your own estaite well, others may move and wish well,
but it is your Lordships self that must give Lief to
the whole fraime of the worke, 3

1. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, I. 27.
2. -Whitaker, 365. The normal size or the household at that

time was 90 (Bolton MS. Bk. 75).
3. Bolton MS. Sundry Letter, 105.
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It would be unlust,however, to attribute to the Earl

entire responsibility for the excessive household expenditure.

Part of his trouble was caused by the necessity of supporting

virtually two households, his own and Lord Clifford's, without ti

income from a valuable section of the Clifford estates, the

Westmorland manors. The separation of the two households was

an arrangement not to the rl's satisfaction. He bad wanted

Lord and Lady Clifford to live with him "as well or my comforts

as for good husbandry", but they, or rather Lady Clifford,

preferred to live apart.

She had, too, Put him to considerable additional expense.

The Earl pointed out to Lord Clifford in a frank yet friendly
letter early in 1617 that though he had granted her £8 a week

for her expenses above the allowance Lord Clifford made her,

she had to his surprise overspent by as much as £200. He

hoped they would both realise, he said, how far out of fatherly

affection he had exceeded the £600 allowance which Salisbury

had requested for Lord Clifford. 	 It seemed, the Earl wrote,

that no place would satisfy Lady Clifford but his own principal

house at Skipton, though he did not consider it fit for

continuous use. He thought Lord Clifford would do well "to

observe where and hove some of your noble ancestors have lived

in their fathers' time, whose matches were not inferior to
1

yours".

1. Whitaker, 3691.
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The Earl's anxiety to decrease his household expenses Was

thus frustrated to some extent by domestic disharmony. It was

not Unnatural for Lady Clifford to aspire to being mistress in

her own house or to live ,in the style she wanted. BUt, in the

Earl's opinion, his finances were in no state to bear the added

strain. The situation was both the product and a further cause

of the inadequacy of the Earl's resources compared with the

demands upon them.

The importance of the income from the cloth licence in

the 4th Earl's finances will be apparent. Since there was never

a surplus available from the estates once the heavy receipts from

fines in Crayen had ended, the profits of the licence were the

only source from which the rd Earl's debts could be paid. The

temptation must always have been there to use the profits of the

licence, as the only surplus cash coming into the Earl's coffers,

for some purpose other than the Payment of the big London debts.

The temptation Was resisted certainly in 1613 and probably

In 1614 also, so that Dacombe t s schedule of payment of the

£18,000 debts was held to in fact as well as in theory in those
1

years.	 But in 1615, when the income from the licence fell
2

to £1,731.8.6 in this the first year of the Caftyne experiment,

only £447.6.6 of the long-standing debts could be paid. With

1. Bolton MS. Bk.. 104, f.4b et seq. See also, infra., p .298 A.3
2. See pupral	 lip .
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the rest of the licence money, John Taylor paid the £469 interest

due in the year, £434.2.8 of the 4th earl's recent debts and
1

£315 borrowed in 1614.	 The payment of the big debts, therefore

suffered on two counts; from the fall in the profit of the

licence ana*the necessity of using half of the receipts to ease

the pressure of recent debts.

In the next two years when, it will be recalled, the
2

estate income was at its lowest level, the payment of the big
3

London debts can have been no greater than £500 a year, and in
4	 5

1618 and 1619 it fell to £307 and £291 respectively. Although

the pressure of recent debts and the lower estate income

probably accounted in part for the low rate Of payment, there

was another reason. The Earl was drawn into heavy expenses

connected with the controversies over the two interests of

greatest importance to the fortunes of the houses his tenure

of the cloth licence and his possession of the Westmorland

estates which was dependent on the favourable concluding of

the inheritance suit. It was, indeed, ironical that to

protect those vital interests he was forced into expenses which

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 105, f 3b et sea.
2. See auma, Chapter VII, p.211.
3. The accounts for 1616 and 1617 are not extant, but the

level of payment can be inferred from the debts listed in
Londesborough MSS. D/1,7, and the payments noted in
Bolton MSS. Bks. 104-116.

4. Bolton MS. Bk. 106, f.4a.
5. Bolton MS. Bk. 107, f.5a.
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added to his financial difficulties. Though the actual

figures are not available for 1616 and 1617, the expenses may

well have been heavier then than in the later years, since those

were the two years when the major decisions were taken in the
1

settling of the disputes.

The drain on the income was in part for the higher le!al

costs entailed in the disputes, but principally for rewards and

Lord Clifford's personal expenses in London. Rewards, it is

well known, were an essential accompaniment in James I's court

of soliciting on matters of urgency * In normal years, 1622 for

example, the only item in John Taylor's title of rewards was the

£20 bestowed on the King as a/Jew Year's gift. The large sum of

£275 in 1618 Was disbursed "In reward to divers persons for

their paines, favours and furtherance in his Lordships greats
3

and Waightie businesses". In subsequent years the chief

beneficiaries are named - Lord Chancellor Bacon and Sir George

Calvert, formerly Clerk of the Council and at the time a
4

Secretary of State.	 Bacon was rewarded with 100 pieces in

1619 and Calvert with a suite of silver dishes worth £157.5.0.
6

In 1620, Bacon received £210, his servants 1:53; in 1621 1 a

further £120 and his servant Mr Johnson, chief gentleman usher,
7

£10. John Taylor did not state how he bestowed the other sums,

1. See supra, Chapter VIII, p.233 and Chapter 12:, p.269.
2. See infra, Table G.
3. Bolton M. Bk.106, f.3a.
4. D.N.B. iii, 721-4.
5. Bolton MS. Bk.107, f.4a.
6. Bolton MS. Bk.108, f.3b.
7. Bolton MS. Bk. 109, f.7.
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TAB'LE G 

Laza' and Soliciting ExPenses, 3,611 - 1,622.a

b	 c
1. 'meal Expenses 	 2 &tau

1613	 £144.16. 4	 g55.18. 1

1614

1615	 252. 7. 8	 32.16.10
163.6	 ,	 -

1617
1618	 228. 5. 5	 275.11. 5

1619	 141.11. 0	 346. 0. 3

1620	 133. 2. 0	 337.11.10

1621

1622

92.10.10 165. 0. 0

97.16. 7 20. 0. 0

Notes: a. The sources are Bolton MSS. Books 104-110
(John Taylor's accounts), and 127, 129, 131
(William Taylor' s accounts). John Taylor's
accounts for 1614, 1616 and 1617 are not
extant.

b. Paid by John and William Taylor.

c. Paid by John Taylor.
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but they appear to have been substantial.

These gifts may reflect the Cliffords' gratitude for

Bacon and Calvert's use of their influence in reaching a

satisfactory settlement of the disputes. It will be recalled

that the arrangement for sharing the cloth exports from which
1

Cumberland benefited was first suggested by Bacon and that

whatever the implication of Cumberland's belief that the judges
2

would "doe us right with favour", at all stages of the inheritance

dispute the decisions were to his advantage. It must be noted,

however, that Bacon Was related to Lady plifford and Calvert

was one of Lord Clifford's intimate friends and a political
4

associate in the Wentworth group. The gift to Calvert, at

least ! would be as much a token of affection as a reward for

special attention to the 4th Earl's affairs.

The gifts to them would be given with Lord Clifford's

approval, He himself was in a far better position than Taylor

to approach those whose opinions carried weight. His personal

expenses may have included rewards given by him. In 1618 and

1619, when Clifford was *much at the Court solliciting his

Majestie and the Lords about many waightie occasions", 6his
expenses of about 2,100 were £300 higher than in 1615. They

1. See suPra, p.269
2. See supra, p.226.
3. Spedding, oD.Cit. vii, 5.
4. J.J. Cartwright, Chapters in the History of Yorkshire, 

(Wakefield, 1872) 200, 207-8.
5. Bolton MS. Bk. 106, f.2b.
6. Bolton MSS. Bks. 106, 107, 98 ,1allIa. Bel also Aura, p.291.
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1
can have been no less and were possibly more in 1616 and 1617.

With the greater legal costs and rewards, they were responsible

for an abnormal demand on the resources. In consequence, there

was little progress in paying the 3rd Earl's debts.

-There were signs during the first years of the 4th Earl's
2

tenure of the estates both in the acquisition of new property

and the payment of the 3rd Earl's debts of a recovery in the

fortunes of the Cliffords compared with their state in 1605.

This recovery could not be sustained. In the three years after

1614 the payment of the debts came almost to a standstill.

Indeed, the 4th Earl lost some ground for he was unable to

prevent his own debts from increasing. In spite of the

continuous financial strain, the steady depreciation of the
3

estates and the unceasing personal anxiety, when the first

phase of the Earl's tenure ended In 1617 he had not only failed

to clear off the big debts but had fallen so far short of

Dackombe's schedule of payment that over half the 1613 total,
4

£10,000 in fact, had yet to be met. In addition to these, there

were the new debts which bad accumulated in the country as well

as in London.

In the fortunes of the Cliffords, 1617 was a decisive year.

The 4th marl now took possession of the Westmorland estates

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 97_Pa.PsIt.
2. See supra, PP. 176-180.
3. See infra, Chapter XI.
4. The sources are given sunra, p.298 A.3.
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and retained the cloth licence under-more- favorable terms.

Most important, however, was the radicai t change in his

financial position as a result of the King's Award and its

grant of the £17,000 portion to the Earl of Dorset and Lady

Anne. The state of the Earl's finances in the next phase of

his career was dominated by its consequences.

ii. 3112-A62"

The 4th Earl Paid the instalments of the portion to

Dorset on the appointed days; £5,000 at Michaelmas 1617,

£6,000 at midsummer 1618 and the final £6,000 at midsummer 1619.

In theory, the fines that Cumberland received from Westmorland

and Silsden should have been sufficient to provide the £17,000

required for Dorset. In practice, this was not so * By the

time the portion had been fully paid, John Taylor in London had
2

received only £3,500 of theltestmorland fines. The money needed

to pay Dorset was raised on loans; loans which re-created for

the Earl the problems of large debts from which he had been

partially freed in the previous decade. Not only was there a

great increase in Cumberland's debts in a relatively short
3

period, for £16,800 were borrowed between 1617 and 1619, but

at the same time the nature of the indebtedness itself altered

as a result of the type of debt now incurred. Interest at

the legal rate of 10% was demanded on all the new loans whereas

1. Bolton 1433. ks.106, f. 3b., 107, f,5a.
2. Bolton 1433. Bks. 106, f.lb ft , 107, 1%1a*
3. Bolton 1433. Bks. 106, faa..., 107, re2a.
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in 1613 less than a third of the 3rd r.arrs debts had been at
1

usury.	 The drain on the Earl's Income for,payment of interest

was now much greater and meant that a delay in repayment of the

loans would have far more serious consequences than the

leisurely satisfaction of the creditors in the preceding years.

The chance to settle his financial PrIlemay the last chance

perhaps, as well as the difficulties, were apparent to the Earl.

"Yf now we fayle, the suytes being ended", he counselled Lord.

Clifford, "the fawlte is our own; therfore we must, bathe of us,
2

look to our own courses".

The payment of the new debts depended almost entirely on

the receipts from two sources, the Westmorland fines and the

cloth licence. In 1626, when these sources had both finished, a

large part of the new loans and lesser sums borrowed after 1619

had still not been repaid. The 4th Earl again found himself in

a precarious financial position. As before 1617, a variety of

factors contributed to the delay in repayment. Soma were a

continuation of old difficulties, others new elements in the

situation.

Sot() delay was inevitable. The fines from the leases

granted in Westmorland and Silsden could not be raised at once.

1. See suPra, P. 289,
2. Whitaker, 369.
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The slowness with which the Westmorland fines were collected

waSl however, the result of deliberate Policy. The Earl's

officers considered that careful valuation of the tenements and

negotiations with the tenants over the rate of fines would

enhance the amount the leases might yield.. The policy was

successful in that the receipts from the fines slightly exceeded
1

the limits laid down in the ling' s Award.	 On the other hand,

the arrangements with the tenants were nOicompleted for two

and a half years, until October 1619, and the last payments of

the fines were not made until 1 g23, six:years after the settlemeni
2

of the inheritance suit.

It may be doubted if the efficiency of Cumberland's

officers on this occasion best served his Immediate interest.

Despite the high figure of receipts, the slowness of collection

meant that there could be no speedy payment of the new debts, nor

an early reduction in the burden of interest. It would be

invidious to criticise John Taylor and Thomas Pickering for

advocating a policy which in any-other situation would have been

thoroughly justified. Yet, the state of the Earl's finances

suggests that the crucial problem was how quickly could the

new debts and the interest be reduced. The lengthy proceedings

at Appleby effected the Earl's finances in a second way.

Because of the estate activities, the costs of administration

1. See supra, Chapter VIII, P12.233,240,241.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 111, X.1a.
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there were heavy. Mainly for this reason only half the normal

£1,200 4 Year surplus of the Westmorland revenues could be sent

UP to London in the first six years of the Earl's full tenure of
1

the estates.	 The implications of this will be commented on

shortly.

In contrast with Westmorland, Silsden'S contribution came

in quickly. The f2t000 from the fines for long leases had been
2

received by November 1620. The use of this money, which was
3

assigned to the household expenditure and. not, as intended in

the award, to the payment of the portion to Dorset, s indicative

of the second factor which hindered the repayment of the new

loans - the Clifford's high living costs. The household,

(excluding the Lopdon and Appleby establishments), consumed all

the revenue from Craven, Cumberland and the east Biding. This

revenue could,not, in fact, wholly support the household, for

besides the £2,000 from ailsden, £1,079 were delivered to the
4

various houses from Westmorland between 1617 and 16244 Thus,

not only was there no surplus from these estates to supplement

the income from Westmorland and the cloth licence in the payment

of the debts but large sums which would have helped to reduce

1. Londesborough MS. A/4.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 132, f.2a.
3. Ibid. ff. 6a, 10a.
4. Innpn MSS. Bks. 101, 102, 132, passim; Londesborough 2413.A14.
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the debts at an early date were diverted partly to -current

househoid expenses, partly to meet outstanding debts for house-

hold provision. It is clear that the high household expenditure,

if not. to say extravagance, which had been one of the main

drawbacks( to easing Cumberland' s financial difficulties prior to

1617, had a similar deleterious influence on the analogous

situation afterwards.

The Earl, as in former years, was aware of this. In 1617,

when the cost of Lord Clifford's sumptuous preparations for

feasting the King at Brougham disturbed him, he wrote;

I fylide plainly, upon better consideration, the charge
for that entertaynment Will grow very great, besyde the
musick; and that, instead of lessening, my charge in
general]. encreaseth, and new palm.ents come on, which, 	 1
without better providence h.ereafter, cannot be performed.

That better providence, never more 'necessary than at this time,

the Earl came no nearer achieving after 1617 than in the previous

decade.

The high expense of the London establishment wag a more

recent problem and was due in the main to the costs of soliciting;
2

as has been described above.	 This, too, contributed to the

delay An the repayment of the new debts. 'tan Tayior l s receipts,

other than from the Westmorland fines and the cloth licence,

consisted of the annual surplus of the Westmorland estates and

minor sources which brought him in less than g100 a year, 
3 

with

1. Whitaker, 369.
2. SuDra,PP. 299-302.
3. The details of Taylor's income (and expenditure in the period

1618 to 1629 are from an analysis of Bolton MS3.Bks.106-116.
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1
£600 in 1618 from the sale of Clifford's inn in London. trnti1

1624, the expense of his activities was much greater than his

receipts Trong those sources and he was compelled to draw upon

his receipts from the cloth licence and the Westmorland fines,
2

and, 1n addition, to borrow extensively; £100 in 1620$
3	 4	 5

£503.19.0 in 1621, £500 in 1622 and. E200 in 1624. This

borrowing meant an increase in . the new debts at iisury at a

time when strenuous efforts were required, and were being made,

to reduce them. The other consequence of the higher expense

was that out of the £31,026 Taylor received from
6
 the licence

and the Westmorland fines between 1618 and 1626, £2,655 had

to be used to make up the rest of the deficit on his ordinary

receipts.	 This amount represented a serious loss of cash

which otherwise would have been available for the lowering ot

the debts and, of equal importance, available in the years

1618 to 1622, which were the vital years for the repayment of

the pew loans.

1. Bolton ma. Bk. 106, f.2a.
2. Bolton MS, Bk. 108, f.2a.
3. Bolton MS. Bk.. 109)
4. Bolton MS. Bk. 110, f.2e.
5. Bolton MS. Bk. 112, f.lb.
6. 1.15,275 from the fines (see subra, alaPter VIII,p.240), and

£15,751 from the cloth licence (see ,suDra, Table P).
7. See ,supra, po 307 n.3.
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It was particularly =fortunate for Cumberland that there

was a permanent fall in the profits of the cloth licence only a

year after the sudden great increase in his indebtedness in 1617.

This t if any, factor had a decisive influence on the state of his

finance s and it was a factor which, unlike estate and household

affairs, was virtually beyond his control. Rad the profit of

the licence been restored to its normal level of £3,000 before

the Cockayne experiment began, Cumberland could have overcome his

immediate financial problems without the further damage to his

estates that later he was unable tO avoid. Nevertheless, the

licence „remained an asset of great value and the termination

of the lease in May 1626 precipitated the Cliffords , most

serious financial crisis since that which compelled the 3rd

Earl to return to his estates, with the profits of the cloth
2

licence assured, in 1602.

In spite of the restrictions, for the reasons given, on

the cash available for lowering the debts, John Taylor had still

large sums at his disposal. Between 1618 and 1626, he was able

to assign £27,861 to the payment of debts.' This figure,

although considerably higher than the £18,20 3 taken up on loans

from 1617, proved a totally inadequate sum. There Vere two

1. See surra t. Table F.
2. See mpaa- p.106.
3. See mama, p. 307 32.3.
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reasons why this was so.

In the first place, the annual outlay for the payment of

interest on the debts was heavy. It rose from £469 in 1615 to

over £900 in 1618 and £1,721 in 1621. In 1627, it was still

well above £900. The necessity of paying out a large part of

the yearly receipts for the interest, which was in fact the

first charge on the income, severely limited the annual

repayment or the principal. Between 1618 and 1626, John Taylor

paid £11,264 in interest compared with £16,596 in repayment of

the loans. Interest thus accounted for between a third and a
1

half of the disbursements on debt in the nine years after 1617.

The need to pay interest, however, was as much a consequence a$

a caUse 6f1 the delay in repaying the new loans. Its probable

effect on his finances the tar' and his advisors could have

predicted. All the more surprising, then, that the other

factors were allowed to obstruct the essential task of reducing

the debts in the shortest possible time.

The Earl's failure to clear his earlier debts by 1617 was

also partly responsible for the added strain on his resources

after 1617. More than half the £18,000 owed in 1613 was still
2

unpaid in 1617.	 Many of the creditors were not prepared to

1. See Table H.
2. See laima, p.30e.
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let the Narl escape his tommitments. Taking alarm at his new

difficulties, they sued for Payment of their debts, although in

most cases they were prepared to accept reasonable composition

of the sums involved. John Bromridge compounded with the Marl

for £160 of the £200 he had recovered for a debt owed to Nicholas

Wright, Sadler. Lady Hawkins accepted £200 of the £330 owed

her.	 Anne Humphreys settled for £3)0 of the £1,600 bond due

to Thomas Byrd, whose executrix she was. James Anton' s heirs

agreed to take £580 of his £800 debt, provided it was paid at
2

the time they specified.

All these, significantly, were debts incurred by the 3rd

Earl. And there were others. Several Dutch Merchants, or

their assigns, granted letters of attorney to Thomas Paradine to

compound with Cumberland for bonds given to them by the 3rd. Earl

in repayment Of the goods his ships seized in 1595 and 1596.

They eventually received £322, a quarter only of th& original

debts. ' William Shute was less orthodox in recovering his debt
4

for goods supplied to the Earl's fleet in 1598. He petitioned

James I to intervene on his behalf. The King, overruling the

Earl's protest, ordered him to pay the debt and sequestered the

profits of the cloth licence until he had satisfied Shute. Shute
5

settled for £600, or half the £1,200 debt he claimed.

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 107, f.5a.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 112, f.4a.
3. Iondesborough MS. D/6. For the incidents in 1595 and 1596 se

sum's, P.59.
4. Zee supra, p.66.
5. Bolton Ks. Sundry Paper, 273.



Between 1618 and 1627, Cuiberland paid t34354.6
these long-standing debts and discharged a „further £3,151 by

composition4 Most of the payment, over £2,500, was made in

the years 1618 to 1621; in the period, therefor e , Of the

heaviest calls on the Earl's resources. The pressure of the old

creditors, resorting to legal action to enforce payment, lthus

aggravated Cumberland's difficulties after 1617. ln the whole

of the aecade 1618 to 1627, the old debts accounted for almost

a fifth of the principal of the debts repaid; £3,539 out of
1

£16,596.	 For this reason, the 4thinarl's failure to keep

to Dackombe l s schedule in the years prior to 1617 cad be

regarded as one of the main factors contributing to the data

in repaying the new loans and a particular embarrassment in the

early years after 1617.

The six years immediately following the ring's Award in

March 1617 were the most critical for the payment of the new

debts. Three years passed,however, before there was a big
2

reduction in them. The level of payment in 1620, then near

its highest, could only be maintained whilst the receipts of

the WestmOrland fines were attheir peak. 2oth before 1620

and after 1622 the surplus from the cloth licence and Westmorland

was nOt enough to provide the substantial margin over the payment

1. See sunra, p. 30? n.3.
2. See Table
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of interest necessary if there was to be a large decrease in

the principal of the loans.

'or three more years after 1622, Job]: TaYlor Was able to

make some progress in lessening the debt. This was possible

because of the rise in the profit of the licence especially
1

for 1625 and the receipt, for the first time, of the full

surplus of the Westmorland estates. 	 Whenshoweverr the

income from the licence ended in 1626, the Westmorland

revenues, unsupported from other sources, could pare/y cover

the expense of Taylor's duties in London. The Cliffords were

now faced with a crisis in their financial affairs.

Their debts were still heavy. The loans taken up since

1617 and not yet paid amounted to £6,100. Over £5,500 were

still owed to the 3rd Earl's creditors and a further £1,500 to

Thomas Faradine, the residue of the £2,000 borrowed from him by
3

the 4th Earl in 1613. 	 The problem was made acute by the high

auchal Charge for interest, which was still over £900. Without

the profit of t“ licence, the Cliffords' income could not

produce a surplus large enough to pay the interest: payment of

anything but minor debts was virtually impossible.

The situation is revealed by John Taylor's accounts for

1626 and 1627. In addition to interest, the debts paid amounted

1. See svcora, Table F.
2. Bolton M. Bk. 112, f.'s.
3. The sources for these figures are Bolton MSS. Bks. 106-116,

and Londesborough, MS. D/7.
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,	 1
to only Z250 in 1626 and £.204 in 1627. 	 In 1626, the

Westmorland revenues were supplemented by 4612, the final profit
2

of the cloth licence. 	 In 1627, however, the money required

to pay the interest due in the year could only be raised, once

again, from the estates. The sale of part ot Cleving Closes
3

in the East Riding brought in 006.

This sale gave Cumberland a year's grace in which to

consider haw to deal with the problem. The drain or interest

prohibited any lengthy postponement of the issue, but in 1627

there was good. reason for avoiding precipitate action. The

Earl's request for compensation tor the fall in his profits from

the cloth licence awaited the King's decision. The decisibn

was important. If Cumberland had received the full compensation

of E12,406 which the Crowh agreed Was due to him, he would have

had the ready money to free himself from all his outstanding

debts and, with thelA, from his immediate financial worries. In

the event, he was disappointed; not only by the allowance of

only half the compensation t but by the failure of the Crown to

PO' the E3,75 in cash in accordance with the warrant issued to
4

him-for that purpose.

Because of the Crown's default in 1627, Cumberland had no

alternative but to reduce his debts by raising money again from

his estates. In 1628, he sold the Borderlands for £6,700 and

1. See Table E.
2. See suPra, Table F.
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 114, f.lb.
4. See supra, Chapter IX, Pp.273-4.
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For the see Table2. Bolton MS. Bk. 115, f.3b. statute,

3.	 Bolton MS. Bk. 116, f. 3a.
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the lease of Bewcastle for £350 to Sir Richard Graham of Norton

Conyers. John Taylor received £51 350 of this money in 1628

and used the greater part of it to pay debts 	 He repaid

£2 9 000 to Lady Craven, the remainder of a loan of £3,000 taken

up in 1618; £300, plus interest, the residue of £1,500 borrowed

of William Frankland in 1617; £500, with £518.15.0 more for

Interest, owed to William Taylor's estate since 1618; and £400

owed on smaller loans borrowed in 1622, 1624 and 1625. He

also satisfied two of the 3rd Earl' s creditors; one for a debt

of £20, the Other, Lady Van Lore, for a t om( borrowed on a
2

statute from her late husband Peter Van Lore in 1605.	 In

the next y4ar, 1629, when Taylor received the final £1,700 from

Graham, he repaid £1 9 000 to Lady Craven, part of £3,000 borrowed

in 1619, small debts totalling £32.6.0 and the interest of £608
3

due in that year.

The sale of the Border lands was a drastic measure

entailing a permanent decrease in the value of' the estates and a

consequently lower income which could have been acceptable only

because no other course was possible. It substantially reduced

the size of the 4th Earl's debts; in fact, by £59 252 besides the

Interest paid. Even so, many debts remained. Out of the
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£8,660 owed to the 3rd Earl's creditors in 1620, £4,230.10.6 had
1

still not been paid in 1630.	 Bowever, very few of these

creditors troubled the 4th Earl after 1630 1 although in 1640
2

some again took action.	 The p44ent of Lady Van lore's

debt in effect meant that the 3r4 Earl's debts, a quarter of a

century after his death, had ceased to be an important factor

in his successor's financial difficulties. The 4th Earl's

concern Was now with the debts he had himself contracted.

Relative to his resources, they were still large and troublesome.

In 1630, he owed „£.2,000 to Lady Craven, the residue of the

last bond of E3,000 taken up in 1619; £1,500 to Thomas ParadIne,

owed since 1613; glOU borrowed in 1626 and £300 in 16271 in

all, £3,900. 4 The gale of the Border lands had eased, but

not solved the problem of Indebtedness.

1. The sources are given supra, p .313 n.3.
2. They are discussed 'infra, section Ili.
3. See supra, p.313 n.3.
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TABLE R 

a
The Nvment of the London Debts. 1618-1629 

1628	 209.18. 40	 4,896.18. 8	 5,106.17. 0

1629	 60.16. 8	 1,032. 6. o	 1,641. 2. 8

Rolla

a. The sources are John Taylor's accounts, Bolton MSS. Bks.
106 to 116 and 124.

b. This sum included the cost of a horse bestowed on Sir
William Craven (Bk.106, f.4a).

c. The 1625 account is not extant. These figures are
estimates based on details given in the other accounts.

d. Lord Clifford paid the rest of the interest in this year.
e. The remainder of the interest due was included in the

title of debts paid (Bk. 115 1 f. 3b).

£ 1.349.11211c4_ e 22,729.14. 1	 £ 15,745. 4. 5

a. The sources are John Taylor's accounts, Bolton MSS. Bks.
106 to 116 and 124.

b. This sum included the cost of a horse bestowed on Sir
William Craven (Bk.106, f.4a).

c. The 1625 account is not extant. These figures are
estimates based on details given in the other accounts.

d. Lord Clifford paid the rest of the interest in this year.
e. The remainder of the interest due was included in the

title of debts paid (Bk. 115 1 f. 3b).
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iii. 1629-1646

Prom the middle years of the 1620 I s there was a decline

in the level of the 4thearl I s income and expenditure. The

ending of the Westmorland fines, the loss of the cloth licence

and the sale of the Border lands were responsible for the fall.

in income, the payment of most of the big London debts and.

lower household costs for the fall in spending. Much smaller

quantities of cash were now passing through the hands of the

officers than at any time in the previous twenty years.

The decrease in the household expenditure was principally

the result of the 4th Earl's retirement and simpler living.

Though he kept his own establishment, often at Hazlewood mansion,

there was now virtually only one household, Lord Clifford's.

The main body of servants with Lady Clifford wintered at

Londesborough and spent the summer months at Skipton. Lord

Clifford's duties and interests entailed constant travelling.

Lady Clifford often accompanied him, especially to the south
1

for the London season.

The less onerous responsibilities in London and on the

estates allowed, a simplification of the household organisation.

This took place between 1630 and 1632. The new system centred

on Lord Clifford's secretary, Robert Robotham, who combined.

many of the duties which the stewards, Receiver-general and

London agent had hitherto performed and supplied, the co

1. E.g. Bolton MS. Bk. 168.
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ordination and overall control which Lord Clifford might have

reserved to himself had he resided continuously fn Craven. The

change was made possible by the death or declining powers of the

4th Earl's principal servants, all of whom had held office under
1

the 3rd Earl.

Despite the Changes, the Cliffords were no closer to

achieving a proper balance between their income and expenditure

In the 1630's than they had been in 1615. The deficiency of the

resources compared with the demands continued throughout the

last years of the 4th Earl's life. The causes and consequences

of this are already familiar, for Cumberland's financial

difficulties after 16g8 were no more than a modification of the

basic problems he inherited.with the estates in 1605.

In the first place, though the costs of the household

(excluding Appleby) had fallen from £5,609 in 1615 to £4,406 in
2

1629, relative to the income they were still too high. Lord

Clifford, like his father, made no attempt at the drastic paring

of the, expenses whiCh was as essential in the 100's as two

decades earlier.

Though Clifford, according to Clarendon, could not live
3

with the lustre of his ancestors, he did not allow the state

of the family fortunes to discourage him from living in a style

1. E.g. Bolton MSS. Bks. 187, 122, 140.
2. Skipton MS. A/36/7.
3. utataker, 360.
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worthy of a nobleman of his rank and expectations. Like his

uncle the 3rd Earl, Lord Clifford was a notable jouster and

performed on royal occasions.	 In him, too, the sporting

instinet was highly developed. He frequented the races at

Newmarket and Newcastle, raced his own horses at Kiplingcotes
2

and Black Hambleton in Yorkshire and at Appleby. Nor was the

field the limit of his interests

had a favourable opinion of hiC
3

and mathematics. He was patron

According to Lady Anne, who

he was skilled in architecture

of the Dutch painter Hendrik de

Keyser the younger, who joined his household and received a
4

regular wage.	 He commissioned work from other painters,

including Daniel wytens 1 and from the Yorkshire sculptor
5

Nicholas Stone, Keyser's brother-in-law. He accommodated,

French and Spanish gentlemen in his household and gave
6

unstinting hospitality to all guests.

These pleasures, though barely within his means, he

probably regarded as his right; as compensation, indeed, for

shouldering family burdens which were nose of his making. He

1. Whitaker, 365.
2. Bolton MSS. Bks. 238, f.78; 107, f.3a; 169 Dassiat.
3. B.M. Han. 6177, f.53a.
4. E.g. Bolton MS. Bk. 175, f.37. For what little is known

of Keyser see Oud-Ho/land, vol.22 (1904), 88, 91.
5. Bolton MS. Bk. 168, 24 June, 6 July, 1631.
6. E.g. 566 dinners and suppers were served to guests in the

week ending 3 January 1629 (Skipton MS. A/3617).
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drastically since his authority on the Border and in the north-

west counties would have inevitably suffered. He seems to

have derived, much satisfaction from his public and private

duties. This is not surprising, for he was a man of ability

and culture who made the Most of the opportunities open to

persons of high estate.

Because fiord Clifford's ordinary expenditure was high,
1

the estate income, now much lower than formerly, could not

provide the surplus required to meet extraordinary expenses

nor for the interest aemanded on the main London debts: this,

despite the fact that it wai sustained as in previous years

by fines from long leases granted in Craven, a policy involving
2

steady depreciation of the estates.	 Complaining to Lord

Clifford in 1639 of the Shortage of money, Robert Robotham

stressed, as had John Taylor twenty-five years eatller, haw

special occasions no more unusual than Lord Clifford's visits to

Scotland and Ireland disturbed his careful management of the

household, finances.
3

It Was if anything more difficult after 1628 to send to

London the sums needed to pay the interest on the debts, though

the interest was much less than formerly. This was an inevitabl_

1. See pima, p.213.
2. See infra, Chapter 33:.
3. Londesborough MS. S/5.



repercussion of the loss of the revenues of the Border lands.

Until the year of the sale, the surplus from Cumberland had been

allocated to the househoidd at Skipton and Londesborough. It

was relaaced after 1628 by' assigning g300 of the Westmorland

surplUs to Skipton whilst the remainder Was distributed between
1

SkiPt0n, Londesborough and London. 	 This arrangement cut down

the amounts annually sent up to London. The shortage of money

in London for both living expenses and interest payments led to

further borrowing: a Process which with its cumulative effect

of increasing the demands on the resources caused a gradual

deterioration . in the Cliffordst financial circumstances.

John Taylor's Payment of debts in 1628 and 1629 was offset

almost at once by new loans taken up by other household officers.
The total of the London debts had risen by 1633 to approximately

2
£5,000.	 In the next three years, they probably fell slightly.

The reason for this was a temporary surplus of income created

by the granting of long leases in Craven on a wider scale than

in normal years. In 1630 and 1631, 20 tenants .of Halton paid

£1,011 for long leases*
3 

in 1631 and 1632, similar grants to 18
4

tenants In Starbotton brought in £1,600. The use of these fines

reflects the dual character of the excessive demand on the estate

revenues. The Halton fines were dispatched to London for the

1. E.g. Bolton MSS. Bks, 114, 187.
2. Bolton 1433. 124,160.
3. Bolton MS.13k.265, f.21 et seq.
4. P.R.01 Index, Patent Roll, 9 Charles I t Pt.25.
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1
payment of debts and interest; the Starbotton fines were

assigned to the household to pay local debts and current expenses,

After 1633, however, the debts rose steeply. In 1634,

John Taylor borrowed £700 in London; £400 being for Lady

Elizabeth's marriage to lord Dungarvan % eldest son of the great

Earl of Corksand the other £300 for Lord Clifford's occasions:
4

in 1636, £300. In 1635, Robert Robotham borrowed £1 1450 in

London and also received directly from tenants III Craven

£299.19.4 paid by them for long leases of their tenements, Be

used £1,100 of this money to pay debts, interest and brokerage

and arrears of rent; the remaining £600 were spent on household
5

provision.	 By 1637, the London debts had increased to
6

£6,600.

The death of Lady Craven and her executors' request for

the'payment of the £2,000 still owed her on the last great bond

of 1619 led to yet another crisis in the Cliffords' finances.

It was this new difficulty which prompted Lord Deputy Wentworth,

who stood bound with Cumberland, Lord Clifford, Sir Gervase

Clifton and John Taylor for the debt, to ask Charles I for the

1. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, I. 65, f.4b.
2. Bolton MS. Bk, 137, f.lb.
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 118, f.lb.
4. Bolton MS. Bk. 120, f.lb.
5. Bolton MS. Bk. 183, f.la.
6. Cf. Bolton MS. Bk. 125, title 2.
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payment of the money which had been granted the Earl in 1627 as

compensation for his losses on the cloth licence. John Taylor,

as Previously stated, received the money with the inbrest, on

it, £3,900 in all, between December 1638 and February 1639.

Almost all of it was assigned to the Payment of the London debts.

Taylor paid the £2,000 to Lady Craven's executors and persuaded

them, by his "urgent endeavour and request", to abate £96.13.4

of the interest owed on the debt because of his payment of the

principal. Debts to other creditors amounting to £1,092 and

£547,1.0 interest due in the year were also satisfied. The

£100 of the privy seal money which remained were delivered on

Lord Clifford's direction to the Archbishop of Canterbury

towards the repair of St. Paul's Churchs a nice gesture to

urgent spiritual needs, when his own material wants were so great

TEI0 belated payment of the privy seal money enabled the

4th Earl to cut his London debts to almost half the 1637 total.

If thos4 debts only are can siciered, Cumberland's financial

position woul4 seem to be comparable with that of 1629; only

more favourable", since the debts were rather lower. This was

not the case. The London debts were no longer a reliable

indication of the state of the finances. In 1639, they were

small in comparison with any Year of the 4th Berl' s tenure of

1. See supra, Chapter IX, p.274.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 125, title of debts paid.
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the Earldom prior to 1628: relative to his ability to pay them

without sales of land, they constituted a serious, even

unmanageable problem.

One reason for this was that the London debts had been

kept to a minimum because the household officers had provided

large sums out of their own resources towards the Cliffords'

expenses. To do this, when required, was almost a condition

of holding office, but after 1630 the sums involved were

unusually high. John Taylor had paid out of his own pocket
1	 2

£1,010 when he died in 1639; Richard Hughes £320 and Robert
3

Robotham £822 at the close of their accounts in 1640, Miles
4	 5

Overend £231 and Christofer Pettie £279 in 1641. In one

respect, his officers' use of their private means was to the

4th Earl's advantage. It saved him the cost of both the

interest and brokerage on ordinary loans. All the suriluses,

however, constituted a charge on his income which would, at some

date, have to be met. In that respect they were no different

from loans.

The gradual deterioration of the estates, starting with

the 3rd Earl's spoliation in 1602-5, was the second, and more

important, reason for the serious condition of the Cliffords'

finances in 1639. Sales, on the one hand, had lowered the

1. tolton MS. Bk. 122, f.3b.
2. Bo/ton MS. Bk. 152, f.3a.
3. Bolton NS. Bk. 187, f.7b.
4. Bolton MS. Bk. 1791 f.38-
5. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, I. 126.
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rental; the granting of long leases, on the other, had

diminished the annual receipts from entry fines. By 1639, the

receipts from both long leases and ordinary leasing had fallen

below the yearly average of the earlier decade. These are

matters which will be dealt with later, in Chapter XI.

The state of the household finances in 1639 seriously

perturbed Robotham. Out of the £1,750 rents in his Charge,

he expected to receive in cash only £990. The rest was

accounted for by the value of the demesnes occupied by lord

Clifford, rent Charges and rents retained by some of the

tenants for debts or interest. John Dawson, for example,

was withholding his £10 rent for Lobwood as interest owed

him for malt delivered to the house in the previous summer;

Robert Tullan 1xi4 rent of £19.13.4 for a debt for tobacco.

The £990 with £300 from Westmorland was all ;Robotham would have

to. maintain the house, pay wages, urgent debts and interest.

Until Martinmas, only £500 would be available for the house-

keeping at Skipton, Lord Clifford's journey to London and
1

housekeeping there; far less than would be needed.

However, Lord Clifford's journey and the financial

quandary Robotham anticipated were forestalled by the King's

command to him to repair to Newcastle to take charge of the

defences against the Scots, as Governor. Sir Jacob Astley

1. Londesborough MS. E/5.
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thought hla "wondrous fit in all respects to take care of this
1

place."	 Robotham accompanied him, first to Newcastle and

thence, in April, to Carlisle which Lord CliffOra occupied
2

with his trained bands as Lord Lieutenant of Cumberland.

The London journey was undertaken later in the year. The

pressure of political events now dictated the course of Lord

Clifford's life. Neither the 4th earl nor he pimself again

enjoyed the relatively tranquil political conditions of 1638.

For the first time since 1611 personal financial matters were

subordinated to affairs of State. Lord Clifford remained in

London for the Short Parliament, keeping house at Chelsea with

Lady Clifford after she joined him in April until the and of

July. Re travelled north for the Great Council at York and

the second Scots' War, but returned to London for the Long

Parliament. He took -his leave of the Earl of Stratford, his

brother-in-law, on the llth May, 1641 and set out for Skipton
3

the following day, the day of Strafford's execution.

The costs Of the London establishment on the first visit
4

were sustained by some borrowing; on the second, by the first

1	 Cal . S P Dom., Charles 
2. Ibid. 1639, CCCCxvii,8
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 179
4. au. f.3 et sea.

6	 CCCCx111132.
Bolton MS. Bk. 177 9 f.196 ,et seq.
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receipts of fines paid by Westmorland tenants on the decease
1

of the 4th Earl in January 1641 which totalled £1,083 in 1641.

Since 1639, there had been little change lit the indebtedness
2

for the London debts stood at £3,580.	 Some creditors, however,

had grown impatient. In December 16391 a chandler made an

arrest on Robotham for a bill for provender for Lord Clifford's
3

horses. In July 1640, the Sheriff of Middleserlevied a full

execution on Lord Clifford's goods at Chelsea for the 3rd

Earl's debt to James Anton of 1.8050ot-withstanding the fact

that most of the debt had, at various times, already been paid.

Robotham had no option but to pay £200 in cash and give bonds
4

for the rest.	 In 1641, on the 9th May, one Barlow commenced

suit against Lord Clifford, now 5th Earl, and Robotham for a
5

debt of £300. Other creditors were content to accept the

regular payments of interest on the loans and renew them on

request.

In the enforced absence of Lord and Lady Clifford and

Robotham fox, long intervals, the direction of the estates and

the Yorkshireehouseholds became spasmodic. The estates now

existed primarily to provide ready money to send up-to London.

1. Ibid. Reèeipts, August to January 1641-2.
2. jusi. Disbursements, 1641.
3. Bolton- MS. Bk. 177, f.262.
4. Bolton MS. Bk. 179, Disbursements, 17 July 1640.
5- Thid-a. 9 IV 111144,"
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The regular system of annual accounting ceased at the end of

1641, for by the late autumn of 16421oStil1ties hetet-Commenced

in Yorkshire. The 5th Earll after a vain attempt to keep the

county in peace, joined the sing at York and.headed. the list

of the Yorkshire gentry who declared their suppo;t for Charles,

subscribing £500 for his service.	 He raised.tdO companies

of horse to garrison Skipton Castle under Sir John Mallory.

In three months, Cumberland was £1,100 out of purse in supporting

these troops,"besides all other Charges of extraordinary
2

hawsekeeping and free quarter for as many as please".

The expense mattered little. Nine months later, on the

11th December, the 5th Earl died, at one of the prebends/

houses in York, at the age of 51. Be was buried at Skipton.

His Countess survived him by only two months, dying also at York,

where she was buried, in the Min*ter.
3 

It was now that the

division in the Clifford inheritance took Place, lady Anne

claiming Stipton and Weitmorland, the Other property falling
4

to the Earl and Countess of Cork. For the present, their''

possession of the estates was nominal. Londesborongh first,

and later Skipton, after its surrender in De
5
cember 1645, the

last Royalist castle in the north to yield, were sequestered by

1. Dawson, 119 et sea.
2. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, I. 113.
3. G.E.C. lil t 570.
4. In accordance with the King's Award; see suRra, Chapter VIII

13.234.
5. For an account of the siege see Dawson, 125 et seq.
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Parliament. The Countess of Cork: was allawed, her fifths from
1

Londesborough and Craven and In govember 1646, the Earl of Cork
2

compounded under the Articles of Oxford.

Its, compounding, he craved allowance of two debts; the

one to Thomas Paradine l under a statute acknowledged in 1613 by

the 4th and 5th Earls, on which £1,500 principal and 6 years'

interest were due; in all £2420. The second was Anton's debt

of £800, on whidft the execution had been levied in 1640. f500

of this were owed, with f5.10.0 costs. These debts had been

the most enduring of the Cliffords' debts. It was no injustice

to the Earl of Cork if he paid the residue of Anton's debt that

the composition of £580 agreed in 1624 was paid twice over

before Anton's children had been satisfied. For this,

appropriatelY, was one of the 3rd Earl's debts on which he and,

his successoTs had persistently defaulted. Paradine, likewise

deserved full consideration. He was, over a period of fifty

years, one of the most important and certainly the most

reliable of the Cliffords' innumerable creditors.

It is likely that the Earl of Cork, as the 5th Earl's

executor, took upon himself the task of payirig the whole of

his surviving debts, just as in 1650 he called the Earl's

1. Whitaker, 415 note;. Aithorp, Burlington Papers, Box.3.
2. J.W. Clay(Ed.), poyalist Comp2sition Parters,II (Yorks,

Arch. Soc. Rec. Ser., xviii f 1895), 122+3.
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household officers to account for their receipt from 1641 to
1

1644.	 It is difficult to imagimeCthe Londo4 scriveners, in

Particular Humphrey Shalcrass and Henry Iles, the 5th Earl's
2

main creditors, readiliforgoingjayment. And, as late as

1660, tour creditors gave VrItted acknowledgment to Cork of

the discharge of all the 5th Earl's debts to them; the last
3

on the 20th January 1665, twenty years after his death.

1. E.g. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper, I. 126.
2. or the list or these, see Appendix III.
3. Althorp, Burlington Papers, Box 3.
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CHAPTER XI 

MIR CLIFFORDS 1 ESTATE POLICY, 1606-1646

Two distinct aims can be discerned in the estate policy of

the 4th and 5th Earls in the period 1606 to 1646. In the first

place, they sought to increase the ordinary revenues of the

estates. Secondly, they raised cash by converting the capital

assets of the estates. Though. different, these two aspects of

their policy were complementary rather than contradictory and were

directed towards, and were partial solutions of, the one problem,

the inadequacy of the normal estate income.

The emphasis in this discussion of their policy will be

on the running down of the capital value of the estates. This

emphasis reflects fairly the dominant aspect. It the same time,

the Cliffords , efforts to improve the normal yield of their

estates were noteworthy and to some extent offset the steady

deterioration of the inheritance. This aspect will be dealt

with first.

Some of the measures by which the revenues were increased

have already been mentioned. The purchases in the first six ypers

of the 4th Earl's tenure, the rackrenting of tithes and demesnes,

the utilisation of the nature/ resources of timber, coal and lead
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and the thorough exploitation of the Border manors were

described In Chapter VII. There are other instances of

measures which, though of less importance, are similarly-

indicative of the CliffOrds t ldllingness to improve their property

and revenues. For example, Lord Clifford consolidated his

scattered strips in the east field in Sutton by agreement in 1620.

As in the sixteenth century, tenants were permitted, If not

encouraged, to enclose parts of the waste.

One further method of increasing the normal estate income,

a change which ultimately Was to have the greatest effect on the

revenues, has yet to be considered. This method was to raise the

rents of the ordinary tenements. In this, the East Riding as

well as the Craven estates were =corned. In the East Riding,

some of the rents on two manors, Londesborough and Easthorpe,

were doubled, probably soon after 1635. The circumstances,
3

as already stated, are obscure.

The rant increases on the Craven manors were of far greater

significance, since they ate evidence that the Cliffordst

adherence to the traditional system of beneficial leases was

giving iay to a modern approach in keeping with the progressive

methods they already practised in leasing the demesne lands and

1. Bolton MS. Sundry Paper I. 29, I:2.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 220, f.2a.
3. See supra, Chapter VII, P.203.
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in exploiting the natural resources. Under the new method, the

ancient rent and,arbitrary entry fine were replaced by an

economic rent enhanced to full value. The new leases were

for 21 yea/id and this meant in some cases a shortening of the

term compared,with the previous lease. The first recorded

examples of the new leasing were in 1626, in Sutton and Bradley.

A messuage in Sutton leased in 1602 for 21 years for a rent of
1

1314d and a fine of £25 was re-granted in 1626 for 21 years
2

without fine but with the rent increased to £5.16.0. A

tenement in Bradley granted in 1604 on a 99 Years and 3 lives'
3

lease for a rent of 17/6d and fine of £33 was leased in 1626 for

21 years for a rant of £4.10.0. In 1635, a new 21 year lease

of this tenement Was granted and the rent was again increased,
4

to £5.0.0.

This new system gradually superseded the old practice in

one group of manors in particular; the Skipton group, which

comprised the original manors of the Skipton grant - Skiptaft%

Silsden % Barden and Stirton & Thorlby - and Bolton, Bradley and

Storithes &liatlewood. But the Change was not confined to those

manors for neither Sutton nor Lothersr, where a messuagewam

granted on an economic lease in 1635, was Part of the gkipton

1. Skipton, Estate Ledger.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 265, f.29a.
3. Skiptot, Estate Ledger.
4. Bolton MS. Bk. 266 % f.26a.
5. Bolton MS. Bk. 265, fala.
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group. -Side by side with the introduction of this new system,

the old method or beneficial leasing continued. Under the 4th

Earl, tenantS.who preferred to pay fines for leases rather than
1

economic rents were allowed to do so. 	 Yet the advantage to

the Cliffords of the economic rent over the beneficial lease

can be seen from the Sutton leases. The 1626 lease in Sutton

would have yielded £121.16.0 compared with only 39 from the

1602 lease.

When Lady Anne entered her Skipton lands in 1649, she not

only dispensed with the old system completely in favour of

economic rents, but In some leases granted much shorter terms

than had been usual on the Cliffords t estates in Craven. For

example, Slipton mills, which the 3rd Earl had granted on a 21

year lease in 1604 for a fine of £280 and a yearly rent of £4,
2

Lady Anne leased in 1654 for 5 years for a rent of £100. The
Earl and Countess of Cork also changed over to economic rents in

1650 on the manors they inherited. Their opportUnities,however,

were more limited. More will be said on this question later in

the chapter.

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 262, f.3b. Dr Finch has shown that two
other noble landowners, the Spencers of Althorp and the
Brudenells of 1Deene, were like the Cliffords tentatively
Introducing commercial renting at this time Wye
liorthamntonshire Families, 49, 159).

2. Skipton, Estate Ledger.
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In its second aspect, the Cliffordit estate policy closely

followed the pattern set by the 3rd Earl in the three years of
1

great activity before his death in i605. Its 'purpose, to raise

cash, was identical, its methods were similar and. its effects,

which were comparable, differed only- in the respect that they

extended the damage already done to the estates, and to the

Craven property in particular.
Money raised from the estates by the conversion of the

capital assets was, as hAs been noted, a regular feature of the

4th Earl's income And the large sums received in certain years,

as from the long leases granted in 1616 and the sale of the
2

Border lands in 1628 9 were related to special needso The 4th

Earl raised cash from the dstates in three ways.

Direct pressure on the tenants produced a "benevolence" from
3

Craven in 1613 which amounted to £2,000 and a second in 1639,

this time from Westmorland. Only the first receipts from the
4

Westmorland benevolence, totalling £400, are recorded, so that

its full value Is hot known. These were exceptions/ devices

which because of their dependence on the goodwill of the tenants

could not be employed more than once. Indeed, in 16/J thirty-

six tenants, mostly on the outlying manors, refused to contribute.

1. See puvra, Chapters IV, V.
2. See supra, Chapter 1:1 pp. 294,314 -5.
3. See supra, Chapter X, p, 293.
4. Bolton MS. INc. 178.
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Paupers, and twenty one were listed, 'vivre excused Payment and

other tenants who pleaded poverty were allowed to pay only one
1

year's rent in place of the general contribution of two.

The sale of property was a second method of raising cash.

The important sales have been mentioned previously • the sale of

Cliffords Inn for £600 in 1618, of part of Cleving Closes in
2

1627 for £806 and of the Border manors for £7,050 in 1628.

Unlike his brother, the 4th Earl sold property both infrequently

and with reluctance, as a last resort. The reason, in all

probability, was that now the only manors which could be sold

were those within the main blocks of the estates, a situation

which the 3rd, Earl had been forced to recognise ia 1602.

Appropriately, the major sale after 1605 was of the Border

lands, the most recently acquired of the Cliffords' possessions.

There were virtually no outright sales of property in

craven in this period. Nevertheless, Craven provided the

greater part of the additional estate income after 1605. For

this the 4th Earl relied upon changes in tenure of the type that

had been a feature of the 3rd Earl's policy between 1602 and 160!

There was still considerable scope after 1605 for raising money

by the same means, particularly in the Clifford fee manors which

were hardly effected and in the Norton's manors which were

untouched by the 3rditaa l s long leases. But one consequince

1. Londesborough MS. E/2.
2. See suprov,41400r 34 pp. 308,314-5.
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of the ,3rd. Earl's capitalizing of his estates by granting
1

medium leases was that his successors could capitalize in turn

only by granting long leases to tenants who already held medium

leases. "Minis was the policy the 4th Earl adopted.

Capita1 messuages again proved an especially lucrative

source. Before 1605, the capital messuages of Nesfield„

Eshton and Gargrave had been sold and those of Grassington,

Bradley, Carleton, Seosthrop and Threapland granted out in fee
2

farm or on long lease. After 1605, the capitalmessuages on all

the remaining Craven manors, with the exception of Rilston and

Threshfield, were similarly granted out. The fee farm of

Cleatop in Settle was taken by Robert Bindlose in 1612 for
3

£1,600. Embsay Kirk Was granted in three parts, in 1615, 1622
4

and 1624, on leases for 3,000 years for £270. The second

moiety of Threapland in Cracoe was taken on a 5,000 year lease
5

in 1614 for a fine of £440, Woodhouse 
6
in Appletreewick on -a

6,000 year lease in 1617 for £133.6.8. and the fee farm Of
7

the capital messuage of Halton granted for £200 in 1630.

Thomas Ferrand gent in 1614 purchased for £160 the rent of £10
8

reserved on his fee farm grant of Carleton and in 1615 "bought

1. See supra, Table D.
2. See supra, Chapter V, p.154.
3. Bolton M. Bk. 104, f.lb.
4. Bolton MS. Bk. 265, ff. 14a, 14b, 16a.
5. Bolton MS. Bk. 266, f.7a.
6. Bolton MS. Bk. 259, f.lb.
7. Bolton MS. Bk. 265, f.22a.
8. Ibid. f.5a.
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3
house in Carleton, to Edward Tempest gent for £363.4.0 in 1615.

Apart from Cleatop and Flasby, the capital messuages remained in

the possession of the families which had for long occupied them.

Riaston. and Threshfield alone of the manor houses were not

granted. out. The most likely reason was that the 99 years and

3 lives* leases of both fell in within a short time of their

grant in 1606. A new lease of Threshfield for the same term
4

brought in over £300 in 1615 and Richard Hughes, the Skipton

Steward, paid £506 for a similar lease of Rilston manor house
5

and tithe in 1619 and 1620. The receipts from these leases

were probably regarded as a convenient substitute for the fines

which long leases would have produced. The remaining Craven

manors did not possess capital messuages.

The 4th. Earl's policy thus completed the process begtal_

by the 3rd Earl of selling or granting on 3-oni leases the

principal holdings of the Craven manors. Caraeton was the' fourth

to be completely Bolds Rilston and Threshfield stayed on medium

1. Londesborough MS. E/2; Whitaker, 224.
2. The ancient rent was 7.6.8.
3. Bolton MS. Bk. 265', f.8a.
4. Skipton MS. A/34/1.
5. Bolton MS. Bk. 261, f.12a.

the capital messuage of Flasby for is son Bryan who with it
1

founded a separate, armigerous branch of the family* The price
it 2

woul4 be about £700'. In addition the 4th Earl granted the fee

farm of Yellisan in Carletoh, the equivalent of a second manor
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leases: all the other capital messuages were now held on long

leases. The 4th Earl's receipts from the grants made after 1605

to talled.4, 672.10.8.

It is to some extent misleading to deal separately with the

capital messuages since the majority were leased in the course of

large-scale granting of :long leases to the ordinary tenants.

Under the 4th Earl, there Was a gradual conversion of a high

proportion of medium and short leases to long leases. Not all

the evidence for grants in the individual manors is extant. //Itch,
however, is certain and, principally, for the manors of-the

Clifford fee. The number of leases known to havbeen granted

and the receipts from them are set out in Table I.

The 4th Earl, it will be seen from Table I, granted a

large number of long leases on most of the Clifford fee- manors

and on all four Norton's manors, Rilston with Flasby, Hatton,

Threshfield and Linton. There was little scope for further

grants in Settle and Giggleswick, the two Percy manors most

effected by the 3rd Earl's leasing in 16041 though at least one
1

fee farm grant was made in Giggleswick. 	 In Long Preston,

however, most of the tenants who held medium leases in 1604 tad
2

taken long leases by 1626; the exact details are not known and

thus are not included in Table I. In another Percy manor,

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 260, f.11a.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 220.
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;ABLE 

Fee larms and Lone Leases Granted irt Craven, 1612-1641a

kianors Igo. of Grantsb	nnes Paid. c

Skipton
Barden
Bolton

rib	 1m,

1•11,

nnn

Bradley
Storithes & Hazlewood
Stirton & Thorlby
Silsden 32 £2,000. 0. 0
Carleton
Lothersdale 1

1,900. 4.10
8.10. 0

Cononley 6 255. 3. 4
Nesfield 1 50. 0. 0
Malham
Bastbr 5 261.13. 4
EmbsaY 29 1,482.184 3
Halton 20 1,011.10. 8
Flasby 18 12092. 9. 4
Eshton 4 152. 0. 0
Gargrave 8c Broughton 32 1,700. O. 0
Cracoe & ThreaPland 20 1,390. 3. 6
Woodhouse & ApPletreewick 326.13. 4
Grassington
Settle 1 ',Coo. 0. o
Giggleswick 1 3o0.f. 04 0
Long Preston
RiIston 37 1,038.16. 6
Hatton 10 333. 7, 4
Threshfield 39 2,7o0 t 0. o
Linton 21 1,100. 0 1 o
Starbotton 18 1 2 600, 0. o
Buckden
Littondale 1 200. 0. 0
Langstrothdale 585. 0. 0

Totals £ 21,088.10. 5

Note, 
a. The sources are the 1646 Surveys, (Bolton MSS. Bks. 265,266)

except for Silsden (Skipton, Bundle 1 01d Conveyances');
Gargrave and Threshfield (Whitaker, 234, 553); Settle (Bolton
MS. B. 104, f.lb) Giggleswick (Bolton MS. Bk. 260); Linton
(Bolton MS.Bk. 2573; Starbotton (P.R.O. Index Patent Rolls,
9 Charle s I pt.25); Littondale (Bolton XS. Bk. 109) and
Langstrothdale (Skipton MS. 1124/4,5).

b. Zhe figures for grants made in Littondale and Langstrothdale
are incomplete and for Stirton, Lông Preston and Buckden are
no known.

c. The figures of fines paid for Gargrave, Glggleswick,
'Threshfield and Linton are estimates.
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1
Starbotton, 18 tenants took long leases in 1631. There is

little evidence of changes in tenures on the other Percy manors,

Buckden, Littondale and Lang strothdale. It is clear, from the

grants extant, that there was some conversion of existing short

leases to both medium leases and long leases. Edward Ward, who

had paid X280 in 1605 for a 21 year lease of his tenement at
2

Midlesmdre in Langstroth, again paid £280 in 1615 for a 99 Year

and 3 lives' lease, although eleven years had still to run on
3

his earlier lea8e. 	 Dawson of lialtongill paid about £200 for
4

the fee 'farm of his tenement in 1622. Geoffrey Tennant took a

5000 year lease of his farm at YOkenthwaite in Langstroth for
5

a fine of £85 in 1615. William Jacques was granted the fee

farm of Christofer Tennant's farm at Beckermonds in Langstroth
6

in 1622, and in 1641 James Tennant paid £400 for the fee farm
7

grant of his tenement at Scarhouse in Langstrothdale. This

evidence suggests that the changes in tenure may have effected

most of the tenants on the three manors, for all the five grants

which are known involved conversion to longer types of lease

and four of the five to either the fee farm or long lease of

the tenement.

1.	 P.R.O. Index, Patent Rolls, 9 Charles 1 9 pt.25.
2, Bolton MS. Bk. 226, title 3.
3. Skipton MS. 1/24/4.
4. Bolton MS. Bk. 109, f.3.
5. Skipton MS. A/24/4.
6. F. Foster, mBeckermonds in Langstrothdale m , The Dslesman,x,

(Clapham, 1948), 11.
7. Skipton MS. A/24/5.
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The Skipton group of manors, Bolton, Bradley and Storitheel

the 4th Earl kept almost entirely free from long leases. After

1617, he was bound by the terms of the King's Award which forbade

the granting of leases longer than 99 years and 3 lives apart

from those required to raise the £2 9 000 from Silsden. Some
1

fee farm grants had been made in Stirton before 1617. But in

the ether Skipton manors and in Bolton, Bradley and Storithes

throughout his life, he refrained from granting long leases;

partly, one may suspect, for reasons of sentiment, since these

manors vere both the ancient and the central property of the

Clifford in Craven, and partly on economic grounds, because

with their high proportion of demesne land, large holdings and

short leases, they were unsuitable and, perhaps, too valuable for

granting out in the fashion of the other Clifford fee manors.

It Was on these manors, too, that the alternative policy of

economic renting was carried out. The inclusion of Bradley

with the Skipton property,however, is curious. There is no

apparent reason for it:

The 4th Earl seems to have made less favourable bargains

than the 3rd Earl. Certainly the general rates were no higher

than the 3rd Earl received. But this would not be surprising in

view of his known desire for ready money and having to negotiate

long leases with tenants who in most cases already held medium

1. Bolton MS. Bk.220.
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leases and therefore could bargain from stronger positions

than in 1604. For example, the two tenants of Linton whose

leases are recorded paid for their fee farm grants in 1615

slightly lower fines than for their 99 years and 3 lives' leases
1

in 1606.

The yearly totals of fines agreed upon for long leases

and the receipts from all fines between 1632 and 1641 are set

out in Table J. It will be seen that the fines from long

leases (column one) contributed £15,15546.1, or nearly half the

total of £331 132.18.5 received from fines- in that 'perl.od.

However, the estimated receipts from long leases of t21,088.10.5

given in Table I are more complete than the figure in Table j

and they indicate that the proportion of fines contributed by

long leases was much higher, at least two-thirds. If all long

leases were known it would probably be above three-quarters.

Not many grants of long leases are recorded in the decade

1620 to 1630. Yet the receipts from fines in those years were

both large and regular and may reflect the granting of mans

long leases of which there is no certain record. Except in 1612

and 1627, when large sums were received for leases of the tithes

of Christ Church Oxford, the income from ordinary fines does not

appear to have exceeded the figure suggested earlier of E300 to
2

£500 a year, and in one period, 1618 to 1622, seems to have falle)

1. £183 compared with '£198.6.8 (Bolton MS. Bk. 257)
2. See supra, Chapter 1r11, P.214.
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1612
1613
1614
1615
1616
1617
1618
1619
1620
1621
1622
1623
1624
1625
1626
1627
1628
1629
1630
1631
1632
1633
1634
1635
1636
1637
1638
1639
1640
1641

Totals	 £ 15,155.16. 13 £ 33,132.18. 5a
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TABLE 3" 

Receirts from Fines in Craven, 161P-1641 

Fines agreed uronl
tor Lone Leases 

£1,600. O. 0
700. 0. 0
723. 3 6

2,379. 6. 4
1,174.10. 0

262. 8. 8
246.10. 2

2,077. 0. 0

200. O. 0
625.10. 0
125. 0. 0
190. 0. 0

414

350.13. 4
alp

154. 0. 0
842.13. 4

1,816.16. 8
153.16. 0
166.13. 4
293. 0, 0
260,10. 4
142. 0. 0
234.13. 9
29.17. 4
1.13. 4

406:0. 0

Total Receirte
srom Fines 

t2,823.12. 6
2,266.19. 4

783.14.
1,255.15. 4
2,938. 7. 0

353.17.11
560. 9. 7

1,110.16. 3
1,508.11. 5

455. 5, 8
247.11, 0

1,330. 6. 8
1,334. 1. 6
1,382.10. 9

994.13. 0
3,025. 0. 8
1,402.13. 4
1,046.14.10
1 2 796.15. 3
1,618.10. 9

972.14.11
510.11. 5
752. 6. 8
933. 6. 8ii
180. O. 0
406. 26 6
508.12. 0
260. 7. 0
285. O. 0
87.10. 0

I. These figures are from an analysis of the leases noted in
the 1646 Surveys (Bolton )SS. Bks. 265, 266).

2. The sources for these figures are Bolton MSS. Bks. 104-129,
131-5, 137-140, 146-153 and 183-7.

3. For a more complete total of fines paid for long leases
see Table I.
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wall below that level. The 1646 surveys support this view.

They reveal that few Short and medium leases were granted, very

few in manors Where long leases were granted and then mainly
1

before 1626 when the change to economic renting began.

The 4th Earl's grants of long leases were concentrated

almost exclusively in the period 1614 to 1637. Although Cleatop

capital messuage was granted out in 1612 and Flasby in 1613,

there is no record of long leases of the ordinary tenements

before 1614, and the leases made after 1637 were, with the

exception of the fee farm grant of Scarhouse in 1641, of minor

importance. These limits of 1614 and 1637 are interesting,

since they suggest that long leasing was resumed in 1614 when,

after an interval in which big receipts first from the fines up

to 1610, then from the grants of Cleatop and Flaste,r and from

the Benevolence had supplemented the normal income, the 4th

Earl could find no alternative method of adding to his ordinary

receipts. Long leasing thus became rrom 1614 the means by which

the Earl regularly inflated his estate income to the minimum leva

required to meet his expenses.

There are indications that by 1637 the scope for further

grants was restricted by the exemption of the Skipton manors, by

the great number of long leases already made, and, possibly, by

1. Bolton MS. Bk. 265 2Al21g.



the inability Of the remaining tebants to pay a fair price for

lonCleaset. There is some conjecture in this question of

ability to buy leases. Yet, it is likely that with numerous
1

tenants on or near the poverty line the stage might early be

readied on many manors when further granting of long leases

would cease to be an economic proposition. There is, otherwise,

no apparent reason why the grants made after 1637 were so few

and of so little value, for the Cliffords t need of ready money

was certainly no less than in the previous decade.

There were thus on the Clifford estates in the years after

1605 two distinct and opposite trends in tenurial Changes. One

was the consolidation of the tenants' positiOn vie'via the

lords', by the long leases and fee farm grants in Craven, by

confirmation of the copyhold tenures in two East Riding manors,
2	 3

Weighton and Shipton, and of the customary tenures in Westmorland.

The second trend was towards shorter leases and economic rents,

for the most part in Craven, but also in the East Riding and,
4

under rather different circumstances, in Cumberland. Of the

trends, the second was limited in its scope. Nevertheless, on

those manors where they could be introduced, economic rents and

short leases became the accepted basis of leasdholding after 1650.

1. Cf. Skipton MS. 1/32/3.
2. Zee supra, Chapter VII, p.201.
3. See supra, Chapter VIII, p.240.
4. See sliza, Chapter VII, p.206.
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The establishment of the virtual independence of the

tenants was by far the stronger or the trends and that indepen-

dence had become by 1646 the predominant characteristic of

tenures on the Clifford estates. The extent of the conversion

to tenure by long lease and fee farm which had taken place in

Craven under the 3rd and 4th Earls is apparent from the figures

given in Table K. By 1646, the capital messuages on every manor

other than Rilston and Threshfield had been sad or granted out.

Only five manors, Skipton, Bolton, Bradley, Barden and Storithes,

were free from, long leases and of the five all but Skipton were

held in. Part on mddium leases, although the most recent grants

had been for terms of 21 years.

'Every other manor in Craven had been effected, to a

greater or lesser degree, by the Earls' grants of long leases.

Most of the tenements in two manors, Grassington and Eshton, had
1

been granted out with nominal rents reserved.	 In five manors,

Nesfield, Flasby, Malham, Linton and Threshfield, the holdings

had been granted out completely with full rents reserved, and

almost completely in nine others, Carleton, Cononley, Settle,

Giggleswick, Long Preston, Embsay, Cracoe, Eetton and Gargrave.

More than half the tenants held long leases in Lothersdale,

Eastby, Halton, Rilston and Starbotton, and grants had been made

also in Silsden, 414Agletreewick and, though how many is nott known

1. See glarLo Chapter V, pp. 135, 139.
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in Stirton• In the three remaining manors, Buckden,Littondale

and Langstrothdale, there were certainly some long leases and

there may have been many.

In 1646, 624 tenants, or nearly half the tenants in Craven,

are known to have held on long leases and since the details of

grants on five manors are far from complete this can be regarded

as a minimum figure. It is clear that by 1646 the 3rd Earl's

successors had not only continued but on more than half the

manors carried almost to its ultimate stage the policy initiated
1

by him in 1588.	 The changes made after 1605 were if prottacted

compared with the activity between 1602 and 1605 no less

important in transforming the tenurial structure of the Craven

manors.

The Clifforlds' successors were able to recover some of

the ground lost under lie 3rd and 4th Earls. Lady Anne took actia

against her Westmorland tenants in 1653, basing her claim on

the illegality of the King's Award and, in consequence, of the

tenures which the award recognised. The security given by the

4th Earl after confirmation of the tenures proved to be no

protection, for Lady Anne's lawsuits were entirely successful
2

and she was able to eject many of the tenants In 1653. As a

result of the ejectments, Lady Anne claimed, with her usual

1. See supra,  Chapter IV, pp. 112-3.
2. Williamson, Lath? Anne Clifford, 221 et sea., 304. See also

supra, Chapter VIII, Pp.240-241.
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TABLE K 

;Pee Farms and Lone liefise2 Held in Craven. 1646

Manors	 gelcLU.a Grantedb ot:ZLU, 	Total No. c
16_426.	 ,.612-3.641	 16_16.	 of Tenants 

	

mdi	 105
. 32

	

-	 20

	

1.	 30
33

- 27

	

33	 144

	

53.	 55

	

16	 31

	

18	 23

	

13	 13

	

43	 43

	

5	 lo
	29 	 35
	,20	 33
	19 	 19

	

19	 25

	

32	 40

	

21	 28

	

4	 8
	32 	 40

	

55	 62

	

58	 61

	

16	 56

	

37	 55
	10 	 14

	

39	 39
	21 	 21

	

18	 27
. 28

	

la	 63
	4 	 49

Totals	 291	 333	 —Or	 1;267

Notes 

a. See Table D.
b. See Table I.
c. The source is Londesborough MS. 42.

Skipton . -
Barden . -
Bolton - -
Bradley 1 -
Storithes - -
Stirton - -
Silsden 1 32
Carleton 20 31
Lothersdale 15 1
Cononley 12 6
Nesfield 12 1
Malham 43
Eastby . 5
EmbsaY - 29
Halton - 20
Flasby 1 18
Eshton 15 4
Gargrave 32
Cracoe 1 20
Woodhouse 1 3
Grassington 32
Settle 54 1
Giggleswick 57 1
Long Preston 16
Rilston - 37
Hetton . 10
Threshfield - 39
Linton . 21
Starbotton . 18
Buckden .
Littondale 9 1
Langstrothdale 1 3
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disarming rectitude;

I altered the tenure of this land, Which was the very
thing I aimed at in my suits in law with my Westmoreland
tenants, as being a great Benefitand advantage to me
and my Posterity, and not only to me, but to all the
landlords and Tenants in that Country,'

In Craven, the reversal of the trend came later and was

Carried out without the violence of the disputes in Westmorland.

Seven of the Silsden tenants who held long leases granted in

1618 and 1619 were persuaded to surrender them between 1680 end
2

1686, and another in 1706. 	 The tenants of Grassington
3

relinquished their lands to one of the Dukes of :Devonshire.

These inroads into tenant independence in Craven, however, were

but minor gains compared with the vast concessions that

remained intact.

the decrease in the value of the Clifford estates as a

result of the 4th Earl's sales and in particular the loss of
4

the Border manors has been described in an earlier chapter.

His capitalizing by granting long leases in Craven reduced

still further the value of the most important of the Clifford

properties. This policy was forced on him in Part by the

Paucity of ordinary fines owing to the 3rd Earl's previous

capitalizing by granting long and medium leases. But whereas

1. Williamson, I,ady Anne Clifford, 304.
2. Skipton MSS. A/32/59 6; Bundle, "Old Conveyances".
3. J.S. Fletcher, A Picturesoue History of Yorkshire., (1899-

1901), ii, 192.
4. See supra, Chapter VII, pp. 212-3.
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the effect of the grants of medium leases had been the temporary

loss of entry fines, from Which the 4th ,Earl suffered, the

cumulative grants of long leases by both Earls resulted in a

permanent loss; the loss of the right to demand economic rents

from nearly half the tenants in Craven. Moreover, the rents

reserved ip the 4th Earl's grants, as in his brother's, were

still the low ancient rents of the tenements.

It was mit until after 1650, when the 4th Earl's successors

completed the change to economic rents, that the full effect on

the estate income of the granting of long leases became apparent.

The Earl of Cork had inherited three of the manors untouched

by the long leasing, but in one, Bolton, over half the tenements
1

in lease had been racked to their full value prior to 1646. In

Bradley and Storithes, however, where the 4th Earl had also made

some increases in rents, Cork managed to raise the rents

considerably. The rents of Bradley went up from £40.8.7 in

1646 to £70.18.0 in 1651; the rents of Storithes from £25.13.0
2

to £66.9.4.	 His other Craven possessions consisted of the

manors most effected by the long leases. He could, therefore,

increase the total rental of his estates by only a small margin;

from £2,566 in 1646 to 42,634 in 1652 and to an apparently
3

stable figure of £2,773 in 1654.

In contrast, Lady Anne was able to push up the rents of

1. 11 tenements out of 20 (Bolton MS. Bk. 266, f.12 et sea.).
2. Londesborough MS. E/9; Bolton MS. Bk.200, f.l.
3. Londesborough MS. A/3•
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the manors she inherited, the Skipton group and Barden, from

approximately 000 in 1646 to £1,050 in 1652, of which Skipton i $
1

share was 013,(the rental of Skipton, including the demesne as
2

in 1652, had been £241 in 1606). Bad it not been for the

preponderance of long leases, the rent increases On Cork's

manors might have been as spectacular as on Lady Anne's. As

it was, whilst one souice of estate income, that from entry

fines, ceased, the compensatory rise in the rents on Cork's

estates was only Alight; on Lady Anne's it was equal to two

thirds of the annual income' from rents enjoyed by her

predecessor.

The sales of property and the extensive grahting of

tenements in fee farm or on long leases inevitably entailed a

profound Change in the status of a great many tenants and, 1(1,th

IA, a shift in the relationship between lord and tenant. During

the lifetime of the 4th Earl, when the ancient tenurial structure

of the manors largely disintegrated, the customary bonds,

economic and social, between lord and tenant radically altered.

Many tenants, by purchasing the fee farm or the long

lease of their holdings, rose from the Inferior status of lease-

holders or tenants at will to the position of independent

1. Dawson, 199.	 ,
2. Skipton MS. A/32/3.
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farmers within a remarkably short space of years. Their

attitude towards their superior lords underwent a comparable

transformation; indeed, had changed within a decade of the

first major grants made by the 3rd Earl. Stephen Taylor,

writing from Skipton to the 4th Earl in 1612, told him:

It is so aPParente and Manifesto that the ordering and
governinge this Countrie is stranglye carried 'within
these few Layte yeares as that wonted reverrente regaurde
is not amonge the Inhabitantes tawardes your Lordshipps
oecations and officers as in tymes Paste.1

A year later, the Earl himself complained, with an air of

perplexity, to Ms friend the Archbishop of York,

though it be a generall complainte, yet my Tennantes make
more bould with me then other mens Tammantes doe for thre
Rent Dales are past since I had male perfect accompt from
my receyvors neither can I tell howe to rediesse it,
except I should enter into some sRvere course with the poor
men, which I am very loth to doe.'

The refusals to contribute to the benevolence in 1613 are a

pointer to the new attitude taken by the tenants. A majority

of those who refused, twenty-six out of thirty-six, were

Ribblesdale tenants who had taken long leases under the 3rd

Earl. Seventeen of them were in Settle. Of the remaining ten,

three were tenants on other Percy manors, four on the former

Norton's estates and only three on the Clifford Fee manors.

1. Althl5rp, Cumberland Papers, 16th November 1612.
2. Althorp, Cumberland Papers.
3. Londesborough MS. E/2.
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The changes in tenure and in status were not confined to

the Cliffords t Craven estates. The manor of Kettlewell,

forfeited to the Crown in 1569 by the Earl of Westmorland, was

alienated .to the tenants in a similar tashion to the Cliffordst
1

manors.	 So were the former estates of Fountains Abbey at
2	 3

Kilnaey and Coniston and the township of Hebden. There were
4

also long leases at Thorpe.	 Kettlewell, Coniston, Hebden

and Thorpe were four of the five manors not owned by the

Cliffords in the valley of the Wharfe from its source in

Lsngstrothdale to Ilkley, the first town on it, in the south.

It wA lhowever, the comprehensiveness, numerical and

geograPhica1, of the grants on the Cliffords t estates that made

this...period the most decisive in the formation of the social

and economic patterns of Craven life. For these grants created

numerous independent proprietors, the famous "statesmen" or

yeomen of the Craven dales. The Long Freston statesmen, of

whom there were many, were described in the early eighteenth

century as being divided into two classes, "great and little

statesmen, the former of whom consider themselves as among the

first personages of the world". They were  /twig said,

involved in endless debate and litigation and "being proud from

1. Whitaker, 563.
2. Ibid. 532-5.
3. Aid. 500.
4. Tempest MSS. Burnsall Deeds, Box V.
5. Whitaker, 532.
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independence, and obstinate from extreme ignorance, it was
1

almost impossible to compose their differences".

That independence of spirit has long been a part of the

tradition of the Craven dales-folk. But if the Cliffords

gave many of their tenants independence, they also made them

prosperous. The low reserved rents which bore little relation

to the value of the holdings left the tenants a far higher

margin of profit than economic leases or even the old beneficial

leases would have given them. For many, also, participation

In the rapidly increasing wool trade was a second source of
2

profit.	 The prosperity of these independent proprietors on

the Clifford estates was expressed in the time of James

Charles I and Charles IL in the building of houses with stone
31

walls and slated roofs. The replacement of the wooden crucked

houses by the stone buildings which are still standing was, as

Dr. Raistrick has written, ', the mark of a great social
4

revolution".

1. Dawson, Lpose Leaves of Craven History, 2nd ser.,
2. A. Raistrick, Nalham and Malham YoorI CClapham, 1947)114.
3. Whitaker, 528.
4. Raistrick, 0D.cit. 25.
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CHAPTER XII

CONCLtTSION 

The Cliffords were nobility of long standing-witth a

distinguished if turbulent history when the llth Lord was

created Earl of Cumberland in 1525. They were typical not,of

the new Tudor creations but of the old-established nobility

whose support of the Lancastrian cause was to earn them special

consideration under the early Tudors. Their earldom was one

reward for devotion and service to the Tudors:- the grant of

Bolton and other manorial properties in 1542 was the second.

This grant, the Cliffords' gain in what has been termed the
1

acquisitive period or the Tudor aristocracy, was the final

consolidation of the large estates which the Cliffords for

almost three centuries, from their ennobling in 1299 until the

3rd Earl came of age in 1579, built up and concentrated in the

north of England.

The Cliffords thus reached the height of their -wealth and

prestige in the middle years of the sixteenth century. The

last Phase in their history, the sixty years between the 3rd

Earl's accession in 1579 and the death of the 5th Earl in 1643,

was one of decline and disintegration under the stress of great

1. L. Stone, EcX.A., xviii, 2.
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difficulties. This decline in the Clifforde l fortunes came in

an age of great social change when other sections of the

community individually and collectively began to outstrip in
1

wealth and prominence the established Elizabethan nobility.

The gliffords t decline 'was a symptom of that change as it was not

lesh a Contributory cause.

It is difficult because of the lack of reliable

information on the incomes of the nobility and great gentry

to assess accurately the extent of the decline in the Cliffords,

fortunes. The available evidence suggests that under the

last three Earls the Clifford inheritance not only failed to

keep pace with the rising wealth of many peers and a numerous

and varied class of commoners, but by 1646 had shrunk

appreciably in comparison with its value in 1579.-

In actual extent the Clifford estates depreciated only

slightly in the period 1579 to 1646. The number of manors
2

held in 1646 was approximately the same as in 1579. The

significant change was not in the size of the estates but in

1. Mr. Trevor-Roper has dealt with, this question at length in
"The Gentry, 1540-1640", (Ec.F.R. Supplement I, 1953).

2. Fifty-three compared with fifty. For details of the manors
held in 1579 see infra, Appendix I.
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1
their value.	 In 1579 the 3rd Earl's inheritance was one of

the richest enjoyed by the higher Elizabethan nobility. By

1602, as a result of his early sales, the. income from his

properties was already (if a contemporary estimate can be

accepted) below the average income of the Earls considered, as

a group, though still above that enjoyed by the majority of
2

late lizabethan peers. 	 In the next three years, the 3rd

Earl's sales lowered his Craven rental alone by a further

£300 and seriously limited the future income from entry fines.

The inheritance recovered for a brief period after the 4th Earl's

accession in 1605, benefiting from the addition of his property

and the manors granted by the Crown. The deterioration in the

value of the estates,however, began again in 1611 and it

continued throughout the 4th Earl's career. In 1646 the

receipts, both gross and net, were not substantially higher

than in 1602, before the 3rd Earl began his sales, despite the

rise in the rental resulting from the change-over to economic
3

rent.

1. It would be misleading to equate the value of the ClIffords'
possessions in the 17th Century with the number of manors
held, for their estate policy left them in nominal control
of many manors that contributed little or nothing to the
estate revenues. (see surTR, Chapter 12). For a general
comment on the doubtful validity of estimating the value
of estates by counting manors, see Ja. Cooper, pcji4"
2nd ser. viii, 377.

2	 The 3rd Earl.'s gross estate toomme in 1602 was probably
£41 3001 the net income, after deduction of rent charges
only,E3,900. Thomas Wilson estimated the average rental
of the 19 Earls and one Marquis in 1600 at 5,000 and that

/contd.
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In contrast, other members of the nobility enlarged their

estates and increased their landed incomes strikingly in the

early seventeenth century, A comparison of the 4th Earl's
1

income in the last decade of his life with the known incomes

of other peers in Charles I t s reign suggests the extent of the

Clifford& decline in prosperity. The total of twenty-four

peers is fax from complete, but of these seventeen mere

wealthier than the 4th Earl. More revealing,however, is the

fact that three of the peers had four times, five others more
2

than twice his income from land.

Even if outstripped by many of the nobility and some of

references 2 & I continued:

of the 39 Barons and 2 Viscounts at c.£3,000 (The State 
qf England 1600, ed. F.J. Fisher, (Camden miscellany, vol.
xvi, 1936), 22).	 Mr. Stone,however, puts the average
landed income of the late Elizabethan peers much lower, at
£2-3,000 (Ecil.R., 2nd ser. iv, 304),

3. In 1646 the gross income was c.£5,500, the net income
C.£4,500. The Earl of Cork, on whom almost all the rent
charges fell, was paying out in 1646 £1,018 in rent charges
on his *Yorkshire estates (Londesborough MS. Et9).

1. Bis gross receipts averaged £4 1 850 p.a.; net receipts
f4,100. The receipts from fines for long leases are
included in these figures,

2.. The incomes of 23 peers are given in Trevor-Roper, ',The
Gentry, 1540 -1640", (EcX.R. Supplement 1), 54-5. For the
income of the other peer, the 9th Earl of Northumberland,
see G.R. Batho t BcJi.4.4nd ser. ix, (1957), 442.
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the greater gentry the Cliffords, it must be emphasised,

remained important landowners. At the 5th Earl's death in 1643

thelr wealth in land, diminished though it was, was still
1

Impressive.	 Were the fall in estate revenue the only

factor to be considered in their declining fortunes, it could

be argued that the damage to the inheritance, though great,

wag neither excessive nor permanent. There was,however, a

second,factor. This was the debts.

Mb 4th Earl himself declared to his son in 1617, aMy

dhefest care Is to leave yo' a good and free estate. When the
2

debts and portions are payed, yo' maye lyve plentifully". But

the debts were not paid and in assessing the decline in the

fortunes of the Cliffords they cannot be discounted, for they

were the continuous liability against which the decreasing

value of the estates must be set. The 3rd Earl had assumed

in 1605 not only that his debts would be Paid but that the

inheritance was star rich enough to provide in addition a

£15,000 portion for Lady Anne. Such a gesture, generous as it

was wiahful„ the 5th tan forty years later could not

contemplate. For him there was neither optimism nor generosity.

1. The average net ineome$ of 41 peers investigated by
E.L. Klotz and G. Davies was £2,020 per annum (E-H.R.,
Lviii,(1943), 217-9). These did not include the wealthiest
peers listed by Trevor-Roper (see previous footnote).

2. Whitaker, 369.
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"With anguish of soule", he wrote in his win,

I bewaile the miserable candicion of my decayed fortune,
which disables me to give any present supplye to my
distressed and dears daughter, the Lady Dungarvan 	
...And since I an debarred (by my greate debts) from
giVinge them any valluable legacyes, I doe onely bequegth
sum small legacyes to my ould and faithfull servants.

The real condition of the Cliffords' fortunes was

concealed after the 5th Earl's death by the division of the

estates. Neither the Earl of Cork nor Lady Anne was

exclusively dependent on the Clifford estates for their landed

wealth as a male heir would have been. Moreover, Cork

possessed the means, which the 4th and 5th Earls never had, to

meet the Cliffords' outstanding debts. A 6th Earl of

Cumberland, inheriting the debts as well as the estates, would

have been compelled to sell land on a big scale to Clear them

and thereby—would have reduced the value of his property even

further. He would have had to be content with a position

inferior to that of his predecessors; for the Clifford

inheritance which sixty years before had been one of the

wealthiest in the land would then have been too small to place

him In the ranks of the greater landowners.

The Cliffords in the period 1579 to 1646 exhibit most, if

not all, of the problems likely to beset a noble family' add
2

cause a fall in its prosperity: the extravagance of one Earl,

1. Ia. Clay, X.A.3" xviii,398.
2. Professor Habakkuk: has discussed in general terms the more

/con td .
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the incapacity of his successor; a legacy of great cats, a

weakened estate and an inheritance dispute; the inability to

compete for offices because of declining prtune -and prestige.

Ultimately, the decisive factor was the sudden decline in the

fertility' of the main line of the Cliffords, first evident in

Sir Ingram Clifford, which brought to on end the succession of

father by son uninterrupted since the 1st Lord Clifford Was

raised to the peerage in 1299. The inability in the first

place of the 3rd Earl to provide a male heir who survived him

was responsible for a long, complicated and costly inheritance

suit which dissipated the resources of the family at the height

of its financial difficulties. This disturbance was followed

onlr a generation- later by the extinction of the male line, the

end of ihe house of Clifford that had endured as nobility for

40 unusual length of nearly three hundred and fifty years and

the partition of the inheritance between the daughters of the

3rd and 5th Earls.

The fair in prosperity and prestige which the CliffOrds

experienced in the 1ist phase of their history was largely the

result of the 3rd Earl s s career and he must be held responsible

/eference 2 continued:

important causes of changes in the fortunes of landowning
famines in his preface to Finch, Five Norjhamptonshire 
Families, xi-xix.
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for it. In his lifetime, it is nOW genbra/ly accepted, the

adverse effects of the price revolution on lan0e4 incomes were

at their worst.	 For landowners to weather th2s-Inflationar7

storm, excessive debts had to be avoided and, estates carefully

managed. The 3rd Ear/ ignored both these maxims BEI 4 iis career

exemplifies the consequences.

The Earl ran up huge debts and the manner in which he did

so was characteristic of the man and of his age. He was a

courtier who dissipated his fortunes by indulging in the

fashionable extravagance of his time. He eschewed his ancestral.

homes and estates in preference for the more costly living of

London and the south. He spent heavily on clothes, sports

and "gambling, His greatest indulgence lhowever, and the

principal cause Of, his indebtedness was his privateering career.

Privateering yes a brief if brilliant phase in England's maritime

history. By investing in and leading privateering expeditions

the 3rd Earl satisfied his desire for adventure and service to

the state. In doing so f he risked and lost his family's

fortunes. -Despite the Crown's grants of lend and a cloth

licence as compensation for his losses in serving the state, at

the earl's death large debts remained unredeemed and he had been

able to reduce them only by raising cash from his estates.

1. Cf. J.P. Cooper, Ec.H.R., 2nd ser. viii, 388.
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The 3rd' Earl , s debts were one legacSr to his successor;

a weakened estate was a second. For the greater part of bia

life the Earl was necessarily an absentee landlord. At a time

when he ought to have been, in the Interests of the inheritance,

carefully husbanding his estates, he was both neglecting them

and using them purely as a source of cash. As a result, the

Earl got rid of mUch, land in the least favourable period for

selling and sold more in the years 1602 to 1605 before land

values had reached their peak. The wise and the fortunate

bought land at this time and borrowed to invest in land not,

like Cumberland, to waste on extravagance and fruitless

privateering.

Since the Earl was obsessed with other pursuits, it is

not surprising that there is no sign that he appreciated the

need for efficient estate management until, perhaps, at the close

of his career. Whdreas short leases and economic rents were

necessary if the estate revenues were to keep pace with the rise
1

in prices, the Earl made little effort to alter the traditional

beneficial leases on his main Craven estates. The only

important change that did take place was the granting of long

leases; and such a policy was the antithesis of good estate

management.

1. Mr._ Stone has stated that the ', pressure of the price revolutio
could. be avoided only it leases were granted for periods of
not more than seven years." 	  xviii, 19).
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When the Earl returned to his estates in- 1.602, it was

both too late and for the wrong purpose. Ris presence w's

necessary not to modernise his estate practice but to convert

his landed capital into cash by sales and Ions leases in order

to raise the vast sums he required to satisfy his creditors.

It is true that he now began the development of the mineral

resources of his estates; but it was fashionable to do so, the

profit as yet was small and the advantage immaterial compare&

with the immense damage he had dote to his property.

The Earl,„Was also responsible, though not to the same

degree, for the inheritance dispute, the third major Problem

which he bequeathed to his successor. His estrangement from his

wife, always a po4sibility because of the circumstances of their

marriage, and th, blunders of his legal advisors made the questior

of the inheritance, at best a delicate matter, almost intractable.

His decision to pass over his daughter and make his 'brother

custodian, of the Clifford fortunes was a wise course in view of

the burdens which would fall on his successor. Yet the dispute

over the inheritance that followed merely added to the

difficulties of which it was, in part, a- product.

The 4th Earl, without doubt, was ill-equipped to becir the

responsibility thrust upon him. By his own confession he was

"unlearned in the Laves of this Realme" and could not "reade
1

or understand any lattyn conveyance". Lady Anne reported

1. Appleby M. Box/3.
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to ger mother in 1616, not or the first time, Vat she had

been

credibly told that he Is sometimes besides,his wits, but
that his son does what he can to eondeal it, lest his
father should beggar him, for his credit Is much decayed
at the Court, because his purse is much decayed.1

The Earl's idltentiens were always Praiseworthy. He was

aware of the burdens on his estate and eager to accept advice

on how to improve his fortunes. His failing was not

indifference but indecision. He was capable of contemplating

what aboyX4 be done, but not of performing. TT—e was already

past his prime when ke inherited the estates and had, never

posdesse4 the -3rd Earl's physical and mental energy. The

plaarlity IA his disposition was not the ideal quality for

repairing the damage done to the inheritance by the restless

nature of his elder brother.

It was fertUnate for the Earl that he was well served' by

able 9feficers. john and Stephen Taylor appear to have been men

of outstanding ability. In practice, it was upon John, Taylor

rather than the Earl that the duty of protecting the Cliffords'

interests in London devolved. Not only did he toil for most

of his life in fulfilling that duty. He had to endure the

clamour of creditors that, rightly, should have been directed

against the Cliffords and also from London had to prompt, not

always deferentiallyl the Earl's official actions on the Border

1. O.C. Williamson 2 Lady- Anne Clifford, .147.
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between 1606 and 1611. Of John Taylor' s tribulations, some

indication has been given above. Besides him, Other officers

were often under considerable strain In carrying out their

duties, particularly in the earlier part of his career. In 1614)

William Taylor opened his heart to the Londesborough Steward,

Thomas Littell,

I pray god send us our Accompt finished that I might
be shutt of all, money is so scarce and yts evil for
me to please everie one in disposeing that which
Comes in, which makes me wearie of that office. 1

In the following year, Roger Sotheby refused to remain in the

Earl' s service any longer after being deputy Steward at

Londesborough for eighteen months, the Steward having been
2

continuously absent from the house all that time.

The Earl's officers, it is clear, were gravely handicapped

In managing his affairs by lack of firm direction from him,

especially during the first yital decade of his tenure of the

estates when Lord Clifford was still too young to share the

burden. Nevettheless, whatever the Earl' s deficiencies, it

would be an injustice to, him if the complexity and magnitude

of his difficulties were underestimated. For more than ten

years, it musttot be forgotten, his possession of the estates

was disputed and uncertain. Throughout that time, and long

after, the debts presented an enormous problem which would have

taxed the resources of abler men than he.

1. Althorp, Cumberland Papers, a Dec. 1614.
2. Bolton MS. Bk. 189 11.1a.
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The Clifford& experiences are indeed an example of the

disastrous effects that excessive debt could have on the

finances and ultimately the fortunes of a noble house. The

debts, in the first place, were far too large to be manageable,

even though the Cliffords had to begin with capital resources

greater than most of their rank. The 3rd Earl's debts in 1602

were, as stated above, at least £80,000, possibly even £120,000.

By selling land, using the profits from the cloth licence and

other sources of income, the Cliffords reduced those debts by

1613 to £18,000t a total which would still have appeared

formidable to their contemporaries. Four years later, in 1617,

when over half those debts were still unpaid, the 4th- Sari was

raced with a second major burden. He had tO raise on loans

the £17,000 granted to Lady Anne by the Icing's Award in lieu of

the portion bequeathed to her by the 3rd Earl.. From these

new debts, as well as others incurred by-the 4th Earl, the

Cliffords were never completely freed.

Besides the sheer size of the debts, a second factor

affected the Clifford& finances, namely the need to pay

interest on them. A large part of the 3rd Earl's debts and

all the 4th Earl's were at usury. Vith interest fixed legally

at ten per cent, lending was a lucrative proposition And by

this time, indeed, a recognized business practice. But for thOse

in debt, like the Cliffords, the payment of interest at that

rate could be, and for the Cliffords was, ruinous. In one year,

1621, the 4th Earl paid as much as g1,700 in interest alone?

1. See supra, Table H.
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Moreover, the debts at usury in general had greater security

and could not often be escaped: others night be repudiated with

impunity and by the Cliffords certainly fere. The reduction of
1

the rate of interest legally charged to eight per cent helped

the Cliffords only slightly, for they had incurred their major

debts before that time; in the period, in fact, when a high

interest rate was yet another reason why heavy indebtedness was

to be avoided.

The debts l however, were not the only source of the 4th

Earl's financial troubles. There was at all times a disparity

between the ordinary estate revenues and the expenses of the

household, with the expenditure exceeding the revenues by a

substantial margin. Thus, not only was there no surplus from

the estate income to supplement the profits of the cloth licence

in the redemption of the debts and the payment of interest but

the Cliffords t living costs could only be met by continuous
2

deficit financing. To maintain the estate revenues at an

artificially high level and limit the annual deficits, there was

constant liquidation of the estate capital by grants of long

leases and every two or three years additional conversion of

1. 21 Jac.I c.xvii (Statutes of the Realm, iv, 1223).
2. There is a striking similarity between the state of the

4th Earl's finances and royal finances in the same period.
Cf. R. Ashton, "Deficit Finance in the Reign of James I",
Ec. .R., 2nd ser. x, (1957), 15-29.
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capital to cash by sales or leasing in order to reduce the new

debts which even then inexorably accumulated. A fan in the
4th Earl's total income, as when the yield from the cloth licence

decreased in the first year of the Cockayne experiment, or an

increase in household costs, such as the legal and soliciting

expenses during the cloth licence and inheritance disputes, meant

that the redemption of the debt was curtailed since it was the

item of expense that could be evaded with least trouble.

The major financial crisis of the 4th Earl's career came

in 1627. Then, because his lease of the cloth licence had ended

and because, for a variety of reasons, he had been unable to cleal

the big new debts incurred as a result of the settling of the

inheritance suit, he could not pay even the interest on his

remaining debts, let alone repay the principal. To reduce the

debt and the heavy drain of interest, he was compelled to sell tag

Border lands - the most important sale of property in his career.

Even this did not Clear the debt and bY lowering his estate

revenues it helped to perpetuate the disparity between his

income and expenditure. The pattern of deficit financing,

further borrowing and steady liquidation of the estate capital

continued up to the outbreak of the Civil War.

Although the 4th Earl could not escape the main burdens

on his finances - the 3rd Earl's debts and the loans raised

to pay the £17,000 portion to Lady Anne with their crippling

interest rate - he clearly contributed to his difficulties by

failing to give to his affairs the strict management their
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condition warranted. Lower expenditure and higher revenues, the

one attainable by a retrenchment in the costs of the household,

the other by progressive estate management, would have helped

the Cliffords if not to recover their lost fortunes them to

arrest the precipitate decline. Both their effort and

achievement in these matters fell short of what their financial
situation demanded.

The rerl often expressed a desire to cut down his living

costs but therd is no evidence that the desire was ever translate

into fact. lie was, it is true, virtually committed to running

two households, his own and Lord Clifford's, yet the cost of

his establishments would have been beyond the resources of

lesser noblemen than he. For that reason, a strict economy

in his living expenses was not only desirable but, it would

seem, also possible. By 1630 the household costs had fallen
to some extent but mainly because of the Earl's advancing age

and infirmity. In the 1630's there was also a reorganization

of the household under the SecretarY* This Was a necessary

step although its value in terms of saving expense is doubtful.

Lord Clifford's was the main establishment after 1630. He does

not appear to have inherited from his father even the desire to

economise in his living.

The 4th and 5th Earls were thus, like the 3rd Earl though

not to the same degree, guilty of living abote their means
although their resources were continuously overstrained

because of their debts. Their record in estate management,
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however, was rather better than his. Their tenure was,

notable for the exploitation of the natural resources of Craven,

the first stage in the conversion to &modern method of renting

and valuable work in integrating the backward areas of the

Border lands into the economic and social system of Stuart

England.

In view of the 3rd Earl's spoliation of the estates these

advances were commendable. Nevertheless, the general tone of

the 4th Earl's estate policy was the continuing depreciation

of the estates by sales and grants of long leases. Moreover,

the introduction of some features of up-to-date estate

management was on only a limited scale and the most revolutionary

change, the granting of short leases at economic rents, was

essentially a compromise for tenants were allowed a choice of

the traditional leases and entry fines or the new tenures. The

Cliffords, always in need of cash, Were admittedly in a

difficult position for introducing new and possibly unpopular

forms of tenure. Their successors, Lady Anne and the Xarl, of

Cork, were able to supply the ruthlessness that the situation

demanded and which they either could not or would not supply.

It was to their estates that the 3rd and 4th Earls turned

for most of the cash they required to meet their commitments.

Between 1579 and 1640 they raised at least £126,000, perhaps

much more, from their property, in addition to their ordinary

yearly revenues. This much, to stave off imminent bankruptcy,

they were able to do for themselves at the expense of their
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erstwhile rich inheritance. They could, and did, look to

outside sources for other much needed sums. From the Ear/ of

SalisbUry came £6,000 as dowry for his daughter and he also

helped to pay the expenses of Lord Clifford's grand tour of

France. Though this windfall was later offset by the dowries

the 4th Earl himself had to pay to Wentworth and Sir Gervase

Clifton, he had as a result of their connection with him the

benefit of the backing of their sound credit (they acted as
1

surities for his debts on many occasions)	 and of Wentworth's

service in persuading Charles I to honour his obligations.

Yet, pecianiary aid on the scale the Cliffords required to

bolster their tumbling fortunes could only come from the guardiat

of the commonweal, the Crown itself. That aid took the form

of grants of land and, principally, the licence to export

undressed cloths. This licence, which the Cliffords held

from 1602 to 1626, is an example of a source of income granted

by the Crown to rescue a nobleman from financial ruin, not

merely to enrich him. It contributedg55,000 to the 3rd and 4th
2

Earls' coffers. Without it, the 4th Earl would have had the

Choice of repudiating the debts or sacrificing the greater part

of the inheritance to his creditors. To have sold land on the

scale necessary to clear the debts would have reduced him to the

rank of a minor landowner.

1. Londesborough MSS. D/213.
2. Cf. Table F.
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During their tenure of the cloth licence the Cliffords'

own interest was closely interwoven with the fortunes of the

trade in the export of Cloth. Their profits, which depended

on the export of a large number of cloths more than the 30,000

the Merchant Adventurers carried on their own licence, were

at the mercy of fluctuations in trade to a greater extent than

the Merchants' own trading profits. There was in the terms of

the licence that the 3rd Earl procured in 1602 an element of

risk absent in earlier grants of cloth licences and in most

offices of profit held at that time.

For twelve years prosperous trading conditions gave the

Cliffords high profits from the licence. In this period, indeed

only in this period, did the 3rd and 4th Earls have the satis-

faction of seeing their private interests promoted when

identified and merged with the nation's. This ' , steady gale of

good fortune, so wanting earlier in the 3rd Earl's privateering,

lasted until 1614. Then the depression which hit the Cloth

trade during and after the Cockayne project inevitably effected

the Clifford's profits. They could, *nevertheless, count

themselves lucky that because of firstly the Crown t s guarantee

and then a new arrangement with the Merchant Adventurers their

prigits did not cease altogether.

The Cliffords held the licence for a generati n, but they

were unable to turn it into a permanent family holding. Its

loss in 1626 without gaining a new griint to replace it (unlike
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the Duke of Lennox to whom the licence was given) led to a

crisis in their finances which could only be overcome by selling

the Border Lands, a valuable part ot the estates which by

strenuous efforts had been raised from almost worthless land

to a rich source of profit.

Any hopes the 4th Earl may have cherished of retaining

the licence after an unprecedented tenure of twenty-five years

could only have been illusory. Such licences were in great

demand and few men had the influence at court to compete with

the Duke of Lennox. Yet the Cliffords f loss on this occasion

was both a result and a sign of the fall in their prestige.

The 4th Earl was the first of the Cliffords since their

elevation to an earldom to neglect the court. This was due

in part to increasing age, since he had frequented it earlier

in his career, but equally perhaps to a desire to avoid the

heavy expense of London life which his constant attendance at

court would have entailed.

The question of whether to gamble that heavy expense

against the possibility of gaining offices and other favours

was one that most courtiers would heed, to ponder. The 3rd

Earl, as was his nature, had taken the risk and wort the cloth

licence by his tenacity. The 4th Earl abjured the risk. He

could not, in any case, have expected to gain a second grant

whilst he held the licence. Yet, by his absence he lost the

.licence his brother had. won, for in 1624 he was faced with a

fit accomai - the reversion had been granted to Lennox. This
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wiltjhowever, the first instance that hig interests had suffered

despite his absence from court, even though they had been

seriously threatened in the previous decade. Significantly,

this was the first time that the 4th Earl had lacked influential

friends at court. Until the early 1620's there had been

Salisbury to plead his cause or Bacon and Calvert, amongst

others, to earn his rewards. The loss of the cloth licence

and the shabby treatment over the question of compensation for

the diminished profit from the licence three years later came

when the Cliffords t influence was at its lowest.

Though it would be unfair to see in this yet another

aspect of the 4th Earl's deficiences in character, there is no

doubt that the prestige of the Cliffords after 1605 depended

less on the 4th Earl's personality than on that of his august

elder brother, whose friends remained impressively loyal to

the family to the end, and also of his dhildren who in Wentworth,

Clifton and Calvert engendered an affection and loyalty no less

strong. let it is clear from what Lady Anne said that the

Cliffords owed their loss of prestige at court primarily to their

loss of wealth. In such circumstances they became victims

of a vicious circle, all too familiar a feature of competitive

court society. Impoverishment brought in its wake a loss of

the prestige without which there could be little prospect of

obtaining the rewards and favours that alone could restore

fallen fortunes.
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The Clifford& is a specific case of rapid decline after

achieving in centuries of steady progress the highest social

and economic status. Their decline must not be regarded,

however, solely as the private affairs of one noble family. The

break-up of an institution of great we§lth, which the Clifford

inheritance in its economic aspect was, inevitably had important

social consequences. Many individuals from all sections of

the community gained as a direct result of the fall in the

Clifford& fortunes. They profited in general from the 3rd

and 4th Earls' constant need for ready money, Which they helped

to provide in two Ways; by lending at interest and by purchasing

lands and leases which the Earls offered for sale.

Three groups in particular prospered as a resiat or close

contact with the Cliffords; the influential City merchants and

lawyers, the landed gentry, especially within Craven, and the

Clifford& own tenants. The first group, undoubtedly, was

experiencing at this time a rapid rise to prosperity. Their

association with the Cliffords and with the 3rd Earl in particula

reveals the kind of activities by which they achieved that

prosperity; in this case at the expense of a long-established

noble family. The landed gentry, too, as a class but more

Particularly as individuals were the beneficiaries in a national

shift in the balance of landed wealth and power. Within this

context, the decline of the Cliffords may be thought of as a
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significant contribution to that shift. However, it was not

the landed middle class as a whole, nor any one section of it,

which benefited from the Cliffords t decline, but individuals

within the class and they ranged in wealth and social standing
1

from minor local gentry to big landowners with ubiquitous

interests. They can be regarded, nevertheless, as a representa-

tive cross-section of the amorphous mass of the country gentry.

There were social consequences also in those localities

where the Cliffords had for so long been dominant. Their

tenants in general gained from the estate policies the Cliffords

were compelled to adopt. All sections benetited in some degrees

even the poorest raised their status, though inevitably the

wealthiest profited most. However, there was pne factor Which

restricted the extent to which certain tenants could benefit.

By the terms of the King's Award, the Cliffords wefe allowed to

grant in the Skipton group of manors a limited number only of the

long leases that conferred virtual independence on the tenants.

In all the other Craven manors the establishment of an independenI

and prosperous class of "statesmen" was to have a permanent effecl

on the structure of Craven society and. hardly less important was

the higher status that the majority of the Cliffords i other

tenants enjoyed by 1643.

1. Whatever the condition of the 'mere gentry' elsewhere in
England, on the Craven estates they flourished under the last
three Earls. They bought much valuable property and though
they did so near the peak of land values they had previously
gained from holding the property on beneficial leases.
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-The CliffOrds , tenants, the landed gentry', the established

lawyers at the Inns of Court and the Important City merchants -

these were the people whose fortunes prospered by the disinteg-

ration of the Clifford inheritance. Three noble families, too,

gained as a result of the failure of the male line of the

Cliffords. The Earl of Dorset received £17,000 as a reward for

his judicious marriage with Lady Anne. The residue of the

Clifford estates was eventually absorbed into the property of

the Tuftons, Earls of Thanet, a more recent creation tha4 the

Cliffords„ and the Earls of Cork, already the greatest of the

Irish nobility who now obtained an Interest in England.

Yet, it was in the localities, amongst those families

which had been as tenants for generations largely dependent an

the Cliffords, that the decline of the Cliffords was most

important and its effects most lasting. For although the

Cliffords , decline was a specific and significant contribution

to the rise of the gentry and City groups, that rise was itseV

a national trend which would have taken place whatever the

fortunes of the Cliffords in this period. But, had At not

been for the 3rd and 4th Earls , financial difficulties, the

independence that came to many of their tenants would most likel3

have been denied them, as Lady Anne's actions later demonstrated.

Henceforth, the tenants were to share 'with the noble inheritors

of the estates the Cliffords , motto which still surfounts in

stone letters the main gateway of kipton Castle, DESORMAIS -

"Henceforth".
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APPENDIX I

The Clifford Inheritance lp 1571 and 1579

(a)	 'e .d;	 S	 o eorze. '1rd Earl of Cumberland
P.R.O. Wards 9 40 ff.291-4).

In this acomary of the Survey, only the essential details

of the Cliffords t possessions and their values are given.

The names of the manors have been modernised and the order

slightly changed so that all the Yorkshire property is

grouped under one heading.

Yorkshire 

1. The Manor of Skipton with the advowson of the parish

church of the Castle of Skipton, the manors of Gargrave,

Silsden with Bowden grange, Barden, Stirton & Thorlby with

the grange called the Rolme, Elso and Crookrise, Embsay,

Eastby, Cononley, Scosthrop, Carleton, Lothersdale, Bradley,

Litton, Woodhouse cum APpletreewick, Cracoe, Settle,

Giggleswick, Long Preston, Gisburn and Langstrothdale with

aPpurtenances In Skibden alias Skibeden, Malham, Newhall,

Cowling, Glusburn, Utley and Berton, and the advowson of the

Parish church of Marton In Craven, of Keighley and of

Burnaby.

in all charges the yearly value is: - £851.15.03.

whereof in Reprises	 172. 2.4

and so by year
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2. The Manors of Eastmarton, Westmarton, Bolton in Craven,

Halton, Storithes, Hazlewood, Littandale, Arncliffe Cote,

Grassington„ Undesborough with the advawson of the church

of Londesborough, Welham, Sutton, Broomfleet, Maltby,

Weighton, the third part of the Castle and Manor of Melton

and appurtenances In Hutton, Rotherham and Draught= and

£84 rent in Brompton with the members thereof.

by year above all charges	 41.324.1.11

Sum Total in the county of York n.092.12_0 

3. The Reversion of the Manors and Lordships of Cowthorpe,

Bickerton, Nestleld and West Hall and the Moiety of the

Manors of Grassington, Steeton, Idle, Studley and Snaith,

at present held by Sir Ingram Clifford.

4. The Reversion of the Manors of Sawdon t Snainton,

Troutsdale, Ayton„ Ruston, Rillington and Wykeham, at

present held by Sir Ingram Clifford.

Westmorland

The Manors ofs-

Ma.11erstang, by year	 £41.12.1
Kirkby Stephen	 27. 9.
Winton	 32.13. I
Soverby	 23.19.
Brough over and nether with £4.15,2 for the

issues of one corn mill	 35.15.103
Stainmore Castle with £5.18.0 for the issues

of one corn mill and £8.19.2 for the
herbage and pasture of Newhall grange	 121. 9.10



37.41
21. 3.
41. 4.
28. 5.11
5, 0. 0ii

24. 7. 8
17. 4. 6

7.4
12.19. 6

40. 5. 8
21. 0. 0
16. O. 0

51. 5. 7

2.18. 2

The Manors oft-

Sketton
Lamonby
Carleton with Penrith

£14. 36 6
7.12. 4
2. 9.113
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Stainmore South with C5.k.0 for the Profit or
one coal mine there

Appleby with Skattergate and Burrolls
Bondgate with South Field
Kings Meabnrn
Brampton
Knock with £5. 0. 0 rent of Penfield
Morehouses with Horneby and Woodfield
The rent of a tenement in Burton and Helton
Certain lands and tenements in Langton
The demesne lands of Burham with £28.0.0 for

the coney warren and g11.16.8 for a corn
mill

Certain lands and tenements in Whinfell
Forest old park

Whinfell out park with certain Turbary
The Free rents of all Westmorland called

Cornage and Serjeant Oats
Certain lands, tenements and rents in

Milburnfell and Sandfordwood

Sum *otal of all the rents in Westmorland £602. 6.10
whereof to be deducted in fees and annuities £20.13.4

for Rents	 1. 8.0

And so Remaining clear 	 £80. 5. 6

qunkberland

Sum Total	 £4. 5. 

porthumberlapd

The Reversion of the Manor of Hart and Hartlepool. which Sir
Ingram Clifford knt holdeth for term of life only, by
estimation	 £220. 0. 9 

The City ofiiondon

The Rent of Cliffords Inn 	 £4. 0. 0 

Sum Total 	 £.821. 8. '4
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(b) Thei?Aleri.,tance of tbe 1rd Earl awl Francis C34.fford

The details of the property inherited by the 3rd Earl

and by Francis Clifford have been compiled from three sources;

the inquisitions post moTtem of the 2nd Earl of Cumberland

(Wards 7113/54 and 53) and of Anne,. Lady Clifford, wife of

Sir Ingram Clifford CC 142/160/53.) and the eodary Survey of

the 3rd Earl.

1. The 1rd Earl's Inheritance.

Xgrkshire

The manors of:-

Giggleswick
Long Preston
Buckden
Starbotton
Lang strothdale
Eastmarton
Westmarton
Bolton in Craven
Halton
Storithes & Hazlewood
Littondale with itrncliffe

Cote
Grassington
Nesfield
West Hall
Maltby
Cow thorpe
Bickerton

Skipton
Gargrave
Silsden with Bowden
Barden
Stir ton & Thorlby
Els° and Crookrise
Embsay
Eastby
Cononley
Scosthrop
Carleton

Lothersdale
Bradley Over and Nether
Litton
Woodhouse cum Appletreewick
Cracoe
Settle

The moieties of the manors oft-

Steeton
Idle
Studley
Sn aith

Lands ins-

Totals-

Skibeden 9 Malham and Newhall, Cowling, Glusburn 2
Utley, Horton, Hutton, Rotherham and Draughton.

34 manors, the moieties of 4 manors, with other
Property,
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We§tmorlan4

The manors ofs-

Millerstang
Kirkby Stephen
Vinton
Soverby
Brough
Stainmore Castle
Stainmore South
Appleby
Bondg ate
Kings Meaburn
Brampton
Knock
Morehouses

Lands in:- Burton and Helton, Langton, Burham, Whinfe11 Forest
Milburnfell and Sandforpwood.

The Free rents of Westmorland: Cornage and Serjeant Oats.

Totals- 13 manors, with other property.

Cumberl an d

The manors ofs-

Skelton
Lamonby
Carleton with Penrith

tiorthumberland 

The manor of Hart and Hartlepool

The City of London 

Cliffords Inn

Total of the 1rd Earl's Inheritance:- 51 manors, the
moieties of four manors, with other property..
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2. Francis Clifford' Inheriteue.

lorkahlre

n.b. Francis Clifford held this property for the term of his
life only, with reversion to the 3rd Earl.

The manors ofs-

Londesborough
Weighton

The moiety of the manor of Welham and Sutton, the third part

of the Castle and manor of Melton, with lands in Broomfleet_

and £84 rent from Brompton.

Derbyshire

The moieties of the manors ofs-

Haslop eliasHassop
Pilsley
Edensor
Darley
Calton cum Lees
Bakewell
Stanton
Chaddesden
Herbenger Meadow
Spondon
Broughton

Wormhill
Wheston alias Iveston
Tideswell
Flagg
Martinside
Combs
Betfield
Hardlow
Chelmor ton
Wardlow
Castleton

Xottinghqx

The moieties of the manors oft-

Renalton
Duffield
Woodhouse

ff	 he t e	 2 manors, the
moieties of 2 manors I • other property,
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APPENDIX_ I; 

The Cloth Licence

1. The 4th Earl's Income from the Licence 

The 4th Earl's annual receipts from the licence to

export undressed cloths have been given above in Table F.

Since the figures were obtained in various ways from serral

sources and since, moreover, they are the basis for calculatir

the totals of cloths exported annually by the Merchant
1

Adventurers, they require detailed explanation here.

The main source for the receipts is the accounts of John

Taylor, the Earl's London agent. Taylor's accounts have

survived for ten of the twenty-one years in which the Earl

held the licence, They cover the period 1613 to 1626 but

are not extant for four of those years, 1614, 1616, 1617 and

1625. The figures of the Earl's receipts obtained from the

accounts have been given in Table E.

The Earl's receipts in 1606 and 1614, two of the years

not covered by Taylor's accounts, can be calculated from the

figures of cloth exports derived by Miss Friis from the

London Port Books which, fortunately, have survived for

those years. In 1606, the total exports of 76,124 cloths

1. See Table L.
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2
included 46,124 on the Earl I S licence. It the prevailing

price of 2/2d per cloth, the Earl's gross receipts would

have been £4,996.15.4. In 1614, 71,539 cloths in all were
3

exported, with 41,539 on the earl's licence. After 1612 he
4

received 218d per cloth. His gross receipts in 1614,

therefore, would have amounted to £5,538.10.8.

The Earl's receipts in the other years for which

Taylor's accounts have not survived, that is from 1607 to

1612, 1616, 1617 and 1625, can be estimated by various means

from evidence to be found in the accounts and other sources.

The main additional sources are the warrant of 1614 granting

the Earl compensation for losses he might incur as a result
5

of the Cockayne project and a similar warrant issued in 1627.

In order to make clear how the Earl's receipts and, also, Some

of the figures of cloth exports can be estimated from these

sources, the procedure by which the compensation was granted
7

will be briefly outlined.

The aim of the Obckayne project was to dress and finish

in England cloths which previously had been exported

2. Friis, 22L211. 61.
3. all., 129.
4. The increase in the

explained ,sunra, p.
5. See .§22ZA1p. 266.
6. See Ammit p. 273.
7. For a more detailed

fee from 2/2d to 2/8d has been
263.

description see supra, pp. 266-7.
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undressed. The 4th Earl's income from the export of undressec

cloths was thus bound to suffer. Because of this, the Xing

ordered that the Earl should receive compensation from the

Exchequer so as to maintain his income at the level he had

previously enjoyed. Accordintly, the Lord Treasurer Suffolk

was to calculate the yearly average of exports on the Earl's

licence during the ten years prior to November 3 1614 and that

average, or "medium', as the warrant called it, was to be the

basis for granting compensation.

The Earl's receipts in 1615 did, in fact, fall owing to

the Cockayne project and he was granted compensation for his

losses. His actual receipts from cloths exported on his

licence in 1615 were £3,074.1.4; the compensation granted to
8

him was £1,395. The total of receipts and compensation, whicl

is £4,4694.4, can be regarded as the monetary equivalent of

the ',medium" and the ftmediumm itself, with the fee per cloth

2/8d (or 7i cloths to £1), as 33,518.

Two questions concerning the ',medium" figure must be

mentioned here. In the first place,, since the Earl's fee

per cloth vas raised from 2/2d to 2/8d in 1612, only two

years before the Cockayne experiment began, it might be

thought that Suffolk: would not have allowed the Earl

compensation at 2/8d but rather at the lower figure and from

8. B.M. Lansd. 169 f. 143a.
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that it might be inferred That the conversion of the

£4,469.1.4 into its cloth equivalent at 2i8d is misleading.

Secondly, although the Earl's receipts from the licence in

1615 covered the twelve months from 30 October 1614 to
9

1 November 1615 and so virtually coincided with the first

years of the Cockayne project, the compensation did not. The

compensation was worked out at the end of the English

financial year and was therefore given not for a full year

but for the eleven months from 3 November 1614, when the
10

privy seal grant took effect, to 29 September 16150 	 The

"medium" figure could thus be slightly below the actual

assessment made by Suffolk.

There are, however, good reasons to support the belief

that both the "medium" figure and its cloth equivalent can be

accepted as correct. The total of 51,518 cloths exported in
11

1616 which has been calculated from the "medium" figure is

virtually identical with the official figure for 1616 of
12

51,564.	 Moreover, the figures both of the Earl's receipts

and of cloth exports between 1607 and 1612 which have been

derived from the Pmedium“ figure are consistent with what

9. Bolton MS. Bk. 105 f.la.
10. B.M. Lansd. 169 f. 143a. The restitution was made by

releasing the Earl from payment of his £1,000 rent to the
Crown and paying the remainder of the sums to his in cash
Because the amount due to the Earl could not be assessed
untithe accounting year had endedl restitution for 1615
was granted in the financial year 1b16, that for 1616 in
1617 and for 1617 in 1618. This delay meant that the
Earl paid his rent for 1615 but was released from Paying
it in 1618 and it also meant that the cash part of the

/contd.
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13
evidence there is of his income and trading conditions

14
in that period.

The estimation of the Earl's receipts in the period

1607 to 1612, in 1616 and 1617 and also in 1625 is based on

the "mediums' figure of £4,469.1.4 or its cloth equivalent

of 33,518. The years 1616 and 1617 will be dealt with

first. Since the amounts of compensation granted the Earl

in 1616 and 1617 are also known, his actual receipts can be

calculated by deducting from the "medium" figure the

compensation he received. The compensation for 1616 was
15	 16

£1,600; for 1617, E1,046.14.0.	 This gives the Earl's

actual receipts in 1616 as £2,869.1.4 and in 1617 as

£3,422.7.4.

The Earl's receipts in the earlier period 1607 to

1612 cannot be given precisely. His average Teaely income,

however, can be estimated from the cloth exports in that

period. Since the "medium" of 33,518 was the 'Yearly average

references 10 - 12 continued:

restitution for 1616 and 1617 vas received from the
Exchequer in 1619. (Bolton MSS. Bks. 106 f. 4b, 107 f.2a

11. See Table L.
12. Friis, on.cit. 326, n.3.
13. In 1610 the licence vas said to be worth £3,000 (B.m.

Cotton Cleopatra F. vi, f. 108b); in 1613 it was bringin,
in a clear profit of £26000 (Londesborough MS. D/l), and
in 1616 the King stated that it was worth £4,000 (Friis,
)).cit. 354). Cf. the first two estimates with the actui
figures in Table F and the third with the average of
£4,335 for the years 1606 to 1614.

14. A 'writer in 1614 put the eiport of undressed cloths at
60-70,000 annually. He also quoted the actual figure fa
1613 as 67,000 which is correct. CB.M. Lansd. 152, ff.g§iintoiss Frits does not seem to have noticed this
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of cloths exported on the Earl's licence in the ten years
up to 1615, the total exports in those years would be

335,180. The actual number of cloths exported in three of

the ten years are known. In 1606, it was 46,124; in 1613,

379101/ and in 1614, 41,539. Those three years therefore

accounted for 124,764 of the 335,180 cloths exported in

the whole ten-year period. The average yearly export in the

remaining seven years would be 3) 1 054. As the Earl

received 2/2d for each cloth exported in those years, his
17

annual receipts would on an average amount to t3,256.8.11.

The second warrant granting the Earl further compensatia

in 1627 makes it possible to calculate the Earl's receipts in

1625, the other year for which no account has survived and,

incidentally, the last full year i6te Earl held the licence,

The basis for compensation was as in the first grant the
18

umediumm .	 The 1627 warrant certified that the Earl's

actual receipts in the eight and a half years from 1618 to

1626 had fallen below the level that the "medium" would have

given him by £12,406. Ad eight and a half yearn at the

•meditun" ratbdortfl4,46541.4:31ould have given him g379987.1.4,

15. B.M. Lansd. 169 f. 148a.
16. Bolton MS. Bk. 107 f.2a.
17. 1605 would also be included in the calculation, but is

not included in Table F.
18. See Agaza9 p. 273.
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this means that the Earl's actual receipts between 1618 and

1626 were £25,581.1.4. To find the total for the missing

year 1625, all that is necessary is to subtract from that

figure the £21,852.3.4 which the Earl in fact received in
19

the other seven and a half years.	 The Earl's income in

1625, therefore, was £.36728.18.0.

II. The FiEures of Exports of Undressed Cloths.

The 4th Earl's receipts from the licence and the

',mediums are the sources for calculating the annual exports

of undressed cloths in the years 1606 to 1626. The Port Books

the main source of information on cloth exports, are for this
20

period of only limited value.	 The figures of cloth exports

derived from the sources described above thus overcome a

serious deficiency in the knowledge of the cloth trade at

this time. The numbers of cloths exported on the Earl's

licence and the total exports by the Merchant Adventurers

are set out in Table L.

19. The actual receipts in the half year 1626 were
e760.9.4; but since the Earl was released from paying
his half year's rant of £500 due at Lady Day 1.626
(Bolton M3. Bk. 113 f.4b), this was the equivalent
of an income of El,260.9.4. In assessing the
compensation this may have been taken into account.
If so, the receipts in 1625 would be lower by £5001
the cloths exported on the Earl'S licence 3,750 freer
and the total exports 7,500 freer. The figures would
then be, respectively, E3,288.18.0s 24,216t: and
48,433i.

20. Friis, op.cit. 93.	 A
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The sources have been explained in the first part of

this Appendix; the differences irt;e the accounting periods are

noted in Table L. One further point must be mentioned here;

that is the calculation of the total exports from the figUres

of the exports on the Earl's licence. The method of ca/culatir

Changes after November 1617. Until then, the Earl was paid

for every cloth exported by the Merchants over and above the

30,000 which they export/ad each year on their own free licence

Thus, to find the total exports the number exported on the

Earl's licence must be added to the 30,000 exported by the

Merchants. After 1617, however, the Earl and the Merchants

shared the cloth exports equally up to a limit of 60,000.

Above that figure all cloths were to be exported on the Earl's
21

licence only.	 Thus to find the total exports tor 1618 and

subsequent years, the Earl's exports must be doubled unt

60,000 is reached and the number in excess simay added to

that total. In practice the total exports never reached

610,000, though in 1624 they fell little short of that tie.

21. See sux7e, p. 269.
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APPENDIX III 

Xiondon Scrivener - Nonev-Lenders. 

The money-lenders listed below were named as

scriveners in the Cliffords f accounts. The Cliffords

borrowed largely from two of them, Shalerosse and Iles.

Scrivener

Mr Johh Pearce

1
Mr Humehrex Shalcrosse 

Mr Henry Iles 

Mr taller. His shop was In
CheaPeide

Mr. Novel],. His shop was in
"ffryday Street".

Mr Colwell. His shop vas in
"Barck Uncle lane
neere the old Exchange*.

1. For a full account of Shalerosse's activities see Max
Beloff, "Humphrey Shalcrosse and the Great Civil War",
E.H.R., Liv, 686-695.
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Dalaall

In the main,this bibliogrealy has been restricted to
MSS. and works cited. The methods adopted for reference to
the Londesborough MSS., which are uncatalogued, and the
Skipton MSS. and Appleby 1433., which are not ;Ully catalogued,
have been described in the Introduction.

A. MANUSCRIPT MATERIAIL

1. MSS. IN PRIVATE DEPOSITORIES

a) BOLTON MSS. (His Grace the Duke of Devonshire)

(i) Pookg

94 Book of Receipts and Disbursements by Thomas Little,
Steward at Londesborough„ 1611 and 1612.

95 ditto, 1614.
96 ditto, 1615.

101 Account of Thomas Little, Steward at Londesboroughl
1616 to 1620.

102 ditto, 1620 to 1625.
104 Account of John Taylor, London Agent, 1613.

105 ditto, 1615.
106 ditto, 1618.

107 ditto, 1619.
108 ditto, 1620.

109 ditto, 1621.

110 ditto, 1622

111 ditto, 1623.

112 ditto, 1624.
113 ditto, 1626.

114 ditto, 1627.
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115 ditto, 1628.

116 ditto, 1629.

117 ditto, 1630 and j63],.

118 ditto, 1634.

119 ditto, 1635.

120 ditto, 1636.

121 ditto, 1637.

122 dittos- 1638.

1g4 Book of Receipts and Disbursements, John TaY1or,1630.

125 ditto, 163.

127 Account .0f 4William Taylor, Receiver General at
Skipton, 1613 to 1615.

129 dittot 1615 to 1616.

130 William TaylOr's account for the demesne rents in
Craven, 1616 to 1619.

131 Account-of William Taylor, Receiver General, 1620 to
1626.

132 ditto, 1616 to 1620.

134 ditto, 1626 to 1629.

135 ditto, 1629 to 1631.

136 William Taylor's account for the demesne rents In
Craven, 1632 to 1636.

137 Account of William Taylor, Receiver General, 1632 to
1634.

138 ditto, 1634.

139 ditto, 1635.

140 ditto, 1637.

143 Account of William Tomlynson, Steward at Londesborough
for Francis Clifford, 1595 to 1597.
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146 Account of Richard ilvghes, Steward at Skipton, 1625-6.

147 ditto, 1629 to 1630.

148 ditto, 1631 to 1632.

149 ditto, 1634 to 1635.

150 ditto, 1637 to 1638.

151 ditto, 1638 to 1639.

152 ditto, 16,39 to 1640.

153 ditto, 1640 to 1641.

157 Account of George Constable, Steward at Londesborough,
1637 to 1632.

160 Book of Receipts and Disbursements by George Constable,
1629 to 1630.

167 Account or zucholas Blakey, Steward at Londesborough.
1633 to 1634.

16& Book of Receipts and Disbursements by Robert Robotham,
Secretary to Renry Lord Clifford, 1631 to 1632.

173 ditto, 1634 to 1635.

176 ditto, 1637 to 1638.

177 ditto, 1.638 to 1640.

178 ditto, 1638.

179 ditto, 1640 to 1642.

183 Account of Robert Roiliotham, 1634 to 1635.

184 ditto, 1635 to 1636.

185 ditto, 1636 to 1637.

186 ditto, 1637 to 1638.

187 ditto, 1638 to 1639.

188 Abstracts of Robert Robotham's Accoupts, 1641. to 1644.

189 Account of Roger Sotheby, Deputy to the Steward at
Londesborough, 3.613 to 1615.
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200 Account of the Revenue of Richard 2nd Earl of Cork
1651 to 1652.

220 Bailiffs* Accounts for Craven, 1626.

226 Book of Receipts and Disbursements by Stephen Taylor,
Steward and Receiver General at Skipton, 1606.

228 ditto, 1609.

232 Book el' Receipts and Disbursements by William Taylor,
Receiver General at Skipton, 1617 to 1618.

235 Book of Receipts and Disbursements by Nicholas Blakey,
'Steward at Londesborough, 1635 and 1636.

245 Book of Dimissions, 1553.

249 Book of Dimissions, 1597 and 1598.

250 Su,rvey of the Londesborough estates, 1581

252 Account of Pines due etc. at Long Preston, 1602.

253 A note of divers tenants of the Earl of Cumberland
dead etc.

255 William Taylor's account for the demesne rents in
Craven, 1608 and 1609.

256 Marriage Settlement of Henry Lord Clifford and. Lady
Frances Cecil, 1611.

257. Survey of Linton, 1612.

259 Survey of Cracoe and Threapland, 1621.

260 Survey of Giggleswick, 1621.

261 Survey	 Rilston, 1621.

262 Tenements to be leased by the Commissioners, 1638.

263 Rental of Londesborough, 1645 to 1649.

265 Survey of Craven manors, 1646.

266 ditto.

269 Book of Receipts and Disbursements by Edward GuYt
Receiver in Westmorland, 1638.

270 ditto, 1639.
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271 ditto, 1640.

272 ditto, 1641.

273 ditto, 1643.

(II) Sundry Papers 

	

52	 Tenants' rights In Craven, 1596.

	

256	 Commission for the sale of manors, 1585.

	265	 Commission for the sale of Welham and Sutton, 15964.

	266	 Sale to the 3rd Earl of the ' ,Elizabeth Guiana",1598

	

273	 Petition of William Shute to James I, 1620.

	

1.15	 Account of Stephen Taylor, Steward and Receiver
General at Skipton, 1612.

	

1,18	 Note of New Debts owing in London, 1614.

	

1.24	 Note of Household Expenditure, 1615.

	

1.27	 Note of Debts owed, 1616.

	

1.33	 Rental of the Border Lands, 1619.

	

1.59	 Account of William Lowther, Receiver in Cumberland,
1623 to 1626.

	

1.60	 William Taylor's account for the demesne rents
in Craven, 1626 to 1628.

	

1.65	 Book of Receipts and Disbursements by William
Currer in London, 1624 to 1641.

	

1.72	 Account of Robert Robotham, Secretary and
Purse-bearer to Henry Lord Clifford, 1632 to 1633

	1.97	 Account of Richard Hughes, Steward at Skipton,
1635 to 1636.

1.113 Account of Expenses, 1643.

1.126 The case between the Earl of Cork and Christopher
Petty, 1650.
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(iii) Sundry Papers IV, Petitions.

ita. Petition of the tenants of Skibeden, 1579.

(iv) SundrY Letters.

100 Charles I to Wentworth,. 1638.
105 John. Taylor to the 4th Earl, 10 November 1615.

b) BOLTON ABBEY 1433. (Part of the ALTON 14330

2/11170 Rental of Long Preston, Giggleswick and Sett1e,1611

c) T•ONDESBOROUGH,MSS. (H.G. the Duke of Devonshire).

(1) Accounts (ref. A/- ).

A/1 Account of Stephen Taylor, Steward and Receiver
General. at Skipton, 1613.

2 Rents and Revenues of the Earl of Corks 1646.

3 Account of Humphrey Hughes, Receiver for the Earl.
of Cork in Craven, 1652 to 1656.

4 Account of receipts and disbursements in Westmor-
land, 1619 to 1623.

5 Account of Edward Guy, Receiver In Westmorland,
1643.

6 Rental of Cumberland., 1609 end 1610•

7 Account of Anthony Bainbrigg, Receiver in Cumber-
land, 1621.

8 Account of William Middleton, Steward at Londes-
borough, 1643.

(ii) Debts (ref.- D/1

DA, John Dackombe t a proposal for the repayment of the
debts, 6 August, 1613.

2 Debts due to Lady Craven, 1619.

3 Payment of debts to William Frankland, 1620.

4 Acquittance for the payment of a debt to John
Bromridge 9 1620.

5 Bill for judgment on William Shute l a debt, 1620.
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6 Compositions made with Dutchmen for the 3rd Earl's
debts to them, 1621,

7 List of Debts, 1622s

8 Debts paid, 1635 to 1644.

(iii) Estates (ref. E/- ).

E/1 'Valuation of the demesne grounds of Bolton, 1610.

2 Rentroll of Craven and 13enevo1ence offered, 1613.

3 Valuation of the socage lands at Car 1e,1630.

4 Assignment of £1,200 rents to the,household,1633.

5 Robert Robotham's note on the state of the estates
and the house costs, 1639.

6 Valuation of crops and stock at Londesborough 1641.

7,8 Notes of arrears of rents In Westmorland, 1644.

9 Valuation of the Earl and Countess of Cork's
estates, 1646.

10 Declareition of the revenues in the East Riding and
Craven by the Earl and Countess of Cork, 1646.

(iv) yiscellaneous (ref. Mi-)

14/1 John Taylor to the 4th Earl, 3 sept. 1617.
2 Mr ?errand's Remembrance touching the Sherlfwick-

of Westmorland, c. 1580.

3 Charge against Francis Earl of Cumberland for
the Sherievick of Westmorland, 1641.

4 4th Earl's grant of authority to his deputy at the
Custom House.

5 liege s Paid at the Customhouse, 1620 to 1621.

6 Rent of the 4th Earl's office at the Custom Rouse,
1621.

7 The Descent of Silsden, c. 1680.
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d) SKIPTON MSS. (The Lord Hothfield)

(I) 1.1211_A.

pundle 24 (Grants in land in Craven, 1558 to 1650).

1/24/1 Book of Dimissions, 1579.

2 Survey of the Percy manors, 21 Eliz.

3 Rental of Craven, 1603.

4 Book of Dimissions, 1615.

5 Book of Dimissions, 1641.

Bundle 29 (Rentals in Craven, 1485 to 1640).

A/2911. Survey of Carleton, Cononley, Lothersdale and
Bradley, 32 Hen. VIII.

2 Survey of Malton, Brompton and Maltby, 8 Eliz.

3 Detlaration of all the Revenue in Craven, 22
Eliz.

4 Reckonings between George Earl of Cumberland
and Francis Clifford, 1587.

5 Rental of Eshton, 1588.
)3undle 11 (Surveys in Craven, to 1603).

A/31/1 Survey of Storithes and Hazlewood, /569.

2 Survey of Ribblesdale, 1572.

3	 "	 Staincliffe Wapentake, 1577.

4	 N	 N Silsden, 1579.

5	 Maltby, 1580•
6	 Eshton, 1602.

* Gargrave, 1602.

8 Note of money to be raised from Craven and
Westmorland, 160213.

9 Survey of Grassington, 1603.
10	 N	 CraC0e, 1586.
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Bundle 12 (Surveys in Craven, 1603 to 1640).

1132/1 Survey of Steeton, Eastburn and Glusburn, 1602.

2 Mr Ferrand" a valuation of Norton's Lands, 1604.

3 Survey of the 3rd Earl's Craven estates, 1608.

4 Leases of demesne lands, 1616.

5 Survey of Siladen, 1680.
6	 " Silsden, 1684.

pundle 14 (Surveros, undated).

1/34/1 Book of DimissioIns, 1602 to 1605.

13tmdle 16 (Books of Receipts, 1550 to 1630).

1/36/1 Book of Receipts and Disbursements by Stephen
Taylor, Steward and Receiver General at
Skipton 9 1607.

2	 ditto, 1613.

3 Book of Receipts and Disbursements by William
Taylor, Receiver General at Skipton, 1616.

4	 ditto, 1631.

5	 ditto, 1632.

6 Richard Hughes' account for Henry Lord Clifford,
1611 and 1612.

7 Household Book, 1628 to 1629.

Bundle "Old Conveyances".

Silsden leases, 1617 and 1618.

(11) Press B.

Bundle 54 (Silsden Leases, to 1620).

B/54/1 Silsden Leases, 1602 to 1604.

(iii) Other Document.

Estate Ledger for Craven.
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(e) jalinLaa. (The Lord Bothfield).

(1) Case D, Shelf 1.	 (ref. D/1/-s4)

D/1/1 Survey of the 3rd Earl's manors in Westmorland,1604

2 Rental of the Westmorland manors, 1604.

3 Patent for the Transportation of Undressed Cloths,
granted to the 3rd Earl of Cumberland, 1605.

4 Appointment of John Taylor and Thomas Pickering
receivers in Westmorland, 1617.

5 Sale to Richard Craham of Norton Conyers Esq.
of Nichol Forest and other manors in Cutliberland,
1628.

(ii) gu (ref. Box/-)
Box/1 Act for the jointure of Margaret Countess of

Cumberland, 1591.

2 Copy of the will of George, 3rd Earl of Cumberland,
19 October, 1605.

3 Examination In the Court of Wards of Francis,4th
Earl of Cumberland, Stephen Taylor and George
Beles, 23 November, 1607.

4 Inquisition post mortem of George 3rd Earl of
Cumberland, 1609.

5 King James' Award, 14 March 1617.
6 Bargain and sale by Richard Earl of Dorset of

various manors in Sussex in accordance with King
James' Award, 28 May 1617.

7 Act of Indemnity for the Earl and Couriess of
Pembroke, 1641 •

(iii) Other Document.

Appleby MS. Book III, the third book of Clifford
family records compiled for Lady Anne Clifford. ,
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f) ALTHORP 1483. (The Earl Spencer).

(i) Cumberland Papers.

Detters 

John Taylor to Francis Clifford Esq., 7 January 1601/2.

John Taylor to Francis Clifford Esq., 8 March, 1E01/2.

Francis Clifford Esq. to Peer Watson Esq. 13 March
1601/2.

George Earl of Cumberland to Francis Clifford, 23 March
1601/2.

Thomas Ferrand to Francis Clifford Esq., 12 April 1602.

George Hales to Francis Clifford Esq., 13 April 1602.

Stephen Taylor to Francis Earl of Cumberland, 16
November 1612.

John Taylor to Thomas Little, 21 May 1613.

Thomas Paradine to Francis Earl of Cumberland, 24 May
1613.

John Taylor to Francis Earl of Cumberland, 18 January
1613/4.

Same to same, 27 January 1613/4.

Same to same, 31 January, 1613/4.

Same to same, 13 February, 1613/4.

Francis Earl of Cumberland to the Archbishop of
York, 1614.

Francis Earl of Cumberland to Edward Birkbeck et al.,
26 May 1616.

Lords of the Privy Council to the Lord Warden, Deputy
Lieutenants and Justices of the Peace of Westmorland,
7 June 1616.

Thomas Little to William Har per, 9 August 1617.
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(ii, Burlinzton Papers.

Box

Note of closes to be sold in Cleving fields in
Londesborough, 25 May 1627.

Rents at Londesborough, 1645.

Lease of the Londesborough estates to Henry Thomson
15 May 1646.

Discharges of all debts due from Henry 5th Earl of
Cumberland, 1661 to 1665.

g) TEMPEST MSS. (Captain Stephen Tempest).

Burn sail Deeds 

Box 1' no.25 Grant by Sir Stephen Tempest to Thomas Bayne
of Thorpe of Thorpe Hall for 5000 years.

Ii) ?ERRAND MSS. (Corporation of the City of Bradford).

Series 

no.134 Lease by George Earl of Cumberland to Thomas
Barrow of Settle mill for 6000 years, 14
November 1604.

Lease of Giggleswick mill to Robert Bindlose,
10 November 1604.

335 Lease of Settle mill to Thomas Barrow, 14
pvember 1604.

i) LAMBETH PALACE MSS. (The Archbishop of Canterbury).

vol.xiv. 707 m.60 A note of money owed by the Earl
of Cumberland to the Earl of
Shrewsbury for interest.



(iv) L ansdowne  MSS.

XI f.157

60 f.14

61 f.182

62 ff.48,49.
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2. )SS. IN PUBLIC DEP9SITORIES.

a) XIRITISti wrazurt.

(i) Addition, mss.

6,668 f.449	 Grant of authority by George Earl of
Cumberland and Francis Clifford Esq. to
their Commissioners In Derbyshire for
the sale of lands there, 4 June 1584,
and the lands sold,

	

6,707 f. 18b	 Sale of Francis Clifford's land in
Darley to Roger Columbell, 1583.

	12,506 f.233	 George Earl of Cumberland to Sir Julius
Caesar, 14 July 1591.

25,463 ff.73-4 Francis Earl of Cumberland to Henry
Lord Clifford, 21 June 1615,

ff•74-5 Francis Earl of Cumberland to Richard
Hughes, 7 July 1616.

(ii) Cotton MSS.

Cleopatra F. vi l f.108b. Improvements of his Majesties
Revenues, *Impositions improvable
upon Marchandizesu . 1610?

(iii) Ilarlev MSS.

6,177 "A Summary of the Lives of the Veteriponts
Cliffords & Earls of Cumberland* etc.,
copied from the original, 17 37 •

The Archbishop of York to Lord Burghley,
22 August 1580.

A note of all the licenses in the Custom
House of London which are of the nature
of the Lord Admiral's license.

Mr Rither to Lord Burghley, 26 September
1589.

A summary of the eight articles in Sir
Edward Stafford's grant, for exporting
unwrought cloths; with objections to
the same.



D.L. 44

L.C. 4

St. Ch. 5

S.P. 12

S.P. 14

S.P. 15

S.P. 16

S.P. 38

S.P. 39

Wards 7

410.

	

75 m9.29.	 A book of the Clerk of the Liveries, of
the value that every' Nobleman sued livery
at, from 3d and 4th of Philip and Mary
to 35th of Queen Elizabeth ,1593.

152 ff. 282-90. The Merchant Adventurers Arguments againsl
Alderman Cockayne's Project.

	

162 f. 204.	 Monies provided by Peter van Loor for
the service of the King's Majesty, 1603
to 1616.

169 ft. 141-146 Exchequer Receipts and Issues, 1614-1617.
b) PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE

C 38	 Chancery, Reports and Certificates.

C 54	 Chancery, Close Rolls.

C 66	 Chancery, Patent Rolls.

Indexes 6800-6807 Chancery, Docquet Books, (Signet Office),

C.P. 25	 COMM Pleas, Fines t Feet of.

Duchy of Lancaster, Special Commissions
and Returns.

Lord Chamberlain's Department, Recogg.
nizances.

Court of Star Chamber, Proceedings,
Elizabeth.

State Paper Office, Domestic State
Papers, Elizabeth.

State Paper Office, Domestic State
Tapers, James I.

State Paper Office, Domestic State
Papers, Addenda, Edward VI to James I.

State Paper Office, Domestic State
Papers, Charles I.

State Paper Office, Domestic, Docquets.

State Paper Office, Domestic, Warrants.

Court of Wards and Liveries, Inquisitions
Post Mortem.
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Wards 9	 Court of Wards and Liveries, Misitellaneous
Books.

Transcripts	 Salisbury MSS. at Hatfield House.

B. PRINTED PRIMARY MATERIAL 

1. CALENDARS AND COLLECTICNS OF PUBLIC RECORDS.

Calendar of the Patent Rolls.

Edward VI, 6 vols., (1924-1929).
Philip and Mary, 4 vols., (1935-1939).
Elizabeth, (1558-1563), 2 vols., (1939,1948).

Acts of the Privy Council, ed. J.R. Dasent,

rriii,1592. (1901).
Lac, 15994600. (1905).
xxxii, 1601-1604, (1907).

Acts of the Privy Council, 1616-1617, (1927).

betters and Paver(, Foreign and Domestic, of the Reign of
Henry VIII, ed. Brewer, Gairdner and Brodie. (1862-1929).

Calendar of State Paters, Domestic perieq, of the Reigns 
of Edward VI.. Mary, Elizabeth. 1547-150, ed. R. Lemon.
(1856).

Calendar of Stlte P4ners, Domestic Series_k of the Reign of
E,134.4beth. 1583.-169% ed. R. Lemon and Mary Green.
(1865-187Q).

Calendar of State Paners„ Domestic 4eries, of the Reigns of
Elizabeth and James 	 _Addenda, 1580-1625, ed. Mary
Green. (1872).
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Statutes of the Realm, iii. 1509-1547. (1817)
iv. 1547-1624. (1819)•

2. REPORTS AND CALENDARS OF THE HISTOVCAL MANUSCRIPTQ COMMISSIO

ALTHORP 1133.	 E.M.C. Second Report, (1874)g appendix,
12-20. Report on Earl Spencer's MSS.
now at Althorp.

APPLEBY MSS., SKIPTON 1133. 	 Eleventh RePort, Appendix
(1888), 81-90. Report on Lord
Eothfield' s 1133.

BOLTON 1433., LONDESBOROUGH H.M.C. Third Report,, (1872), Appendix,
1433.	 36-41. Report on the Duke of

Devonshire' s MSS.

EATFIELD 1433.	 Calendar of the 1433. of the Marauess 
of Saliq-burv at Hotfield,, pts. 1-
xviii. (H.M.C., 1883-1940).

CORPORATION OF PONTEFRACT H.M.C. Eighth Rport, Appendix i,
MSS.	 (1881), 269-276. Report on the

1433. of the Corporation of Pontefract.

RUTLAND 1433. 	 H.M.C. Twelfth Report, Appendix iv,
(1888)9 MS8. of the Duke of Rutland,
vol.I.

CORPORATION OF
SALISBURY MSS.

YORKSHIRE, NOR7H
RIDING MSS.

DE LA WARR MSS.

CRAWFORD HsS.

E.M.C. Various Collections, iv,
(Dublin, 1907) 1 Appendix, 191-254.
Report on the MSS.of the Corporation
of Salisbury.

E.M.C. Ninth Report, pt. 1, (1883),
Appendix, 329449. Report on the
MSS. of the Lord Lieutenant and
Justices of the Peace of the North
Riding of Yorkshire.

R.M.C. Fourth Report, (1874), Appendix,
276-317. Report on the 1133. of Earl
de la Warr,

E.M.C. &bond Report, (1874), Appendix,
181-2. Report on the MSS. of the
Ear]. of Crawford and Ba/earres.



BIRDWOOD, SIR, GEORGE

CARR, C.T. (Bd.)

FOSTER, SIR WILLIAM

FOSTER, SIR WILLIAM

4.i 3

3. IORKSRIpE MATERIAL 

laRIGG, W. (Ed.) 	 yorkahlre Fines for the Stuart Period,
2601-1625, 2 vols., (Yorkshire Arch-
aeological Society, Record Series,
vols. Lill, Lvlii, Leeds, 1915 and
1917).

FOSTER, J. (Ed.)

clot J.W. (Ed.)

CLAY, J.W. (Ed.)	

Worksop, 1887

Royalist

-1890) 

Co

.

yorkshire	 mPositiop Parers,

Record Series, vols.	 V, VII, VIII,

Duzdale l s Visitation of Yorkshire,

xviii, xx, 1893-1896).

The Visitatign 3f Yorkshire PI 158415

3 vols., (Exeter, 1899-1917).

aeological and Topographical Associatio

Society, Record Series, vols. xv,
3 vols., (Yorkshire Archaeological

Feel 

and 1612F1

=LAN, T.S. and	 Three Seventeenth-Century Yorkshire
CROSSLEY, Ea.(Eds).Sur7evs, (Yorks. Arch. Soc. Record

Series, vol. ;fly, Leeds, 1941).

4. yERCANTILE MATERIAL 

(Ed.) The Resister of Letterp &c of the
Goyernour and ComPany of Merchants of
London trading into the as Indies,
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